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ABSTRACT 
ETHNOVIOLENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION: STUDENTS PERPETRATORS' 
PERSPECTIVES ON SELF, RELATIONSHIPS, AND MORALITY 
MAY 2001 
JENNIFER CALLAHAN, B.S.N., AND B. A., BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
M.P.H., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Associate Professor Gary Malaney 
The purpose of this study was to access a research population of self-identified 
student perpetrators of ethnoviolence in order to learn more about their motivations, 
their perspectives of self and others, and their considerations for making moral 
decisions. The study design was quantitative and qualitative in nature and relied on 
both statistical analysis and ethnographic field study methods. The research 
procedures consisted of three basic phases: theoretical applications, perpetrator 
sample identification, and in-depth interview administration and analysis. 
A perpetrator screening survey was developed based on an Ethnoviolence 
Severity Scale Model and administered to a class size sample of 340 students of which 
306 responded. Survey findings indicated a surprisingly high percentage of students 
(27.2%) admitted to committing ethnoviolent behaviors across the severity model. A 
significant number of students also admitted to both verbally (36.3%) and physically 
vi 
threatening (18.0%) others on the basis of race or ethnicity. In addition, 15.0% were 
physically involved in an actual hate fight and 6.0% injured someone over an issue of 
race or ethnicity. The survey also yielded several statistically significant relationships 
based on gender as well as Greek membership and the perpetration of both multiple 
and individual acts of ethnoviolence. 
Using a weight-based scoring system, 8 survey respondents were selected for 
in-depth interviewing (6 perpetrators and 2 non-perpetrators). Using two schemes for 
coding responses developed by Lyons (1983), the predominant Relational Component 
for self-definition among perpetrators was Separate/Objective (91.4%). As a group, 
perpetrators were 11 times more likely to use this mode, whereas, non-perpetrators 
were 18 times more likely to use the Connected one. These findings indicate that the 
majority of perpetrators see themselves as separate versus connected to others and 
view relationships as part of obligations or commitments with societal duty and 
principles to uphold. In addition, the perpetrator subjects were found to consistently 
use (greater than 80%) the Morality as Justice versus Care construct when considering 
moral problems. Across conflict types, perpetrators were 3.3 times more likely to use 
the moral ideological concepts of rights and fairness versus the concepts of situational 
response and interpersonal relationships in their considerations for making moral 
decisions. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Ethnoviolence as a Research Focus 
If colleges are suppose to foster mutual respect for cultural differences, then 
the problems of ethnoviolence on college campuses should raise considerable alarm 
among those educators within higher education. From an educational perspective, 
victimization, as a result of physical and psychological violence, is considered to be 
the antithesis of a positive and safe learning environment and to be counterproductive 
to the healthy development of individuals (Roark, 1986; Roark & Roark, 1987). 
Furthermore, perpetration of ethnoviolence by college and university students is 
considered not only morally reprehensible, but also a significant violation of most 
institutional codes of conduct. If institutions of higher education are serious about 
addressing and preventing ethnoviolence on campuses, then a greater understanding 
of both the issues involved and population(s) at risk is of great importance (Roark, 
1987). Since there is so very little known about student perpetrators of ethnoviolence, 
any research of such populations seems especially warranted. 
Overall, both the lack of information concerning ethnoviolence at the 
scholarly level and society's inability to eradicate violence problems on the whole has 
impeded the ability of institutions of higher education to respond effectively in 
addressing the increasing problem of ethnoviolence (Jones, 1990a; Stem, 1990; 
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Ziegler & Hazeur, 1989). In general, this research study is intended to be a 
contribution to the growing literature that is specifically concerned with ethnoviolence 
in American higher education. 
Since scholarly inquiry is in its infancy, there are many ways to approach the 
task of learning more about ethnoviolence issues and problems. However, such 
approaches will ultimately differ according to what research approaches individuals 
ascribe to when studying the problem. A strict quantitative approach would frame 
ethnoviolence as a "certain" problem in which there is a specific solution(s) that can 
be discovered or uncovered by researchers. In particular, psychology, medicine, and 
public health appear to be the fields presently heading much of the violence research 
(Coughlin, 1992). Often these fields are encouraging and supporting researchers who 
are expected to show definite causes of violence in hopes of enacting formal 
"curative" measures. 
Like other social ills, violence (and its many forms) is perhaps not quite as 
certain and simplistic a phenomenon that traditional researchers may think. In fact, 
traditional quantitative research approaches to studying violence may be too limiting 
in their ability to help learn more about violence as a highly complex social 
phenomenon that occurs within multiple contexts. Consequently, this research study 
was designed to more closely examine the phenomenon of ethnoviolence by adopting 
a more qualitative research approach. 
Consequently, there were several purposes for this research study of 
ethnoviolence in higher education. The foremost purpose was to attempt to access a 
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research population of student perpetrators of ethnoviolence in higher education to: 
1) learn more about what may motivate or contribute to their ethnoviolent behaviors 
and activities including personality and social traits, 2) better understand their 
attitudes towards racial and ethnic issues, and 3) further explore issues of student 
identity and moral developmental theory as it relates to how ethnoviolent perpetrators 
may see themselves in relation to others as well as how they approach ethical 
dilemmas and decision-making. Another purpose is to provide educators and 
administrators with a comprehensive understanding of ethnoviolence in higher 
education by clarifying, defining, and identifying terminology, trends, and 
contributing factors found in the literature. 
Study Significance 
Ethnoviolence on college campuses can be profoundly damaging to both 
individuals and their learning environment. Some recent violence literature has 
indicated that victims of violence can suffer from increased depression, fear, and 
anxiety for prolonged periods of time (Finley & Corty, 1993; Roark, 1987). In 
addition, Koss (1990), in citing Taylor (1983), states violence victimization often 
shatters an individual's beliefs in personal invulnerability, perceptions that the world is 
meaningful, and positive self-views. This is especially true of victims of 
ethnoviolence who often connect such incidents to a long and pervasive history of 
racism and social injustice (Cheatham, 1991a; Jackson & Hardiman, 1982). 
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Both the mental health and cognitive impact of ethnoviolence within campus 
environments requires strong psychological, emotional, and social support from 
others. In addition, recovery from the trauma of ethnoviolence requires affirmation 
and validation of the experience by others. This is particularly important for college 
age students who are at dynamic personal growth and development stages, are 
typically in a new setting with a variety of environmental stressors, and are away from 
direct parental contact and old support systems (Roark, 1987). However, the 
interpersonal nature and intentional harm focus of ethnoviolent acts often help to 
create a pervasive, malevolent social context which directly stymies recovery from the 
incident (Koss, 1990; Roark & Roark, 1987). In addition, victims of ethnoviolence 
see the incident as a direct attack on an aspect of their social identity which in turn 
makes recovery all the more difficult (APA, 1998; The Prejudice Institute, 1999; 
Levin & McDevitt, 1999). Some have found that hate crimes victims take more than 
twice as long to recover from the trauma of the incident than do non-hate crime 
victims. Such victims have been found to suffer from higher levels of depression, 
stress, and anger for as long as 5 years after victimization (Herek, 1997). 
This study is significant for the very reason it recognizes the social context of 
the problem of ethnoviolence and seeks to more closely examine the interpersonal and 
intentional harm focused behaviors of student perpetrators. It is also significant 
because it is a novel research attempt to gain access to information about a population 
of which there is very little known. Another area of concern for scholars is that 
ethnoviolence will become more prevalent on college campuses that continue to resist 
the need for institutional and cultural change. In contrast, others (Dalton, 1991; Shaw 
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1990) indicate colleges and universities that may take action to eliminate such forms 
of discrimination via institutional and cultural changes may in fact experience "greater 
controversy and backlash because of their initiatives" (Shaw, 1990, p. 4). Therefore, 
proactive institutions relying on current scholarly discussions and research findings 
may in fact experience periods of increased protest and racial unrest from majority 
and minority students who will be affected by such changes. This study is significant 
because it is an attempt to begin to identify and understand how student perpetrators 
of ethnoviolence see themselves in relation to self and others, how they make ethical 
decisions, and how they interpret aspects of institutional culture and social diversity. 
Contributing Factors 
Although there is disagreement concerning the causes of ethnoviolence on 
college campuses, many feel that inadequate minority representation as well as 
increased diversity within the system of higher education is helping to fuel incidents 
this past decade (APA, 1998; Albright, 1989; Clay & Sherrill, 1991; CRS; 2000; 
Dalton, 1991; Guess, 1989; Ehrlich, 1996; Hodgkinson, 1980; Jones, 1990a; SPEC, 
2000; Wilson, 1989; Wilson & Justiz, 1988). If there is a relationship between 
minority representation and ethnoviolence in higher education, then one cannot 
discount how future changes or lack of changes in minority student numbers may 
affect predominantly white campuses. 
Some believe racial and ethnic tensions, conflicts, and violence are further 
exacerbated by a lack of genuine commitment to diversity, affirmative action, and 
comprehensive minority student programs by institutions, administrators, and 
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educators (Hurtado, 1992; Jones, 1990a). Others, like Dalton (1991) and Wiggins 
(1989), suggest that changes in student values and attitudes are contributing to 
increased racial and ethnic conflicts on campus. They also suggest that educators and 
administrators must begin to "challenge the moral idealism of students and tap their 
instinct for caring, being empathetic, and sympathetic toward others" (Dalton, 1991, p. 
22). No matter what one may identify as a contributing factor, it becomes apparent 
that ignoring or tolerating ethnoviolence on campus not only threatens the physical 
and psychological safety of those targeted, but also is the antithesis of a positive 
learning environment for all members in the education community. 
Institutions of higher education are held accountable for the measures they 
undertake to afford personal safety to all students. Therefore, ongoing studies of 
ethnoviolence should be a priority concern for faculty as well as administrators. Mary 
and Eldridge Roark (1987) assert that "Student affairs administrators and directors of 
various student services hold a responsibility for directing the response of campus 
personnel to specific volatile and exploitive situations" (p. 1). This study is significant 
because it contributes to the existing sources of information that college educators and 
administrators may refer to help guide them in addressing and preventing 
ethnoviolence on campus. 
Operational Definitions 
Since there has been no mutually accepted definition of ethnoviolence used 
in the research literature, it is important to assess words and terms that contribute to 
working definitions used in this study. This assessment is done in the following 
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chapter. Below is a compilation of operationally defined terms that were used in this 
study based upon a review of the literature focus of the study. 
1. Violence: An intense, turbulent, or furious feeling or expression that is 
often destructive. Can also be characterized as an instance of strong 
repudiation, distortion, infringement, or irreverence to a thing, notion, or 
quality fitly valued or observed (Gove, 1976). Can be overt or subtle, 
individual or institutional, and physical or nonphysical and covers a broad 
range of human activity. 
2. Ethnoviolence: Any act or a threatened or attempted act by any person or 
group of persons against the person or property of another individual or 
group which may in any way constitute an expression of racial/ethnic 
hostility. This includes hate speech, threatening phone calls, hate mail, 
physical assaults, vandalism, cross burnings, firebombings and the like. 
Such actions are undertaken with the intention to hurt, intimidate, threaten, 
denigrate, subjugate or oppress other individuals or groups based on 
prejudicial and discriminating attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. 
Subsequently, such actions are deemed violent in nature. 
3. Psychological Violence: An insidious form of violence, referring to 
various forms of harassment that are based upon racist and or ethnocentric 
beliefs. It continuously contributes to a hostile environment in which racial 
and ethnic minorities must encounter and cope with on a psychological 
level (Wiggins, 1989). 
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4. Hate Crimes: Criminal acts that are motivated in part or in whole by bias 
or bigotry directed at a victim's race/ethnicity/national origin, religion, 
sexual orientation, or handicapped status. Such acts include but are not 
limited to vandalism, larceny, arson, threats, and physical assaults and are 
criminal because they violate a person’s or group’s constitutional rights 
(Massachusetts Department of Public Safety, 1992). 
5. Hate Incidents: Non-criminal acts, which are motivated in part or whole 
by bias and bigotry directed at a victim's race/ethnicity/national origin, 
religion, sexual orientation, or handicapped status. Such incidents consist 
of conduct, speech, or expression in which a bias motive is evident, but 
which does not constitute an actual crime (Downey & Stage, 1999; 
Massachusetts Department of Public Safety, 1992). 
Basic Assumptions 
Since ethnoviolence is not a problem that is widely understood or studied, 
prospective researchers must undoubtedly make some assumptions about the nature of 
the problem. The extensive literature review that was conducted for this study is an 
attestation of such assumptions in that very few scholars actually qualify their 
statements relative to definitions, incidence and prevalence, or possible contributing 
factors of ethnoviolence in higher education. In general, this researcher makes the 
assumption that ethnoviolence is a complex human phenomenon that individuals, 
groups, and society learn through educational and cultural socialization processes. 
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Some of the complexity arises from our lack of a common definition, a clear 
understanding regarding origins of the problem, and information concerning its very 
existence in institutional settings. As Stern (1990) indicates, incidents of 
ethnoviolence on college campuses often "vary in origin, and burst on the scene 
unpredictably" (p. 7). 
It is precisely this type of unpredictability and complexity, which prompts this 
researcher to view ethnoviolence as a “human” phenomenon which exists within a 
socially constructed world. This world is not static, unidimensional, unrelated, linear, 
and determinate, but rather dynamic, multidimensional, interrelated, nonlinear, and 
indeterminate. The former view of the world is based on a positivist philosophy which 
is greatly concerned with technical rationality (Schon, 1987). However, such a 
paradigm does not seem appropriate to use when trying to understand uncertain, 
complex, and unique phenomena such as violence and its related forms (Gleick, 1987; 
Lincoln & Guba, 1885; Schon, 1987). 
Indeed, it appears that more holistic theoretical approaches are needed to 
research ethnoviolence on college campuses. Consequently, this study was not 
designed to prove the causality of factors contributing to ethnoviolence in higher 
education. Instead, it is an attempt to further explore such factors identified in the 
literature by examining them within a theoretical context, which is developmental in 
nature. Since the literature repeatedly attributes ethnoviolence to underlying human 
processes involving fundamental learning and socialization principles, the researcher 
makes the additional assumption that developmental theory may help increase 
understanding of the problem. 
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Although this study's findings are limited in terms of their generalizability, it is 
also assumed that such findings yield important information directly relating to those 
participants within the designated sample. It is further assumed that such information 
may help give additional direction to the current field of study concerned with 
perpetrators of ethnoviolence in a variety of settings 
Study Limitations 
In reviewing this study, it is important to recognize that the very nature of 
ethnoviolence may in itself be responsible for the wide spread problems encountered 
with reporting and collecting data which might assist individuals in designing an array 
of potential research studies. Because of the social stigma attached to incidents of 
ethnoviolence, accessing victims as well as perpetrators can be extremely problematic. 
The researcher had extensively investigated the problems associated with accessing 
student perpetrators in a higher education setting. This included discussing such 
problems with campus administrators and faculty from a variety of departments 
including public safety, residential housing, human relations, student affairs, and 
education at several Massachusetts colleges and universities. The major stumbling 
block to accessing student perpetrators centers on the issue of upholding student 
privacy. Campus officials do not release the identities of student perpetrators because 
of privacy issues. 
As discussed in Chapter II (Target Population & Sample), because of the 
inherent difficulties associated with accessing a population of student perpetrators, the 
study relied on a purposive sample. This sample was one in which participants, via a 
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screening survey, first needed to self-identify as perpetrators prior to being considered 
for inclusion in the interview phase of the study. This kind of sampling method is a 
limitation of the study in that the researcher could not reliably predict the actual 
number of participants that would be included in the study from the onset. This self- 
identification process, coupled with the operational definition of ethnoviolence, had 
initially limited the researcher in her ability to confirm an actual study sample of 
student perpetrators who would meet the criteria to participate. 
The fact that most all forms of violence research are in their pioneer stages 
makes it difficult for many researchers to target and make contact with existing 
populations for study. For example, because there have been no formal, collective 
reporting mechanisms required between institutions of higher education about student 
perpetrators of ethnoviolence, large studies of such populations have not been 
traditionally feasible. This becomes a major limitation for any research study, since 
findings would be based on small samples. As is the case with this research study, the 
findings will not lend themselves to be generalizable to any broader populations. 
Furthermore, this research study could be construed by some as being 
limited in part by the application of developmental theory. Using student identity 
and moral development theory to assist in narrowing the scope of questions asked 
during the in-depth interviewing phase of the study, could be seen by some as a 
design limitation. Some could consider that by incorporating certain developmental 
themes or patterns already identified in the literature into the study's design, the 
researcher may have curtailed an open process of inductive analysis. Although this 
was intentionally done in hopes of yielding important information concerning such 
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a population, it nevertheless could be considered by some to be a potentially 
limiting feature of the usual advantages associated with using qualitative research 
approaches. 
Parameters 
Marshall and Rossman (1989) identify three criteria for determining research 
strategies for a proposed qualitative study. These criteria include informational 
adequacy, efficiency, and ethical considerations. Informational adequacy recognizes 
the need for a study design to "maximize the possibilities that the researcher will 
understand the setting thoroughly, precisely, and adequately" (Marshall and Rossman, 
1989, p. 75). In this study, the researcher carefully considered and determined the 
most effective way to conduct a study of the problem within a specific higher 
education setting. The researcher believes the design yielded information needed to 
adequately answer the study's two guiding research questions. 
With regards to the efficiency criterion, this study allowed for adequate data 
collection at the least cost (i.e. financial, time, and personal resources) to the 
researcher as well as participants. The third criterion of ethical considerations was 
consciously applied in contemplating how the researcher planned to treat human 
subjects within the study. Studying perpetrators of ethnoviolence in any setting 
requires careful attention by the researcher to the types and ways research strategies 
should be used in the overall study design. In this study, the researcher felt it was 
necessary to exclusively address issues relating to the treatment of participants. 
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Therefore, a formal discussion of the treatment of human subjects is provided in the 
next section for the reader. 
Study Design 
Having considered these criteria in direct relation to the study questions, the 
researcher determined that ethnographic or field study research strategies would best 
meet the design needs of the study. Ethnographic or field research approaches seem 
well suited to capture the types of highly descriptive information the researcher was 
interested in obtaining about the phenomenon of ethnoviolence. Bogdan and Biklen 
(1992) use the terms "ethnographic" and "field" synonymously with qualitative 
research. Such approaches primarily rely on methods for the exploration, description, 
and understanding of naturally occurring events (Singleton et al., 1988). In addition, 
researchers using such approaches aim to see the world from a participant's own frame 
of reference. Popkewitz (1986) goes further in noting that such approaches view 
various levels of culture as being both implicit and explicit in attempt to "describe 
recurring patterns of behavior and the social contexts in which they are constructed" 
(p. 53). 
Furthermore, these approaches are recommended by Singleton et al. (1988) 
when a research problem is complex, involving inter-related phenomena, when there 
is little known about a subject under investigation, and when methodological 
problems preclude other research strategies. The review of the literature concerned 
with the problem of ethnoviolence in higher education indicates that it is indeed 
complex, and involves many interrelated factors, that there is not a great deal known 
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about it, and that accessing a target population of perpetrators creates considerable 
research challenges. Consequently, an ethnographic or field research approach seemed 
to fit best with the researcher's overall objectives and was the chosen design for this 
study. 
Paradigm 
Qualitative research approaches such as ethnography, field research, or 
naturalistic studies can be described under the broader term of social scientific inquiry 
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). A major objective of social scientific inquiry is to 
understand the social world by discovering enduring relationships among phenomena 
(Singleton, Straits, & McAllister, 1988). Consequently, a great deal of social science 
research is directed at developing and testing relationships unless, there is very little 
known about a particular phenomenon. When knowledge about a social phenomenon 
is scarce, like ethnoviolence in higher education, then the "early stages of research are 
devoted necessarily to gaining insight into it and to isolating its central features" 
(Singleton, Straits, McAllister, 1988, p. 74). This means the researcher relies 
predominantly on the processes of discovery and description, but often is guided by 
"anticipated" relationships. Marshall and Rossman (1989) further indicate the 
purposes of qualitative research proposals at this stage of inquiry are necessarily 
exploratory, explanatory, and descriptive in nature. These purposes ultimately 
determine the types of research questions and strategies identified by the researcher. 
Therefore, it is important to discuss how the researcher views the problem to be 
studied. 
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As previously noted, this researcher makes the assumption that ethnoviolence 
is a complex human phenomenon that individuals, groups, and society leam(s) 
through educational and cultural socialization processes. Because contributing factors 
of ethnoviolence encompass multiple contexts, the foremost obstacle to study remains 
a lack of understanding the phenomenon within such contexts. As this study indicates, 
understanding ethnoviolence is not a trivial task. However, the complexity inherent to 
understanding ethnoviolence can be lessened not by over simplifying the problem 
through traditional positivistic research approaches, but rather by applying methods of 
social scientific inquiry to examine a particular context of the phenomenon. 
Consequently, the study design incorporates aspects of social scientific inquiry, such 
as discovery and description, but is also guided by some anticipated relationships 
arising from the literature that this researcher is interested in exploring further. 
Symbolic Interactionism 
Symbolic interactionism is a qualitative research approach developed by 
Herbert Blumen and his colleagues (Jacob, 1987). It is an approach to inquiry that 
assumes “individuals’ experiences are mediated by their own interpretations of 
experience which are created through interaction with others. These experiences are 
used by individuals to achieve certain goals” (Jacob, 1987, p. 27). In using symbolic 
interactionism, researchers are basically making a statement that they are interested in 
understanding how such interpretations and meaning develops and is used by 
individuals in specific situations of interaction. By considering ethnoviolence within a 
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nonpositivistic paradigm, the qualitative research tradition of symbolic interactionism 
parallels this researcher's: 
a) Assumptions about human relations, conflict and society, 
b) Focus on the content of human interactions between perpetrators and 
others, and 
c) Perception of the level of social organization, ethical decision-making and 
identity perpetrators formulate related to the phenomenon of 
ethnoviolence in higher education 
In addition, the study’s design is influenced by careful consideration of the roles that 
inter-subjectivity, human intent, and social identity and moral development may play 
in motivating certain individuals to engage in perpetrator activity (Popkewitz, 1986). 
If perpetrators behave based on the meanings race and ethnicity have for them, then 
meanings learned about race and ethnicity through social interaction appear important. 
As symbolic interaction indicates, ethnoviolent behavior may be a result of 
perpetrators' reflective interpretations of socially derived meanings of such concepts 
as race and ethnicity. Consequently, this research relied on study design approaches, 
like in-depth interviewing, to allow for investigation of both the context and content 
of incidents of ethnoviolence as experienced by student perpetrators. 
Research Questions 
In applying principles of symbolic interactionism to the problem of 
ethnoviolence in higher education, the researcher notes there are several general 
stages characteristic of qualitative studies that were considered in developing research 
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questions (Borman, LeCompte, and Goetz, 1986). Initially, this study began at the 
level of describing, defining, and identifying student perpetrators of ethnoviolence. 
Then, it advanced to a level of developing themes and patterns by grouping items and 
analyzing linkages between variables identified among perpetrators in the study 
sample. Finally, it involved a level of theoretical grounding by integrating study 
findings with some existing identity and moral development theory. 
It is this final stage which has influenced the researcher the most in 
determining the research questions for this study. The researcher was particularly 
interested in investigating perpetrators' modes of describing themselves in relation to 
self and others as well as what kinds of considerations they use in making moral 
decisions. Therefore, the four major research questions of the study were: 
1) What are ethnoviolent perpetrators distinct modes of describing the self in 
relation to others? 
2) What are the considerations used by ethnoviolent perpetrators in making 
moral decisions? 
3) What are the self-reported personality and social traits of ethnoviolent 
perpetrators? 
4) What are ethnoviolent perpetrator attitudes towards issues of race and 
ethnicity? 
The main thrust of the study sought to directly address these four questions. However, 
there were also secondary interest areas and variable relationships the researcher 
investigated in this study including, but not limited to the following: 
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♦ What role does socialization play in developing perpetrators’ perceptions 
of race and ethnicity? 
♦ How does a perpetrator understand an act of ethnoviolence they have 
exacted or witnessed? 
♦ Does the college experience have any affect on perpetrators’ racial and 
ethnic perceptions and beliefs? 
♦ Is there a relationship between gender and self-identified ethnoviolent 
behaviors and actions among the survey population? 
♦ Is there a relationship between gender, fraternity/sorority membership, and 
self-identified ethnoviolent behaviors and actions among the survey 
population? 
♦ Is there a relationship among high school/ college athleticism and self- 
identified ethnoviolent behaviors and actions among the survey 
population? 
Study Organization 
This study is organized into several major chapters. The first chapter seeks to 
help define and examine the problem of ethnoviolence in higher education settings. It 
addresses the significance of the problem, the basic assumptions made by the 
researcher about the problem, and the limitations of both the design and findings of 
the study. 
Chapter II is a comprehensive review of the literature that demonstrates the 
extent of the problem of ethnoviolence both in and out of higher education settings. In 
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this chapter the researcher specifically looks at operationally defining terms for the 
study and trends of the problem. This chapter also looks at the evolution of research 
literature that directly focuses specifically on the problem of ethnoviolence in terms of 
perpetration in higher education settings. The associated research literature on student 
perpetrators that spans for only about a decade is examined to develop understanding 
of the profiles, categories, and context for perpetration. This chapter also examines 
literature concerning contributing factors and the application of developmental theory 
in an effort to better frame the actual research parameters for study of the problem. 
In Chapter HI the methods for the study are detailed for the reader. This 
chapter highlights the quantitative and qualitative procedures used to collect and 
analyze data concerning self-identified student perpetrators of ethnoviolence. This 
chapter describes the study’s two major phases of data collection and analysis. The 
first phase included the development and administration of a large screening survey 
instrument to identify a study population of self-identified student perpetrators. The 
second phase involved the conducting of in-depth interviews with a group of 
perpetrators and non-perpetrators to obtain data on the both their motivations for 
ethnoviolent behavior as well as their perspectives on identity, relationships and 
morality. The researcher adapts methods used by Gilligan (1977, 1982a) and Lyons 
(1983) to study aspects of social identity and moral development of student 
perpetrators. 
Chapter IV presents the overall results of the survey data. Both the 
demographic findings of the survey population and statistical relationships of the 
survey responses are presented. This chapter also details the importance of some of 
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variable relationship findings in the context of ethnoviolence literature that was 
reviewed for this study. Future research implications related to the actual survey 
findings are addressed in the concluding chapter. 
Chapter V profiles the actual interview population of the study. Data from 
the interview is organized and presented to describe the social and demographic 
backgrounds of both perpetrator and non-perpetrators that were interviewed. 
Information concerning the background, childhood experiences, parental 
perspectives, university life, and cultural awareness and involvement of each of the 
interview subjects is presented to the reader. 
Chapter VI presents the data results concerning interviewees’ social identity 
perspectives. The results were obtained by analyzing and applying a coding scheme 
that was used by Lyons (1983) and adapted to this study to examine perpetrators’ 
predominant perspectives of self in relation to both self and others. Interviewees’ 
perspectives on self in relation to others of a different race/ethnicity were also 
examined and are presented in this chapter. 
Chapter VII presents data findings concerning the predominant mode of 
moral decision-making among the interviewees. Responses to moral conflict 
questions by both the perpetrators and non-perpetrators were analyzed and coded 
using a scheme for moral considerations developed and tested by Lyons (1983). 
This chapter presents both the coded data results and qualitative analysis of the 
considerations used by interviewees when faced with situations involving personal, 
hypothetical, and racial/ethnic conflict. 
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Chapter VIII analyzes the study’s overall findings and describes the 
significance with regards to current and future study. The researcher summarizes 
the results from both Chapter VI and VII and makes the connection for the reader 
concerning the relationship between predominant social identity perspectives and 
predominant mode of moral considerations. This chapter highlights the different, 
yet unique perspectives and considerations found characteristic of both the 
perpetrator and non-perpetrator groups studied. This chapter discusses both the 
limitations and interventional considerations associated with the findings of this 
study as well as the implications for the future research of ethnoviolence 
perpetration as whole. 
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CHAPTER n 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Defining Violence and Ethnoviolence 
The word ethnoviolence was first coined by the National Institute Against 
Prejudice and Violence (NIAPV), now known as The Prejudice Institute. The word 
describes all actions, gestures, and words that are motivated by prejudice and 
performed with the intention of causing physical and psychological damage (Clay & 
Sherrill, 1991; Ehrlich, 1996; Levin & McDevitt, 1993, 1999). This term is used to 
encompass terms like "racial violence," "hate violence," "bigotry," and "bias crimes" 
which have been used to "denote words or actions designated to intimidate an 
individual or a people because of their race, religion, color, or national origin" (Jones, 
1990a, p. 129). 
There is a plethora of information concerned with racial issues in higher 
education. However, specific information surrounding race and violence on campuses 
is not as prevalent. Many articles obscure the topic of ethnoviolence on campuses by 
blending it with many other racial issues. Often times, encompassing terms like racial 
incidents, racism, or racial problems are used in defining or describing ethnoviolence 
in education settings (Ehrlich, 1996; Verdugo, 1998). However, in this study, a review 
of the literature for definitions and terms specific to racially or ethnically motivated 
violence was essential. It is believed this discussion will enhance the reader's 
understanding of the related term of ethnoviolence. 
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Refracting on Violence 
If one peruses some recent and past dictionaries, one will find that violence as 
a word has evolved to encompass a broader territory of meanings. Initially, the word 
violence was related to action involving physical force, assault, or combat (Webster, 
1863). However, some early dictionaries also define it as being a "moral force; highly 
excited feeling; vehemence" or as "outrage; unjust force, crimes of all kinds" 
(Webster, 1863, p. 1237). 
Recently, definitions have become even more inclusive of the nonphysical 
realm that violence may exist. It is a word that is now being associated with feelings, 
expressions, justice, impropriety, and infringements (Gove, 1976). For example, it is 
defined as being "an intense, turbulent, or furious feeling which is often destructive," 
as a "vehement feeling or expression," and as a "an instance of strong repudiation, 
distortion, infringement, or irreverence to a thing, notion, or quality fitly valued or 
observed" (Gove, 1976, p. 2554). Within dictionaries and the literature concerned 
with violence, it is evident that violence is perceived as being more than mere physical 
action. 
In "Campus Climate and Violence," Wiggins (1989) views the violence that 
plagues America and its college campuses within a historical context. In quoting 
Alphonso Pinkney, Wiggins states the following: 
Violence, as a concept, is broad. It may be overt or subtle, individual or 
institutional. Overt acts of violence involve the destruction of human beings 
through the use of physical force. Subtle forms of violence, which are in many 
ways equally destructive of persons, cover a much broader range of human 
activity. (1989, p. 18) 
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Sexual assault, acquaintance and stranger rape, relationship abuse, hazing, 
homicide, and physical assault are among the more obvious types of violence found 
on college campuses (Clery, 1990; Roark, 1986). In a 1993 Associated Press survey 
of 580 large college campuses, over 4,000 incidents of violent crime were 
documented. These incidents included 493 rapes, 16 murders, 2,528 assaults and over 
21,000 burglaries, robberies, and auto thefts over a three-year period (Johns Hopkins 
University, 1997). However, less obvious types of campus violence include 
harassment, intimidation, and humiliation on a variety of levels from peers to 
professors. Such forms of violence are often related to the unjust "isms" that are part 
of our society like racism, sexism, classism, ageism, ethnocentrism, ableism, and 
heterosexism (Roark & Roark 1987; Wiggins, 1989). 
A review of the literature suggests that violent behavior can indeed take on 
many forms. In general, the literature indicates that an important shift in how scholars 
perceive of violence is perhaps gradually taking place. Some indicate that those who 
"study violence need to extend the focus of their research... and begin to understand 
individual behavior in the context of social and cultural factors that can influence 
violence" (Coughlin, 1992, p. A7). Perhaps some of the problems associated with 
defining and understanding violence and its many forms is a result of the difficulty 
some scholars have experienced as a perceptual shift takes hold within various fields 
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of study. 
As scholars begin to rethink terminology and pay greater attention to 
definitions, a common understanding of violence and its many forms should arise out 
of vocabulary and language consistency that becomes necessary to the processes of 
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scholarly inquiry. This seemingly slow evolutionary process of understanding 
complex human phenomena such as violence is not uncommon. In fact, a good 
example of the changes and qualifications that can take place over time concerning 
definitions of complex phenomena among scholars is the shift that has occurred 
within psychology concerning the word aggression (Hirsch, 1981). 
Since the 1950s, psychologists have used the word aggression to define a wide 
range of forced and unwanted sexual behaviors that were exacted on women by men 
(Hirsch, 1981; Kanin, 1957, Kinsey et al., 1953). Not until the 1980s, with the 
surfacing of feminist scholarship and women studies, was the word aggression 
scrutinized by scholars and even abolished in much of the literature that is now 
concerned with sexual violence and victimization of women and children. In today's 
violence literature, one is hard pressed to find the word aggression used as a definition 
or synonym for assault, abuse, harassment, or rape that is sexual in nature. In a similar 
way, it appears that the word violence, like aggression, may be undergoing a similar 
process. In the literature today, there is evidence that scholars appear to be rejecting 
the traditional notions of violence and are no longer considering it as only overt 
physical assault, behavior, or actions (Jones, 1990a; Roark, 1987; Stem, 1990; 
Wiggins, 1989). 
What Is Ethnoviolence? 
In the early stages of this study, there was really no mutually used or accepted 
definition of ethnoviolence in higher education. However, in the past 3-5 years, an 
implied understanding has emerged from recent contributions to the literature which 
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suggests such violence encompasses more than physical assault or action exacted on 
an individual or group because of differences in race or ethnicity. However, many 
scholars continue to bypass the need to define terms they use in relation to studying 
violence that is motivated by race or ethnicity. Not defining terms results in a 
"blurring" of terminology used within the literature that appears to be addressing 
ethnoviolence in higher education, but actually uses different words or terms to 
describe or define it. 
For example, Ziegler and Hazeur (1989) cite multiple incidents of violence on 
campuses, which were motivated by racial or ethnic differences. However, they 
basically describe such violence in broad terms of being "racial incidents." They then 
only partially define such incidents as being "blatant, hideous acts of racial 
discrimination" (p. 32). However, they illustrate this partial definition by using 
specific cases of what the NIAPV (1987) labels as ethnoviolence which have occurred 
on campuses such as the University of Massachusetts, University of Michigan, and 
University of Tennessee. 
Roark (1987) examines the types, prevalence, and underlying factors of 
violence on college campuses. In a similar way, Roark does not specifically define 
ethnoviolence. However, she refers to it in a broad sense in her overall discussions of 
campus violence by indicating that such violence can take on many forms, be 
motivated for different reasons, and is any behavior that is intended to hurt another 
person physically or emotionally. Roark exemplifies this by indicating that such 
violence includes assault, harassment, and hate speech or mail that can be, in some 
cases, motivated by race or ethnicity. 
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Wilson and Justiz (1988) discuss ethnoviolence in the larger context of racial 
issues in higher education. They look at college campuses as "inhospitable" 
environments for racial minorities. They also do not provide any specific definition of 
ethnoviolence, but instead cite some of the most severe racial violence that occurred 
on campuses in 1987, including a brawl that broke out after the World Series Game at 
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
In 1989, college and university presidents from across the country met in 
Washington to discuss their concerns and experiences relating to violent campus 
climates. In particular, this group was most concerned about violence, which is 
motivated by racial and ethnic differences. As a result of this meeting, a report entitled 
"The Lurking Evil: Racial and Ethnic Conflict on the College Campus" was 
published. 
Within that report, contributors never really define the words or terms they use 
in discussing what the NIAPV would define as ethnoviolence on college campuses. 
Again, blanket terms like racial bias, conflict, and tensions are used in lieu of the word 
ethnoviolence. This occurs despite the fact that the authors' discussions are very much 
focused on the problems and issues relating to actual incidents of violence which are 
motivated by racial and ethnic differences. For example, Hively (1990) describes such 
violence as being both overt and covert practices of discrimination and harassment 
that includes "bias-related physical and verbal assaults" (p. 22). 
Stem (1990) uses "bigotry" and "hateful incidents" in his discussions of 
actions, behaviors, and intentions that are motivated by racial and ethnic differences 
with the objective of being harmful to others. What Stem calls bigotry, the NIAPV 
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and others call ethnoviolence or racially motivated violence (Jones, 1990; Clay & 
Sherrill, 1991). Stern consistently uses bigotry on a violence continuum. He indicates 
that violent acts of bigotry directed at minority group members include such things as 
hate speech, mail and graffiti, assault, arson, vandalism, burglary, harassment, threats 
or intimidation. 
In literature from the early 1990s, Clay and Sherrill (1991) are among the few 
scholars who actually use the word ethnoviolence in their discussions and attempt to 
define it for the reader. They use a portion of the NIAPV definition to explain 
ethnoviolence as being "those acts motivated by prejudice and performed with the 
intent of causing physical or psychological damage" (p. 150). Such ethnoviolent acts 
can range from subtle classroom and dormitory harassment, name-calling, and verbal 
insults to blatant physical attacks and property damage. 
Jones (1990a), like Clay and Sherrill (1991), is careful in defining terms. 
Although he uses racially motivated violence instead of ethnoviolence, the defining 
language and meaning of the words appear to be the same. For example, Jones 
(1990a) cites the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement in defining 
racially motivated violence as 
An act or a threatened or attempted act by any person or group of persons 
against the person or property of another individual or group which may in 
any way constitute an expression of racial hostility. This includes threatening 
phone calls, hate mail, physical assaults, vandalism, cross burnings, 
firebombings and the like. (p. 129) 
This definition is one of the few found within the literature before 1995 and is more 
comprehensive than most. Jones further categorizes such violence on campuses as 
being the harassment of minority students, acts of racial or ethnic insensitivity, and 
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physical attack. Like others, Jones considers such things to be violent in nature 
because they involve elements of premeditation and intention to harm another 
physically or psychologically (Roark, 1987; Stern, 1990; Wiggins, 1989). 
Ehrlich (1992a; 1992b; 1996; 1999) is perhaps the most consistent user of the 
term ethnoviolence and defines it as “an act or attempted act which is motivated by 
group prejudice and intended to cause physical or psychological injury” (1999, p. 1). 
Likewise, he includes harassment, intimidation, group insults, property defacement or 
destruction, and physical attacks among acts that constitute ethnoviolence. He further 
explains that targets of ethnoviolence are persons who are chosen on the basis of their 
race or skin color, gender, nationality, religion, sexual orientation or other physical, or 
social characteristic. 
It becomes evident from the literature that violence motivated by racial and 
ethnic differences within higher education settings is discussed using many different 
words or terms. However, there are common threads in the language that scholars 
have used which are helpful in understanding that 1) it is a form of a violence which is 
believed to indeed exist, and 2) it encompasses a wide range of activities, intentions, 
and behaviors on college campuses. Although for some scholars it may seem enough 
to imply meaning of terms they may use in discussing such violence in journal 
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articles, in this study it became a necessity to operationally define terms. This was 
done in an effort to come to an understanding that is both mutual and comprehensive 
for both researcher and reader alike. 
For some people, viewing specific forms of violence, like ethnoviolence, on a 
continuum that ranges from the psychological to physical may seem strange or 
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unfamiliar. However, as Wiggins (1989) indicates it is an important step for one to 
take in being able to better understand how violence and its many forms is manifested 
and perpetuated. In the following quote, Wiggins reveals just how the phenomenon of 
ethnoviolence transcends the physical realm: 
Subtle or psychological violence is extremely insidious, and alive and well on 
both predominantly white and predominantly minority campuses. It is both 
visible and invisible. It is wrapped in various forms of harassment and is 
usually based upon racist and/or ethnocentric beliefs. We find (and I confine 
my remarks to racially/ethnically mixed campuses) that racial and ethnic 
minorities are frequently reminded that they are not welcome on campus. 
Sometimes minorities are told this quite candidly via verbal or written 
communications (especially racial slurs/epithets). They are also told this 
furtively and subliminally. The psychic impact from this treatment amounts to 
psychological violence. (1989, p. 18) 
Building on the definitions put forth by Ehrlich (1996), Wiggins (1989), Jones 
(1990a), Clay and Sherrill (1991), and the NIAPV (1987) an operational definition of 
ethnoviolence would most certainly need to be inclusive of both the physical and 
psychological realms in which the problem appears to be manifested. In addition, 
many scholars appear to be inclined to support that ethnoviolence is not merely overt 
physical assaults and attacks, which lead to bodily injury and property destruction. On 
the contrary, many suggest that violence prompted by racial differences is inclusive of 
emotional, verbal, and psychological actions taken by individuals or groups to 
intentionally hurt or subjugate other individuals or groups (Dalton, 1991; Ehrlich, 
1996; Levin & McDevitt, 1999; Roark, 1987, Stern, 1990; Verdugo, 1998). 
With the aforementioned in mind, an acceptable operational definition of 
ethnoviolence for this study (as previously noted in Chapter One) might include a 
modification of the definition cited by Jones (1990a) and would read as follows: 
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Any act or a threatened or attempted act by any person or group of persons 
against the person or property of another individual or group which may in 
any way constitute an expression of racial/ethnic hostility. This includes hate 
speech, threatening phone calls, hate mail, physical assaults, vandalism, cross 
burnings, firebombings and the like. Such actions are undertaken with the 
intention to hurt, intimidate, threaten, denigrate, subjugate or oppress other 
individuals or groups based on prejudicial and discriminating attitudes, beliefs, 
and behaviors. Subsequently, such actions are deemed violent in nature. 
This operational definition is meant to be inclusive and to reflect what is found in the 
literature concerning ethnoviolence. It is not carved in stone and the reader must keep 
in mind that there are perhaps other activities, behaviors, and intentions that are not 
listed, but would appear to fall within the scope of this definition of ethnoviolence. 
Therefore, the reader should consider some degree of flexibility in the way the term 
may be used in this study. Because although it is more specific than most found within 
the literature, it is not meant to be overly specific like a code, policy, act, or law which 
is expected to be enforced in some manner. 
Ethnoviolence Trends 
Accompanying the difficulties of defining ethnoviolence in the literature, is 
the added problem of finding existing empirical knowledge about its prevalence and 
incidence in higher education (Ehrlich, 1996; Jones, 1990; Roark, 1987; Ziegler & 
Hazeur, 1989). The problem arises from the fact that there has been no one national 
center that identifies and reports on ethnoviolent incidents (Jones, 1990). For the most 
part, the Uniform Crime Report of the FBI and the National Crime Survey are the two 
major national sources for the collection of data relating to violent crimes (Koss, 
1990). Since the federal passage of the Hate Crime Statistics Act (1990) and the 
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establishment of the National Center for Hate Crime Prevention Education, there has 
been greater attention being paid to the need for consistent and regular data collection 
of hate violence and crime. 
Although the definition of ethnoviolence for many encompasses acts, which 
are not considered illegal, it nevertheless does include acts, which are considered to be 
actual criminal offenses by many states. The Massachusetts Department of Public 
Safety defines hate crimes “as criminal acts which are motivated, in part or whole, by 
bias or bigotry directed at a victim's race/ethnicity/national origin, religion, sexual 
orientation, or handicapped status (1991, p. 3).” Consequently, verbal harassment and 
threats (i.e. epithets and slurs), damage to personal or institutional property, and 
physical assaults (simple or aggravated) which are motivated by racial or ethnic bias 
or bigotry are considered criminal offenses. 
As a result of the passing of the Hate Crime Reporting Act of 1990, 
Massachusetts began collecting hate crime statistics in 1991. With the passage of this 
act, Massachusetts was one of only eleven states to begin collecting statistical data on 
hate crimes (Massachusetts Department of Public Safety, 1992). In 1995, only three 
colleges, including the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, participated in the 
reporting of such hate crimes. In 1998 and 1999, this figure rose to 16 participating 
colleges and universities (Massachusetts Governor’s Task Force on Hate Crime, 1998; 
1999). Since there are about 80 college and university campuses in Massachusetts, 
this represents a participation rate among Massachusetts higher education settings of 
about 20%. In 1998, 499 hate crime cases were reported in Massachusetts. Of these 
cases, 12% occurred on school or college campuses (Massachusetts Governor’s Task 
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Force on Hate Crime, 1998). At the national level, a 1998 study by the U.S. General 
Accounting Office found that despite required hate crime reporting laws, campus 
officials often failed to submit hate crime data (Southern Poverty Law Center, 2000). 
Therefore in the near future, it appears the true extent of the problem of ethnoviolence 
on college campuses within Massachusetts and across the country will continue to be 
difficult to ascertain. 
Some violence researchers criticize the collection or survey methods presently 
used by both federal reporting sources. Among the major criticisms, is that there are 
inherent problems arising from definitional ambiguity. With regards to campus 
violence, researchers also find fault with the accuracy of the sources because colleges 
have been slow to participate in reporting violent crime statistics. For example, in the 
mid-1980s only 300 colleges had actually reported violent crime statistics to federal 
sources such as the National Crime Survey (Roark, 1986). In 1998, the FBI reported 
that about 250 campus hate crime incidents occurred (Southern Poverty Law Center, 
2000). However, the majority of colleges do not report their findings at the federal 
level. This lack of reporting became the motivating force behind federal policymakers' 
decision to enact the 1990 Student Right To Know Act which required colleges and 
universities to publicly release information on campus crimes, including violent ones 
(Collison, 1992). Since the passage of that act, more colleges and universities are 
collecting and reporting on violent crime. Most data findings indicates that more than 
50% of violent crimes on campuses are committed by students and that the majority 
of the offenders were under the influence of alcohol or drugs at the time of 
committing the crime (Clery, 1990). 
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However, once again questions relating to the accuracy of such reporting have 
begun to surface and arise out of concerns that the channels for reporting, mainly 
campus police and security, are usually bypassed by victims of violent crimes (Burd, 
1992) This seems especially true of victims of sexual violence and ethnoviolence 
(Harek, 1997; Koss, 1990; Roark, 1987). In addition, it is not uncommon for 
educational institutions to incorrectly or inadvertently report crime statistics in order 
to prevent a marring of the school’s reputation concerning campus security and safety 
(Carter, 1999b; Clery, 1990; Wilson, 1995). These kinds of criticisms concerning the 
effectiveness of existing federal and state sources in being able to accurately collect 
and report on violence trends has led to some organizations and institutions to 
independently collect their own information about specific kinds of violence 
(Collison, 1992). For example, some colleges and universities have begun to record 
and report on incidents that they consider ethnoviolence by using not only legal 
definitions, but also institutional policy and codes of conduct definitions. Such 
information has helped to supplement state and federal crime reporting sources, which 
have been limited sources for obtaining information about ethnoviolence in higher 
education settings. 
For more than a decade, much of the data concerning ethnoviolence has been 
recorded by independent organizations like the Southern Poverty Law Center, Center 
for Democratic Renewal, Anti-Defamation League, and Community Relations 
Service (Jones, 1990a). The data collection efforts of and the report generation by 
these organizations helped to raise awareness of the problem among policymakers and 
scholars. In the early 1990s, Jones (1990a) indicated that on a national level the 
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Community Relations Service experienced a near tripling of racial hate incidents from 
1980 to 1986 and the Center for Democratic Renewal reported that almost 3,000 
ethnoviolent acts were documented during this same period. From these findings, 
Jones reveals that "While empirical evidence on the nationwide incidence of racially 
motivated violence is sketchy, existing information on the dimensions of the problem 
is at least indicative of the trend" (p. 131). More recently, the Prejudice Institute 
reported that data collected thus far through various case studies of cities, 
neighborhoods, campuses, and workplaces indicate a ethnoviolence rate of between 
20-25% (1999). This translates into a one and four annual probability of an adult 
American being harassed, intimidated, insulted, or assaulted on the basis of prejudice. 
The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) recently reported that FBI statistics 
indicated that there were 250 hate crimes committed on reporting college campuses in 
1998. The SPLC states that this statistic, coupled with other school campuses not 
reporting to FBI, represent about 9% of total number of hate crimes nationwide 
(2000). 
In 1989, Roark, in addressing the problems associated with obtaining 
quantitative information to document the extent of the problems of violence occurring 
on campuses, concluded that all forms of violence, including ethnoviolence, were 
under reported, "largely hidden, and sometimes denied" (p. 367). She further notes 
that "There is little published research to verify the extent to which fighting, hitting, 
slapping, kicking, and similar assaultive acts take place" (p. 368). One recent survey 
study of 666 students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst by Kluge & 
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Williams (2000) actually found that 26% of those surveyed reported having witnessed 
a violent incident. 
Consequently, much of the journalistic literature concerning ethno violence, as 
defined in this study, does not necessarily statistically support many of its assertions 
concerning the degree to which ethnoviolence is actually a problem for colleges and 
universities. Instead, more qualitative accounts of the problem are used to demonstrate 
the amount and severity of ethnoviolent incidents that have occurred on campuses 
(Ehrlich, 1996; SPLC, 2000). For example, Ziegler and Hazeur (1989) cite specific 
examples of ethnoviolence which have occurred at some of the nation's prestigious 
colleges and universities to dramatically "confirm how severe the problem of racial 
incidents has become" (p. 32). In a similar way, Wilson and Justiz (1988) reviewed 
the most publicized incidents of ethnoviolence on campuses to assert that there "is a 
rise in the number and intensity of racial incidents" which are violent in nature (p. 13). 
Likewise, Hively (1990) reported on a survey of thirty college presidents and 
found that "many institutional presidents believe that racial and ethnic tensions on 
their campuses are worsening, and almost all believe that major efforts will have to be 
made to reverse this trend" (p. 13). Other findings indicated survey respondents 
believe "more time, resources, and dollars are being directed to combating violence 
and discrimination on college campuses" (Hively, 1990, p. 13). 
To supplement these earlier qualitative accounts of the problem, there is a 
growing network of organizations that are attempting to provide scholars with more 
reliable information like Security on Campus Incorporated, The Prejudice Institute, 
and National Center for Hate Crime Prevention Education. Much of this information 
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is being used to document changes in the amounts, types, and severity of ethnoviolent 
incidents occurring both in higher education and American society on the whole. 
Some scholars have begun to tap into such networks to obtain information which can 
yield some incidence and prevalence information concerning ethnoviolence in higher 
education settings. For example, Jones (1990a) reveals that in 1986, "ethnic, racial, 
and religious prejudice resulted in publicized violence on more than 250 campuses 
across the country. In the 1986-1987 academic year alone, there were approximately 
70 incidents on college campuses" (p. 132). Wilson (1995) notes that during the 
following year and again in 1989, over 100 colleges reported hate incidents. By 1993, 
Wilson notes that 85% of campuses with enrollments greater than 10,000 had reported 
at least one incident of ethnoviolence. The SPLC (2000) reported that “The Review of 
Higher Education” recently estimated that a total of one million bias incidents occur 
every year on college campuses. 
One of the early research surveys concerning ethnoviolence in higher 
education found in the literature was conducted by the Campus Violence Prevention 
Center (CVPC) at Towson State University. In 1988 the CVPC surveyed student 
affairs, police and security, and residence hall personnel at 1,100 colleges and 
universities. The CVPC distributed 3,300 questionnaires of which over 1,000 were 
completed and returned. The survey results found 174 incidents of racial violence 
were reported at 95 institutions. A follow-up survey study on campus violence was 
published by the CVPC in 1991 and found at least 50% of campus crime is committed 
by students and that most violence on campuses is perpetrated by male athletes and 
fraternity members (Bausell, Bausell, & Siegel, 1991; Clery, 1990). 
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Clay and Sherrill (1991) reviewed data collected by the NIAPV, which is an 
organization that studies, monitors, and develops strategies to address bias and its 
related violence to examine ethnoviolence trends in higher education. They noted that 
in 1987, the NIAPV catalogued more than 160 episodes of campus racial violence 
reported by the media that year. The NIAPV further indicated that the majority of 
ethnoviolent incidents occurring on college campuses that year appeared to be more 
psychologically rather than physically violent. Stem's (1990) research also relied on 
the NIAPV as a data source for examining the prevalence of ethnoviolence on 
campuses. Based on the NIAPV findings, Stern indicated the following: 
Incidents of bigotry are becoming commonplace on college campuses. 
According to the National Institute Against Prejudice and Violence (NIAPV), 
more than 250 of the nation's 3,300 college and universities have reported acts 
of ethnoviolence since mid-1986. Many more incidents on many campuses 
have gone unreported, (p. 1) 
Stem further noted that there are more reported incidents of bigotry on campus today 
than in the past and that the NIAPV reported that "more than 400 incidents have 
occurred since 1986— with over 75 occurring in the first six months of 1989 alone" (p. 
3). Stern asserted that some experts in violence research believe that incidents are 
happening more frequently and being reported more often by colleges and 
universities. 
Overall, the existing literature containing empirical data on the incidence and 
prevalence of what is considered ethnoviolence on college campuses, as defined in 
this study, suggests that it is a problem for many campuses. Although there has 
historically been no consistent and mandatory reporting mechanism that has compiled 
ethnoviolent statistics, independent organizations and centers have reported it has 
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been increasing since the late 1980s (Clay & Sherrill, 1991; CVPC, 1988; Jones, 
1990; Stern, 1990). Review of the literature also suggests such violence is 
underreported and often not classified appropriately by campus security and police 
forces as being racially or ethnically motivated in nature (Clery, 1990; Roark, 1987; 
Wilson, 1995). 
Ethnoviolence in Higher Education 
At home and abroad, the incidence and prevalence of riots, revolutions, and 
civil wars are a constant reminder of how pervasive the problems of violence 
attributed to racial and ethnic differences continue to be. American society is 
experiencing increases in many violent behaviors (DHHS, 1992). In particular, 
problems of ethnoviolence are on the rise and continue to be of paramount concern for 
racial and ethnic minorities (Anti-Defamation League, 1999; Hurtado, 1992; Jones, 
1990; Wiggins, 1989). Through the 1990s, the problems associated with 
ethnoviolence, including actual hate crimes, continued to capture national interest. As 
the national collection of hate crime data took hold across the states, the Uniform 
Crime Reporting Program released statistics which demonstrated a five year 
increasing trend of reported hate crimes from 1991-1996 (Anti-Defamation League, 
1999). During those five years, as the number of states reporting increased (from 32 
to 50), so did the number of incidents reported (from 4,558 to 8,734). In response to 
such kinds of reports along with some highly publicized hate crime events, President 
Clinton commissioned the 1997 Hate Crime Summit. Over 250 experts attended from 
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across the country to consider specific national initiatives and policy 
recommendations as part of an ongoing focus on improving intergroup relations 
(California Association of Human Relations Organizations, 1997). 
Growing interest in campus ethnoviolence comes at a time when intense 
national interests in the general problems of violence have been increasing for almost 
a decade. For example, the 1992 Surgeon General's Report, Healthy People 2000. 
listed violence, and its associated behaviors, as being of the top ten national health 
priorities for the next decade (DHHS, 1992). Around the same .time, the Center for 
Disease Control had reported that violence problems had reached epidemic 
proportions in terms of national morbidity and mortality statistics. Violence statistics 
among institutions for higher learning have equally demonstrated some concerning 
trends as well. The U.S. Department of Education indicated that nearly 50,000 violent 
and property crimes are reported annually by campuses across the country. However, 
other studies indicate that number is likely far higher and may even exceed 200,000 
crimes per year (Carter, 1999a). In October 1999, the Security on Campus National 
Headquarters released a report summarizing campus crime. Unlike the decreasing 
national violent crime trends, the report noted that the amount of violent crimes on 
campuses actually increased from 1997 to 1998 according to statistics released from 
the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting program. The statistics generated came from 476 
participating education institutions that showed increases in murders, rapes, 
aggravated assaults, and overall violent crime totals (Carter, 1999b). Unfortunately, 
reporting of hate violence and crimes is truly in its infancy among colleges and 
universities. Even those incidents that are reportable to Uniform Crime Reporting 
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program need to be of a physical nature or cause bodily injury and are often 
underreported or left blank (National Center for Education Statistics, 1997). 
In the early 1990s, a draft report by the American Psychological Association's 
Commission on Violence and Youth called for "far more research on effective 
methods of preventing or intervening in potentially violent behavior" (Coughlin, 
1992, p. A7). Around the same time period that the APA's commission was meeting, 
the National Institute of Mental Health was encouraging more research on actual 
violence interventions and prevention programs. In addition, the National Research 
Council was expected to release a three-year study that explained violent behavior 
within genetic and sociologic research parameters. Even the Journal of American 
Medical Association, along with its multiple specialty journals, was requesting papers 
on any aspect of interpersonal violence research (Coughlin, 1992). Later in 1997, the 
APA again reiterated its position that violence is not a random, uncontrollable, or 
inevitable occurrence, but rather an individual and group problem that is preventable. 
In testimony concerning the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, the 
APA noted that 
An important societal factor that contributes to violence rates among youth is 
prejudice, which continues to be a pervasive component of societal institutions 
and practices. Prejudice, intolerance, and discrimination are demonstrated in 
countless acts of interpersonal behavior occurring each day. (1997, p. 1) 
The APA called for increased funding of education programs that reduce prejudice 
and hostility among youths and the consideration of crime policies that “incorporate 
educational efforts on human relations to dispel stereotypes, encourage broader 
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intercultural understanding and appreciation, and reduce the incidence of hate 
motivated violence” (p. 2). 
Implications for Reporting 
Despite the reality of violence in America's streets, homes, and institutions, the 
problems associated with violence have only recently begun to attract the attention 
and interests of policymakers, research institutions, scholars, governmental sources, 
and the general public. Consequently, both the study and research of specific types of 
violence, such as ethnoviolence in American higher education remain in their infancy. 
Data concerned with the actual incidence and prevalence of ethnoviolence on 
campuses has been difficult to obtain. Up until the recent passage of the 1998 Jeanne 
Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act, there 
had been no required data collection and reporting of hate violence by colleges and 
universities (Carter 2000). This act expanded on the 1990 Student Right-to-Know Act 
and required institutions to annually disclosure the number of incidents motivated by 
prejudice and of what prejudice category the incidents were including race, religion, 
sexual orientation, gender, disability or ethnicity (Carter, 2000). However, despite 
this annual reporting requirement, there has been much confusion over crime 
definitions and institutional indifference about the voluntary nature of a national 
reporting program. This confusion emanated from the problem that there had been no 
national center to which all colleges and universities have been mandated to report all 
campus violence statistics on a regular basis (Jones, 1991; Stern, 1990). 
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Frequently, university and college campuses are viewed as microcosms or 
reflections of the larger society (Clay & Sherrill, 1991; Roark, 1987; Stem, 1990). 
Many institutions are reporting increases in all forms of campus violence, including 
ethnoviolence (Ehrlich, 1996; Roark, 1987; Stern, 1990; Wilson, 1995). The 
following quote epitomizes some highly publicized incidents of ethnoviolence that 
have occurred on college and university campuses: 
At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, over 3,000 White Students 
allegedly attacked a group of 20 African American students after the 1986 
World Series. At Yale, the Afro-American center and the holocaust memorial 
were damaged. A poster in the African American theme house at Stanford 
University was defaced, and the skinheads, an emerging hate group, have been 
actively recruiting members on campus. An African American fraternity 
house on the grounds of the University of Mississippi was burned down. At 
Oberlin College posters with the caption "White supremacy lives! Kill all 
niggers!" were displayed. (Clay & Sherrill, 1991, p. 149) 
Despite the problems associated with collecting incidence and prevalence data 
on ethnoviolence in higher education, it nevertheless appears college campuses have 
experienced trends of ethnoviolence similar to those of the larger society (New 
Governor's Advisory Committee for Black Affairs, 1987). Some independent college 
studies indicate that at least 20% and in some cases as much as 40% or more of 
surveyed students report experiencing or observing ethnoviolence on campus (Project 
Pulse, 1990; Rachavong, 1992; Wiggins, 1989). In addition, a national survey of 
college university presidents found that one in four reported "racial tensions to be on 
the rise and racial and ethnic divisions to be deepening on their campuses" (Dalton, 
1991, p. 4). In a more recent study conducted by Jones (1994), at least 200 overt 
reported racial incidents occurred on 68 college campuses from 1983-1992. Jones 
categorized these hate incidents and found that 14.5% were oral slurs, epithets, taunts, 
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and lewd or obscene remarks; 44.0% were in writing, pictures or symbols; 22.5% 
were through sit-ins, marches, or building occupations, and 19.0% were through 
violent assaults, small- and large- group fights, firebombing, and arson. These 
findings, coupled with data supplied by the NIAPV, Prejudice Institute, CVPC, ADL, 
and other sources indicate that ethnoviolence is a indeed a significant problem for 
. many colleges and universities today (Jones, 1994; Ehrlich, 1990, 1996; National 
Center for Victims of Crime, 1997). 
The negative nature of campus violence, like most forms of violence, tends to 
discourage or inhibit the reporting of incidents by victims (Dunbar, 1997; Herek, 
1997; Roark, 1987). In fact, Downey & Stage (1999) cited NIAPV findings that 
victim non-reporting ranged was as much as 80-94% at certain institutions. Therefore, 
there is a general consensus among researchers that not unlike hate violence reporting 
at the broader national level, many forms of campus violence, especially sexual and 
ethno- violence, are largely underreported in higher education settings (Burd, 1992; 
Koss, 1985; 1990; Roark, 1987; SPLC, 2000; Wilson, 1995). In one of the first studies 
concerning the impact of hate crime victimization, only one-third of the victims 
reported the incident compared to 57% of victims of non-hate crimes (Herek, 1997). 
Also, fear of repeat violence from other perpetrators prevents victims from reporting 
to enforcement officials as does the increased severity of the hate incident or crime 
itself (Dunbar, 1997). 
It is possible that underreporting can also be attributed to definitional 
problems that campus administrators, educators, security personnel, and police 
officers face when reporting and dealing with incidents relating to specific types of 
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campus violence (Ehrlich, 1996). Because of the changing definitions concerning 
ethnoviolence and hate crimes in particular, many college campuses, along with some 
enforcement agencies across the country, have only recently begun to tackle the need 
for operationally, as well as legally defining specific types of violence (Levin & 
McDevitt, 1999). In this way, increased efforts to collect meaningful data about hate 
crimes and incidents, including how they are associated with specific physical and 
nonphysical behaviors motivated by social identity differences, are being undertaken 
and should continue to improve (Massahusetts Department of Public Safety, 1992). 
In addition, it also appears that violence issues, on campus are becoming a 
priority for educators and administrators alike (Hively, 1990; Johns Hopkins 
' University, 1997; Roark & Roark, 1987). In April of 1985, the Task Force on 
Victimization and Violence on Campus came into existence at the American College 
Personnel Association's national convention (Roark, 1986). This task force was 
created by a small group of student affairs professionals and faculty who recognized 
that violence was increasingly becoming a problem on college campuses. Similarly, in 
1989, college and university presidents from across the country met in Washington to 
discuss their concerns and experiences relating to violent campus climates (Hess, 
1990). 
However, it was not until the early 1990s that the problems being associated 
with violence on campuses began infiltrating more of America's higher education 
mainstream. In September of 1992, the Associated Press conducted a survey of 580 of 
the nation's largest college campuses to find that more than 4,000 violent crimes had 
occurred over the past three years (Collison, 1992). This survey coincided with a 
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federally imposed deadline college officials were required to meet as a result of the 
1990 Student Right to Know Act (Burd, 1992). A component of the 1990 Student 
Right to Know Act requires colleges and universities to publicly release information 
relating to campus crime. Some educators and administrators have believed that in the 
long term, such federal requirements will enable colleges and universities to better 
address the problems of violence on campuses (Burd, 1992). 
Student Perpetrators of Ethnoviolence 
Although interest in the causes of ethnoviolence in higher education has been 
gradually increasing over the past decade, most of the information being collected and 
written about ethnoviolence in higher education has been geared to learning more 
about and addressing the needs of victim populations (Roark, 1986; 1987). For 
example, institutionally-based racial and ethnic harassment surveys, like those 
performed by Project Pulse at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, have often 
sought to obtain important information concerning campus climate and the extent to 
which minority and majority students have experienced racial and ethnic harassment 
on campus (Project Pulse, 1990). Likewise, the CPVC (1988) and theNIAPV (1987) 
have sought to identify the scope of the problem of ethnoviolence victimization 
among students by reporting on information gathered from media, student affairs, 
residence hall, and police and security sources at colleges and universities across the 
country. 
In the early 1990s, it was evident that most scholarly inquiry involved 
studying and reflecting on ethnoviolence from a victim's perspective as opposed to a 
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perpetrator's perspective. It has only been during the mid to late 1990s that several 
studies have surfaced concerning perpetrators of campus violence in general and hate 
violence in particular. 
Perpetrator Profiles 
Ehrlich (1996), Director of the Prejudice Institute and leading authority on 
campus ethnoviolence, acknowledges that little is known about perpetrators of hate 
violence compared to other kinds of perpetrators. One problem he identifies in 
studying ethnoviolent perpetrators is the fact that more than half of all ethnoviolent 
incidents is committed covertly. Adding social stigmatization and legal sanctions to 
incidents of ethnoviolence compounds the problem of accessing perpetrator study 
populations. However, Ehrlich cautions researchers in generalizing about the 
characteristics of perpetrators who have been observed or apprehended in the absence 
of comprehensive perpetrator research. He believes that such generalizations could be 
misleading about the general motivations and prevalence of perpetrators among the 
general population. 
Ehrlich (1989) along with Pincus and Morton, from the NIAPV, were among 
the first to begin the complex task of understanding and defining characteristics of 
perpetrators both on and off college campuses. Drawing on law enforcement reports 
of hate crimes and incidents, as well as victimization survey research, early profiles 
indicate that young males appear to be the primary perpetrators (Friedland & 
Greenberg, 1999; Levin & McDevitt, 1993; Massachusetts Governor’s Task Force on 
Hate Crime, 1998, 1999). However, Ehrlich is quick to point out that perpetrator 
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characteristics do appear to vary by both setting and target group. Furthermore, in 
most settings, especially higher education ones, it is likely that two or more people 
who target a single person commit ethnoviolence (Ehrlich et al., 1987; Levin & 
McDevitt, 1999; The Prejudice Institute, 1999). Group perpetration accounts for 
anywhere between 50-66% of ethnoviolent incidents occurring on college campuses 
(Ehrlich, 1996). In addition, perpetrators of more serious forms of hate violence are 
often individuals with prior criminal histories (Bol & Wiersma, 2000; Dunbar, 1997). 
In a report published by the National Education Association, several 
characteristics of hate-motivated crime and violence offenders are noted. Like others, 
Verdugo (1998) indicates that even though all racial and ethnic groups commit hate 
violence, young white males account for the majority of it and the number of crimes 
committed by this group is increasing. Along with others, he indicates that racial bias 
is the prime motivator for perpetrators of hate followed by religious, sexual 
orientation, and ethnicity bias (APA, 1998; Friedland & Greenberg, 1999; 
Massachusetts Governor’s Task Force on Hate Crime, 1998). Unlike most other kinds 
of violence, another characteristic of ethnoviolent perpetrators is that they usually 
target strangers and tend to use physical assault and intimidation when committing the 
incident or crime. They also often use readily available weapons (bats, bricks, clubs, 
and knives) and their actions commonly result in physical injury to others. 
Perpetrator Categorization 
Levin and McDevitt (1993) have developed three categories for hate violence 
perpetration based on reported motivations. After examining over 4,000 hate crimes 
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they indicated that perpetrators are 1) thrill seekers, 2) reactive offenders, or 3) 
mission crusaders. Thrill seekers are those perpetrators who commit offenses for 
excitement and fun. They are typically groups of teenagers and not associated with an 
organized hate group. Thrill seekers usually search for and target a victim who is 
different or place where members of a different group regularly congregate. These 
kinds of perpetrators often commit the offense in order to stand out, to gain 
“bragging” rights, or to be accepted among peer groups (McLauglin, Malloy, 
Brilliant, & Lang, 2000). Downey & Stage (1999) comment that thrill seeker 
perpetrators turn to their peers to validate their own bigotry and hatred of others. 
Freidland and Greenberg (1999) note that although most thrill seeker perpetrators are 
teenage white males, their offenses are not benign youthful pranks. On the contrary, 
they report that 70% of thrill hate crimes are actual assaults. 
Reactive offenders are perpetrators who believe in entitlement concerning 
their rights, privileges or way of life and react because their interests may be 
threatened by a minority group (Bol & Wiersma, 2000; McLaughlin et al., 2000). 
Again, most reactive crimes are also assaults. However, an individual person (61%), 
as opposed to a group, more often commits the violence (Friedland & Greenberg, 
1999). Unlike thrill seekers, reactive perpetrators often know their victim and will 
continue to exact violence until they achieve some result. 
Hate perpetrators on a mission tend to be less frequent than thrill seekers or 
reactive offenders (Friedland & Greenberg, 1999). This type of perpetrator allows 
prejudice to consume their life and often lets ideological and political sympathies 
drive them to committing violence (Bol & Wiersma, 2000). They are also frequently 
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members of organized hate groups (Freidland & Greenberg, 1999). Perpetrators on a 
mission often perceive targeted groups as being inherently evil or not human, believe 
they have been instructed by a higher order or power, and have a sense of urgency and 
revenge to commit violence (McLaughlin et al., 2000). They are also frequently 
characterized as being psychologically compromised and are inspired by a distorted 
belief system (Bol & Wiersma, 2000). Despite the fact this form of violence is 
extreme and its perpetrators who belong to organized hate groups are highly 
dangerous individuals, most reports show that mission hate crime is the rarest kind of 
bias crime (less than 5%) committed (APA, 1998; Dunbar, 1997; Friedland & 
Greenberg, 1999; Levin & McDevitt, 1999; McLaughlin et al., 2000). However, Perry 
(1997) states that despite that organized hate groups account for a relatively small 
proportion of hate crime, they condition an environment in which hatred and its 
associated violence flourishes. Perry (1997) and others warn that both the impact and 
potential growth of hate group organizations with increased student membership 
should not be discounted given their ready access to and increased use of electronic 
and mass communications means to infiltrate campus communities (Kornblum; 2000; 
Robertson; 2000). 
In a report issued by the Community Relations Service (CRS) of the U.S. 
Department of Justice (2000) on responding to hate crimes and bias-motivated 
incidents on college campuses, ethnoviolence and its student perpetrators are 
characterized in a similar way as being reactive, impulsive, and premeditated hate 
offenses. The CRS notes that reactive hate episodes are committed by students who 
“seize on what they consider as a triggering incident to justify their expression of 
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anger” (2000, p.3). Such students will often rationalize attacks in the name of 
protecting territory like a college, residence hall, fraternity, or group of friends. Initial 
incidents are often more distant to a target and consist of hate graffiti, vandalism or 
telephone calls, but will escalate to more directed threats and physical assault if early 
hate messages are ignored. 
Impulsive hate offenders are like Levin and McDevitt’s thrill seekers. They 
are student perpetrators who are looking for excitement at another person’s expense 
and will often travel to locations on or off campus where target groups congregate 
such as Jewish, Native American or Black Student Centers or gay bars. Alcohol 
consumption and drug use among these student perpetrators frequently precipitate 
impulsive offenses. 
The CRS describes premeditated perpetrators as those who intentionally direct 
their attack at individuals involved in a particular event or episode. These student 
offenders often are ready to “wage w7ar against any and all members of a particular 
group of people” in order to “make the world a better place to live for he and his 
friends” (2000, p. 5). They are often students who are likely to join radical groups and 
believe their actions are part of a broader mission. 
Franklin (1997) studied 500 adults in the San Francisco Bay Area in which 
one in ten admitted to physical violence or threats against people that they believed 
were homosexual. In terms of perpetrator motivations, she discovered four categories 
for bias crimes against sexual minorities: self-defense, ideology, thrills, and peer 
dynamics. Self-defense assailants typically claim to have acted in response to 
aggressive sexual propositions of victims. These perpetrators hold the belief that 
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homosexuals are sexual predators. Ideology offenders report they acted on the basis of 
their negative beliefs and attitudes about homosexuality and typically view themselves 
as “social norm enforcers who are punishing moral transgressions” (1997, p. 2). 
Franklin describes the remaining categories of thrills and peer dynamics as stemming 
from adolescent developmental needs. Like Levin & McDevitt’s (1993) character¬ 
ization, Franklin’s thrill seekers commit assaults to alleviate boredom, have fun, and 
feel strong, while peer dynamics perpetrators commit acts in order to prove their 
“toughness and heterosexuality to friends” (1997, p. 2). Both of these kinds of 
perpetrators frequently blame their friends for their actions and minimize the degree 
of harm that was exacted on others. 
Aguirre and Messineo (1997) analyzed 106 racially motivated incidents 
reported in newspapers that occurred on college campuses from 1987-1993. Their 
analysis revealed three types of perpetrator incidents. Perpetrator’s actions fell into the 
category of being either person-focused; cultural bias; or structural bias. They also 
found that perpetrators were rarely dismissed for committing the incidents. 
Greek Affiliation and Perpetration 
Many acts of ethnoviolence on college campuses are not witnessed by those 
victimized because they are conducted anonymously such as vandalism, graffiti, 
property destruction, hate telephone calls, and hate mail. Because of the nature of 
housing on campuses and the amount of student inter-group activity college 
dormitories are an understandable and readily accessible setting for ethnoviolence to 
occur. 
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However, early campus violence surveys indicated that members of 
fraternities are over-represented among known perpetrators and like dormitories, 
fraternity houses appeared to be key sites for violence (Ehrlich, 1996). Furthermore, 
Martin & Hummer (1989) as well as Sanday (1990) report that fraternities are known 
to be active in cultivating perpetrator mentality by socializing members into elitist, 
ethnocentric, and sexist values. While college fraternities and sororities promote self- 
improvement and community service, they can also represent an organizational 
environment that “promulgates negative stereotypes, dangerous attitudes and abuse of 
alcohol and or drugs” (CVPC, 1991, p. 1). For a recent Intelligence Report, the SPLC 
(2000) analyzed interviews and statistics concerning enthoviolent incidents that 
occurred at 140 campuses over a two-year period and noted that fraternity rituals are 
often marked by intolerance. Some of the rituals the report cites include cross-burning 
ceremonies, wearing Klan robes, holding “slave auction” fundraisers, and hosting 
“ghetto parties” (p. 7). The report quotes hate crime expert Jack Levin saying that 
“Fraternities often appeal to those members of the academic community who feel 
threatened by diversity. And once they’re in, group think dynamics can heighten 
future intolerance to a fever pitch” (2000, p. 6). 
Another aspect of fraternities that is believed to promote the potential for 
ethnoviolence is the tradition of using initiation rites or hazing for membership. It 
appears that the campus Greek community suffers from the perception by other 
students that it promotes hazing. One study, of 544 students at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst, found that 45% of male students and 55% of female students 
believe that hazing is a problem in the Greek systems on campus (Project Pulse, 
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1998). However, beyond perception is the actual problem of experiencing the negative 
consequences of hazing. In a national survey on initiation rites among high school and 
college students, 71% of respondents said they were subjected to hazing and reported 
having negative consequences (Hoover & Pollard, 2000). Some of the negative 
consequences included getting into fights, being injured, fighting with parents, doing 
poorly in school, having difficulty eating, sleeping, or concentrating, hurting others, 
and feeling angry, confused, embarrassed, or guilty. Thirty-percent admitted to 
performing dangerous and potentially illegal acts as part of their hazing experience. In 
general this study found that a Greek system on campus was found to be a significant 
predictor of hazing. 
Since alcohol consumption has been linked to overall college campus crime, a 
recent study on binge drinking and Greek members is interesting to note. Karen 
Kellogg (1999) discussed a 1993 nationwide survey of 18,000 college students which 
revealed 44% were binge drinkers (e.g., 4-5 drinks in a row one or more times during 
a two-week period). She further noted that the strongest predictor for binge drinking 
was living in a sorority (80%) or fraternity (86%) house. This finding is important in 
the context of ethnoviolence in higher education settings because 80% or more of 
violent behaviors and actual crimes, including hate related ones, are committed by 
students who are under the influence of alcohol or drugs (Johns Hopkins University, 
1997; Kellogg, 1999). 
The 1991 CVPC follow-up study of 15,000 students indicated that fraternity 
members committed 30% of all campus crime and that the majority of college gang 
rapes occurred at fraternity chapter houses more than any other college location. Most 
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acquaintance or date rape was found to occur during or after fraternity parties. 
However, beyond sexual crimes, there is evidence that both members of sororities and 
fraternities abuse or attack pledging members or others under the guise of hazing 
It is worth noting that some of literature is specifically focused on the 
addressing questions about the actual role and continuation of Greek social 
organizations in higher education settings (Garrett, 1998). Such questions are 
prompted by research findings that indicate negative behaviors such as sexual abuse 
and sexual assault, alcohol abuse and discrimination are associated with the cultures 
present within fraternities and sororities (Heida, 1990; Maisel, 1990). Historically by 
design, Greek organizations have been socially selective as well as racially and 
ethnically exclusionary in their membership practices (Cortes, 1999; Garrett, 1998). 
Such design and practices have prompted many minority student groups to form their 
own chapters. In general, this has led to the formation of socially “closed” 
organizations living in homogeneous residential clusters on college campuses. Some 
have referred to this homogeneity phenomenon as racial self-segregation, affinity 
grouping or “balkanization” which is viewed as running counter to most institutional 
goals of promoting cultural diversity as an integral part of the college experience 
(Antonio, 1999; Cortes, 1999; Garrett, 1998). How such residential and social group 
homogeneity contributes to ethnoviolence perpetration is a relationship not fully 
understood and requires more direct study. 
Some like Antonio (1999) noted that college leaders have embraced the belief 
that a racially diverse student body is necessary to prepare students to be socially 
responsible citizens in a multicultural society. In his study on racial diversity and 
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friendship groups, he indicated that increased racial tensions, intolerance and 
ethnocentrism on campuses are outcomes of increasingly multicultural college 
environments. His study found that friendship group diversity was positively 
associated with both interracial interactions outside a friendship group and a stronger 
commitment to racial understanding. He also found that students who formed 
friendships in fraternities and sororities tended to have more racially and ethnically 
homogeneous friendship groups. His research further indicated that students with 
diverse friendship groups often thought of themselves as exceptions in an otherwise 
racially divided student community. These findings highlight the need to act upon 
opportunities to improve campus racial climates and reduce perceptual barriers 
concerning interracial interaction. He concluded that it is important to better 
understand student development in a racially diverse college setting relative to the 
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composition of student friendship groups as well as student views concerning campus 
climate. 
Garrett (1998) argued that the positive Greek affiliation outcomes, like 
providing students with leadership opportunities and skills as well as fostering the 
development of autonomy, do not outweigh the known negative consequences 
associated with Greek life. He asserted that within the context of the current culture of 
Greek life itself, it may in fact be harder to facilitate positive interpersonal and 
leadership skills. He noted that such cultures are detrimental to students and are not in 
accordance with the mission of a colleges and universities. He concluded that there 
are two options for higher education institutions with regards to fraternity and sorority 
organizations: reform of entire Greek systems or abolition of them. If institutions 
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choose the later option, Garrett (1998) maintains that they must provide comparable 
alternatives for students in lieu of fraternities and sororities. 
At the Annual Meeting of the Association for the study of Higher Education, 
Chang (1996) reported findings of a study of Greek membership among students of 
color. Chang analyzed a Cooperative Institutional Research Program database of over 
300,000 students and found that 1) fraternities and sororities remain predominantly 
“white social clubs,” and 2) campus racial climate influenced students participation in 
Greek organizations with increased racial conflict on campus enhancing white 
students joining. This finding becomes important in the context of what truly 
motivates students to join Greek organizations and how some motivations may be 
linked to the potential cultivation or reinforcement of ethnoviolence perpetrator 
attitudes or beliefs. For example, Green (1997) noted that hate crime perpetrators 
“show a distinct aversion to racial mixing and inter-group contact” and that “what sets 
them apart from the general public is their visceral sense of discomfort with social 
change” (p. 2). Another study covering 390 institutions noted that “participation in a 
fraternity or sorority among white students is negatively associated with cross-race 
interaction” (Hurtado, Dey, & Trevino, 1994, p. 4). In the same Project Pulse (1998) 
survey cited earlier concerning student perceptions of fraternities and sororities, it also 
was found that both male (23%) and female (27%) students think that fraternity and 
sorority members are more likely to be racist compared to non-Greek students. This 
kind of literature demonstrates an existing propensity and organizational climate for 
campus violence and crime among Greek members. It also points to a need for closer 
examination and study of existing relationships within Greek life concerning fraternity 
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and sorority residential housing systems, membership composition and affiliation 
activities. 
College Athletes as Perpetrators 
In 1991, the CVPC reported that nationally a higher number of male student 
athletes were responsible for campus violence than non-athlete students (Sitaramiah, 
1992). Of the 3,200 male students surveyed, 500 were athletes and 38% of them had 
admitted to committing such crimes as rape, assault, robbery and date rape. This 
represented 14% of the total surveyed population. More recently, some theories on 
why college athletes get into trouble with the law or are violence offenders have 
surfaced in the literature. Sitaramiah (1992) indicates that Thomas House, author of 
several books about athlete behavioral problems, attributes such propensity for 
violence to college athletes being socially immature and physically aggressive. He 
explains that college athlete offenders often have the attitude that they are above the 
law or will be “bailed out” of any situation, including being charged with a violent 
crime. Another contributing factor mentioned is the absence of consistent policy 
among college athletic programs to deal with athletes who are charged with crimes. 
Inconsistent policy application and haphazard enforcement of penalties against 
perpetrators are the ways most colleges deal with violent athlete offenders 
(Sitaramiah, 1992). Ellin (1995) says the problem of college athletes and violence 
stems from the fact that college level sports encourages athletes to define their 
relationship with others in terms of domination. She contends that athlete-related 
crime is not specific only to the college stadiums and that male athletes in particular 
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evaluate themselves in their ability to dominate and overpower each other. Ellin cites 
O’Sullivan’s (1991) study of 32 college gang rape incidents across the country to 
highlight her concerns about college athletes and violence. She notes how that study 
found that together fraternity and athlete students perpetrated 90% of all the reported 
incidents. She attributes such violence findings to how college athlete offenders 
commonly regard domination as a team sport and how they are used to working 
aggressively together as a group. Ellin describes another CVPC study (1991) of 
12,000 students found that athletes committed 55% of all acquaintance rapes though 
they only comprised 16% of the student body. A similar study by Crosset and 
Benedict (1995) looked at 107 Judicial Affairs Offices at 30 Division I colleges. They 
examined all reported cases of sexual assault that occurred between 1990-1993. 
Although student athletes had comprised only 3.3% of the total student body at the 30 
schools, they represented 19% of those who carried out sexual assaults on campus. 
Hoover and Pollard (1999) conducted a national survey on initiation rites 
among college athletes and NCAA sports teams. Of the over 325,000 college athletes 
participating in intercollegiate sports, more than 250,000 experienced some form of 
hazing to join a team. One in five athletes were subjected to unacceptable and 
potentially illegal hazing and were either assaulted themselves or forced to commit 
crimes including destroying property, making prank phone calls or harassing others. 
The study also found that women athletes were much less likely than male athletes to 
be subjected to unacceptable initiation acts such as destroying or stealing property and 
beating up others. This study also asked athletes about their Greek membership and 
found that 12% of those surveyed reported that members of non-athletic groups had 
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hazed them. This finding indicated that athletes reported hazing by teammates as often 
as they reported being hazed by fraternities, sororities, or other groups. This means 
that hazing to join college teams may be just as prevalent as hazing to join other 
organizations, including Greek ones. This literature suggests that the relationship 
between college athletes, particularly males, and the committing or participating in 
violent incidents or crimes, is one that could be of significance when applied to the 
study of ethnoviolence in higher education. 
Ethnoviolence as Socialized Behavior 
In general, current scholarly inquiry of ethnoviolence in higher education is 
focused on trying to address some of the underlying factors that may actually cause or 
contribute to the problem. As scholarly perception of what is considered violence has 
shifted from an individual behavioral context to a societal cultural context, so too has 
researchers' perception of what causes ethnoviolence in higher education. Today, 
many discussions about contributing factors of ethnoviolence are related to broader 
historical, social, cultural, and institutional influences (Clay & Sherrill, 1991; Feagin, 
1992; Hess, 1990; Hurtado, 1992; Jones, 1990a; Schaefer, 1984; Stern, 1990). 
Historically, what is today considered as racial and ethnic violence in 
educational settings was generally being addressed as racial conflict during the 1940s. 
Many of the same problems being associated with ethnoviolence in colleges today 
were examined at the sociocultural level in terms of racial relations more than fifty 
years ago. For example, in Problems of Race and Culture in American Education, 
Kilpatrick (1994) addresses racial conflict as being 
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Essentially an educational problem, since all prejudices involved have been 
acquired by each individual during his lifetime. And if these have been 
learned, it is an educational problem as to whether any more such shall be 
learned, and whether present ones may not be unlearned, (p. xiii) 
Similarly, Vickery and Cole (1943) perceived racial conflict in Ajnerican 
schools, particularly the "Negro-White" situation, to be the most disturbing challenge 
facing educators. They examined how differences in race within American society 
meant denial and exclusion of the full rights of citizenship. They further explored how 
such denial and exclusion results in minorities being a subordinate class, whereas 
whites are a master class. Vickery and Cole challenged the education system to 
combat racial conflict. They claimed “The younger generation needs to know the facts 
about race, prejudice, and conflict of cultures, and to rethink the place of majority and 
minority racial group in a society committed to making democracy a working reality” 
(1943, p. 13). 
Such a challenge was based on the belief that prejudice, as a "species of 
attitude," was ultimately responsible for such conflict (p. 171). They refer to Allport 
(1937) in describing how such prejudice is learned or socially incorporated by 
individuals through personal experience, independent thinking, and by societal 
influence. This leads Vickery and Cole to the important theoretical conclusion that 
such prejudices lead to the acceptance or rejection of an object, person, or concept of 
value and are "favorable or unfavorable, well-disposed or ill-disposed; they lead one 
to approach or withdraw, to affirm or negate" (p. 171). Such conclusions continue to 
have strong implications for the way that many scholars today view student racial and 
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ethnic relations and conflict that is being directly attributed to differences in race and 
ethnicity. 
For example, Jones (1990a) explains that ethnoviolence can be overt or covert 
in nature and often "Any number of factors, some of them idiosyncratic, may interact 
to generate a given episode" (p. 134). He further indicates that ethnoviolence is related 
to prejudicial and discriminatory behaviors which develop in individuals during the 
socialization process. He suggests that ethnoviolence in educational settings is a social 
phenomenon that is national in scope. 
Similarly, Ziegler and Hazeur (1989) believe that learned stereotypes, 
attitudes, and behaviors contribute to racial violence and ethnic violence on campuses. 
They further discuss how racist stereotypes, attitudes, and behaviors are "implicitly" 
sanctioned socially by white students, faculty, and administrators and contribute to the 
perpetuation of ethnoviolence in higher education. They indicate that minorities often 
perceive of such stereotypes, attitudes, and behaviors as being hostile and 
psychologically violent in nature. 
On a more insidious level, for almost twenty years, mass communications 
research has been asserting that the increased portrayal of violence in visual and print 
media appears to be coinciding with increased violence in American society, 
particularly among youth populations (Gerbner, Gross, Signorelli, & Morgan, 1979). 
More specifically, some studies have indicated that viewing violence increases the 
likelihood of young people becoming more aggressive and violent towards others. 
More recently, Coughlin (1992) indicates that the APA's Commission on Violence 
and Youth believe violent behavior is socially learned. Consequently, psychologists 
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are attempting to join those in mass communications to find out how observing can 
foster violent behavior among children and adults. 
Roark (1987) also views America's acceptance of provident values expressed 
in many aspects of television to be a contributing factor to the types and levels of all 
forms of violence being observed today among college age populations. In addition, 
she identifies other factors, which contribute to campus violence. She explains that 
such violence occurs in a social and cultural context and is both an individual and 
community phenomenon. She further states that “There is a social legitimization of 
violence that is felt on campuses. American culture includes many proviolent values 
and behaviors, as demonstrated in its history, its movies, and its fascination with 
guns...” (p. 368). Roark also discusses how rigid stereotypes and a hierarchical 
pattern of dominance can lead to "inappropriate use of personal, physical, or 
institutional based power" that leads to violence and victimization (p. 368). 
Additionally, she demonstrates how learned prejudice or perceiving others to not be of 
equal value, coupled with discriminating stereotypes can result in violence. 
Wilson and Justiz (1988) discuss incidents of racial and ethnic violence on 
campuses in terms of the hostile cultural environment that minorities experience. They 
reveal how this environment contributes to feelings of social isolation on the part of 
minorities, whereas white students view themselves as a dominant entity. They further 
indicate that racially based problems such as ethnoviolence can only be lessened if 
there is increased knowledge about different racial cultures, histories, values, and 
beliefs among students, faculty, and administrators. This often requires challenging 
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personal values, attitudes, and beliefs of students that have been learned through the 
processes of socialization from parents, family, media, mentors, educators, and peers. 
Like Wilson and Justiz (1988), McClelland and Auster (1990) view hostile 
student racial relations, in the form of increased social distance and alienation between 
minority and majority students, as being a precursor to actual racial and ethnic 
violence occurring on campuses. They further explain how the "meritocratic" ethic of 
higher education tends to socially reinforce a seemingly ever-present dominant group 
ideology, which actually serves to justify racial and ethnic exclusion, alienation, and 
racist principles in colleges and universities. They conclude that “Social closure, 
whether intentional or not, exacerbates intergroup conflict, and institutional practices 
and procedures that promote it, actively or passively, need to be carefully examined" 
(1990, p. 639). 
Within a report published by the American Association of State Colleges and 
Universities, Hively (1990) considers racial and ethnic violence on campuses as being 
"culturally bound and socially endemic" and encompassing of embedded prejudicial 
attitudes and discriminatory acts (p. 2). Within the same report, Hess (1990) indicates 
that racial violence comes to colleges “When students arrive on campus, they bring 
with them the sensitivities and insensitivities of home and neighborhood, the pride 
and prejudice of race, religion, and ethnicity, all too often in isolation from those of 
other backgrounds” (p.20). Hess also reveals that prejudice, bigotry, and racial 
violence must be counteracted with effectively planned educational processes rather 
than "quick fix" solutions (p. 23). Other contributors to the report go even further by 
indicating that the lack of positive role models for both minority and majority student 
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populations is contributing to increased racial and ethnic tensions and conflict. They 
suggest the need for those in higher education to focus more on role model and 
mentoring programs to assist campus communities in learning the value of racial and 
ethnic diversity to help decrease the potential for ethnoviolent conflict in the future. 
Using a different approach, Hurtado (1992) examines the nature of campus 
race relations across a variety of institutional contexts. Her research findings suggest 
that the degree of racial tension on campuses is related to such things as student 
composition, institutional size, and institutional commitment to diversity and student- 
centered programs. However, she further indicates that "perhaps no single element of 
the environment may work to produce racial tension on college campuses," instead, "a 
configuration of external influences (historical and contemporary), structural 
characteristics of institutions and group relations, and institutionalized ideologies" 
may in combination contribute to it (p. 564). This perspective highlights the 
importance of both social dynamics as well as social structure. 
Dalton (1991) attributes most increases in racial and ethnic violence on 
college campuses to the “fundamental changes in the values of students, increased 
competition and stress in higher education, and a lack of sufficient personal 
experience and knowledge among students about racial and cultural diversity” (p. 3). 
He notes that such factors are socialized and coincide with an entire societal shift 
away "from social concerns, like civil rights and social justice, to interests in 
individual rights and consumerism" (1991, p. 3). Dalton believes these factors have 
paved the way for racial and ethnic differences to be more "openly challenged and 
confronted" on college campuses, but in a manner in which students "frequently 
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fragment into openly hostile camps" (p. 4). Overall, Dalton concludes such factors are 
contributing to the increased amount and severity of ethnoviolence being perpetuated 
in higher education today. 
Ethnoviolence & Developmental Theory 
Just as there is a significant void in the literature concerning student 
perpetrators of ethnoviolence, there is also a void pertaining to issues of theoretical 
application. Scholars rarely ground their discussions of ethnoviolence in some aspect 
of theory. Editorial commentary is frequently the format used by scholars to discuss 
the problems associated with ethnoviolence in higher education. However, there are 
some theoretical patterns that emerge in the literature, and they are important to 
consider when developing approaches to study the problem of ethnoviolence in such 
settings. 
Most discussions of ethnoviolence in higher education take place within 
broader social, cultural, and institutional contexts (Clay & Sherrill, 1991, Hess, 1990; 
Jones, 1990a; Roark, 1987; Schaefer, 1984; Stern, 1990). It also is not unusual to see 
racially or ethnically motivated violence on college campuses embedded in highly 
complex discussions concerning racism, oppression, or student development. In many 
ways, the inclusion of terms like socialization, learned stereotypes, and attitudes lift 
discussions of ethnoviolence into a developmental realm of inquiry. Some educators 
and administrators have used specific elements of developmental theory to discuss 
factors contributing to the increases in ethnoviolence on college campuses (Dalton, 
1989; Clay & Sherrill, 1992; Hardiman and Jackson, 1992). 
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Cheatham (1991b) describes student development as the overarching 
theoretical construct that encompasses such things as identity and moral development 
among students. Cheatham states that student development theory is actually a 
“specific psychology derived from theories of human development with a special 
focus on developmental changes occurring throughout the phase of the life cycle of 
one termed student” (p. 31). Such theory involves the perception of collegiate 
institutions as being developmental communities in which students are heterogeneous 
and differ developmentally from one another in important ways (Cheatham, 1991b). 
Chickering (1981) views student development as an "intentional" intervention 
that promotes students' abilities relative to "clear values, communications skills, 
critical thinking and synthesis, a sense of tolerance and interdependence, empathy, 
understanding and cooperation, and a capacity for intimacy that goes beyond mere 
competence or tolerance" (Cheatham, 1992b, p. 31). All of these abilities contribute to 
a student's development of a general sense of personal identity. These abilities, 
especially values and sense of tolerance, repeatedly emerge in the literature concerned 
with ethnoviolence in higher education. 
If colleges and universities are perceived as developmental communities, then 
it becomes important to understand how students may differ as they experience 
campus life while developing their own personal identities. In addressing issues 
concerning ethnoviolence, the unique sociocultural and psychosocial experiences of 
both majority and minority students as they relate to identity formation appear 
important. Identity itself may be conceived of as a schema, an image or concept 
people have about themselves (Skolnick, 1986). It also can be considered as a notion 
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of self, personhood, or personal identity (Hecht, Collier, Ribeau, 1993). A person's 
identity development involves processes that can occur on many social levels 
including individual, group, and institutional (Hoare, 1991). 
Within higher education, student identity development has been used as a way 
to help better explain the differences noted among college students' sense of who they 
are within various contexts. Race, ethnicity, and class are among some contexts that 
appear important to issues and problems associated with racial and ethnic tensions, 
conflict, and violence. Helms (1990), Cross (1978), and Hardiman and Jackson (1992) 
explore the racial context of identity development. These developmental perspectives 
are helpful in understanding many of the contributing factors of ethnoviolence on 
college campuses. The developmental models these theorists propose could be applied 
to try to better understand specific emotions, beliefs, attitudes, and values that both 
student victims and perpetrators may have about other social groups prior to and after 
incidents of ethnoviolence on campus. 
Another important pattern that emerges from the literature concerned with 
ethnoviolence in higher education relates to issues of morality. Some broadly view 
ethnoviolence within a moral development continuum (Dalton, 1989; Clay & Sherrill, 
1991; Hively, 1990; Jones, 1990a; Wiggins, 1989). For example, Dalton (1989) 
asserts that campus communities "must challenge the moral idealism of students and 
tap their instinct for caring, being empathetic, and sympathetic toward others" (p. 22). 
Some make reference to it by using more dramatic terms like the "lurking evil," an 
"ominous trend," and the "antithesis to education and development." Most educators 
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refer to ethnoviolence on campuses as being unethical, unjust, and morally 
reprehensible behavior. 
If many concerned about ethnoviolence on campus are indeed addressing it 
within a moral context, then further exploration of how moral developmental 
frameworks may relate to the phenomenon appear warranted. Damon and Colby 
(1989) discuss moral development in terms of changes in moral values and view 
moral values as being directly connected with the social environments in which they 
must operate. Consequently, morality itself has an "intrinsic social component, and 
variation in moral values is primarily the product of social-developmental processes" 
(1989, p. 5). Frequently in the literature, ethnoviolence in higher education is also 
connected to the social environments of college campuses, the values of students, and 
the social-developmental processes of students (Dalton, 1991). 
Dalton (1990) uses Perry's model of Intellectual and Ethical Development of 
College Students to reflect on students' apparent parallel confrontations with 
intellectual and social diversity during college. Some of the mechanisms for coping 
with intellectual diversity are very similar to those seen among students when they 
encounter social diversity. For example, a student's reaction to intellectual multiplicity 
can be "one of high anxiety, complaint, and resentment" (Dalton, 1991, p. 9). In a 
similar way, Dalton suggests that students are often anxious and uneasy in personal 
communications with students of different racial and ethnic backgrounds. Likewise, 
they can react to social diversity by denying it exists, by refusing to give credence to 
it, or by attacking it as something bad or evil (Dalton, 1991). This perspective has 
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important implications for further studying how student perpetrators of ethnoviolence 
cope with their own encounters of social diversity on campus. 
In applying the moral development perspective of Rest, Bebeau, and Walker 
(1986), ethnoviolence would be viewed as moral conflicts which arise because the 
"moral guidelines" governing individual actions within a larger social system have 
been ignored, misunderstood, or violated in some way. In many ways, this particular 
perspective of moral development is not content or context specific. Consequently, it 
is not very helpful in understanding ethnoviolence as a specific moral problem or 
dilemma. Similarly, moral development theorists like Kholberg and Kramer (1969) 
and Piaget (1965) focus on judgement, rather than behavior or meaning when 
discussing moral conflict and decision-making. Both of these theorists are stage 
dependent and context devoid in their approaches to understanding moral 
development. 
It becomes clear that ignoring content and context specificity, as it relates to 
individuals who commit ethnoviolent acts (perpetrators), would not help increase 
understanding of how perpetrators may perceive or make meaning out of experiences 
arising from moral conflicts and dilemmas. Therefore, one should be inclined to 
perhaps shift the focus to other theorists who incorporate the perspective that moral 
development is more than formal operational thinking in which judgments are made. 
Gilligan (1982a) and Lyons (1983) are two such theorists. Gilligan, a Harvard 
University professor and psychologist, made major contributions to the fields of 
psychology and feminist theory in her groundbreaking study and subsequent book 
“In a Different Voice.” From her research, Gilligan proposed that there are two 
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distinct modes of describing the self in relation to others—separate/objective and 
connected. She postulated that conceptions of self and morality might in fact be 
intricately linked as opposed to being detached concepts involving situational 
objectivity and human choice. More specifically Gilligan hypothesized (1) that 
there are two distinct modes of moral decision-making (justice and care); (2) that 
these two modes are gender-related; and (3) that modes of moral judgement might 
be related to modes of self-definition (Lyons, 1983). 
Gilligan’s research indeed found that there are two kinds of considerations 
used by individuals in making moral decisions—rights/justice as well as 
response/care. This finding challenged traditional psychological development 
standards and models applied to women that were traditionally set by and for men. 
Her studies further found that while men and boys tend to define themselves as 
separate/objective and solve moral problems by using abstract principles of rights 
and justice, women tend to describe themselves as connected to others and to 
consider the relationships of others involved when resolving moral problems. 
Although Gilligan was the first to study that both separation and connection 
are human experiences and that men and women tend to take different and valid 
approaches to defining and solving moral dilemmas, Lyons (1983) validated her 
findings in her follow-up study. She empirically tested and supported Gilligan’s 
original findings of the relationship of gender to both self-definition and moral 
decision-making. They both argued that the issue is not one of moral superiority or 
inferiority, but rather that men and women have disparate kinds of experience that 
influence their respective values and views of the world. Gilligan consistently used 
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a set of interview questions from which Lyons (1983) developed a methodology 
(two coding schemes) for the systematic and reliable identification of these modes 
of self-definition and moral decision-making (See Appendix E and F). Drawing on 
Gilligan’s interview data, Lyons outlined four major categories of self-descriptive 
responses: general and factual; abilities and agency; psychological; and relational. 
Each of these categories was comprised of several identifiable characteristics or 
variables (See Appendix E). 
These studies both looked at moral values. Such values appear to play 
important roles in conflict and dilemma resolution because they are human 
constructions, tied to social experiences. The justice, fairness, and rights concepts of 
moral ideology that Piaget (1965) and others emphasize as optimal outcomes for 
moral development are replaced by the ethics of responsibility and care. Gilligan's 
(1982) and Lyons' (1983) perspectives rely on the interweaving of other 
developmental theory, namely social identity, to reveal the importance of self- 
definition in relation to moral development. Such perspectives can be used to further 
enhance understanding about ethnoviolent behaviors within the realm of moral 
decision-making among student perpetrators. 
Despite the developmental patterns that surface in the existing literature 
concerned with ethnoviolence in higher education, there is a notable absence of 
theoretical perspectives or approaches applied by scholars in their actual discussions 
of the problem and its contributing factors. This makes ethnoviolence seem even more 
complex and difficult to understand for many educators and administrators. However, 
by placing discussions of ethnoviolence in the context of student development with a 
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particular emphasis on social identity and moral development, numerous research 
possibilities of student perpetrator populations emerge and appear warranted in 
developing a more comprehensive understanding of the larger problem of 
ethnoviolence in higher education. 
Summary' 
The literature suggests the need for clarification of terminology when 
discussing ethnoviolence in scholarly circles. Furthermore, it becomes apparent from 
the literature that both violence and ethnoviolence are words that are transcending 
some traditional definitional barriers. Currently, it appears that both words are being 
considered to mean more than physical actions or behaviors. Since current research 
and study relating to violence and its many forms is limited, more inclusive 
definitions should open up future areas of inquiry which may explore additional 
dimensions of ethnoviolence, particularly sociocultural and developmental ones. 
Although the problem of ethnoviolence is not new to college campuses, it is 
becoming an increasingly important one for many scholars. Despite the difficulty in 
obtaining accurate incidence and prevalence data concerning ethnoviolence in higher 
education from the literature, some independent sources indicate that many campuses 
experienced some significant increases during the late 1980s and 1990s. This review 
also points to the historical problems associated with the reporting of ethnoviolence 
by both institutions and victims alike. With the passage of federal and state hate crime 
reporting legislation, the quality and degree of reporting of hate crimes appears to be 
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improving. Although this type of information being collected is very important, it 
nevertheless contains basically descriptive statistics about the extreme reported 
incidents and does not yield itself to much more than demographic profiling of either 
victim or perpetrator populations. Therefore, future research that examines additional 
parameters, including psychological, social, or developmental ones, appears necessary 
to gain a better understanding of ethnoviolence both in and out of higher education. 
Furthermore, although past and present scholars appear to struggle with the 
definitional and empirical problems inherent to studying ethnoviolence in higher 
education, the literature itself indicates strongly that it is nevertheless a phenomenon 
which can be studied and is extremely important to better understand. 
Although there was a scarcity of literature concerning perpetrators of 
ethnoviolence, especially students, in the early stages of this study, there has been 
some important studies conducted and theoretical models generated specifically 
concerned with perpetrators that has surfaced in the past 3-5 years. This literature 
shows important insight into the profiling of ethnoviolent perpetrators especially those 
that commit hate crimes. Early profiles indicate that young white males commit the 
majority of hate crimes and frequently are accompanied by another person(s) 
demonstrating that it is a problem at both an individual and group level. The literature 
also indicates that organized hate groups do not perpetrate the majority of 
ethnoviolence and actual hate crime. Concerning perpetrators in higher education 
settings, there is a growing body of literature that suggests there may be relationships 
between certain student populations, namely Greek affiliates and college athletes 
(particularly males), and a propensity to commit acts of ethnoviolence. 
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In general, this review was intentionally structured to support the view that 
ethnoviolence is a complex human phenomenon requiring nontraditional qualitative 
research approaches. This chapter's unique synthesis of ethnoviolence related 
literature indeed supports this view. However, one must bear in mind few researchers 
elaborate on the inherent problems encountered in studying violence phenomenon that 
have been addressed in this chapter. In fact most appear to avoid addressing issues of 
theory and perspective that may frame their actual study of and conclusions about 
such phenomenon. Furthermore, the literature both historically and more currently 
continues to support the view that ethnoviolence in higher education is a frequently 
addressed as a form of complex socialized behavior that can be explained by using a 
variety of developmental theories and frameworks. Most interesting to the researcher 
is the potential for better understanding of student perpetrators of ethnoviolence 
through the application of the theoretical constructs of social identity and moral 
development. From this review, it became apparent to the researcher that very little is 
known about student perpetrators’ motivations in general and how they see 
themselves in relation to others, especially those of a different race and ethnicity. In 
conjunction with how they may see themselves in relation to others, it is also of 
interest to better understand what kinds of considerations perpetrators use in resolving 
ethical dilemmas and making moral decisions. This comprehensive review of 
ethnoviolence provided a foundation to conduct a study that would explore some of 
these areas of interests and pursue such lines of research inquiry. 
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CHAPTER m 
STUDY METHODS 
Setting 
The research questions outlined essentially dictate several aspects concerning 
the setting for this study. First, the setting required ready access to a college student 
population. Second, the designated setting needed to be able to generate a target 
population and sample for the study. Third, the researcher required accessibility to a 
setting without experiencing major problems, which might jeopardize completion of 
the study (e.g. financial hardship or long distance travel). Finally, the setting had to 
have a documented history of ethnoviolence as it is defined in this study. 
Having carefully considered all of these factors, the researcher chose the 
University of Massachusetts Amherst as the setting for the study. As a setting, the 
University of Massachusetts Amherst had features that made it ideal for this study. 
The foremost features being that it is a predominantly white, publicly funded 
institution of higher education that has a well-documented history of ethnoviolence. 
Incidents of ethnoviolence are not new to the University of Massachusetts 
campus. In representing the University to the Massachusetts Advisory Committee to 
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, then Acting Provost Glen Gordon had 
acknowledged that University of Massachusetts, Amherst has had its share of racial 
and religious conflict over the years. The most notorious incident occurred in 1986 in 
which an outbreak of racially motivated violence, triggered after the Boston Red Sox 
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lost to the New York Mets in the final game of the World Series, received national 
press coverage (Almeida, 1991). 
Like the 1986 episode of racial violence, another reported incident occurred in 
the Fall of 1992. This incident involved a resident assistant being physically attacked 
and verbally slandered by an individual within one of the dormitories. This incident 
was found to be racially motivated. Further incidents and events manifested, 
eventually bringing most of the university community to a halt. The executive branch 
of administration became directly involved in trying to quell rising campus tensions 
during this series of overt incidents of ethnoviolence reported by members of the 
campus community (Maisonet, 1992). Although these are some of the publicized 
incidents, internal surveys conducted by Student Affairs Research, Information and 
Systems indicate that both overt and covert forms of ethnoviolence are experienced by 
a significant number of racial and ethnic minorities (Malaney & Shively, 1995; 
Malaney & Williams 1994, 1997; Mattison, 1999; Project Pulse, 1990, 1996, 1997, 
1998). 
Despite this documented history, the researcher discovered that the setting for 
the study required extensive evaluation to determine how to best address the inherent 
problems associated with accessing a target population of ethnoviolent perpetrators. 
After careful consideration and networking with faculty, the setting was more 
narrowly defined in an effort to maximize contact with a large number of students that 
the researcher could access and gain consent to complete a screening survey. The 
survey setting chosen was a large public health lecture class with 340 students 
enrolled at the time of survey administration. 
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Target Population and Sample 
The relevant criteria for defining a target population depend on the unit of 
analysis (e g. individuals, objects, or events) and the research topic (Singleton, Straits, 
Straits, & McAllister, 1988). Because the research focus for this study involved 
ethnoviolent perpetrators, the basic unit of analysis was an individual person. The 
researcher developed additional criteria to help specifically describe these individuals 
to more clearly define the study's target population. The target population would have 
consisted of all individuals within the institutional setting of the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst who were enrolled as undergraduate students and who had 
been involved in perpetrating incidents of ethnoviolence as it is operationally defined 
in this study. However, because of the problems associated with accessing such a 
deviant population, an adequate sampling frame was not obtainable for the purposes 
of this study. Consequently, the researcher relied on a non-probability sampling 
design to obtain participants. 
The study had few readily identifiable and accessible participants and was 
focused on a problem in its early stages of social scientific inquiry. Therefore, the 
researcher conducted purposive sampling by including participants in the study based 
on 1) how well they fit the definition of an individual who perpetrated ethnoviolence 
as defined in this study, and 2) whether or not the individual self disclosed such 
behavior through screening survey responses. This type of sampling is characteristic 
of many field research studies (Singleton et al., 1988). 
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With regards to the sample size, the researcher was initially limited in her 
ability to predetermine the exact number of individuals who would meet the criteria to 
be included in the sample. This is not uncommon with qualitative research studies 
focusing on problems of which there is little knowledge. Furthermore, the adequacy of 
such samples (i.e. size) are determined in large part by researchers once they are in the 
actual setting (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992; Singleton et al., 1988). Based on preliminary 
investigations concerning problems with accessing perpetrators on campus, the 
researcher anticipated a small sample size of somewhere between four to eight 
participants. After conducting the survey of which there was 306 respondents, the 
sample size for in-depth interviewing was set at ten (5 women and 5 men). However, 
successful contact, consent, and completion of interviews occurred with only 8 
individuals from the original sample. 
Instrument. Variables and Severity Model 
During the survey research phase of this study, there were no known 
perpetrator surveys from other studies available to the researcher for consideration 
to implement. The majority of survey studies both in and out higher education 
settings were focused on victim assessment. The survey instrument was developed 
after consulting several research sources, including a study that had effectively used 
a screening survey instrument to obtain a target interview population of sexually 
coercive male college students (Alpert, 1992). By drawing on Alpert’s (1992) 
survey approach, by organizing the literature and defining the range of behaviors 
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being considered as ethnoviolence, and by reviewing victim-focused surveys, an 
instrument was constructed to illicit information from a perpetrator’s perspective 
(Malaney, 1990; Malaney & Williams, 1994; Project Pulse, 1990). The final survey 
design was constructed to illicit responses to self-identified behaviors as well as 
some demographic information to test out potential relationships between 
ethnoviolent behaviors and such things as gender, age, Greek affiliation, and 
student athleticism (See Appendix A). Development of the survey was based upon 
the researcher’s understanding that there were basically four types of ethnoviolent 
incidents exacted by perpetrators. These four types were considered characteristic 
of perpetration at both the individual as well as group level and consisted of 
incidents that could be categorized in the following ways: 
1. Verbal Actions 
2. Non-Proximal Personal Threats 
3. Personal Reactionary/Retaliatory Thoughts 
4. Proximal Individual/Group Threats 
Aguirre and Messineo (1997) conducted a later study that actually supports 
the researcher’s original line of inquiry and focus on these four incident types. 
They analyzed 106 racially motivated incidents on college campuses reported in the 
New York Times and Los Angeles Times between 1987-1993. Their analysis 
revealed three types of racially motivated incidents including those that are 1) 
person-focused; 2) cultural bias; and 3) structural bias. The researcher’s hypotheses 
that incidents of ethnoviolence could be categorized in this manner in order to 
study the problem have since been supported by similar approaches developed by 
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others to describe the perpetration phenomenon (Aguirre & Messineo, 1997; 
Downey & Stage, 1999; Levin & McDevitt, 1999). 
A total of 13 hate-related variables arising from these four incident types 
were integrated into the survey-screening instrument. These variables were derived 
from the review of the literature and included the following behaviors and/or 
actions: 
1. Hate Speech 
2. Hate Telephone Calls 
3. Hate Letters/Mail 
4. Hate Graffiti 
5. Witnessed Hate Behavior/Action 
6. Dared to Do Hate Behavior/Action 
7. Verbal Threats 
8. Physical Threats 
9. Hate Fight 
10. Physical Injury to Another 
11. Vandalism/Stealing Property 
12. Arson 
13. Reprimand for Hate Behavior/Action 
The literature also indicates these kinds of behaviors and actions can be 
demonstrated on an individual or group level. However, few ethnoviolence studies 
have looked specifically at these behaviors and actions among perpetrators. The 
variables themselves are frequently cited in the literature and are noted to be either 
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hate violence, incidents or crimes depending on the context of which they are 
discussed (Ehrlich, 1989; Berk, 1990; Sidel; 1995). 
After determining the four types of ethnoviolent incidents and the specific 
hate-related behaviors, the researcher began to construct a visual model for 
ethnoviolence (See Figure 3.1). The model developed out of the researcher’s 
attempts to align the specific hate-related behaviors under each of the four major 
ethnoviolent incident types identified from the literature and survey instrument 
construction phases of the study. The researcher noted that a natural severity 
continuum visually emerged out of that alignment. It was also noted that within the 
literature, there was an inferred degree of severity attached to such hate-related 
behaviors across the four incident type categories (Aguirre & Messineo, 1997; 
Berk, 1990; Davis, 1996) and was based on whether or not an person 
1. Observed or witnessed ethnoviolence on an individual or group basis, 
2. Thought about committing or have committed ethnoviolence from a 
distance, and/or 
3. Actual committed a person-to-person act of ethnoviolence alone as an 
individual or with others. 
The severity scale application for the model originated from the piloting phase of 
the survey instrument and is based on the pilot survey respondents’ as well as the 
researcher’s perceived degree of severity of behaviors (See Appendix A). Personal 
proximity and intensity of actions were considered in determining overall severity 
of behaviors. A resulting weight-based score from one to ten (1= least severe, 10= 
most severe) was applied to each survey variable corresponding to that severity 
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determination. After consulting with a survey research expert, weight-based scores 
were applied to the screening instrument and later incorporated into the model 
itself. During the survey analysis phase of the study, each variable’s weight-based 
score was applied to each affirmatively answered question. These scores were then 
totaled to evaluate for potential interview candidates. In the absence of any existing 
perpetrator-focused survey instruments or studies, it became logical to develop 
such a model because it allowed the researcher to better organize both the survey 
administration and analysis phases of the study and visually demonstrate 
ethnoviolence perpetration on a severity continuum. Chapter IV (Screening Results 
Section) of this study provides more detailed information about how weights were 
assigned to each questionnaire item and how the corresponding scale was 
calculated for each subject. 
Questions #20-#23 were added to the screening survey instrument to assess 
several relationships that appear within the research literature concerning both 
violence in college settings and ethnoviolence among student populations (See 
Appendix A). Two inferences drawn from the literature are that there may exist 
relationships between students who commit ethnoviolence and 1) students who 
belong to either a fraternity or sorority, and 2) students who are school athletes. As 
previously indicated, there is a growing body of research conducted which suggests 
a correlation(s) between a number of group and individual violence related 
behaviors, including those that may be sexual, physical and/or racially or ethnically 
motivated, among such college populations. 
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Research Procedures 
The two research methods the researcher used in the study included survey 
administration and in-depth interviewing. Building on all of the aforementioned 
problems associated with conducting a study, which targets a socially deviant 
phenomenon such as ethnoviolence, the procedures for the study were divided into 
two stages. The first stage, involved the researcher making contact (in November 
1995) with a large number of students to have a screening survey administered that 
would identify any students who admitted to behaviors or actions deemed as various 
forms of ethnoviolence. Participation in the screening survey stage was strictly 
voluntary and required that students sign a Consent to Participate form to be included 
in survey research portion of the study (See Appendix B). The consent form outlined 
the parameters for ensuring confidentiality. The actual procedures used in 
administering the survey are further discussed in the following section entitled 
“Treatment of Human Subjects.” 
Based on the survey responses and the scoring obtained using a severity 
adjusted scale applied to individual survey questions for all participants, individuals 
were ranked by their total scores and placed in interview categories. The highest 
scoring survey respondents were considered for interviews based on the types of and 
severity of the behaviors they answered affirmatively, as well as their sex. A final 
sample of ten interview candidates was determined with an equal number of male and 
female participants identified. Two interview candidates were chosen that had not 
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answered affirmative to any of the survey questions to serve as comparative “control” 
subjects to those identified as potential perpetrators. 
The second stage involved contacting such individuals and gaining their 
consent to further participate in the process of in-depth interviewing (in December 
1995). The researcher contacted each of the 10 potential interview candidates who had 
self identified as perpetrators of ethnoviolence to ask if they would be willing to 
participate further in the study. At this point, the researcher negotiated verbal 
agreements to conduct interviews with all candidates and arranged to meet them and 
conduct the interview process in the manner outlined in the Treatment of Human 
Subjects section. All interviews were conducted prior to the end of that fall semester 
during the month of December 1995. Scheduled times and dates were established with 
individual students for each of the interviews. Two of the ten interviews were not 
conducted (one male and one female). These two interview candidates did not follow 
through and meet the interviewer on two occasions and would not return telephone 
calls after missing the second scheduled dates. Neither of these two individuals were 
the “control” subjects for the study. 
For the remaining eight participants, a time and place to conduct two ninety- 
minute in-depth interviews at the mutual convenience of both the participant and 
researcher were arranged and successfully conducted. The decision to conduct ninety- 
minute interviews, as opposed to sixty-minute interviews, was based loosely on two 
assertions. The first being taken from Interviewing as Qualitative Research in which 
Seidman (1991) asserts that ninety minutes offers researchers a more adequate period 
of time to collect data. The second assertion related to the researcher's concern with 
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maintaining participants in an in-depth interview study when they are asked to commit 
to three interview sessions on different days. Prior to the conducting of interviews, all 
participants were made aware of the need for informed consent both verbally by the 
researcher and by a written Consent to Participate Form (See Appendix C). Each 
individual was required to read and sign the Consent to Participate Form in order to 
participate in the interview process. 
The interviewer conducted semi-structured in-depth interviews. Seidman's 
(1991) interviewing technique of "Focus Life History" was used to develop a 
sequenced format and questions for the interviews (See Appendix D). In using this 
technique, an interview begins with asking general broad-based experience questions, 
moves to asking more detailed experience questions, and concludes with asking 
individual reflection on experience questions. 
The interviews for this study were divided into three main areas of interest that 
paralleled the focus of the research questions. The first area concentrated on obtaining 
information about participants' past social backgrounds. Some of the questions were 
demographic in nature and related to information about the participant's educational, 
family, and employment history. Other questions were more open-ended and focused 
on obtaining information about a participant's first encounters with social diversity (at 
home, in school, among peers, and in their neighborhoods), their parents’ and 
siblings’ perspectives on race and ethnicity, and how they perceive of racial and 
ethnic minorities throughout childhood and adolescence. This area of inquiry lasted 
for approximately one hour. 
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The second area of interest related more specifically to each of the two 
research questions. Both Gilligan (1977, 1982a) and Lyons (1983) have used a 
particular open-ended interview schedule in their research studies of moral 
development. This schedule uses pointed questions about real life moral conflicts and 
about identity perception in relation to self and others. The open-ended interview 
schedule allowed both Gilligan and Lyons to identify, both systematically and 
reliably, two distinct modes of self-definition and moral judgment through the use of 
two elaborate coding schemes. The researcher incorporated these questions with 
corresponding probes into the study’s second hour (Appendix D: Second Hour, 
Questions 1-4) of the interview. This was done in order to obtain highly descriptive 
information from participants about how they perceive of themselves in relation to 
others as well as how they perceive of morality and the process of moral decision¬ 
making. This line of inquiry also lasted approximately one hour. 
The third area of interest focused on obtaining more recent information. Some 
interview questions focused on participants' current perceptions about racial and 
ethnic minorities. Other questions concentrated on the experience participants have 
had with racial and ethnic minorities on and off campus. A final set of questions 
attempted to obtain detailed accounts of the actual incident(s) of ethnoviolence; what 
may have motivated participants to behave or act as they did and how they perceive 
themselves during and after such incidents. This line of inquiry concluded the third 
hour for interviewing. 
During the final phase of interviewing, the researcher also provided a time for 
debriefing. Participants were asked about their interview experiences and how they 
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felt about the entire process. They were encouraged to ask the researcher any 
questions about the study and the interview process in general. The researcher asked 
all participants for permission to contact them if further clarification about 
information collected during the interview process was needed. 
Treatment of Human Subjects 
The treatment of human participants within the scope of social scientific 
inquiry is one of three major areas of ethical concern when conducting research 
(Reese and Fremouw, 1984). Diener and Crandall (1978) note the four problem areas 
usually identified with ethical treatment of human participants in research studies 
include 1) potential harm, 2) deception, 3) lack of informed consent, and 4) privacy 
invasion. These problem areas become self evident when research studies are 
perceived to violate the basic rights of human participants. Each of these potential 
problem areas had been considered and addressed to make every effort to ensure that 
the basic human rights of participants were not violated. 
With regards to issues of harm, this research was designed with the foremost 
intention of upholding participants' rights to personal safety. Although there is no 
physical harm or safety issues to be concerned within this study, the researcher noted 
there are other aspects of harm that are considered important to address in this study's 
overall design. This researcher agrees with Diener and Crandall's (1978) assertion that 
in any research study there exists the potential to harm participants in nonphysical 
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ways including personal (by humiliation or embarrassment), social (by loss of trust in 
others), or psychological (by loss of self-esteem). Furthermore, it is understood that 
the potential for doing harm to participants may be greatest in social research which 
investigates negative or socially deviant aspects of human behavior such as 
ethnoviolence (Singelton et al., 1988). 
Consequently, the researcher addressed such potential risks of harm to 
participants and sought to minimize them in the following ways. First, the researcher 
informed potential interview participants of any reasonable or foreseeable risks or 
discomforts prior to beginning the interview phase of the study. This was done by 
allowing potential interview candidates ample opportunity to consider whether or not 
to participate and by obtaining both verbal and written consent to allow the researcher 
to interview them. Second, the researcher assessed interview candidates for evidence 
of being overly sensitive or emotionally vulnerable about their ethnoviolence 
experiences. Third, to minimize any potential stress or psychological harm that may 
have been inadvertently induced as a result of interviewing, the researcher 
incorporated an "encounter" or "debriefing" period after the interview was conducted. 
In addressing the ethical area of deception, the researcher along with others 
(Adair, Dushenko, & Lindsay, 1985; Singleton et al., 1988) realized it is a commonly 
used and accepted practice among social scientific researchers. By deception, the 
researcher is referring to the misleading of participants about the study's actual 
purpose. Researchers often feel this is necessary in order to minimize participant bias 
or otherwise unnatural behavior. For example, research subjects "typically will act so 
as to present the most favorable impression of themselves or to help out the researcher 
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by confirming the hypothesis" (Singleton et al., 1988, p. 451). This seems especially 
true of participants involved in research focused on exploring socially deviant, 
objectionable, or stigmatized behavior such as ethnoviolence. Furthermore, accessing 
certain research populations, like ethnoviolent perpetrators, may often necessitate 
some degree of deception to initially gain trustworthiness and credibility on the part of 
the researcher. 
Consequently, in this study some may purport that the researcher was engaged 
in deception both by not informing students of the study's principle focus on student 
perpetrators of ethnoviolence. However, this type of deception is in congruence with 
both the American Psychological Association's (1981) and American Sociological 
Association's (1984) codes of professional ethics. These codes indicate that a study 
may make use of some degree of concealment or deception when there is lack of 
alternative methodologies for social scientific inquiry and when the omission of 
certain information does not involve serious risks to participants. 
With regards to addressing issues of freedom of choice and consent to 
participate, this study required written informed consent of students to participate in 
the survey phase, and both verbal and written informed consent of those who were 
identified as candidates for in-depth interviewing. Obtaining informed consent 
allowed subjects to "voluntarily" accept or refuse to participate in the survey and 
interview process and allowed them the right to withdraw from the study at any time. 
If an individual chose not to participate further in the study, all information collected 
concerning the individual would have been destroyed. 
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Although the researcher considered informed consent essential in this study, a 
full disclosure of the specific purposes of the study was not given during the verbal or 
written consent obtaining processes. Once again, how much information the 
researcher revealed to participants was based on the assumption that subjects who are 
told the true purpose of the study may not behave naturally or agree to participate 
because of the deviant characteristics ascribed to perpetrators of ethnoviolence 
(Singleton et al., 1988). However, a general description of the subject matter being 
investigated was provided on the letter of informed consent (See Appendix B & C). It 
was explained to participants that the study sought to “examine the dynamics of racial 
relationships and racially motivated conflict among college students." 
The fourth ethical area of this study relates to issues of privacy. Social 
scientific inquiry presents numerous possibilities for invading the privacy of research 
participants (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992; Singleton et al., 1988). Whether or not one 
defines access to information as an invasion of privacy, often depends on how 
"private" and "sensitive" the information being accessed is considered by others. 
However, no matter what the forum for accessing such information is for a study, 
guaranteeing anonymity or confidentiality should protect the right to privacy of 
participants. 
As is the case with most field research studies, the researcher knows the 
identities and responses of participants. Therefore, the information participants give 
cannot be exclusively anonymous. However, the researcher can safeguard participants' 
privacy by ensuring confidentiality. This was done by removing names and other 
identifying information from data, by not disclosing participants' identities in any 
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reports of the study, and by not divulging the information to any others without a 
participant's permission. 
In addition, fictitious names were used and composite characterizations based 
on more than one participant were developed whenever possible during the data 
management, analysis, and interpretation phases. In a final attempt to maintain 
confidentiality, during the debriefing period at the conclusion of the interview, the 
researcher asked permission from participants to contact them in the event any future 
clarification or feedback relating to data obtained from the interviews was considered 
necessary. Therefore, if the researcher had felt unsure about being able to conceal an 
aspect of identity, she would have attempted to work out additional ways to protect a 
participant’s privacy 
Data Collection & Management 
The data collection methods for the survey coincided with the actual study 
procedures. Eight teaching assistants performed administration of the screening 
survey to students. The researcher met with the teaching assistants and professor 
concurrently to review and discuss survey administration procedures. The best 
administration date was determined to be the day of a scheduled mid-term exam, 
November 17, 1995, when the highest number of the 340 students registered for the 
class would likely attend. They also had a policy in which all students were required 
to remain seated in classrooms even after finishing the exam until the end of the class 
period. The survey was administered to all students along with their exam and 
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students were asked to consider participating in the study by completing the survey 
after they had finished with their exam. After reading the consent form, students chose 
to participate of their own accord. Each teaching assistant collected all of the surveys 
in one large yellow 16x20 envelope, sealed them in front of the students and delivered 
them to the course professor. The professor then forwarded'all the envelopes to the 
researcher. 
A survey database was created and the data from 306 completed surveys was 
entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and then imported into SPSS software 
program for analysis. In Chapter IV, the Screening Results Section of study contains a 
more detailed account of scoring and scale construction of the survey instrument as 
well as analysis of survey data. Variables for each of the survey questions were ranked 
according to the severity of the act or behavior posed in the questions. Demographic 
data were entered in separately with no scoring. Preliminary analysis of the data 
revealed 36 students met the operational definition of an ethnoviolent perpetrator as 
defined in this study to be considered for in-depth interviewing. Within the scope of 
this study, it was not feasible for the researcher to conduct all of these interviews. As 
previously noted, the interview sample was then narrowed to a more manageable size 
by choosing 4 male and 4 female students with the highest affirmative question 
respondent scores. In addition, two students were included in the interview sample 
that had not answered affirmatively to any of the screening survey questions. 
During the in-depth interview and debriefing phases of the study, the 
researcher used a small tape recorder to collect data in its entirety from each 90- 
minute interview. Each taped interview was transcribed in its entirety into the 
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computer software program known as The Ethnograph (Version 4) and then imported 
into the Ethnograph (Version 5) Upgrade. The Ethnograph is a software program that 
is specifically designed to assist in the data management and analysis aspects of 
qualitative research studies. This program was used to store and retrieve the data 
obtained from the interview processes. The Ethnograph allowed the researcher to 
define variables within the data sources, to code the data, and to test relationships 
between coded variables. However, for the second line of interview inquiry the 
interview schedule of Gilligan (1977) and Lyons (1983) was used. This schedule has 
an accompanying coding scheme already developed to systematically and reliably 
identity two distinct modes of describing the self in relation to others as well as two 
considerations used by individuals in making moral decisions was also applied (See 
Appendix E and F). 
After the interviews were fully transcribed into the Ethnograph database, a 
hard copy of each was printed and stored in a locked file cabinet. The original tape 
recordings of the interviews will be destroyed upon completion of the study. The 
original hard copies will be also be destroyed after the researcher's needs have been 
exhausted and the risk of losing original data as a result of mechanical or 
technological failure is no longer a potential problem. The database for the study 
was frequently saved on backup disks to minimize technological risks associated 
with computer data management and analysis. 
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Figure 3.1 Ethnoviolence Severity Scale Model 
Verbal Actions Distance Threats Personal Thoughts Individual/Group Threats 
Hate Speech Use Hate Calls ■4 Vandalism/Stealing ■4 Verbal & Physical Dared By Others Hate Letters Arson Fighting 
Witness to Hate Hate Graffiti Reprimanded Hurt Others 
Score Ranite 1 to 10 
1 = Less Severe More Severe =10 
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CHAPTER IV 
SCREENING SURVEY RESULTS 
Introduction 
The first phase of this research study consisted of developing, piloting and 
using a screening instrument to obtain a sample of interview candidates whom self- 
identified in operational definition terms, as an ethnoviolent perpetrator. The 
methodology section addresses the process of developing and piloting the screening 
survey. The setting for conducting the survey was a large, public health course. The 
survey consisted of 23 questions in total (See Appendix A). The course was a cross¬ 
major requirement for undergraduate graduation, meaning students from a variety of 
majors needed to take the course as part of their program of study. The class consisted 
of 340 students registered at the time of survey administration. The total number of 
surveys returned were 306, of which 2 were partially completed. However, the gender 
of these 2 survey respondents was ascertained via the consent form. Consequently, the 
researcher included them as part of the data set for all queries, unless otherwise 
specified. Table 4.1 outlines each of the major survey variables by the total valid 
responses as well as the total missing responses. The survey response rate was 90%. 
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Survey Demographics 
Of the total 306 survey participants, 123 (40.2%) were male and 183 
(59.8%) were female. The average age of the total survey population was 19.7 
years. The average age according to gender for males was 20.0 years and 19.6 years 
for females. The age mode of the survey population was 19 years. Figure 4.1 shows 
the age distribution of the survey population. Because of the fact that this course 
was a requisite for graduation, but was not allowed to be taken during the first year 
of undergraduate matriculation, the majority of students fell into the traditional 
sophomore and junior age range of 19-20 (78.6%). 
Figure 4.2, depicts the distribution of the survey population by designated 
undergraduate class, further support this finding. The top three majors listed 
among this survey population were Undecided (14.7%), Psychology (8.0%), 
Communications (7.7%) and Sports Management (3.9%). The overall distribution 
of the top ten majors is listed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.3 indicates frequency results for the survey (See Appendix A). The 
table depicts the variable distribution by total count and percent. These totals 
correspond to data collected prior to applying a severity score to each affirmatively 
answered question. Beyond the variables of using (55.2%) and witnessing (96.4%) 
hate speech, are the other more severe kinds of ethnoviolence students admitted to 
participating in as an individual or as part of a group. What is interesting is that the 
variables of verbal threats (36.3%), physical threats (18.0%) and hate fight (15.0%) 
each garnered a substantial percent total among the survey population. 
Approximately, 6% admitted to physically hurting another. About the same 
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combined percentage affirmed to writing a hate letter and/or graffiti. Although only 
13 respondents (4.2%) admitted to personally making a hate telephone call, 17% of 
them actually witnessed a call being made by another. 
Table 4.4 represents the actual weighted-score applied to each of the 
questions #1-15. If all fifteen questions were answered affirmatively, then the 
highest score a respondent could obtain would be 87. Similarly, if a respondent 
answered no to all of the questions, then a respondent’s score would be zero. The 
actual minimum and maximum score results were 0 and 58, respectively. Based 
upon the weighted-scores applied to each question and totaled for each respondent, 
a distribution graph Figure 4.3 was generated. The ten square data point symbols 
(0) represent the scores of survey respondents chosen to be candidates for 
interview phase of study. 
The top 26 highest and 10 lowest weighted-scores of each gender were 
documented and the types of affirmatively answered questions were analyzed to 
determine a respondent’s overall candidacy for being interviewed. One can see by 
the graph that the majority of the 306 respondents fell in the 0-10 range 
demonstrating that they do “not” fit the operational definition or profile of an 
ethnoviolent perpetrator as defined in this research study. However, although the 
average linear trend line of 10 demonstrates where most respondents fell and that 
they would not be candidates for interviewing, it also visually highlights the finding 
that a far larger number than expected by the researcher fell into the interview 
eligibility category. 
In fact, the researcher identified as many as 36 respondents (total score of at 
least 25 or greater) that could have been interviewed if the researcher were not 
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constrained by time and resources to individually conduct the interviews. This 
finding indicates that future studies of the actual incidence and prevalence of 
ethnoviolent behaviors among college student populations appears both warranted 
and possible by researchers who may use similar screening instruments. Also, using 
similar survey screening instruments may prove helpful in early detection of self- 
identifying students who could be at higher risk for demonstrating ethnoviolent 
behaviors under certain circumstances. Of those surveyed, 19.6% were current 
members and 13.7% were previous members of either a fraternity or sorority. Only 
5.2% (16) of those surveyed were college athletes, but 81.4% identified themselves 
as having belonged previously to either a high school or college athletic team. 
A total of ten interview candidates were selected (5 women and 5 men). Of 
the ten interviewees, eight of the ten were successfully interviewed. Those eight 
had been chosen because of the range and type of behaviors they self-identified 
with across the previously discussed Ethnoviolence Severity Scale Model (See 
Chapter III, Methods). Among the four women self-identified perpetrators, the 
types of behaviors they affirmed included the following: 
1. Used hate speech 
2. Been with others who have used hate speech 
3. Witnessed hate telephone call 
4. Made Hate telephone call 
5. Written hate letter 
6. Vandalism of property as a statement against racial or ethnic group 
7. Verbally threatened a certain race or ethnic group 
8. Physically threatened a certain race or ethnic group 
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9. Involved in hate fight 
10. Physically hurt another over issue(s) of race or ethnicity 
11. Reprimanded by authority figure for hate threat behavior 
Likewise, the four male self-identified perpetrators as a group admitted to the same 
behaviors listed above. However, in addition to those above, two had admitted to 
being dared to write a hate message and one admitted to having thought about 
stealing as well as setting out to commit arson as a statement against a specific race 
or ethnic individual or group. Since the researcher was interested in interviewing 
those who admitted to different types of ethnoviolence, one can see that these 
behaviors covered the lull range of behaviors included within the Ethnoviolence 
Severity Model (See Figure 3.1). 
In addition to the eight perpetrators, two interviewees (one male and one 
female) were chosen because their total weighted-scores placed them at the bottom 
of the severity scale. The female non-perpetrator did not affirm any ethnoviolent 
behaviors and the male affirmed only that he had been with others who had used 
hate speech. The researcher’s intentions were to interview a group that represented 
the Severity Scale Model’s full range of enthnoviolent behaviors: not severe or 
none to severe and many (See Figure 3.1). 
The final ten interview candidates consented by telephone to participate 
further in the interview phase of the study. However, interview candidates 
#127(female) and #176(male) were eliminated from the interview phase after they 
did not appear for three pre-arranged campus interview sessions. No further 
candidates were pursued because the academic semester finished and the students 
were on recess for the next month. However, interestingly, had the researcher not 
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been constrained by limited resources, as many as 28 more survey respondents 
could have been included in the interview phase because of their weighted score 
totals and potential to contribute in answering the questions of the study. 
Using the average weighted score of 25 as an interview qualifier, 28 Males and 
8 Females were among the highest scoring respondents of the survey population. This 
respectively represented 22.8% and 4.4% of the male and female total survey 
population. This finding is consistent with most hate incidence and hate crime data 
statistics which generally indicates young adult males are the most common 
perpetrators of ethnoviolent behaviors (Friedland & Greenberg, 1999; Levin & 
McDevitt, 1993; Massachusetts Governor’s Task Force on Hate Crime, 1998, 1999). 
Statistical Analysis of Variable Relationships 
Using the SPSS statistical package, multiple relationships between variables 
were analyzed. Out of the possible fifteen different ethnoviolent variables embedded 
within the survey questions, the highest number any student answered affirmatively 
was eleven. The distribution frequency of the number of affirmatively answered 
variables by percent, valid percent and cumulative percent is depicted in Table 4.5. 
Between one and four survey questions were answered affirmatively by 85% of the 
survey population. Approximately 15% affirmed between five and eleven questions 
on the survey. 
The relationship between gender and the number of self-identified behaviors 
was also examined. Table 4.6 indicates that at the extreme ends of spectrum (no 
behaviors or many behaviors) there were fewer male or female respondents within the 
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survey sample that fell into either category. Since the majority of students fell into 
answering yes to only several ethnoviolent variables, a resulting distribution curve 
would be skewed to the left. The distribution of data also reveals that females were 
less likely than males to self-identify about multiple ethnoviolent behaviors. In fact, 
the relationship between male gender and the increasing number of behaviors 
affirmed was found to be significant (p= .000). 
The screening survey also asked respondents to identify their current and 
previous status with regards to membership within a fraternity/sorority. A similar 
analysis between current and previous fraternity/sorority membership and the number 
of ethnoviolent behaviors was conducted. Like the gender finding, both Tables 4.7 
and 4.8 reveal a significant correlation between both current (p= .016) and previous 
(p= .001) ffaternity/sorority members and the total number of ethnoviolent behaviors 
they affirmed on the survey. This means that current and past Greek affiliates were 
more likely than non-affiliates to self-identify about multiple ethnoviolent behaviors. 
The cross tabulation of gender with each of the 15 survey variables resulted in 
several significant differences between males and females. Table 4.9 reveals that 
77.2% of males versus 40.4% of females self-identified as having used hate speech 
(X2= 40.284, p= .000). The relationship was significant among males. Similarly, 
Table 4.10 demonstrates that 7.3% of male respondents compared to 2.2% of the 
2 female respondents affirmed that they have personally made a hate call (x = 4.761, p= 
.030). 
The relationships between gender and being dared to write epithets or hate 
phrases as well as gender and actually writing hate graffiti on a structure or public 
place were found to be significant. Table 4.11 shows that 8.9% of male respondents 
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compared with 2.7% of female respondents had acknowledged being dared to write 
hate speech (%2= 5.726, p= .017). Table 4.12 indicates that at least 6.5% of males and 
A 
I. 1% of females admitted to personally writing hate graffiti (x = 6.813, p= .012). 
Interestingly, no significant differences were determined regarding the writing 
(individually or with others) of a hate letter. 
Variables involving physical threats and actual hate-motivated fights targeting 
a certain racial and ethnic group were also found to be significant among male 
respondents. For the male survey population, Tables 4.13 and 4.14 respectively show 
that 30.1% acknowledged being involved in physically threatening a certain racial or 
ry 
ethnic group (x = 20.450, p= .000) and 21.3% have gotten into a physical fight over 
A 
an issue of race or ethnicity (x = 6.060, p= .011). Furthermore, Table 4.15 reveals 
II. 5% of males admitted to physically hurting another over an issue of race or 
ry 
ethnicity compared to 2.2% of females (x = 11.286, p= .001). Interestingly, large 
percentages for both genders (male=40.7% and female=33.3%) admitted to being in a 
situation involving verbal threats, but the relationship did not test out for significant. 
Males also were more likely than females to be reprimanded by an authority for 
behavior considered threatening to someone of a different race or ethnicity. Table 4.16 
reveals that 12.3% of males and only 1.6% of females admitted to being reprimanded 
by an authority figure (%2= 14.863, p= .000). 
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Gender and Fratemitv/Sororitv Affiliation 
Additional analyses of each of the screening survey variables in relation to 
both gender and fraternity/sorority memberships were conducted. Both current and 
previous fratemity/sorority statuses were examined in combination with gender. 
However, significance was found only among “current” Greek membership and 
gender in relation to certain ethnoviolence variables. Cross tabulation of hate speech 
variable (Table 4.17) revealed that 54.1% of females who were current sorority 
members admitted to using hate speech compared to 36.6% of non-sorority members 
(X = 3.759, p= .041). There was no significant difference between male fraternity 
members and non-fraternity members. 
Table 4.18 indicates that a greater percentage of female sorority members 
(24.3%) than non-sorority (11.7%) have witnessed a hate call being made. Likewise, 
more male fraternity members (39.1%) witnessed hate calls being made compared to 
non-fraternity males (16.2%). Both sorority (%2= 3.822, p= .050) and fraternity 
membership (%2= 6.043, p= .019) were found to be significant in relation to this 
witnessing hate calls. 
Although a small number of fraternity and sorority members affirmed that 
they had actually made a hate call (Table 4.19), it is interesting to note that the 
relationship tested significant (%2= 1.541, p= .027) for female sorority members 
(8.1%) compared to non-sorority respondents (.7%). Two other variables that 
demonstrated significance among male fraternity members were racial or ethnically 
motivated verbal and physical threats. Table 4.20 shows a 60.9% of fraternity 
members versus 36.4% of non-fraternity members were involved in making verbal 
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threats. The relationship tested significant for males with a fraternity affiliation (%2= 
4.634, p= .028), but not for females with a sorority affiliation (x2= .389, p= .330). A 
similar result was found in the cross tabulation of the physical threats variable with 
gender and fratemity/sorority membership. Table 4.21 shows that 47.8% of male 
fraternity members compared to 26.3% of non-fraternity members have been involved 
in situations where physical threats were made to a certain racial/ethnic group. Again, 
r\ 
this was significant for male fraternity affiliated respondents (x = 4.107, p= .041). 
Although as previously noted male gender was significant among the more severe 
kinds of hate variables (hate fight, physically hurt other), fraternity affiliation in 
combination with gender was not found to be significant. 
Discussion of Findings 
The literature concerned with ethnoviolence suggests several relationships 
concerning perpetrator profiles. Some of those relationships were supported by this 
study’s survey findings by testing out significant during analysis and others were not. 
For example, the literature suggests that most perpetrators of ethnoviolence in general, 
and hate crimes in particular, are young adult males. Although the survey population 
consisted of more females (59.8%) than males (40.2%), males were more likely than 
females to have admitted to ethnoviolent behaviors. The difference between males 
and females relating to the overall number of affirmed ethnoviolent behaviors was 
significant. Males were more likely than females to have identified with multiple 
types of ethnoviolence. With regards to the specific forms of ethnoviolence including 
hate speech, hate calls, hate graffiti or messages, physical and verbal threats, hate 
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fights and physical injury, males were more likely than females to admit to such 
behaviors. Each of the relationships between these forms of ethnoviolence and gender 
was found to be significant among males. Most of the literature concerning student 
perpetration does not speak of such relationships in terms of statistical significance, 
but more in terms of retrospective analysis of victim survey reporting of perpetrators. 
However, such literature does generally support that ethnoviolence in higher 
education settings is mainly perpetrated by male rather than female students. 
In terms of the prevalence of the more severe forms of ethnoviolence, this 
survey found that approximately 2 out of 5 respondents admitted to verbally 
threatening a certain racial or ethnic group. And approximately 1 out of 6 admitted to 
witnessing hate calls being made, making physical threats to a certain racial or ethnic 
group, or being involved in an actual fight motivated by an issue of race or ethnicity. 
In addition, almost 1 of every 17 surveyed admitted to physically hurting another over 
an issue of race or ethnicity or being reprimanded by an authority figure for behavior 
that was considered threatening to someone of a certain race or ethnicity. These 
findings are fairly consistent with two other prevalence estimates. One is that of The 
Prejudice Institute (1999) which estimates that the annual probability of American 
adults being a victim of violence motivated by prejudice is 1 in 4 or 5. The other 
estimate comes from Franklin’s (1997) study on antigay hate violence that found 1 out 
of 10 college students surveyed admitted to exacting physical violence or threats that 
were motivated by sexual orientation bias. 
Some of the relationships that tested significant among Greek members and 
ethnoviolence perpetration in this study support those suggested in the literature. For 
example, a significant number of those surveyed, greater than 33% were either 
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currently (19.6%) or previously (13.7%) a member of a fraternity or sorority group. 
This percentage is not representative of the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
campus population, which consists of approximately 5% of Greek students. However, 
since the intent of the study was to purposively sample to find a population of student 
ethnoviolent perpetrators, the survey findings relating to Greek affiliation are both 
interesting and significant within the context of studying perpetration within higher 
education settings. In this study, both current and previous Greek members were 
found to be more likely than non-members to admit to multiple ethnoviolent 
behaviors. These relationships tested significant, as did several specific ethnoviolent 
behaviors when crossed with Greek affiliation. 
Interestingly, the finding that current female sorority members as opposed to 
non-sorority members were found to more likely use hate speech, witness a hate call, 
and actually make a hate call coincides with some of the literature which suggests that 
Greek organizations may be linked to two things. One is that they cultivate a 
perpetrator mentality among members, particularly with daring members to behave in 
certain ways as well as promulgating negative stereotypes (Martin & Hummer; 
Sanday, 1990). The other is that they reinforce unacceptable group behaviors among 
members including such things as prank telephone calls, vandalism and property theft 
* • 
as part of initiation rights, membership maintenance, and/or affiliate loyalty (Hover & 
Pollard, 2000). In this study, the added finding that fraternity males were more likely 
than non-fraternity males to witness a hate call, make verbal hate threats, and make 
physical threats also contributes to the existing literature. The literature (Chang, 1996; 
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Green, 1997; Hurtado, Dey & Trevino, 1994) indicates that rituals of intolerance, the 
promotion of interpersonal violence, and negative cross-race interactions often mark 
Greek membership. 
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Figure 4.1 Survey Respondent Age Distribution by Number & Percent Total 
Figures 
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Figure 4.2 Survey Respondent Class Distribution 
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Figure 4.3 Frequency Distribution of Weighted Survey Scores 
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Table 4.1 Distribution of Actual Variables and Number of Valid 
& Missing Survey Responses 
Variable 
Total Valid 
Responses 
Total Missing 
Responses 
Used Hate Speech 306 0 
Witnessed Hate Speech 306 0 
Made Hate Call 306 0 
Dared to Write Hate 306 0 
Written Hate 306 0 
Hate Letter 306 0 
Vandalism Thoughts 306 0 
Verbal Threats 306 0 
Physical Threats 306 0 
Hate Fight 304 2 
Physically Hurt Other(s) 304 2 
Stealing Property 304 2 
Arson 304 2 
Reprimand for Hate 304 2 
Class 304 2 
Age 304 2 
Major 304 2 
Gender 304 2 
Fraternity/Sorority Member 304 2 
Previous Fratemity/Sorority 304 2 
College Athlete 304 2 
Previous Athlete 304 2 
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Table 4.2 Frequency Distribution of Survey Respondents 
by Top Ten Listed Majors 
Respondent Majors Frequency Percent Total 
Undecided 45 14.7% 
Psychology 25 8.0% 
Communications 24 7.7% 
Sports Management 12 3.9% 
School of Mgt. 11 3.6% 
Communication Disorders 11 3.6% 
Sociology 10 3.2% 
Exercise Science 10 3.2% 
Business 8 2.6% 
Biology 8 2.6% 
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Table 4,3 Variable Distribution by Total Count & Percent 
Variable No/Yes Total Count Percent 
Used Hate Speech No 137 44.8 
Yes 169 55.2 
Witnessed Hate Speech No 11 3.6 
Yes 295 96.4 
Witnessed Call No 254 83.0 
Yes 52 17.0 
Made Hate Call No 293 95.8 
Yes 13 4.2 
Dared to Write Hate No 290 94.8 
Yes 16 5.2 
Written Hate No 296 96.7 
Yes 10 3.3 
Hate Letter No 296 96.7 
Yes 10 3.3 
Vandal Thoughts No 298 97.4 
Yes 7 2.3 
[continued next page] 
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[table 4.3 continued] 
Variable No/Yes Total Count Percent 
Hate Fight No 258 84.3 
Yes 46 15.0 
Physically Hurt Other(s) No 286 93.5 
Yes 18 5.9 
Stealing Property No 301 98.4 
Yes 3 1.0 
Arson No 302 98.7 
Yes 2 .7 
Reprimand for Hate No 286 93.5 
Yes 18 5.9 
Gender No 123 40.2 
Yes 183 59.8 
Fraternity/Sorority Member No 244 79.7 
Yes 60 19.6 
Previous Fraternity/Sorority No 262 85.6 
Yes 42 13.7 
College Athlete No 288 94.1 
Yes 16 5.2 
Previous Athlete No 55 18.0 
Yes 249 81.4 
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Table 4.4 Survey Questions with Corresponding Weighted-Score 
Question Number Weight (1-10) 
1 2 
2 1 
3 1 
4 5 
5 2 
6 5 
7 7 
8 7 
9 7 
10 8 
11 9 
12 10 
13 7 
14 8 
15 8 
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Table 4.5 Distribution of the Number of Affirmatively Answered 
Variables 
Answered 
Variables Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 
.00 9 2.9 3.0 3.0 
1.0 80 26.1 26.3 29.3 
2.0 95 31.0 31.3 60.5 
3.0 48 15.7 15.8 76.3 
4.0 28 9.2 9.2 85.5 
5.0 14 4.6 4.6 90.1 
6.0 8 2.6 2.6 92.8 
7.0 7 2.3 2.3 95.1 
8.0 8 2.6 2.6 97.7 
9.0 6 2.0 2.0 99.7 
11.0 1 .3 .3 100.0 
Total 304 99.3 100.0 
Missing System 2 .7 
Total 306 100.0 * 
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Table 4.6 Crosstab Gender with Affirmative Variable Amswers 
Number of Variables (Male) 
SEX 
(Female) Total 
Scale .00 Count 1 8 9 
% within SEX .8% 4.4% 3.0% 
1.00 Count 18 62 80 
% within SEX 14.8% 34.1% 26.3% 
2.00 Count 41 54 95 
% within SEX 33.6% 29.7% 31.3% 
3.00 Count 16 32 48 
% within SEX 13.3% 17.6% 15.8% 
4.00 Count 16 12 28 
% within SEX 13.1% 6.6% 9.2% 
5.00 Count 8 6 14 
% within SEX 6.6% 3.3% 4.6% 
6.00 Count 5 3 8 
% within SEX 4.1% 1.6% 2.6% 
7.00 Count 5 2 8 
% within SEX 4.1% 1.1% 2.6% 
8.00 Count 6 2 8 
% within SEX 4.9% 1.1% 2.6% 
9.00 Count 5 1 6 
% within SEX 4.1% 0.5% 2.0% 
11.00 Count 1 1 
% within SEX 0.8% 0.0% 0.3% 
Total Count 122 182 304 
% within SEX 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
sig. p value = .000 
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Table 4.7 Crosstab Current Fraternity/Sorority Membership with Affirmative 
Variable Answers 
FRATERNITY/SORORITY 
Number 
Affirmative 
Variables 
(Not Current 
Member) 
(Current 
Member) % Total 
Scale 
.00 3.3% 1.7% 3.0% 
1.00 28.3% 18.3% 26.3% 
2.00 32.4% 26.7% 31.3% 
3.00 14.8% 20.0% 15.8% 
4.00 7.8% 15.0% 9.2% 
5.00 4.1% 6.7% 4.6% 
6.00 2.9% 1.7% 2.6% 
7.00 2.5% 1.7% 2.3% 
8.00 2.0% 5.0% 2.6% 
9.00 1.6% 3.3% 2.0% 
11.00 0.4% 0.0% 0.3% 
Total Count 
4 
244 60 304 
% Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
sig. p value = .016 
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Table 4.8 Crosstab Previous Fraternity/Sorority Membership with Affirmative 
Variable Answers 
• 
FRATERNITY/SORORITY 
Number 
Affirmative 
Variables 
(Never 
Member) 
(Previous 
Member) 
% Total 
Scale .00 3.4% 1.7% 3.0% 
1.00 28.2 14.3% 26.3% 
2.00 32.1% 26.2% 31.3% 
3.00 16.0% 14.3% 15.8% 
4.00 7.3% 21.4% 9.2% 
5.00 4.2% 7.1% 4.6% 
6.00 3.1% 0.0% 2.6% 
7.00 1.5% 7.1% 2.3% 
8.00 2.3% 4.8% 2.6% 
9.00 1.5% 4.8% 2.0% 
11.00 0.4% 0.0% 0.3% 
Total Count 262 42 304 
% Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
sig. p value = .001 
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Table 4.9 Crosstab Used Hate Speech Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
Hate Speech (Male) (Female) Total 
Did Not Use 
N 28 109 137 
Percent 22.8% 59.6% 44.8% 
Used 
N 95 74 169 
Percent 77.2% 40.4% 55.2% 
Total N 123 183 306 
% Total Within 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 40.284 df — 1 sig. p value — .000 (males) 
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Table 4.10 Crosstab Made Hate Call Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
Hate Call (Male) (Female) Total 
Did Not Make Call 
N 114 179 293 
Percent 92.7% 97.8% 95.8% 
Made Call 
N 9 4 13 
Percent 7.3% 2.2% 4.2% 
Total N 123 183 306 
% Total Within 100.0% 
* j 
100.0% 100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 4.761 df-1 sig. p value - .030 (males) 
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Table 4.11 Crosstab Dared to Write Hate Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
• 
Dared To 
Write Hate (Male) (Female) Total 
Not Dared 
N 112 178 290 
Percent 91.1% 97.3% 94.8% 
Dared to Write 
N 11 5 16 
Percent 8.9% 2.7% 5.2% 
Total N 123 183 306 
% Total Within 100.0% 100.0% 
4 
100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 5.726 df= 1 sig. p value = .017 (males) 
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Table 4.12 Crosstab Written Hate Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
Written Hate (Male) (Female) Total 
Did Not Write 
N 115 181 296 
Percent 93.5% 98.9% 96.7% 
Did Write 
N 8 2 10 
Percent 6.5% 1.1% 3.3% 
Total N 123 183 306 
% Total Within 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 6.813 df = 1 sig. p value = .012 (males) 
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Table 4.13 Crosstab Physical Threats Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
Physical 
Threats (Male) (Female) Total 
Did Not Make 
N 86 165 251 
Percent 69.9% 90.2% 82.0% 
Did Make 
N 37 18 55 
Percent 30.1% 9.8% 18.0% 
Total N 123 183 306 
% Total Within 100.0% 100.0% 
6 
100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 20.450 df- 1 sig. p value — .000 (males) 
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Table 4.14 Crosstab Hate Fight Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
Hate Fight (Male) (Female) Total 
Not Involved 
/ 
N 96 162 251 
Percent 78.7% 89.0% 82.0% 
Involved 
N 26 20 46 
Percent 21.3% 11.0% 15.1% 
Total N 123 183 306 
% Total Within 100.0% 100.0% 
* * 
4 
100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 6.060 df= 1 sig. p value = .011 (males) 
Table 4.15 Crosstab Physically Hurt Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
Physically Hurt 
Other (Male) (Female) Total 
Did Not Hurt 
N 108 178 286 
Percent 88.5% 97.8% 94.1% 
Did Hurt 
N 14 4 8 
Percent 11.5% 2.2% 5.9% 
Total N 122 182 304 
% Total Within 100.0% 100.0% 
4 
J 
100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 11.286 df = 1 sig. p value - .001 (males) 
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Table 4.16 Crosstab Received Reprimand for Hate Variable & Gender 
VARIABLE SEX 
Received 
Reprimand (Male) (Female) Total 
Did Not Receive 
N 107 179 286 
Percent 87.7% 98.4% 94.1% 
Received 
N 15 3 18 
Percent 12.3% 1.6% 5.9% 
Total N 122 182 304 
% Total Within 100.0% 
4 
100.0% 100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 14.863 df- 1 sig. p value - .000 (males) 
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Table 4.17 Crosstab Used Hate Speech Variable with Current 
Fraternity/Sorority Membership & Gender 
VARIABLE FRATERNITY/SORORITY 
Hate (Not Current (Current 
SEX Speech Member) Member) Total 
Male Did Not Use 25.3% 13.0% 23.0% 
Used 74.7% 87.0% 77.0% 
N 145 37 122 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Female Did Not Use 63.4% 45.9% 59.9% 
Used 36.6% 54.1% 40.1% 
N 145 37 182 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 
* * 
100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 1.573 p value - .164 
Pearson Chi-square = 3.759 sig. p value = .041 (female) 
df= 1 
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Table 4.18 Crosstab Witnessed Hate Call Variable with Current 
Fraternity/Sorority Membership & Gender 
VARIABLE FRATERNITY/SORORITY 
Hate (Not Current (Current 
SEX Call Member) Member) Total 
Male Did Not Witness Call 83.8% 60.9 79.5% 
Witnesses Call 16.2% 39.1% 20.5% 
N 99 23 122 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Female Did Not Witness Call 88.3% 75.7% 85.7% 
Witnessed Call 11.7% 24.3% 14.3% 
N 145 37 182 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 6.043 (male) sig. p value - .019 (male) 
Pearson Chi-square = 3.822 (female) sig. p value = .050 (female) 
df = 1 
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Table 4.19 Crosstab Made Hate Call Variable with Current Fraternity/Sorority 
Membership & Gender 
VARIABLE FRATERNITY/SORORITY 
Hate (Not Current (Current 
SEX Call Member) Member) Total 
Male Did Not Make Call 92.9% 91.3% 92.6% 
Made Call 7.1% 8.7% 7.4% 
N 99 23 122 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Female Did Not Make Call 99.3% 91.9% 97.8% 
Made Call 0.7% 8.1% 2.2% 
N 145 37 182 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = .072 (male) p value - .535 (male) 
Pearson Chi-square = 7.547 (female) sig. p value = .027 (female) 
df=l 
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Table 4.20 Crosstab Made Verbal Threats Variable with Current 
Fraternity/Sorority Membership & Gender 
SEX 
VARIABLE FRATERNITY/SORORITY 
Verbal 
Threats 
(Not Current 
Member) 
(Current 
Member) Total 
Male Did Not Make Threats 63.6% 39.1 59.0% 
Made Threats 36.4% 60.9% 41.0% 
N 99 23 122 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Female Did Not Make Threats 67.6% 62.2% 66.5% 
Made Threats 32.4% 37.8% 33.5% 
N 145 37 182 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 4.634 (male) sig. p value - .028 (male) 
Pearson Chi-square = .389 (female) p value = .330 (female) 
df= 1 
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Table 4.21 Crosstab Made Physical Threats Variable with Current 
Fraternity/Sorority Membership & Gender 
SEX 
VARIABLE FRATERNITY/SORORITY 
Physical 
Threats 
(Not Current 
Member) 
(Current 
Member) Total 
Male Did Not Make Threats 73.7% 52.2 69.7% 
Made Threats 26.3% 47.8% 30.3% 
N 99 23 122 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Female Did Not Make Threats 90.3% 89.2% 90.1% 
Made Threats 9.7% 10.8% 9.9% 
N 145 37 182 
Percent 100.0% 100.0% 
— 
100.0% 
Pearson Chi-square = 4.107 (male) sig. p value = .041 (male) 
Pearson Chi-square = .044 (female) p value =.519 (female) 
df= 1 
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CHAPTER V 
STUDENT PERPETRATOR PROFILES 
Subject Social & Demographic Backgrounds 
As previously outlined, Seidman’s “Focused Life History” interviewing 
technique was used by the researcher to obtain better understanding of interview 
subjects’ experiences and relationships within the context of ethnoviolent behaviors 
and actions. The interviews were conducted in three hourly stages (See Appendix 
D). During two of the three hours, questions were asked to gain information about 
subjects’ past and current social and demographic backgrounds. Intertwined with 
such lines of inquiry were questions pertinent to gaining insight about racial and 
ethnic relations while growing up and while in school. The first hour concentrated 
on synthesizing information about subjects’ past social history, first experiences 
with social diversity in variety of settings, and perspectives (individual and family) 
on race and ethnicity. During the third hour, questions focused on more current 
social history and experiences while at college. Additional questions concerning 
perspectives on race and ethnicity, affirmative action, and multicultural activities 
were also posed to the subjects. The following chapter is organized into summaries 
of each of the 8 subjects from the original 10 that were successfully interviewed (6 
self identified perpetrators and 2 control non self-identified subjects). The 
researcher summarized this line of inquiry to gain more insight about the 
similarities and differences among the interview subjects. The summaries of each 
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interviewee are organized into sections based on all four major questions asked 
during the first hour of interviewing. These sections are followed by two more 
which summarize responses to questions in the third hour of interviewing. 
Responses to the first major question as well as several sub-questions associated 
with the second major question of the third hour are included (See Appendix D). 
These summaries are followed by an analysis and conclusions section to better 
assist the reader in becoming informed of the significance those socialization and 
individual life experiences backgrounds may play in how a young adult may 
eventually become a perpetrator of ethnoviolence. 
Don Profile 
At the time of the interview, Don was 19 years old and identified himself as 
being Persian and Jewish. He listed “Undecided” as his major. His responses to the 
Screening Survey resulted in him obtaining a total weight-based score of 45. He 
was also among the top scoring male survey respondents. Some of the ethnoviolent 
behaviors and/or action variables he answered affirmatively included: 
Used hate speech to describe someone of different race or ethnicity 
Been with others who used hate speech 
Witnessed someone making hate call 
Been dared to write hate speech 
Has been involved with writing hate letter 
Verbally threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
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Physically threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
Involved in hate fight 
Reprimanded by authority for racial or ethnically motivated behavior 
Growing Up 
Don was born in Iran. He spoke of moving from place to place when he was 
young. From Iran, his parents moved to Israel when he was two months old. They 
then immigrated to the West Coast of United States moving between San Francisco 
and Los Angeles. They finally settled in Fort Lee, New Jersey where Don and his 
mother have lived for the past eleven years. His parents divorced when they moved 
to New Jersey. He said 
So most of my life has been traveling from place to place, so I’ve been 
around many different ethnic places. My first part of life was hard growing 
up because I was moving, place to place and didn’t have a specific amount 
of friends. 
Don described his family as “very close” and that his “family comes first before 
anything...without family people are in big trouble.” He has one younger sister 
whom he said he “always fought with like every brother and sister.” He said he 
was a “big brother who pushes her to do work” and who does not “take any 
garbage from her... she has to do her best and that’s it.” He described himself as 
overprotective of both his sister and mother. 
At the time of the interview, he said his grandmother currently lived with 
his family and had been living with them for half of his life. He noted that she is 
“like the wisdom person for me” because she helped him with his problems while 
his mother worked “day and night.” Since he was a junior in high school, he said 
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his father has become debilitated after having four strokes and now resides in 
California where Don visits him twice a year. He believes he is “stronger as a 
person” because of the adversity that his father has experienced and that he does 
“everything on his own” because he “has no one there” for him. 
He described Fort Lee as a suburb of Manhattan, New York City, with 
many apartment buildings and skyscrapers. He noted it was “4 square miles and 
40,000 people...very rich town and very, very diverse town.” Like Shawn, he 
categorized the town’s diversity in percentages by saying “It’s 30% Jewish, 30% 
Italian, 30% Asian, and 10% mixed.” He then went on to say that he was Jewish. 
In terms of how he saw himself in relation to other children, Don said he 
was for most all of his school years “always quiet” and “took everything 
seriously... and for the most part kept to myself.” He attributed physical injury from 
playing football, followed by multiple knee surgeries, as the reason for being 
depressed his first three years in high school. However, in his senior year of high 
school, he said his “attitude changed” and that he “just went crazy” because he was 
not on crutches and was rehabilitated. 
Parents’ Views 
Don described his father as being indifferent to race or ethnicity. He said 
“Well my Dad, he didn’t care. A friend is a friend. That’s it.” His mother was noted 
to be far more cautious about whom her son would interact with and whether or not 
they were “good or bad.. .only because she was trying to make sure that I’m right 
and everything.” He elaborated further in saying confirming that she felt better if he 
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associated more with Jewish children. He also said that his grandmother would 
“come right out” and tell him whether or not she “sensed a problem with a friend.” 
In terms of what his parents and grandmother taught him about race and 
ethnicity, Don referred back to what his grandmother told him about Asians. She 
would say to him “just look at them. They are very hard working.” He said he 
likewise believed this to be true. Initially, when probed further about his parents 
and grandmother he said that he could not recall any experiences his parents may 
have had with people of a different race or ethnicity. Instead, he elaborated that no 
matter where they lived, if there was family around then everything was “A-l that’s 
all.” 
Later when asked if his parents ever talked negatively about other races or 
ethnic groups, Don recalled that 
My family is not really fond of Spanish and African-Americans. Reasons 
why are personal... basically when it comes down to jobs... the Spanish are 
there and the Jew is there and the Italian, they are probably going to go for 
the Jew or the Italian. 
He added that his parents were not the joking type and would only make fun of 
each other (Persians/Jews), “but that is between the family...but not other races. No, 
not at all.” Because of this he said, “That is why I’m not that bad of a person.” He 
stated that he only “observed” his parents as being cautious with other people of a 
different race or ethnicity, particularly if they were involved with work somehow 
because “Work is very important to them. Business and money is very important.” 
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PersBal Experi Jice 
Don spoke of a positive experience he had with someone of a different race 
or ethnicity. He remembered two friends, one Italian and one Asian, who went out 
of their way to come and visit while he was injured. He said that they gave him 
“wisdom” and helped him on “how to handle things.” The negative experience he 
described involved another Asian friend from elementary school who started 
making racist jokes about him. Don said, “I went off on him and we got into this 
big brawl. We didn’t speak to each other for basically four years.” He said that the 
fight bothered him because he was a good friend, but that he had to verbally 
threaten him because he had a desire to “retaliate” to address the “racial 
comments.” He went further by summarizing how “If someone has respect, I give 
them respect and maybe even more respect, but once they give me no respect, it’s 
over. I have no time for them.” 
Understand Experience Now 
Don said he laughs at the experience he had with the Asian boy who made 
negative racial comments. He said the boy five years later told him that he was 
wrong to make such comments. Don also said, “back then I took it very 
seriously...I was very based on religious and anything said to disgrace my religion, 
I go berserk.” Nowadays, he said he does not care anymore, and that he does not 
bother with such people. 
Don did acknowledge that this experience had influenced the way he 
thought about other people who were Asian. In high school, he noted that Asians 
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“were big talkers and punks” except for “the good ones.” When asked what he 
meant by punks, Don said, “They walked around. They treated people badly and 
who are they to come from another country and do this...but to act like your on the 
top, I’m not for that...for anybody, Asian, Spanish also.” 
He tried to explain his lack of tolerance for such kinds of individuals or 
groups based on his competitive nature. He further stated that “I think it is Persians. 
Persians are very high class, and they have to be the best that they can possibly 
be...the most respected.” He also explained that he had gotten into fights with 
Spanish people in the past and that he used to think that all Spanish people were 
bad, but more recently came to understand that “you can’t do that.” He credited 
coming to college with helping him change his views. He stated, “People mature in 
college. I was one of the most mature kids in high school and I thought how mature 
can I get, you know.. .but I’ve gotten better.” 
University Life 
Don spoke about his first year at school as being a “depressing time.” He 
explained that he wanted to transfer out of school because of “problems back home 
with people getting sick” and because “something was missing” in his life. Unlike 
his first year residence hall, Don now lives in a different dormitory that is not 
“antisocial.” Don also generally spoke about finding “something personal inside” 
himself that he had discovered that was missing and now feels that he wants to stay 
and not leave school. When asked he would not elaborate further by what he meant 
by this personal discovery. 
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Don explained that during his first year he was really not involved in any 
activities on campus. This year he joined a fraternity and has “done a lot of 
activities within and even outside the fraternity like community service and stuff 
like that which is good.” He recounted his experience of once visiting a nursing 
home with his fraternity and explained, “I realized it’s tough for them [patients], 
but you just give a little of your time to make them happy and it makes the whole 
world happy.” He said that he enjoyed this experience because “It makes you better 
as a person and when someone tries to put you down, you’re on a high...Doing 
things like that gives big ideas in my head for future reference.” 
He explained that during his semester he became “very social” and “played 
a lot of sports” and started “doing well in school.” Some of the things he did for fun 
were “Just partying, dancing, clubbing...just laughing.” He said there were some 
things he liked to do by himself like “walk or just think” and some things like 
“partying” he liked to do with others. In comparing his first and last semester, Don 
listed “not missing one class,” “doubling my GPA,” and “getting off probation” 
among his accomplishments at school. He said now “I can stay at school and not 
worry about people saying ‘You flunked out.’” 
Cultural Awareness. Involvement, and Meaning 
Don said he was not involved in any multicultural kinds of activities. At 
first Don was quite perplexed by what the question about affirmative action he said, 
“Affirmative action. Going after something or making something.” The researcher 
explained the meaning of the words and rephrased the question to him by giving 
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him examples of affirmative action programs. When asked what he thought about 
them he replied bluntly, “Honestly, I don’t think about it.” When asked a final time 
he said, “I think it is good for them. I think it is very helpful to them but not for me. 
So, I just don’t comment on that.” He said that affirmative action programs did not 
“bother” him. When asked what the word race meant to him, Don replied, 
“Race...Different people, different religions. People viewing different things.” 
When asked the same question about what the word ethnic meant Don said, “How 
things should be taken care of in the best way possible, in the best way 
humanitarian.” The researcher attempted to clarify his comments and gave an 
example of a college application form asking for disclosure of a person’s race and 
ethnicity. When asked what did he understand from such a form he said, 
Just like that thing on the paper, trying to measure a person, or I don’t even 
care. I would happier to write down what or anything, but if they don’t want 
me then they don’t want me, if they want me that’s cool. 
When asked specifically if he thought the words classified or categorized people he 
said, “Yeah, for some reason or another. It has to be done. If it has to be done then 
it has to be done.” 
Shawn Profile 
Shawn identified himself as being Armenian and that his father immigrated 
to this country. At the time of the interview, he was 19 years old and listed Legal 
Studies as his college major. He was the highest scoring subject of the entire survey 
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respondent population. His total weight-based score was 58. Some of the 
ethnoyiolent behaviors and/or action variables he answered affirmatively included: 
Used hate speech to describe someone of different race or ethnicity 
Been with others who used hate speech 
Witnessed other making hate call 
Made hate call 
Been dared to write hate speech 
Written hate graffiti on structure or public place 
Involved in hate fight 
Physically hurt another over issues of race/ethnicity 
Racial or ethnically motivated thoughts about stealing personal or public 
property 
Racially or ethnically motivated arson intentions 
Reprimanded by authority for racial or ethnically motivated behavior 
Growing Up 
Shawn started out by saying, “Well, I had a good childhood I guess... 
Everything was fine while I was growing up.” He had one sibling, a brother who 
was two years younger. He then immediately talked about what kind of father he 
had. He said his father and mother were both Armenian. His father emigrated from 
Syria to the United States in 1972. He elaborated about his father stating “my Dad 
didn’t drink or do drugs” and “he doesn’t beat my mother up, but beat me a few 
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times when I was young.” He spoke of his father having a temper and that he was 
“very open and loud and opinionated and now I’m loud in a better way.” 
Shawn explained his father had a “tough life” and “freaks out on different 
things that other parents wouldn’t.” He spoke energetically about the degree of 
physical force used to settle disagreements or problems by all the men in his 
family. He talked about his father physically “taking him out” if he mistreated his 
mother or beat up his younger brother. He also noted that both he and his brother 
“had like a foul mouth...it’s alright because our parents and my uncles and 
relatives all cursed.” Several times during his childhood, his family had relatives 
stay with them for six to twelve months as a result of being in transition due to 
immigration. He said he had a close relationship with both an uncle and cousin who 
had lived with them for a period of time. 
He has lived in the same neighborhood in New Jersey all of his life. He said 
it is located in a town of 7,000 just outside New York City and described the 
houses in it as being like those in the television show “Beverly Hills 90210,” but 
not as “like fairyland.” Growing up, he feels his neighborhood was close knit and 
stated that his family was friendly towards neighbors. In terms of racial and ethnic 
composition, Shawn broke his neighborhood down into percentages saying it was 
“95% White, 3% Spanish or Colombians and 1% Black.” He described it as a 
“melting pot” with ethnic breakdown as “30% Jewish, 30% Italian, 30% Irish, 10% 
Armenian.” 
When he was young, Shawn said he saw himself in relation to other 
children as “superior” and “dominant.” Since he was a loud individual, he found 
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that sometimes people would find him “obnoxious” because they could not stand 
the truth and “sometimes the truth hurts other people.” His ambivalent views on 
whether or not he was a leader or follower are found in his statement, “I guess I 
was...I looked over people, like I didn’t like follow the crowd. Like I followed the 
crowd, but I was one of the leaders.” 
Shawn attended public schools in the area that reflected a similar degree of 
social diversity as found in his neighborhood. In school, he noted he would “always 
get in trouble for self-control” and as a “class clown” he would “get in trouble for 
the attention.” Shawn pointed out his “sense of humor” as a reason for why other 
children may have looked to him as a leader. In high school, he described himself 
as being “very popular” because he had older friends, had a unique name and was 
active in sports. He further stated he would “dis [sic] nobody to be like 
somebody...like never put people down. I always looked out for people.” He also 
noted that his ability to act as if someone was his best friend, even if they were not, 
was an asset in making him popular. 
Parents’ Views 
Shawn described his father as being very resistive to the change of ideas or 
beliefs because “he’s been through a lot of stuff.” He bluntly said his father was 
“prejudice” and taught him that he should “stick to your own people.” He also 
noted that his father “does have a stereotype about people.” In terms of a negative 
experience his parents may have had, Shawn gave a very detailed account of an 
incident he witnessed as a 6-year-old involving his father and a group of four 
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Spanish men and one woman. He explained that this group and his father were 
arguing over a parking spot. His father drove a “big Black Cadillac” and wanted to 
park in this space and said, “I don’t care about them! They make $2.00 and hour!” 
Despite his mother’s urging to yield the space to these Spanish people, his 
father defiantly drove into the spot” and made his family get out of the car and 
walk away. Shawn continued, “See my Dad could avoid you and walk right away 
and want you to come behind him and jump on him. He provoked you in way that 
doesn’t look like he’s provoking you.” Later, as the family was returning to the car, 
Shawn recalled his father saying, “The car’s going to be messed up.” He explained 
that even though his father knew he had provoked these people, he “didn’t care.” 
They inevitably found the family car had flat tires and was severely “keyed up.” 
In addition, he also remembered his father pointing out different minority 
neighborhoods while driving and stating, “you never want to get stuck on this 
block.” When Shawn asked his father to explain, he responded “You don’t 
understand. You get stuck on this block no one will even say hello to you. You 
don’t want to be over here.” He denied that his father was paranoid about his own 
safety around others of a different race or ethnicity. In fact, he said his father 
“could care less” and that he was a fearless man overall, but that he and his mother 
would worry about their children’s safety around others. When asked why his 
parents might worry, he said “They just know what I do, where I hang out and 
where I go is very dangerous or whatever... it’s just not the right way or whatever.” 
Shawn continued by adding that his father “never, ever, ever tells me what 
to do” and that at one time, even he did not think “highly of him.” However, he has 
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changed to a more positive opinion of his father more recently. He noted that he is 
both well respected in their community and a “very practical” person. He 
acknowledged that his father liked to tell jokes, but denied his father or mother 
made jokes about people based on their race or ethnicity. He explained that he does 
have strong opinions about the way people dress or peoples’ manners, but refrains 
from racially or ethnically stereotyping people. However, he did say that his father 
would say things that sounded like stereotypes and try to reinforce things that were 
not necessarily true. For example, in talking about how one can contract AIDS, his 
father said, “you can only get AIDS from a guy.” Shawn stated that his father 
would say that and “act like he believes that.. .just to prove to you don’t be that.” In 
confronting his father’s view on this issue, Shawn asked what would his father do if 
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he (Shawn) were homosexual. His father responded, “I’d kill you, son of a bitch!” 
In answering a question about what kinds of experiences he remembered his 
parents having with people of a different race or ethnicity, Shawn recalled a Black 
man, Andre, who worked for his uncle. He told his father that he thought he was 
fun and enjoyed his company, but he stated, “I always want to talk about why do 
people act like they are nice to Black people...I’ve heard my Dad say Black people 
are stupid.” He further agreed that his father used stereotypes, that “he didn’t get 
them from say... me. He got them from somebody else.” 
Shawn talked about how his grandparents viewed his father as well. He 
tried to express how he understood his father to act when he first came to the 
United States in the following words: 
He spoke broken English. He’s a foreigner. He’s twenty-two. He s 
absolutely insane.. .I’d always ask my grandparents what did you think 
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about my Dad. They say, at first they didn’t think highly of him because his 
family was a bunch of animals. I mean it’s bad for me to say that but... It’s 
just that my family were a bunch of tough, smart ones and they are the ones 
that beat down the American kids and it’s weird. That wouldn’t happen 
now, but when they came it was ’72 and they took kids and threw them in 
garbage pails. They were bad kids. So my grandparents knew that and he 
was like that. 
In response to the question of whether he thought his father had to fight for a lot of 
things that he had today, Shawn stated, “Fight, come on, kill. That’s why you don’t 
push my Dad’s buttons. He will just snap.” He also went on to describe in more 
detail that his father had a difficult and poverty-stricken upbringing that included 
physical abuse from his father. He declared that his father had a “terrible childhood. 
He never liked his childhood. He was robbed of his childhood. He [father] says 
that.” 
Shawn often minimized the degree of violence he knew of or had witnessed 
directly attributable to his father’s actions against others. However, he would then 
return to describing behavior(s) that demonstrated a repeating pattern of violence 
against others. He stated, “my Dad said he put like 50 people in the hospital 
physically” and that it “always has to do with someone trying to take something 
from him” or “try to scam him.” He elaborated how there was a homosexual man 
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who once made advances towards his father. His recounted how his father said 
“The next day, he went and the guy was in the shower in the barracks and he beat 
the living crap out of him.” 
Shawn described some of the living conditions as well as the types of 
people his father physically hurt. He said his father “would fight the Muslims and 
the Arabs because they would say that Christians’ blood is blue and all this stuff. 
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He didn’t want to hear this stuff so... he would ... smack him [guy] over the head.” 
He said his father told him that the “racism between Blacks and Whites” was 
nothing compared to the animosity between Muslims and Christians. He tried to 
justify his father’s history of “fist fighting” with others being the result of “strong 
feelings” and the fact that he would have to be “right” about things and “always has 
to surprise them.” 
He talked in detail of how his father hates Kuwaiti people and how he 
would say, “they draw on oil of the lungs” because they “are really rich.” This he 
explained referred to wealthy Kuwaiti people who make billions of dollars due to 
oil exportation, but do not have compassion for the poor and disenfranchised. 
While living in Kuwait, he reiterated his father’s difficult upbringing again and 
how he “was in the streets and no one gave a ‘crap’ about him.” He rationalized his 
father’s hatred for others by stating, “Obviously if I was beaten on by whatever or I 
fought with these people then when I’m older of course I’m going to hate them.” 
In terms of his mother’s views of others, Shawn had little to say except that 
“She was not mean.. and she takes people for who they are.” He also noted that his 
mother, unlike his father, did not say stereotypical things about others based on 
race or ethnicity. However, he did say that although she may not think all people fit 
a stereotype, she might think that some indeed do. 
Personal Experience 
Shawn talked about an incident at a high school basketball game involving 
a “Spanish kid” who came into the gym with about six friends. Shawn was already 
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at the game with his girlfriend, but said he was in a “really bad mood.” In detail, he 
described how this Spanish teen was dressed and how he thought he had an attitude 
because of the way he dressed and the fact he had a “walkie-talkie for no reason.” 
According to Shawn, he and this boy had a stare-down because he thought the 
Spanish boy was talking negatively about him. On his own, Shawn approached the 
group and said he wanted to know what they were talking about. He described this 
encounter by saying, “I was like, do you have a problem? And he was like no. I just 
walked outside [challenging boy to follow] and I remember we waited for him to 
come outside and he never came out.” In anticipation of a fight, he admitted to 
gathering some friends outside in case he needed help. He tried to dispel that his 
fear and confrontation of the Spanish teen was motivated on the basis of race or 
ethnicity. However, he then said that if he witnessed someone who was 
Well, like picking on an Armenian kid, and I’m Armenian then I would be 
like you get off [sic] or whatever. He’s not bad. Even if they were like he 
did this or that I would still try to protect him even if he’s wrong because 
he’s the same. It would hurt me more. 
He then said he would be indifferent or not defend another individual who was 
threatened by others, if the person was of a different race or ethnicity. Shawn 
contradicted himself again when asked if there was a certain ethnic or racial group 
that he might harbor more negativity towards or get him upset in such situations as 
he had just described. Initially, he said, “A lot of my friends hate Spanish people or 
hate Black people. They just don’t like them and I guess I’m just not that way with 
anyone. No one gets me riled.” He then paused and said, “Actually you know 
what...when I was younger for some reason Jewish got me mad. Yeah, I don’t 
know. I had a hate for them for some reason.” He then tried to retract the statement 
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by adding “Not like I hate them as people...I don’t want to be Anti-Semitic. I’m 
not... I just think sometimes they think different as a group.” He then admitted that 
if he were having a “word fight with a Jewish kid” that maybe he would want to 
“pound him harder.” 
For Shawn, the way a person dresses or how “they have their hair” would 
be reason enough for him to antagonize them. He said his father would act on 
similar reasons and that he frequently talked to his Dad about negative experiences 
he had involving people of a different race or ethnicity. He described that these 
discussions would be “blunt and blatant.. .and I would just tell him.. .My Dad 
always used to teach us to defend ourselves.” 
Understanding Experience Now 
In reflecting about the experience he had in high school with the Spanish 
teen, Shawn said that he was in a “different state of mind at that time.” He admitted 
that he had gone out that night “looking for trouble.” He said that the experience 
“hasn’t like changed my opinion about people” and that it “wasn’t a big deal” 
because he was not surrounded by Hispanics or Blacks everyday to either fight or 
try to gain their friendship. With further questioning, he stated since coming to 
college that his notions about Black people have changed. Instead of being like 
“bums” who are “mostly all Blacks obviously,” they (Blacks on campus) “dress 
well and they are intimidating.” He went on to clarify what he meant by this 
statement by indicating that the stereotype of an African-American being “better in 
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sports... be bigger... and dress better... doesn’t matter” because he would “take 
them as a person.” 
Shawn did agree his upbringing had influenced the experiences he 
described. He hesitated in affirming that perhaps his upbringing was bad or that 
what he generally thinks about people is bad. However, he again tried to rationalize 
such behavior. He commented that even though a lot of people may not agree with 
the way he thinks, there is always the other side, relating to what others may not 
know about such situations. He also thought people might misunderstand his 
actions, but that he did not care. Initially, he said he did not think he had gained 
some understanding about himself as a result of the high school experience he had 
spoken about. After restating the question, he said 
Well, I gained that I was bad and it really didn’t matter.. .1 was in a bad 
mood that night. I remember driving there really fast and I was in a fight 
with my girlfriend and I was really pissed off.. .1 wouldn’t take it out on 
somebody now. 
University Life 
When asked to tell the researcher about his life at the university, Shawn 
said, “I have a better time than most people. Well, I tend to be really, to have good 
luck.” He tried to explain what he meant by good luck by talking about the 
“prettiest” girl living in the dorm room next door and how she slept in his room 
because a visitor slept in her bed. He then continued and said, “Plus I do my share. 
So, I think everyone if you are going to get what’s coming to you, what comes 
around goes 
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around. But maybe because my Dad bought me a Mercedes, I don’t know.” He then 
talked at length and said the following: 
My life here (college) is that a lot of people want to do things for me. Let us 
say a girl will do her work and write my paper too. I ask a lot, I do 
everything for someone, all my friends, and all I ask for back is when I want 
something don’t deny me. I don’t like to be rejected. I never get rejected 
and I wouldn’t ask for something unless I felt it was right. So, I’m never out 
of line. If I ask for something, I am serious about it. 
When initially asked what happens when he does get rejected even though he 
thinks he deserves something from another person he said, “I wouldn’t get mad or 
anything. I would just look back and say what could have been the problem.” 
However, when he was asked again what would happen if really thought someone 
should do something for him and their not doing something put him in an awkward 
position he replied, “I’d freak. I’d freak out. I’d kill them. But then I would just get 
over it.” When asked if he has gotten mad at girls as well as boys he said, “Yeah. 
I’ve gotten mad at a few girls.” He then went on to explain that he gets especially 
mad at girls if he is accused of something he said “I don’t like things to be assumed 
of me when I didn’t do it.” He explained that he gets into trouble because even 
when he is wrong he will try to convince himself that he is not. He gave an 
example of this behavior in the following comments. He said 
Like I will scam someone and she will say something to me and I’ll deny it 
and she knows she’s right and I know I’m wrong, but I make sure, I act like 
I’m right. I make her think she is wrong. So, it’s kind of like, to save my 
own ass because I’m a jerk. Deep down I’m the one that’s hurting, but she’s 
the one. 
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Cultural Awareness. Invfflvement. and Meaning 
When asked what kinds of activities he was involved in Shawn said, “None 
really. I don’t really have that much to do around here.” He said he had signed up 
for intramural football, but said, “I made excuses because I wanted to be 
quarterback and you know that’s the way I am with some people.” He said he 
spends more time with others than alone by himself He listed class work as an 
accomplishment and the said, “Not too much going to class, but just feeling good 
about maybe passing a paper or just being on your own.” He further explained this 
“being on your own” by saying “Yeah, you have to do a lot of stuff. Keeping your 
clothes clean, you clean your room. Taking care of yourself like brushing your 
teeth.” When asked how brushing his teeth was an accomplishment he curtly 
replied, “No cavities.” 
Shawn said that he was not involved in any multicultural activities since 
coming to school. Like Don, he too struggled with explaining his thoughts about 
affirmative action. Initially he said, “That to me is something that takes place like a 
punishment. A punishment or it could be a step in the right direction.” When asked 
if he had ever heard those words used or read about them he replied that he did not 
know. For Shawn the word race meant “The way a person is, and looks. What race 
they are.” When asked about ethnicity he said, “Ethnicity...where your parents are 
from.” He did not try to elaborate further on either question. 
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Kav Profile 
Kay referred to herself as being Jewish and was 20 years of age. She listed 
Hotel, Restaurant and Transportation Administration as her major. She was the 
second highest scoring of the female survey respondent population. Her responses 
to the Screening Survey resulted in her obtaining a total weight-based score of 41. 
Some of the ethnoviolent behaviors and/or action variables she answered 
affirmatively included: 
Used hate speech to describe someone of different race or ethnicity 
Been with others who used hate speech 
Witnessed other making hate call 
Made hate call 
Verbally threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
Physically threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
Involved in hate fight 
Reprimanded by authority for racial or ethnically motivated behavior 
Growing Up 
Kay is Jewish and originally from Queens, New York. She has one sister 
and described her neighborhood as being comprised of connected “garden 
apartments” versus “single-family owned houses.” She described her immediate 
neighborhood as middle class or “a little above maybe” and being “Mafia Italian, 
White, and Jewish.” She acknowledged that as a teenager she “realized it was like a 
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lot more Italians” and at a local park where “everyone hung out” there was “always 
a bit of tension.” She said that Massachusetts was “completely different” and that 
coming to college was a “huge change.” She equated her college environment to be 
like living in the “country” and being on a “vacation” as opposed to her city life 
experiences. In describing herself, she said “I was sort of obnoxious, actually I was 
probably like I thought I was cool in school.” She explained that she did not attend 
the high school she wanted because it did not have an honors program. She also 
stated that she was a better student in high school than in college. 
She then went quickly into talking about the “whole racial situation” that 
she “never even really thought about it because... it was always a problem... we 
always heard about it.” Kay began the interview noting that although she grew up 
in a neighborhood that had a reputation for racial problems, she “probably was 
never in anything so big, like anything was worthwhile.” She acknowledged with 
excitement that a college course concerning crime in America made her more 
aware of how racially volatile her neighborhood has been. She went further by 
recounting that the Howard Beach Incident, in which a young Black man was 
chased into oncoming highway traffic to his death by a group of young White 
males, literally took place a short distance in front of her family’s home. She talked 
about this incident and how her growing up in her neighborhood has helped her to 
develop a sense of being “never really totally shocked, or like in culture shock.” 
Even now at college, when there is a racial incident, she said “I don’t think 
anything about it, like my roommate does and a lot of other people do.” 
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In describing how she saw herself in relation to other children, Kay stated “I 
never ever had a problem with anybody... I did get a little shy around different 
groups of people, but I was very, very outgoing and I always made friends with 
everybody.” Later she clarified that it was not so much that she was “shy,” but 
rather that she would “take a step down from being so loud and outgoing” to a 
more “wait and see attitude.” She said she always wanted to make more friends 
than anybody does. 
Parents Views 
Kay described her mother as someone who “doesn’t care about anything 
really” and that “she is just out there” and makes friends with people whenever she 
can.” After declaring that her father is “the best,” Kay stated that he could 
“probably be considered a racist, but that “he does not preach his views on me and 
my sister.” She elaborated by saying “He may judge someone on their color first, 
where I will judge a person like, on their personality.” 
Concerning people of different a race and ethnicity, Kay explained that her 
parents taught her that “when it comes down to relationships, like important ones 
other than friends.. .to stick to what you know. Meaning they want me to marry 
Jewish.” She further noted that her father in particular was reticent about 
socializing with culturally different people. She said that her mother “especially 
would have been happier in a more predominantly Jewish area” because it “would 
be easier” for her children to have relationships with other Jewish children. Kay 
explained that unlike her parents she “is not looking right now for a religion” and 
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said, “What I want is different from what they want... maybe I can’t see myself 
marrying someone who is not White. But right now, I could see myself marrying 
someone who is not Jewish and they are not real happy with that.” 
At first, Kay struggled with recalling any incidents or problems that her 
parents may have had with someone of a different race or ethnicity. She explained 
that both her parents grew up in mostly Jewish areas and that she had “never heard 
of either of them having like an experience that my grandparents felt bad about at 
all.” She then talked about an incident involving her father while he was in the 
armed services during the Vietnam War. She said a fight occurred between her 
father and another member of his “platoon” who was a “White Catholic from 
Philadelphia” because her father was “the only Jew and this guy had a problem 
with this and my Dad almost killed him between breaking his nose and his jaw.” 
In another incident she added that she remembered her father as jumping to 
the conclusion that a “Black person” said something negative to her younger sister 
at school because she “was definitely the minority” at school. She remembered her 
father saying to her sister “You have to deal with this...if you get hit, then you hit 
back.” She attributed her own “aggressiveness like a girl should not have 
sometimes” to her father. ' * 
Concerning her mother, Kay recounted an incident that she said “didn’t 
have to do with ethnicity,” but resulted in her mother taking a strong stand and 
“boycotting” her daughter’s attendance at school in fourth grade. Her mother 
protested the presence of another student who had AIDS by keeping her daughter at 
home for several days. She noted that both her parents had a sense of humor and 
would tell racial and ethnic types of jokes, but that they would not be targeted at 
only one cultural group. When asked how her parents reacted to the Howard Beach 
incident, Kay said that she remembered her parents being upset with some film and 
media coverage because it focused too much on the victim’s perspective. 
Personal Experience 
Kay recalled an experience in high school in which a Black student 
harassed a White male friend over his pants being too tight. She said “It was 
annoying, obnoxious and it wasn’t necessary.” She further explained other 
instances where tensions between students and friends based on race or ethnicity 
were the cause of physical fights and verbal threats. Kay expressed that on 
occasions she verbally threatened others in response to threats made to her or her 
friends. She also confessed to generally holding others back from interfering with 
physical fights between people and even slapping and pushing others who she 
perceived to be aggressive or threatening to her. She described herself as being an 
overly protective person to her friends. 
Kay also mentioned that she remains wary when walking across campus 
when she approaches other individuals or groups who are of a different race or 
ethnicity. She described that she is often “uncomfortable” in such situations. She 
attributed such feelings to her experiences of “living near the city and experiencing 
things that other people have not experienced because of where I live.” 
She also talked about her more recent experience in dating a Greek student 
while at college. She explained that her parents in particular her mother, are not 
supportive of the relationship solely because of the boyfriend’s ethnicity. Even 
though her parents have yet to personally meet her boyfriend, she noted that the 
future relationship itself is already an issue she is finding herself having to defend 
to her parents. 
Understand Experience Now 
From the experiences Kay described, she felt that she has learned to “just 
not be surprised at things... the way people act” and that “people don’t always do 
things because they want to do it, but because other people are.” She expressed that 
she is hopeful that people eventually grow out of such a philosophy and “not only 
get their own minds, but just grow out of the fighting situation.” She agreed that 
physical confrontation bothers her more now because she is “older now” and 
believes “there is no need for it...it doesn’t solve anything.” 
In reference to her relationship with this Greek boyfriend, she explained 
that he has “calmed” her down and that “he made me not so fast-paced like I 
slowed down a little.” She said that she had predominantly dated Jewish or Italian 
boys in high school and that this was a new experience for her. She expressed some 
disappointment about her mother’s reaction to the news about the relationship 
because the focus became one of ethnicity. She emphasized her personal frustration 
with the kind of social pressure exerted by her mother concerning the issue of 
dating “her own kind” to achieve an acceptable and lasting relationship. 
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UngerBtv Life 
When asked to talk about her life at the University, Kay exclaimed, “Oh, I 
love it!” She went on to say how it is “so different from home” and that it is not 
“boring” like it is at home. She further elaborated coming to school has changed 
her a lot and that she has the “greatest group of friends.” Kay spoke about 
maintaining those freshman year friendships despite joining a sorority this year as a 
sophomore. She noted a difference among friends from home and those at college. 
She said, “Like my group of friends from home were all alike for the most part and 
here my friends are from everywhere.” She took great pride in having so many 
friends. She talked at length about it and said. 
Here I am at first semester and I have all these new friends. It’s just 
reassuring and nice for me...My floor we are best friends. There would be a 
group of 15 people going to lunch and dinner every single day together. 
And there were people who view us as the 13th floor people. People knew 
us, but they didn’t know our names. 
She then talked about her other group of friends she had made since joining the 
sorority. She explained that she plans to live at the sorority house next year, but 
will not let it interfere with her “13th floor” friendships. She said, 
I’m going to be living in the house and they [Greek sisters] are always 
going to do everything together and I’m not. Even though I love them to 
death and all, and be there for them at any given time. But I have my other 
group of friends and that was just a huge deal. It was so important to me 
when I came to school last year. 
In terms of campus activities, she spoke of her sorority ones including upcoming 
member elections and fundraising. She said she would not normally do certain 
kinds of activities (like fundraising) if she had not belonged to a sorority. She spoke 
about the competition between Greek affiliates and said several times that she 
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“loved” being competitive. She also spoke briefly about hazing activities such as 
having to sit on a seesaw for an hour. She also indicated that she was recently 
invited to a food and hotel association meeting, but had not yet become actively 
involved. She indicated that she had wanted to play intramural volleyball, but that 
“it didn’t work out this semester.” 
When speaking about her accomplishments she listed several leadership 
positions she held while in high school. She noted that “going through pledging” as 
an accomplishment and said that she would consider her successful election to her 
sorority’s executive board as a near future accomplishment. She also commented 
that she considered “keeping” her friends as another accomplishment. 
Cultural Awareness. Involvement, and Meaning 
Kay said she was not very close to students of a different race or ethnicity 
and was “not really” involved in any multicultural activities. She then indicated that 
she had trouble with the word multicultural because she did not think, “a lot of 
people are like that on campus.” She commented further on the word and said, “I 
just think it’s more this kind of person you go there and this type of person goes 
here.” She then gave an example of what she meant by saying the following: 
I know I would be looked at very funny if I walked into the Malcolm X 
Center. I happen to think that entirely. Not like the whole time, but at first 
like why is she here, what does she want. I think that’s what everyone 
would say. 
She stated that she would feel “uncomfortable” and that it “bothered” her if she had 
to walk into any place in which students congregated based on some common 
cultural aspect. 
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Like the others, Kay also had problems understanding affirmative action. 
She initially said that she had heard of the two words and then proceeded to say, 
“May be standing up for what you believe in. Standing up until something gets 
changed, something like that.” She acknowledged that she had not heard 
affirmative action discussed on campus and said, “If they do, I don’t really pay 
attention ” When asked if she associated the words race or ethnicity when thinking 
about affirmative action she replied, “Depending on the situation...No, I never 
really thought about it.” After the researcher gave Kay some examples of 
affirmative action programs in terms of employment, she said. “I don’t believe that 
at all. If I get a professor because he’s Asian when I should have gotten somebody 
else who is better. I’d be upset.” In terms of gender, she said, “If they [women] 
deserve to be there over a man then that’s fine. But if not then tough.” In the end 
she said that she thought aspects of affirmative action were a “good idea, but you 
just don’t know how people are going to treat you afterwards.” When asked about 
the meaning of race and ethnicity, Kay was very short with her answers. She 
replied with one word, “color,” when asked what the word race meant to her. When 
asked about the word ethnicity, she briefly replied, “Religion. Background. 
Culture.” > 
Jon Profile 
Jon said he was Greek and that both his parents were immigrants. He listed 
Undecided as his major. He was 19 years old at the time of the interview. His 
responses to the Screening Survey resulted in him in obtaining a weighted-score of 
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52. He was among the top five scorers of the survey respondents. Some of the 
ethnoviolent behaviors and/or action variables he answered affirmatively included: 
Used hate speech 
Been with others who used hate speech 
Has written or been with others who have written hate letter 
Verbally threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
Physically threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
Involved in Hate Fight 
Physically hurt another over issues of race/ethnicity. 
Growing Up 
Interestingly, Jon began his interview by immediately talking about fifth 
grade. He was curt in his response and needed a great deal of probe questioning to 
solicit background information. He initially responded, “I probably weighed 200 
pounds. I was really, really a fat kid back then. Aside from that I am pretty closed. I 
played baseball...It was basically normal. I mean nothing bad really happened to 
me.” When asked to describe his family he reported that he was the youngest of 
three boys and that “I’m probably the wild one of the family” and that his brothers 
“are pretty down to earth.” He stated, that he did not have any relatives ever live 
with them, but upstairs he remembered a woman who babysat him and his brothers 
for about four years because his parents “both worked a lot.” 
He had never moved and lived in the same house and neighborhood for 19 
years. He recounted that “It was pretty nice down there. There was probably one 
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Hispanic person on the entire street. It was an all White neighborhood.” In 
answering the researcher about ethnic composition, he broke it down into French, 
Irish, Greek and Italian and that they were “All segregated to different parts.” 
Jon described his schooling by stating that he attended both public and 
private schools. From Kindergarten to 6th grade he attended a private Greek 
Elementary School where he made very close friends that he continued to hang out 
with even in junior and senior high school, despite going to different schools. In 
describing any racial or ethnic diversity in school, he recounted the homogeneous 
private Greek elementary school and the “mixed” public schools. He added, “High 
school was worse though it was the most mixed...every ethnicity.. .Blacks, Asians 
Hispanics, Mexicans, Vietnamese.” Despite attending different schools, he 
maintained close relations with only his Greek elementary school friends because 
he 'yvas uncomfortable in new situations. 
In relation to other children, Jon viewed himself as “Probably the class 
clown. I was terrible back then. I could do some seriously stupid things when I was 
growing up.” As an example he recounted a story during high school about how he 
and a friend bought a book on how to make a firebomb. He said that he stole 
chemicals from one of the school laboratories and together in his family’s basement 
they made a bomb that actually set the house on fire. He agreed that his childhood 
friends looked to him to be funny. 
Jon continued his description of how he saw himself in relation to other 
children by stating “I think they looked up to me. I was kind of protective of 
everybody you know. I was like nobody bother my friends.. .kind of macho man.” 
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When asked to elaborate he more carefully stated “I never got into a fight or I’ve 
been probably in one fight in my whole life.. .A better thing to say is that I am more 
caring.” In response to how Jon saw himself in relation to other children of 
different race or ethnicity, he was vague and talked about the diversity of the 
neighborhood his father’s store was located. He admitted to having some Asian 
friends, but that they were not his closest friends. 
Parents’ Views 
When asked about how his parents viewed other people, Jon began by 
saying he never heard his Dad use “the proper words, you know what I mean, the 
racial thing.” When the researcher probed further, Jon agreed that both his parents 
had some strong feelings about others that were culturally different from them, 
especially his father. He further noted that he “kind of accepted it” and that the use 
of racial slurs or epithets occurred primarily “just among ourselves. I mean we 
would never say those words in front of other people.” 
Interestingly, despite his acknowledgement about his parents having strong 
feelings (negative) about cultural difference, he answered that his parents taught 
him to “accept people, face value. Like not to look deep into people you know, 
accept people.” He stated that his father and mother were Greek immigrants who 
came to the United States in 1967 and 1970 respectively. He also talked about his 
parents working long hours and he and his brother being looked after by the woman 
(who was Italian) who lived upstairs from his family. 
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He claimed that his parents would “never tell ethnic jokes.” However, He 
stated, they did “gossip” about others within their Greek community. He added 
“pretty much everything was open game for them. If it was juicy, it would be talked 
about.” He then recollected that his father, who owned two tailor stores and rented 
two apartments to Asian families, was upset because one Asian family sued his 
insurance company. The suit involved a teenage boy who was injured while playing 
with fireworks. 
Jon stated that his Dad felt terrible about the lawsuit “Because somebody 
claimed that since he didn’t have locks on his windows that it was his fault” and 
that everyone in the neighborhood where this happened was either Black or Asian. 
He then explained that 
It’s very important to keep your face down because... if you upset one of 
them, then forget about it, you’re in big trouble. Like after that happened 
there was actually a shooting, they shot my father’s windows out about a 
week after. 
When probed further about these events, Jon remembered his father and brothers, 
and him being “all stirred up” and “very angry [pause] very angry.” He expressed 
that they “all wanted to go down and beat the ‘shit’ out of him [Asian boy who was 
injured].” He continued by stating that it was basically an issue of what is “right 
and wrong” and that he believed “It was definitely wrong.” He also recalled his 
father as being very “paranoid” and that he is the type of person who gets “very 
stressed out over things.” Jon agreed that both his parents were very concerned 
about what other people may think of them. He continued this line of inquiry by 
describing that his parents personally fought a great deal when they were alone, but 
less so in the presence of their three sons. 
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Jon talked about the fact that his parents’ hard work through the years 
enabled his family to become “pretty well off’ in the last decade. However, despite 
this prosperity his parents had created after immigrating to the United States, Jon 
stated “I’ve never heard my parents say anything good about Americans. They hate 
their taxes. They hate their business the way it’s being run. They hate, like all those 
law suits...this is the American way.” He explained further that his parents’ distrust 
about others of a different race or ethnicity became more evident after a racially 
motivated brawl broke out at a party Jon had attended in which as many as 60 teens 
were involved. Because of Jon’s involvement and accounting of events to the 
police, his father was “very paranoid about someone coming by” and retaliating 
against the family. 
Jon elaborated on some theories about why his father harbored such 
suspicion of others. He spoke about his father’s stories of being discriminated 
against by French-Canadians who were prevalent in his business neighborhood. Jon 
stated “French-Canadians hate the Greeks...it was terrible time for him...because 
everybody was treating him badly.” In response to the same question posed by the 
researcher about his mother, Jon remembered one time in which his mother came 
into his father’s store distressed because a Vietnamese boy walked up to her and 
visibly “grabbed his crotch” in front of her. He continued on that his father “went 
crazy on him (Vietnamese boy)... he actually chased him down the street with a 
five foot machete.” In adding to the story, Jon said, “I think if I was old enough I 
would have helped him. I would have chased him too.” Jon summed up that there 
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were “a lot of gangs” in his father’s business neighborhood and were many 
“territorial things” his father had to contend with through the years. 
Personal Experience 
The researcher returned to a line of inquiry about the racially motivated 
brawl that Jon began to talk about. Jon said that the day before the interview he had 
returned home for a court hearing concerning the events that occurred at a friend’s 
party in August of 1993. Jon was 17 years old at that time. He declared that he had 
to testify because he witnessed physical injury. He explained that this was a going 
away party of a friend who was entering the Navy. Jon noted that a friend he knew 
arrived at the party with apparently uninvited guest who was African-American. He 
began elaborating by recounting how he “went to a party with a friend... and a 
Black kid showed up with one of his Greek friends that I actually knew. A fight 
started and I saw a friend of mine whack another person with a beer bottle.. .they 
were both friends of mine.” 
When asked what made the fight break out, he initially said “girlfriends.” 
However, he continued talking about how this “Black kid” was “uninvited” and 
that he came with “a lot of other Black people.” He then changed his mind and 
attributed the cause to fact that these other people showed up to the party uninvited 
and happened to be Black and not welcome. In remembering more specific details, 
he said originally two girls arrived at the party (one was an acquaintance of Jon’s) 
and became upset about something, left, and returned with their boyfriends (one 
was Black). He continued, “Automatically we thought there was going to be a 
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fight, automatically, because these people were carrying beer bottles. I mean this 
one kid had a wok in his hand, a frying pan! They were all carrying baseball bats. 
One kid had a helmet actually.” 
Jon further said that two uninvited boyfriends returned unarmed with their 
girlfriends, but postured in a threatening manner. “They came back with their 
boyfriends. They wanted to see what was going to happen that’s why. They wanted 
to see my friend shit his pants.” He noted that there was much arguing between 
many people, not just between ‘Two leaders” and that people were upset, using a lot 
of verbal profanity and becoming tense because “people showed up uninvited.” He 
was very adamant in his view that “it was them and their friends against us.” 
Jon remembered further there was a “huge argument and it lead to a 
fight... all of a sudden everyone just started swarming around everybody else.” 
Outside the friend’s house, physical fights ensued with more than 60 teenagers and 
young adults involved. Jon enlightened the researcher that the uninvited “Black 
kid” was from an undesirable part of town. He further stated that “he had a lot of 
drug dealing friends down there. He’s a boxer too, so he brought a lot of his boxing 
friends too. He recalled that the two guys who started the arguing were not the ones 
who started the actual physical fighting Instead, another friend of his actually 
started the fight with a “Black kid” who was ultimately stabbed seven times with a 
knife. 
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With regards to his involvement and what he witnessed during the fighting, 
Jon said the following: 
I was standing there. It all happened very quickly. It happened within a 
matter of 20 seconds. I was just looking around, you know, witnessing 
everything, and I turned to my side and saw my friend [Mike] with his back 
turned towards that kid Joe and that kid Joe was winding up with a beer 
bottle, and whacked him behind the head with the beer bottle. Then he fell 
forward and that kid Joe got on top of my friend with the bottle.. .1 went 
after that kid.. .he stabbed him in the neck with a broken beer bottle...he 
stabbed me in the forearm with the broken beer bottle...I really hurt the kid 
[punched him]...directly in the nose. I saw him in court...and his nose is 
still huge two years after it happened. 
Jon explained how the boy fell down when punched and how the police arrived at 
that time. At first he tried to flee over a fence, but realized it was not possible. 
Therefore, he walked back to the house, where he saw “most of his friends getting 
dragged inside by their legs.” He entered the house where he saw policemen asking 
questions. At first nobody would respond to the police as they asked questions. Jon 
was approached by an officer and said 
I was the same way... you know, he would be like down in my face and I 
was young at the time, too. The guy in my face started yelling at me and 
told me I could be arrested for what happened and what I did. So, that’s 
when I started crying. I actually almost started crying. I just broke down and 
told him everything I could. 
• 
As a result of his recounting of events to police, he was featured in the local 
media and his family, friends and neighbors became aware of his involvement. 
Although he stated that overall it was a negative experience for him because his 
parents found out and because he has had to go to depositions and grand jury 
hearings in the middle of classes, he denied ever feeling any remorse or badly about 
the entire incident. He confided that he only felt bad about the people (mainly his 
friends) who were hurt. He also stated that his family was not supportive of him 
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and would not listen to anything that he had to say about the details of the events 
leading up to the fight and stabbing. At one point, Jon actually spoke about his 
fighting role with enthusiasm about how he “laid out... the boxer” because he was 
considered to be an Olympian boxing contender. He went on to say “It was a 
pretty big thing to happen. I thought I was cool!” He clarified that the boxer was 
“White” and that “the other guy with the knife was Black. Most of the friends he 
brought were Black.” 
Understand Experience Now 
He reinforced to the researcher how he felt the fighting broke out because 
tension existed because of racial differences. He further reiterated that he viewed 
this entire incident as some “typical” growing up experience. However, he pointed 
out that he believed it happened “because basically I never really knew too many 
Black kids” and because he was “paranoid” like his father. Along this line of 
inquiry, Jon seemed to have a personal revelation during the interview in which he 
reflected and tried to understand how he now sees this incident as opposed to how 
he originally may have seen it. He said 
I know that’s why [fighting was racially motivated] because right 
now.. I’ve met a lot of Black students up here and a lot of Jewish.. .1 pretty 
much had like these visions of what they would do. When I actually met 
these people, the stereotypes were all wrong... It’s from what I saw from 
like a select small group of bad people. I assumed everyone was like that. 
And the people who weren’t like that were just trying to cover up what they 
actually were. 
He continued that he “probably has one stereotype for each person” and described 
to the researcher some examples like Jewish people being “stingy,” African- 
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Americans being “hip-hop” dressers and not speaking properly, and Greeks being 
lazy and often homosexual. He further explained that on campus now he feels more 
comfortable with people of different cultural backgrounds. However, he spoke of 
the evolving conflict that returning home from college represents for him because 
of how and where such racial and ethnic stereotypes were reinforced for him while 
growing up. 
He also noted that some of his childhood friends who had similar reinforced 
stereotypes were changing their perspectives since attending college. Jon said, “I 
think they’re pretty much out of it, too, because they all went away to school, too. I 
think college actually changes people. It’s not just academics.” 
University Life 
Jon described that he still lives in a dormitory and studies three times per 
week for “about 4-5 hours.” He works out at the gym five times a week and said, “I 
can’t sleep without going to the gym first.” Aside from studying and physical 
workouts, Jon will “usually hang out with friends,” go skating, walk around the 
nearby mall, “get stoned sometimes,” or go “uptown to bars.” He noted that 
sometimes he returns home for weekends because “I like pampering when I go 
home. Get laundry done, get fed well, and get the allowance too.” In terms of his 
idea of fun, Jon said, “Nothing formal. Something that’s spontaneous... I like to 
fool around with friends and stuff like that.” He commented that he really did not 
“enjoy going to parties...I don’t feel very comfortable there.” He indicated that he 
liked both “being alone and being with people.” Jon listed losing over fifty pounds 
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of weight and “becoming more open-minded” as accomplishments. He also said 
that being “probably closer to my two brothers and closer to friends” as 
accomplishments. 
Cultural Awareness. Involvement, and Meaning 
Like the others, Jon said he was not involved in any multicultural activities 
at school. The researcher asked if he could remember any other kinds of activities 
that he had not listed before. Like Don, Jon had visited a nursing home as part of a 
volunteer project and said the visit was “really nice.” When asked what prompted 
him to make the visit, he said, “Just probably concern for the people. Plus they 
offer credits for it. It wasn’t a bad thing.” He described most of his relationships 
with people of a different race or ethnicity on campus as being “for the most part 
positive.” 
When asked what he thought about the words affirmative action, Jon said, 
“Affirmative action. Probably usually done by a lot of African-Americans. You 
know I’ve heard about it. It’s just every time I’ve heard about it, it’s always about 
Black Americans, helping out Black Americans.” For Jon, race meant “same color” 
and ethnicity meant “what country your from.” When asked if he thought either 
word was adequate to explain or talk about people. He said, “It should be [as 
opposed to others like Nigger or Jew] or can be one of the ways, but it shouldn’t 
start there. Because I think people usually associate a lot of bad things with that one 
name.” He talked about the preferences he thought one would have in being called 
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either African-American or Black. He believed that African-Americans would 
object to being labeled as Black and said, 
I really don’t see the difference though. It’s just that they’re introducing a 
totally different word that nobody’s ever used before. You know to use 
against them. You know to classify them. You know as being a bad person. 
I think that’s what they want. 
Macev Profile 
Macey referred to herself as being Puerto Rican and was 19 years old at the 
time of the interview. She listed Nursing as her college major. Both her parents 
were immigrants. Her responses to the Screening Survey resulted in her obtaining a 
total weight-based score of 48. She was the highest scoring female survey 
respondent and was among the top five scorers of the entire survey population. 
Some of the ethnoviolent behaviors and/or action variables she answered 
affirmatively included: 
Been with others who used hate speech 
Witnessed other making hate call 
Made hate call 
p 
Involved in writing hate letter 
Verbally threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
Physically threatened certain racial or ethnic group 
Involved in hate fight 
Physically hurt another over issues of race/ethnicity 
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Growing Up 
Macey explained she was raised in the Chelsea suburb of Boston, but later 
her parents moved several times and finally situated in Lawrence, Massachusetts 
after residing for three months in Puerto Rico. She commented that her family 
“used to live in bad neighborhoods” and that she grew up “knowing how to 
protect” herself. She further said that “I’m not violent, but kind of violent sort of... 
you know just cause of the way you have to protect yourself, especially where I 
grew up and stuff.” 
Because of the “attitude” and “violence” she experienced at a local high 
school, she opted to attend a regional technical vocational school outside of 
Lawrence. She described the regional school as being located in a more affluent 
community and that she was considered a minority among a predominantly White 
student population. She noted that she is the first in her family to graduate from 
high school and to attend college. She explained that this was important because 
she came from a very big family of 15 children and has “seven brothers and seven 
sisters.” 
Macey elaborated further about her family and said that she has a twin sister 
and they are the youngest among her siblings. She said her parents still remain 
married and live together. She also noted that one of her brothers died when she 
was 2 years old and that another brother is handicapped. She repeated several times 
how hard it was for her growing up because “it was hard to afford so many of us... 
I’ve basically been working since as long as I can remember...so I’ve been 
independent for a long time now.” She also noted that the age range of the children 
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went from 19 to 34 years and that “Everybody has a kid except me out of all 
fourteen of them.” 
She recalled that her grandmother lived with her family both in 
Massachusetts and Puerto Rico for approximately five months. However, her 
family related because her grandmother could not take the cold climate and she 
“went senile so my mom had to take care of her and that is why we lived in Puerto 
Rico to take care of my grandmother.” She also had an older sister who was raised 
mostly in Puerto Rico that also lived with her family for a period of time. She 
elaborated that the cultural difference between her sister and other siblings was 
difficult because “she was brought up different than we were so, we really didn’t 
get along...well, not me, all my other sisters.” 
In addition to her grandmother and sister, Macey also said that a girl lived 
with her family for 3-4 years. She said the girl’s older brother was dating one of her 
sisters. She explained her mother took her into the family home because the girl’s 
“parents used to do drugs.” She added that she was close in age to the girl and that 
they “were like best friends” until she moved away to Puerto Rico during her high 
school years. 
* * 
In talking about her neighborhood, she noted that her parents moved 
frequently around the same “bad” areas in Lawrence, but now live on a “great 
street” that is “very nice and the street right next to it is really bad.. .they sell drugs 
and the cops are always there.” She described the neighborhoods that she grew up 
in as being “mostly Spanish...the majority of the population of Lawrence is 
Hispanic, so basically they were Hispanics from poor families.” She also noted that 
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African-Americans also lived in her neighborhoods and said “There was a lot of 
Black, but the majority were Hispanic [Puerto Rican or Dominican]...more or less 
30% to 70%.” She summarized the neighborhoods, as being comprised of multi¬ 
family tenements of very poor families with many “uneducated” and “illiterate” 
young people who “can’t get a job.” 
Macey returned to talking about her being strong and independent and that 
she did not want to “end up like my other brothers and sisters.” She then moved 
into explaining how she has always been “cold-hearted” because she did not “want 
anybody and anything to bother” her and that she is a “fighter and just keeps 
going ” She noted that people in her high school “encouraged people to go to 
school” and that she would not let any relationships come between her and her 
goals. 
In relation to other kids, Macey saw herself as “focused” with personal 
goals. She said “For kids you know it’s different... All of us had dreams, just some 
of them didn’t fulfill them the way they wanted.” She saw herself as “different” and 
“outgoing” and not “shy” which she explained is why she had many friends. She 
continued by saying that she was “very easy going and used to be like the most 
popular person in the whole wide world...could.talk forever.” She described her 
best friend from high school as being similarly focused on education goals and that 
he was, more than her parents were, her “strong person to be around.” She talked 
about her mother’s desire to have her attend college close by to the family, but that 
she opted for one across state to escape from her neighborhood. She said “I was so 
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sick of being around Lawrence...I felt if I was to stay, I would end up another 
statistic; a pregnant young woman, like a young teenager.” 
% 
Parents’ Views 
Macey believed that her father was “kind of prejudice on Dominicans and 
Blacks” and that he is “more into his culture (Puerto Rican)” and that he is not into 
“interracial relationships.” She commented that her father’s philosophy was to 
“stick to your Puerto Ricans” and that he went “ballistic” when her sister and her 
Dominican boyfriend first began their relationship. When her sister became 
pregnant while dating this boyfriend, she said her “father was really 
tormented...very, very, very upset.” Unlike her father, Macey described her mother 
as being “easy going” and liking “all kinds of people... and is open-minded.” 
Macey did not feel that her parents taught her anything about people of a 
different race or ethnicity. She also said that she never “really interpreted anything 
from them” because it was understood that she would “always hang out with 
Spanish people.” She noted her father to be a the “funny guy” who “comments 
about other races” and her mother to be “very serious.” She recited examples of 
some of the stereotype jokes her father had told. 
Concerning racial or ethnic experiences or incidents her parents might have 
had, Macey remembered her father being upset with landlords and making negative 
comments about them being White as well as chastising her sister’s Dominican 
boyfriend’s actions on the basis of his ethnicity. She also noted that her father had 
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other stereotypical views about African-Americans as well, but has “more problems 
with Dominicans.” 
Personal Experience 
Macey began answering this question by recounting that she knew how to 
physically protect herself, but was “never the type to start a fight.” She described an 
experience she had with a Black girl while in elementary school. She said that this 
girl “used to always say stuff’ and one day pushed her. At the time, she was not 
able to fight back because teachers intervened. Afterwards, she was later teased by 
other Hispanic friends for not fighting back and essentially being labeled as fearful 
of the girl because of the fact that she was Black. She then stated that she fought 
many times when she was young and was prompted to do so from her cultural 
Hispanic clique because “a lot of girls were like bullies... they wanted to be tough 
and pick fights” with those who were of a different race or ethnicity. 
In reflecting on such fights, Macey said that it “was fun to fight” when she 
was younger because of “the tension and you used to kick somebody’s you know 
what.” She explained that she “did it for pride and for attention and for people to 
have respect.” She further stated that she would fight because other “people wanted 
to see some fun” and that “it was fun watching fighting.” 
Understand Experience Now 
Looking back, Macey said that she viewed these fights as “kid stuff, 
ignorance, and being immature.” She described how she has “grown up so much 
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more” and that she “would not go and fight with someone just for fun anymore.” 
Instead, if she now had a problem with another person, she would “rather talk about 
it and not go and say alright let’s go have a fight.” She thought that her upbringing 
had influenced her desire to fight mainly because “everybody did it and if you 
didn’t fight you were.. .talked about.” Because of these experiences she learned that 
she was “more of a follower” and was “never the one to say I’m not going to fight” 
because she would see other people do it. In addition, she noted that she would 
fight because she wanted to be the “tough girl so everybody would come and hang 
out with me.” 
University Life 
Macey began describing her life at the University in terms of studying, an 
interpersonal relationship, and work. She said, “I’m always in my room 
studying.. .1 have a boyfriend here. I work on campus at a store and I work off- 
campus at K-Mart.” She stated that she was 
Always busy taking my EMT course at night... All day take classes and then 
work.. .1 was usually in on Friday nights hanging out in my room or go out 
drinking with my friends to a party or go to a movie. 
She explained that she lived on campus in one of the dormitories. When asked 
about activities she said, “I’m not in any activities. I don’t have any school 
activities at all.” She attributed her lack of involvement to not having time because 
of work and study commitments. She acknowledged that during her first semester 
she “was on the volleyball team and used to go to organizations on campus.” She 
described some of those organizations as being for Latinos. She explained that she 
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did not have time to go to meetings, but said, “I still go to the parties that they 
throw. Like they have a semi-formal or regular parties. I go to them and there is 
like Latin music and stuff.” 
When asked what she did for fun she replied, “Well, I’m not much of a 
party person to begin with not this semester anyway. I did my first semester. I go to 
the movies a lot.” When asked two more times what she did for fun she said, “We 
used to all hang out and drink beer and listen to music. Just hang around and drink 
basically.” When asked why it was fun to drink, she said, “It changes the way you 
feel.” She went on to say that she had a low tolerance for alcohol. She noted that 
she liked to do things with others saying “I don’t like being by myself. I guess it’s 
because I’m so used to having so much family around. I don’t like being by myself 
at all.” Surprisingly, Macey could list no accomplishments since coming to school. 
She said, “None so far. Not yet, until I get into the nursing program and that will be 
an accomplishment.” When again asked to reflect on this question she further said, 
“I mean I’ve accomplished a year and a half here and I got my EMT, but. ..Until I 
get into the program I don’t feel I’ve accomplished much.” She continued to 
emphasize the importance she placed on the nursing program saying “This is the 
biggest. This is my life right now.. .1 mean I understand that they have so many 
applicants...that they have to limit themselves and enrollment.” She expressed 
displeasure with the way the program accepts students and said she “was really 
depressed” and “used to cry all the time and just wanted to go home” because she 
had not been accepted last semester. She explained she now views not being 
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accepted as a positive thing because “Now I’m ahead and it gave me time to learn 
how to study and try to get my GPA and whatever before going into the program.” 
Macey also talked about her life at school in terms of relationships. She 
described that her boyfriend was not supportive of her efforts to continue trying to 
get into the nursing program and that it had bothered her. She said, “It’s weird 
because like he tells me ok, go home and quit school and that made me think. I 
don’t want to do that, you are supposed to tell me not to quit school and things like 
that.” She also talked about some of her friendships saying, 
I have such weird friends. I have one [her roommate] that is bisexual and it 
is different for me because I never talked to anybody that was like that, you 
know of a different sexual orientation. So that was different for me.” 
Cultural Awareness. Involvement, and Meaning 
When asked about multicultural activities she said “Yeah, like I went to the 
parties and it was like very multicultural because there were Whites and Blacks and 
Puerto Ricans going to those parties.” She went on to talk about the types of 
parties she attended and the kinds of relationships she has experienced or observed 
form between others, particularly those who are a different race or ethnicity. She 
said, 
I like the fact that a lot of people are able to overcome that and just be good 
friends. You see a lot of interracial relationships here. Like I’ve never seen 
so many. There are so many people that go out with the opposite. 
When reaffirming that this is a new experience for her she said, “Right. I tell my 
friend all the time... there is jungle fever here because every person I see is with a 
Black man or a Black man with a White girl. It’s so different.” Since coming to 
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school, she described her experiences with others of a different race or ethnicity as 
positive. She further noted the following: 
Like now I know a lot about Jews. I didn’t know anything about Jews.. .1 
was blind to the Jewish population as well as Cape Verde. I’ve never heard 
of a Cape Verde in my whole life until I came here... I like knowing about 
other cultures and the way they celebrate. 
She acknowledged that since coming to college that she did not have to deal with 
“peer pressure” from friends back home who would not advocate for diverse 
friendships or be as interested in learning about different cultures. Despite seeing 
all this cultural “difference,” Macey believed that there was still a lot of “racism” 
on campus, particularly in certain resident halls where one will “rarely find a 
Spanish person because of the fact that they are so against people, against Hispanic 
things.” She further explained this perception she had by giving examples of how 
campus events that are held in certain residence halls are either culturally diverse or 
predominantly White in terms of attendance. She further described that often at the 
predominantly White events and parties there is racial tension “because the parties 
there are only attended by White discriminative people. They are the type of guys 
for example who pick a fight with Black guys.” She noted that she was not 
comfortable at events or parties that are predominantly White in attendance. 
When asked what affirmative action meant to her, Macey said, “Take action 
like now, affirmative, like now.” From the following comments it is clear that 
Macey was not unlike most of the other subjects in terms of not understanding the 
words. She continued talking and said, “I mean you hear a lot about fights. Well 
basically a lot of times there is a lot of rape on campus, a lot. That’s affirmative 
action I guess, making guys do that.” After giving her some examples of 
affirmative action programs, Macey believed such programs were a “good thing” 
because she thought that “everyone should have opportunities” and 
“representation” in organizations and in work places. She recalled her experience in 
speaking with a nursing program advisor who asked if she was a minority. She said 
the following: 
I was like yes [was a minority]. She said, okay you have a good chance to 
get in. You’re a minority and there are not many minorities and you have to 
have a population of minorities which is good because that helps me get 
into the program. I have something that someone else doesn’t have to help 
me out and that is a second language. 
She also indicated that she thought some people, in particular “The White people 
and the people who are losing the opportunities to get that position” would be 
opposed to affirmative action programs. She recalled how some she has overheard 
some White female students saying things like “I need the money. Why can’t they 
give me money or financial aid or why do they give them all that money and I got 
nothing?” Asked how such comments made her feel Macey said, 
I don’t care because I feel good because I’m a minority and I get an 
opportunity that somebody else doesn’t have. I guess it’s because they want 
to make everything so even...I can’t help it. We need help because a lot of 
minorities are poor and don’t come from the best. 
When asked what the word race meant to her, Macey said, “Race, meaning where 
you come from or whatever.” When asked what comes to mind when the researcher 
said race, Macey said, “Black.. .Like there is a Black race and then there is a 
majority of different kinds of Blacks.” When asked the same question about 
ethnicity Macey said, “Puerto Rican, Jewish, whatever.” When asked what was the 
difference between race and ethnicity she said, “That’s what they are. You know 
my race is Hispanic, and my ethnicity is Puerto Rican.” She said she did not agree 
t 
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that race meant what color a person was because “there are White Hispanics and 
there are Malatos and every color has one to go with it. I just feel it’s what you are, 
like you fit into this category...I guess everyone has to be categorized somehow.” 
Janine Profile 
Janine described herself as being West Indian and that her parents were 
from the Haitian Islands. At 21 years old, she was the oldest of those interviewed. 
She listed Psychology as her major. Her responses to the Screening Survey resulted 
in her obtaining a total scaled-score of 29. She was the third highest scoring of the 
female survey respondents. Some of the ethnoviolent behaviors and/or action 
variables she answered affirmatively included: 
Been with others who used hate speech 
Witnessed others making hate call 
Involved in Hate Fight 
Physically hurt another over issues of race/ethnicity. 
Growing Up 
Janine was the oldest of four first generation American siblings. Her parents 
were immigrants from the Haitian Islands who settled in Dorchester Massachusetts. 
She characterized her family as typical “West Indian.” She was raised in a two- 
parent household and described that she had several Haiti relatives (uncles, a 
grandfather and cousins) live with her family for extended periods of time. She 
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described that “...they came here to establish themselves. We supported them until 
they could get on their feet...” She further explained that these “live-in” relative 
conditions spanned from her elementary to high school years. 
She noted that she lived in the same neighborhood and house until she was 
approximately 17 years old. Her family then moved to a neighborhood in which the 
street she lived “was very violent, we had shootings all the time. We constantly had 
cops knocking on our doors saying well, have you seen this person...he has a 
/ 
warrant for his arrest, things like that.” She also described that it was a 
neighborhood where, “In my particular block, everybody knew each other... it was 
sort of close knit on my block.” 
After pointing out that her immediate neighbors included families that were 
African-American, Italian, other West Indian, Jamaicans, she agreed with the 
researcher that it represented social diversity. Speaking in terms of percentages, she 
also pointed out that beyond her block there was greater homogeneity on other 
blocks with Hispanics and African-Americans dominating the cultural composition 
of the neighborhood. 
In how Janine saw herself in relation to other children, she spoke about the 
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“envy” she had “because their parents spoke perfect English and my parents didn’t” 
and “I envied their parent relationships that other children had that I didn’t feel at 
that time I had with my parents.” Often times she served as a translator for her 
parents and she found it difficult because other children would be insensitive and 
question the accent or find it “funny.” She recalled that African-American children 
were the most “insensitive.” 
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As far as racial and ethnic diversity at schools, Janine explained that grade 
school was “predominantly Black” with some “Spanish and that was it.” It was not 
until her family moved that she found herself in the minority at a predominantly 
White high school in Canton. She emphasized that she “was never comfortable at 
all” at either her first high school where she was confronted by another student 
because of her race or her new high school. 
Parents’ Views 
Prior to the researcher asking the question about parental views, Janine had 
actually described her childhood interactions with other children as being very 
limited by her parents. This limitation was enforced to the point where it was 
expected that all playing took place in the family’s yard. In addressing this 
question she spoke about her parents “not trusting anyone” and their constant fear 
of “the law and authority and stuff because they thought the first thing they did 
wrong that they’re gonna be deported.” Although the question asked was general 
about her parents’ view of other people, Janine immediately linked their fear to 
Caucasian people, and elaborated on how she thought her parents’ views of other 
people had actually changed over the years in the following way: 
They were very scared of just even speaking wrong to a White person or 
just looking into their eyes or anything. That would be considered 
disrespectful, but as they’ve progressed and they’ve been here for a good 
twenty some odd years, they’ve learned to accept people. They’ve noticed 
that your enemy comes in all shades and color and your own family will 
disrespect you just as easily as a White person, Black person, Asian, or 
whatever. 
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In probing Janine further about her parents’ views when she was younger, as 
opposed to more recently, she noted that her parents 
Thought that I had to be White. They didn’t necessarily like the African- 
American culture because they didn’t like the idea that these kids were 
shaving their heads, they wore pants to their ankles.. .They wanted me to be 
more preppy...clean cut, well-behaved. They didn’t think African- 
American children were well behaved. 
In recollecting how her parents spoke about their own experiences with others of a 
different race and ethnicity, Janine vaguely remembered her father discussing 
“some discrimination thing he felt was going on in his job.” She also noted that her 
mother “had problems with co-workers before, especially of Hispanic decent.” 
Concerning whether or not she recalled her parents making stereotypical 
race or ethic jokes, Janine explained that they were minimal and often related to 
their own culture. For example, she related that her parents found “ridiculously 
funny” the stereotype that “Haitian kids didn’t take a shower.” She further noted 
that “They laughed at jokes like, Black people are nothing but entertainers and 
athletes and that they have no capacity to do anything else” and that “Hispanics 
were considered to be stealers, on welfare and they breed like anything.” 
Personal Experience 
Janine recounted both positive and negative experiences in her childhood 
with someone of a different race or ethnicity. She reiterated the negative experience 
she had on the first day at high school as “truthfully” the one real experience she 
remembered. However, later she brought up another incident involving both her 
and her family. Due primarily to safety concerns about neighborhood violence, her 
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parents eventually moved from Dorchester to Canton into a predominantly White 
neighborhood. Initially, she states “Nobody knew who we were and nobody came 
over to visit or to welcome us, nothing” and that her parents “were scared that they 
were going to get a cross burning on their lawn or something ” 
She elaborated about a particular incident approximately one year after they 
had moved. It involved her actions at the new high school in which she was “trying 
to organize a multicolor group because they did not have one” and that she helped 
recruit a speaker whom talked about “respecting one another’s differences.” This 
event received some local media attention and Janine was included in some 
newspaper coverage. As a result of the event and media coverage, she said, “We 
got death threats, we got egged... Nigger go home... hate mail.” 
In contrast, she spoke positively about her close relationship with a best 
friend. She explained that friend was “West Indian like myself, but she was 
Jamaican and I was Haitian... We were able to compare and contrast our cultures, 
what our parents expectations were of us, how they also had a double standard as 
far as females and males.” When asked if she ever found herself talking about how 
other children were different,” she spoke about how both she and her best friend 
thought they were different. She explained, 
We thought ourselves to be just a little superior than African-American 
students just for the simple fact that there was a different work ethic in our 
homes number one. There was an expectation to succeed at school and your 
parents drove that home. You had to succeed at school. 
As a result of being the target of hate incidents, Janine said she “was always 
worried about what people are saying... always scared... I didn’t want to sound 
stupid. I always had this constant paranoia that everybody is judging me and I need 
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to perform three times better as anybody else.” In particular, she later noted that 
“Canton is not a place that I call home. It’s a place where I go to sleep, but not a 
place where I call home.” 
Understand Experience Now 
With regards to her and her family being the target of hate incidents in 
Canton, Janine stated that she learned “It’s very hard to change people. ..especially 
when it’s generation upon generation of these ideas.” She also elaborated about 
what she learned about the hate incident on the first day of high school in South 
Boston. She stated, that 
People will never look past your skin color no matter where you go. It 
always will be there; you can’t get rid of it. I just don’t think racism will 
ever leave. It’ll always be there. We just got to learn to deal with it the best 
we can and just move on. 
In terms of what kind of understanding she gained about herself in relation to this 
particular experience, she spoke at different times about how she is aware that she 
frequently finds herself completely “shutting down.” For example she said, “I 
don’t know what possessed me not to punch her. I really don’t know why I didn’t 
say anything. I didn’t even respond and say anything to her. I just... she said, it, I 
walked by... and that was it.” Later in the interview, she again referred back to the 
incident and further noted that 
I really felt I should have said something. I know I should have said 
something when that girl said what she said, to me that first day of 
school...! knew I should, but I couldn’t. I felt that I couldn’t. 
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University Life 
Janine began describing her life on campus as being “very hectic” and that 
she had a bad experience with her first roommate. She has been living alone in her 
dormitory room. She explained, “Fve learned a lot about myself. I’ve sort of found 
myself... Granted there’s conflicts here and there. I’ve lost a lot of friends along the 
way.” She continued by talking about the “regret” she had and said there were 
things she wished had not happened since coming to college, but she thought is was 
for the “good” and that she was a “better person” because of such experiences. 
Concerning activities, Janine spoke of her classes and being “involved in the Black 
community here on campus.” She explained that she worked in Student Affairs as 
an administrative liaison for media and communications. She also worked in video 
production for school cable shows. She also noted that she was involved in the 
Haitian American Students’ Alliance and Associations and worked for a “research 
place” on campus. When asked what she did for fun, Janine bluntly replied, 
“Absolutely nothing... I haven’t been to a party since I was a freshman.” She 
further explained that what “relaxes” her is “going out on shoots” with a camera 
and “shooting what people are doing.” 
* 
When asked whether she found herself to be less social now and if she like 
being alone or with others she said the following: 
When I first got here, I guess being a freshman, I was trying to know 
everybody I could because I’m the only person here. I had no attachments 
from my school as for someone who could help me through the process. I 
was basically alone, thrown to the sharks. First time I’m away from home, 
so I tried to know everybody. Now I’ve kept myself within a close knit of 
people. I’m probably seen more often doing administrative things than 
having a party or whatever. 
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Janine listed accomplishments in terms of academics, work, and interpersonal 
relationships. She said, “Well, one accomplishment was I received an award for 
bringing up my GPA...being the first person to be an administrative 
liaison...getting a 3.0 finally this semester...better relationship with my Mom...my 
boyfriend for a year now.” She felt she had always had “regular parent daughter 
conflicts,” but that the “distance from each other” has brought them closer together 
in some respects. She said that now her mother “respects my opinions” and “even 
asks for them” and attributes this to her mother “beginning to see that I am an adult 
and I am growing up.” 
Cultural Awareness. Involvement, and Meaning 
Janine acknowledged that she was involved in multicultural activities, but 
that they mainly involved those concerning the Black community on campus. 
When asked what she thought about affirmative action, Janine responded, “I have 
mixed views. I feel the best should get the position.” She was one of the few who 
independently understood what the words referred to so she even gave an example 
about hiring a firefighter and having to choose between two applicants who were 
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Black and White. She said the following: 
Look pick the person who is best for the position because I know if I’m in a 
burning building somebody better be qualified to come get me out. Same 
thing as for doctors. So, I have different, a very mixed view, but I’m like we 
have nothing better to replace it so just leave it alone. 
When asked what the words race and ethnicity meant to her she said, “Ethnicity 
means what country you came from or what country your ancestors came from. 
Whereas race is divided into Blacks, Asians, Hispanic.” When asked what was one 
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word that came to her mind when she heard the word race, she replied, “Black.” In 
a similar fashion, she responded with the word “Haitian” when asked about 
ethnicity. 
Mike Profile 
Mike described himself as being Italian, Irish and Lithuanian. He was the 
second oldest interviewed at 20 years of age. He said his college major was 
English. After weight-based scoring, he was the lowest scoring male respondent of 
the survey respondent population. His weight-based score total was 1. He was 
chosen as an interviewee for comparative purposes. The only ethnoviolent behavior 
and/or action variable he answered affirmatively to was being with others who used 
hate speech. 
Growing Up 
Mike was an only child who began his interview by stating that his father 
was his “buddy” when he was young. He spoke fondly about his father, like how 
when he was very young “he would let me drive ... steer the wheel” of the car. He 
said he was not as close to his mother growing up, but that “we are pretty close 
now” and that “we actually talk a lot.” He did not have any relatives or others who 
had lived with his family for any extended time period with the exception of his 
grandmother, which was only recently. 
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He described his neighborhood as being a small “middle class” 
development of homes with a cul-de-sac. There was one family that had four 
children of which his parents commonly referred to the as his (Mike’s) “aunt and 
uncle.” Because of a ten-year age difference between him and the youngest child of 
that family, he said that they were like “my older brothers” and “the babysitting 
force.” 
There was “no racial diversity” in his neighborhood. He said that his direct 
neighborhood was probably “10% Jewish” and the remaining ethnic groups were 
Irish, Italian and English. In terms of ethnicity, Mike recalled his neighbor and best 
friend as being Jewish. He immediately expounded on how he remembered 
Hanukkah and how the boy “came over to help decorate the tree. So I sort of 
reciprocated when they did things to celebrate.. .1 don’t know I was always pretty 
open about that kind of thing.” He described his community as being a small town 
of about 10,000 people. He came from a graduating class of 60 students. He 
attended the local public school system. He noted that school itself had a 
“neighborhood type feeling” because “you knew everybody.” He pointed out that it 
was a rural community and that there “wasn’t even a McDonald’s in town until I 
4* 
was probably seven.” 
In response to how he saw himself in relation to other kids, Mike began by 
talking about his own perceived inadequacies that he noticed early on during 
childhood. For instance, the question reminded him of a “race to the bus stop” and 
realizing that he “wasn’t a fast runner” and was more “uncoordinated” and less 
“athletic” than other kids. He further said he recalled how “getting involved in a 
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group was harder, I thought of it as more of a challenge than it should have been.” 
He described how he “felt out of place” when cliques in school started to form and 
experienced a “wondering where I should be feeling ” 
In retracing his past, Mike said that this temper followed him into high 
school because he was teased and taunted by other children. However, he said 
presently “it’s definitely not as bad, it has gotten much less.” At the researcher’s 
request, he captured several other experiences regarding how he saw himself in 
relation to other children involving his older childhood years. For example, he 
remembered being tripped by a boy in the presence of a girl, and he was 
embarrassed about falling and having unmanageable “afro” type hair that other 
children frequently made fun about. He explained that “I just felt like they knew it 
bothered me. But I still obsessed about my hair because it didn’t look like anybody 
else’s and there was nothing I could do with it.” 
When asked if he could remember something that may have bothered him 
which did not originate from personal ridicule by others, he talked about “one kid 
who had a Ku Klux Klan thing (hood) in his locker” and a confederate soldier 
uniform. He continued to explain that it represented a conflict for him because this 
person was a funny person, but “jokes would come in and it would really bother 
me... I remember him putting the hood on and making jokes like he was a 
Klansman.” This bothered Mike because his “aunt and uncle” neighbors’ son had a 
good friend who played basketball for Boston College who was African-American 
and they would all go to the games as a family. Mike explained that this boy went 
beyond jokes and eventually did hate graffiti in the bathroom at school. Because of 
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these negative experiences, Mike actually felt inclined to go to college where he 
could experience increased diversity without the same bias from individuals that he 
had experienced in both his schools and neighborhood. 
Parents’ Views 
Mike stated that his parents were “open” about things in general and that his 
Dad in particular “accepted” people and their cultural differences. Neither of his 
parents cared for nor taught him to use racial or ethnic stereotypes. In fact, he told a 
story about when he was young and watching the television show “Family Feud,” 
he told his that mother he had picked a family to win because “their skin was 
lighter.” His mother informed him that was not a good reason and gave some 
explanation as to why. 
Although his parents were very sociable and had culturally diverse friends, 
he stated that his parents did not teach anything specific about such diversity. His 
parents did not make racial and ethnically insensitive jokes. If either of his parents 
had differences in relation to others, it was never conveyed as being the result of a 
person’s specific cultural background. Furthermore, he stated that his parents never 
had any bad experiences he could recall with someone of a different race or 
ethnicity. 
Personal Experience 
Mike said that when he was about six years old, he remembers a child who 
was African-American who was playing with him in the sandbox. He said it was 
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the first time he had met someone who was Black, but he was “really light 
skinned.” Nevertheless, he said he recognized a difference between the two of 
them. He also reflected back to the earlier story about his befriending this African- 
American student in high school. Once again, he said he remembers when he first 
met him he was drawn to him because “it did occur to me...like he’s different 
... and I did want to know him better.” 
As he got older, Mike specifically saw himself in relation to other children 
of a different race or ethnicity as trying to reach out and befriend them, while at the 
same time trying to understand how others might perceive them as different. He 
again spoke about befriending a “light skinned” Black student in his homeroom, 
whom he was drawn to because he looked different. He remembered that one time 
he and a group of friends were part of a town-wide walking event. As they came 
across a group of young Black men on the side of the street, one shouted at him and 
the others, “What are you looking at?” Mike thought race may have been a factor in 
prompting this hostile verbal interchange, but he was quick to point out how it 
might be different if the situation were reversed with his group of friends saying the 
same thing to the Black students. At no point did Mike find this interchange 
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personally threatening because he was “in the majority” while walking, instead he 
claimed that “I was just wondering... why they might react this way?” At the end of 
this line of inquiry, he further agreed that his curiosity made him eager to meet 
different people to find out what kind of people they actually are regardless of race 
or ethnicity. 
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Another experience Mike spoke of was when he was a trainer at McDonalds 
and a friend made negative remarks on the basis of race. Mike said that although no 
one else was within hearing distance, he intervened. Explaining further he said, “He 
was looking for a reaction from me, I was the trainer, so I said I don’t want to hear 
that. Don’t do that in the kitchen.” Mike viewed this intervention as a positive 
experience because “I got my idea across... he’s joking around even though he 
probably like wasn’t violent or racist, but I mean these ideas coming... it wasn’t 
right” 
Another memory Mike brought up focused on this friend of his whom had 
the “hate symbols” in his locker. He recounted that later on he had heard about a 
fight through some other kids involving this friend and a Black student. He 
elaborated further about this story of how a Black student was cornered in a room 
at school and this friend supposedly was calling him “Nigger.” Although he did 
not witness it personally, he believed that this friend was capable of threatening 
someone on the basis of race or ethnicity. He stated, “Like the other kid I knew, I 
mean he was definitely...just the worst person.” He explained that “he would like 
shave his head and wear a bomber jacket” and that he was “just a really violent 
person in general... He would be testing himself.” In trying to understand why this 
friend acted in this manner, Mike said, 
Like maybe it was more accepted [in his family]...every once in awhile he 
would just cut up Blacks.. .1 mean just because his family allows it.. .he just 
needed a target... I didn’t blame him. I just wanted him to stop. 
In terms of discussing these experiences with others, Mike said that he 
could not remember really talking about them to his family. He said, “They never 
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really had to explain it to me” He agreed that his parents thought he should treat 
people with respect and further stated, “I think I was just always anti-racist.” 
Understand Experience Now 
Although Mike had spoken of a variety of experiences with children of a 
different race or ethnicity, he chose to focus on the “Family Feud” incident to 
explain his understanding of a particular experience he had. He talked about how 
prior to his mother’s reprimand that he did not think of it at all, but that “I guess 
that experience did influence me and stands out... maybe because it was closer to 
color, that experienced changed me.” 
In probing further about what he may have learned from some of the other 
experiences he had talked about, Mike stated, “I knew that those ideas were.. .that 
people just make jokes.. .it might have been that I was working and deep down.” 
Initially, he struggled with finding the words to capture his understanding. Several 
times, he used the expressions like “hear those ideas,” “open to a lot of ideas,” and 
“getting the ideas out” when explaining why he did not feel comfortable around 
others who used race or ethnicity to judge or hurt others. He became more 
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articulate when questioned about specific incidents like the McDonalds one. He 
stated, “I realized I just didn’t want to hear such extreme ideas... even if it’s pretty 
common to happen... that it is just going to keep happening... and I should be using 
energy I have to say something to stop it.” He further elaborated that it was “like 
the majority do not care and I do.. .I’m not just sort of like accepting.” 
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University Life 
Mike was a third year student who lived off-campus in an apartment where 
he frequently will “just hang out and watch TV.” Initially, he said he was not really 
involved in many activities at school, but then said he played racquetball. He then 
went on to talk about a literary magazine/bulletin he is trying to work on with his 
girlfriend. He explained his thoughts on this literary endeavor with the following 
comments: 
I’m trying to put together, like stories, poetry and articles of views, and it’s 
going to be free. Usually just throwing it together and just circulate.. .try to 
get the address out, money for stamps.. .use it as a way to start getting ideas. 
He said that he currently spends more time by himself “working on ideas,” but 
hopes for a “big group” to become involved as contributing writers someday. He 
spoke about the trouble he has experienced in classes when it comes to public 
speaking. He said, “I get really nervous and just thinking about the question or 
things I was going to say. I have kind of an anxiety attack in class.” He 
acknowledged that once he is able to speak up in class that he has discovered that 
what he has to say is helpful or important to others. He looked at public speaking as 
something he would like to improve and that he needed more “practice” to become 
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better. 
When asked about accomplishments Mike said, “Sometimes I feel like I 
need to have something to show. I see like writing as an accomplishment. It’s hard., 
but I like it.” He explained how he is “really critical” of his writing and had just 
finished a paper he wrote on Ulysses and viewed that as an accomplishment. When 
probed further about accomplishments, Mike talked about maintaining friendships 
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at school. Because he had an experience with a girlfriend who had been unfaithful 
and had lied to him, Mike said, “trust is a big accomplishment when I can find it.” 
He looked focused on trust in terms “not to betray or cheat” him in a relationship. 
Cultural Awareness. Involvement, and Meaning 
Overall, Mike believed his experiences with students of a different culture 
have been positive. However, he acknowledged that he did not have many close 
friends who were culturally different. In terms of multicultural activities, Mike said 
that he was “not really” involved in any, but that he would like to be involved in 
some. When asked why he has not become involved he said, “It’s just one of those 
things that I haven’t focused on... I would like to get closer to that, like a lot of 
times you’re too wrapped up in school.” He continued talking about how his major 
in English limits his ability to do other activities because he has to do “a lot of 
typing” and reading of books. Mike was asked what he thought about students who 
congregate based on common cultural characteristic. He replied that he students 
coming together because of a common culture were not unlike his circle of friends 
bonding because of having certain similarities. He expressed that congregation 
based on culture commonality could be “negative... if you don’t want to learn about 
others” outside of a group. 
When asked what he thought about affirmative action, Mike said that he did 
not know much about it and “did not know if it will work.” He tried to explain his 
concerns about it not working by talking about not “relying enough” on an 
individual’s strengths, but instead on a proportion or figure. In the end he said he 
i- 
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was “not sure” and that he “might support it” if he could understand better how 
affirmative action programs worked. When asked what came to his mind when the 
researcher said the word race, Mike said “Like animals are another race, like dogs 
are a race, right would you say that because I’m trying to think biologically when I 
think of race.” He had mixed views on whether or not he thought the word race 
was a good descriptor of people. He acknowledged that race has been used 
negatively when describing people, but also positively to differentiate people. 
When asked about ethnicity, Mike hesitated saying he has thought about the word 
and then said a word similar to it would be “background.” 
Lorrie Profile 
Lorrie identified herself as being English and Irish, but “mostly Irish. She 
was 19 years old and listed Journalism as her major program of study. Her 
responses to the Screening Survey resulted in her obtaining a total scaled-score of 
0. She was among the lowest scoring female survey respondents. Like the 
interview subject Mike, she was chosen as a candidate for interviewing to be a 
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female pseudo-control subject for comparative purposes. She did not answer 
affirmatively to any of the survey questions. 
Growing Up 
Lorrie was the older of two children who grew up in a “small suburban 
town in Eastern Massachusetts right near New Hampshire.” In describing her 
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family, she spoke enthusiastically about her parents and younger brother. She noted 
that her parents have “always been together” and “have a great relationship.” She 
basically has lived in the same town her whole life with a brief period of time spent 
(prior to the age of two) in Connecticut and Lowell. She explained that once they 
moved to this town, they never had any relatives or close friends live with them for 
any period of time. Prior to buying a home in this small town her family lived with 
an aunt and great aunt in Lowell. 
She further described her neighborhood as a “development” that was 
“typical suburban” in which everybody had a paper route, including she and her 
brother. Having the paper route meant she knew all the neighbors. Her best friend 
lived down the street in this “middle upper class” neighborhood. In terms of 
neighborhood diversity, she recalled that there were a few Asian families who 
resided in the development. She said there was not any real predominant ethnic 
group in the neighborhood, but rather a mixture. 
With regards to how she saw herself in relation to other children, Lorrie 
expressed that she was “pretty normal” and a “pretty average kind of person.” She 
further explained that she did not see herself as outstanding nor was she a “real 
jock,” but she was a majorette. She also stated twice that she was not a “nerd” and 
she was not “like the kind who dyed their hair blue.” She continued by saying, “I 
guess it’s kind of hard to judge yourself, but from what I said, I guess I was like 
preppy.” 
She described her childhood as being filled with trying different kinds of 
activities from ballet to baton twirling. At first, she said that she did not see herself 
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as different from other children. However, with probing she acknowledged on two 
occasions that she felt different from others. One experience she talked about was 
when she landed a role in a talent show at school in which her group was declared 
the “best act” and “it was cool after that.” The other experience involved her desire 
to join a clique of students who were noted to be “sort of hippie-ish.” For some 
time she thought about wanting to be a “little bit different instead of how I was, but 
then I woke up and thought it’s just not me!” In relation to others, she also saw 
herself as curious to learn new things and that is why she did such things as 
swimming, gymnastics, and cheerleading. However, she was quick to clarify that 
although she was active, she was not competitive and that much of the things she 
did were “performing type things” or group activities. 
Beyond her paper route, she described the many different jobs she has held 
over the years to working in retail stores to a special needs camp for children. 
Concerning work, she said, “I promised myself that I would never take a boring 
job.” She also said that she was motivated to work with others and was “definitely 
a people person.” 
Parents’ Views 
Lorrie began answering the question about her parents’ views of others by 
stating, “They were fine. We were all friendly and they taught me to be friendly 
too.” However, she continued this statement by adding the following: 
You know, I mean they’re not racist or anything, but they certainly 
wouldn’t want me dating a Black guy or anything. I’ve gone out a couple of 
times, I mean I haven’t dated a Black guy, but I dated a Japanese guy one 
time and like that, but they treat everyone the same, like they are a person. 
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She added that her parents did not specifically teach her anything about people of a 
different race or ethnicity, but “by their actions I just kind of learned.” She clarified 
this by stating they were “polite and nice to everyone and no matter who they are 
and that is just them.” However, she did acknowledge that “All of their friends are 
White. I don’t think they really know anybody.. .but they have not really met 
anybody that is really different from them.” 
When asked if her parents ever made racial or ethnic jokes, Lorrie at first 
said no and then yes, but stated “it wasn’t like they did it to be mean.” She recalled 
that they had a family friend, Fred, they went camping with who knew she was 
“wicked liberal” and not “racist.” She continued by saying that Fred would 
Sit there [in front of her parents] and like rips off every single racial slur 
that I’ve never even heard of, like just to bother me... he would never say it 
to anybody’s face, none of our friends would or my parents... I mean 
sometimes they would, but it was not done in a hatred type way, it was 
more like it’s kind of what they’re used to. 
Initially, Lorrie could not recall her parents as ever having a negative experience 
with someone of a different race or ethnicity. Instead, she described a personal 
experience she had with her mother. She described that she was watching the pre¬ 
game part of a Super Bowl and commented to her mother about a man (who was 
Black) as being cute. She said her mother responded by stating, “isn’t he 
Black...don’t go with a Black man...it’s so hard, society and everything.” Lorrie 
ended by saying it was “Not that they have had a bad experience, but it’s just that 
they have heard about bad experiences.” 
During further questioning, Lorrie disclosed that her parents actually did 
reinforce to her in negative ways that there were cultural boundaries that should not 
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be crossed. For example, she talked about how a young “light” Black man was 
interested in dating her when she was 15 years old. He was a “real cute guy, he 
dressed well and everything and worked at the bike shop down the street.” Later, 
she discovered that he was not as young as he looked. There was a 7-year age 
difference between them and consequently she was not allowed to date him. 
However, she said even if he had been around her age, her father would still not 
have been supportive or allowed a date to happen because the boy was different and 
it involved his daughter. 
She also spoke about her father’s upbringing and alluded that her 
grandmother was especially prejudiced and said, “I imagine they were kind of 
racist back then, but it still carries over.” She commented that even her father’s 
friend, Fred, had probably had some influence on her father’s attitudes and beliefs 
about people of a different race or ethnicity.” Overall, she did not think her parents 
would automatically make conclusions about people or events based on race or 
ethnicity alone. 
Personal Experience 
* 
Lorrie spoke in detail about a high school experience she had involving a 
Black female student in her American Studies class. She described her as being 
vocal about civil rights, a sharp dresser and “cool.” However, once she made a 
remark in class about never really being able to trust a White person because they 
may be a member of the Ku Klux Klan. She continued to describe the incident by 
saying the following: 
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We just couldn’t believe it. I mean, you know, it just seemed like such a 
strange thing to say. I mean even when I thought about it, well yes, I 
suppose so. You never really know...you can pretty much safely assume 
that there were no Klan members at Chelmsford High but...I would never 
think that you or anybody else would be a member of the Klan unless you 
told me. 
In class, Lorrie said that she could empathize with her and that she was “more like 
well that’s what she feels and I can kind of understand why she would say that.” 
She added that she thought she was one of the few people in that class who had 
such an opinion. When asked if she was able to put herself in this girl’s shoes for 
that moment, she responded “You kind of have to do that with anyone.. .1 can’t 
really judge her because I don’t know her situation.” 
Understand Experience Now 
Lorrie thought she probably understands this classroom incident in a similar 
way that she did when it happened. She said, “I am sure that was how she felt.. but 
I didn’t really worry about it too much because I think it came out wrong, I don’t 
think she meant that she thought every White person was in the Klan.” She added 
that she did not think that experience changed the way she felt about people of a 
different race or ethnicity. She described that she had a “better understanding of 
how she viewed the world from her perspective [the girl’s].. .being a Black 
woman...I mean I guess I got a better understanding of it through that.” 
When the researcher asked her about the epithet incidents with her father’s 
friend, Lorrie said, “it’s just wrong...like I don’t want a stereotype around.” Her 
understanding of this kind of behavior was that a person “can’t say one race is ugly. 
There are always going to be ugly people, normal people and pretty people in any 
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race.” She implied that Fred was always pushing the issue of race. She described 
how both he and his son were once involved in a racially motivated fight with some 
Puerto Rican people and were both stabbed with a knife. She said that Fred’s 
overall behaviors influenced her in a positive manner by making her look at others 
better and do the opposite of what he would do or say. 
University Life 
Lorrie lived in a dormitory on campus and talked with excitement about her 
life at the University. She began by saying, “It’s awesome! It’s busy. It’s full. I 
have a lot of classes, five classes, different every day. A lot of friends and a lot of 
different things I have to do and I have a job off campus.” She listed working at a 
local radio station, sorority events, and baton twirling as activities that she has been 
involved in since coming to college. When asked what she did for fun, Lorrie said 
the following: 
I find fun in everything. Tonight I am going to a sorority meeting. They are 
fun just hanging around with everyone. I mean I love just hanging around 
and talking to people. But I also love, love, love to go to parties! 
She said she definitely liked doing things with a lot of people. 
4 * 
Lorrie listed getting and holding a job, joining a sorority, and being in the 
band as major accomplishments. She spoke of these accomplishments in terms of 
the time, energy, and effort that were required to participate. She did not list her 
educational performance as an accomplishment and said, “academically I’m above 
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water, but not by much.” She acknowledged there were times this lackluster 
performance bothered her and went on to say the following: 
The time this bothers me is when it bothers my parents. My Mom actually 
told me the other day that if this is what I honestly feel I can get, by just 
doing all this stuff...as long as I’m doing okay, not great, but okay, then it’s 
okay. And that’s how I feel. I’m happy. 
Cultural Awareness. Involvement, and Meaning 
She stated that she did not know many people who are of a different race or 
ethnicity at school, but “thought it was cool to meet people from different 
countries.” She said that she personally was not involved in any multicultural 
activities at school and her sorority did not engage in any either. When asked what 
she thought about affirmative action, Lorrie gave a detailed account of why she 
supported it. She acknowledged that it can be a “touchy situation if you do it from 
quotas and stuff,” but that “it’s done more good than harm.” When asked what the 
word race meant to her, Lorrie said, “I think like White, Black, well Asian is not a 
skin color, but you know that is the whole idea.” She said that “for the most part” 
race basically means color to her. In terms of ethnicity, she said, “I tend to think of 
ethnicity as being are you Irish, Italian, African, Asian or whatever? You know 
4 s 
different whatever... your background.” 
Discussion of Profile Findings 
When analyzing the social and demographic backgrounds of both the 
perpetrator and non-perpetrator subjects, there are several major similarities that 
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were identified. Five out of the six perpetrator subjects were from first generation 
immigrant families. All six perpetrators identified their neighborhoods and schools 
as being culturally diverse with at least three or more racial or ethnic groups 
described, whereas, both non-perpetrators had expressed no racial diversity and 
greater ethnic homogeneity within their neighborhoods and schools. Although their 
broader neighborhoods were described as being culturally diverse, the majority of 
perpetrators also noted that they lived in fairly homogenous cultural residential 
clusters that were predominantly the same racial or ethnic group of their parents 
(e.g. Haitian, Jewish, Greek or Hispanic). The perpetrators also described racial or 
ethnic territorial “turf” boundaries when describing common areas for congregating 
like schoolyards, shopping areas, athletic events, parks, and/or clubs. 
A majority of the perpetrators were “self-described” leaders in which they 
saw themselves as someone people looked up to or consulted for advice. All of the 
perpetrators professed to being “superior” in one way or another to their friends, 
neighbors, classmates, or siblings. On the other hand, the non-perpetrators often 
described themselves as being average. 
The perpetrators also identified themselves as having “many” friends, but 
*/ 
yet spoke of no close personal friends. All of the perpetrators seemed to confuse 
acquaintances with friendships and were not able to identify any lasting 
relationships that they had been able to maintain for an extended period of time. 
When speaking of such friendships, the perpetrators all identified that they would 
do anything for their friends and frequently identified fighting and defending them 
as a relational obligation or duty they seriously tried to uphold. In fact, all of the 
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perpetrators readily identified with very aggressive personality traits as well as 
physical threats and behaviors when describing past and recent interactions with 
others. However, despite being readily prepared to prove themselves to others, the 
perpetrators actually viewed empathy as a weakness or character flaw that needed 
to be overcome. In contrast, both non-perpetrators indicated specific experiences, 
including racial and ethnic ones, in which they considered the perspective of the 
another person and empathized with their position or feelings. 
It was also noted that among the perpetrator subjects, there was a high 
degree of fear and anticipation about potential confrontation from friends and 
strangers alike. When it came to talking about negative relational experiences, all of 
the perpetrators viewed themselves as being victims of others. In conjunction with 
this perspective, they would repeatedly justify their verbal or physical actions or 
thoughts in response to such negative experiences. Both non-perpetrators described 
experiences while growing up that they felt uncomfortable with in which others 
employed negative cultural stereotypes in their presence. In contrast, many of the 
perpetrators had witnessed or were part of similar experiences, yet they did not 
voice discomfort with or question the use of racial/ethnic stereotypes. 
Three of the subjects (2 perpetrators and 1 non-perpetrator) noted that they 
were Greek affiliates. Since coming to college, the majority of the perpetrators 
identified that they were generally not involved in organized school or non-school 
activities. Lorrie and Janine appeared to have the greatest interaction and 
involvement with others in an organized capacity. Most of the perpetrators came 
from large families (3 or more siblings), whereas both non-perpetrators were not. 
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The perpetrators described their family’s socioeconomic status as being either 
upper class or lower class, whereas the non-perpetrators described their upbringing 
as being middle class. Both non-perpetrators talked about early childhood 
experiences where they tried to assimilate with certain groups and activities. 
However, through introspection, both discovered that was such pursuits were not 
truly what they aspired to be or do. 
All of the perpetrators described their parents as hard working in pursuit of 
economic stability and prosperity for their family. The majority of perpetrators 
spoke at great lengths about their fathers, but not mothers. In contrast, the non¬ 
perpetrators spoke of the respect they had for their mothers and described specific 
instances where they incorporated advice given by their mother into decisions they 
had made. Of the non-perpetrators, Lorrie indicated that her mother and father were 
not keen on interracial dating or marriage because of the social scrutiny that such 
relationships face in the broader society. Perpetrators identified paternal events and 
experiences that characterized their fathers as both aggressive and physically 
confrontational with others and their mothers as quiet and passive. All of the 
female perpetrator subjects indicated that their fathers had encouraged them to 
physically stand up for themselves during confrontation and to be able to physically 
protect themselves. Fathers were also noted by the perpetrators to be the most vocal 
in stating the dangers or consequences of not interacting or having interpersonal 
relationships with those who were culturally different from the family. Many 
acknowledged their fathers as harboring strong prejudice and using stereotypes to 
describe different racial or ethnic groups. 
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In terms of cultural awareness, with the exception of Janine, the perpetrators 
were generally uninvolved in multicultural activities. In fact, several subjects did 
not understand what multicultural meant and were completely disinterested in ever 
becoming involved in the future. Both of the non-perpetrators indicated that 
although they were not currently involved, they would like to become more so in 
the future and generally demonstrated interest in learning more about 
multiculturalism. Several of the perpetrators had actually expressed being 
uncomfortable with different activities or organizations that promoted or 
highlighted culturally unifying characteristics. 
All of subjects identified the experiences associated with attending college 
as being significant to their lives. Several of the perpetrators verbally stated that 
coming to college has made them begin to challenge some of their preconceived 
notions about people, in particular those of certain race and ethnicity. For some, it 
has been difficult to return to home environments in which rigid stereotypes and 
views of others remain unchanged among family members (especially fathers) and 
friends. 
Interestingly, the majority of subjects did not really understand what is 
meant by the words affirmative action. Both of the non-perpetrators and Janine had 
knowledge about affirmative action programs and were able to reflect on whether 
they supported them or not. When asked about the meaning of the words race and 
ethnicity, most of the subjects thought of race in terms of color and ethnicity in 
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terms of background or country. With the exception of Mike, none of the subjects 
questioned or extrapolated on the social meaning or categorical connotations of the 
words race or ethnicity. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PERPETRATORS PERSPECTIVES: 
ON SELF IDENTITY AND RELATIONSHIPS 
Introduction 
As previously indicated in the literature review, Gilligan (1977, 1982a) 
proposed that there are two distinct modes of describing the self in relation to 
others—separate/objective and connected. She demonstrated that conceptions of 
self and morality appear intricately linked as opposed to being detached concepts 
involving situational objectivity and human choice. Lyons (1983) followed up on 
Gilligan’s original hypotheses that (1) there are two distinct modes of moral 
decision-making (justice and care); (2) these two modes are gender-related; and (3) 
modes of moral judgement might be related to modes of self-definition. 
Both Gilligan and Lyons found that there are two kinds of considerations 
used by individuals in making moral decisions—rights/justice as well as 
response/care. Lyons (1983) validated Gilligan’s findings by empirically testing 
the relationship of gender to both self-definition and moral decision-making 
through the use of two coding schemes she developed to analyze responses to 
Gilligan’s interview questions that focused on self identity and moral judgement. 
Lyons (1983) used these coding schemes for the systematic and reliable 
identification of the modes of self-definition and moral decision-making articulated 
by individuals interviewed (See Appendix E and F). The two distinct modes of 
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describing oneself in relation to others that Gilligan and Lyons speak of correlate to 
a set of related ideas. Table 6.1 exhibits this correlation. From the table, one can see 
that the perspective of Separate/Objective Self (labeled Reciprocity) is based on 
impartiality, objectivity, and the distancing of oneself from others (Lyons, 1983). 
This perspective assumes an ideal relationship of equality or at least fairness as an 
approximation in its absence. Consequently, this perspective requires the distancing 
between “oneself and others to allow for impartial mediation of relationships” 
(Lyons, 1983, p. 134). Alternatively, the perspective of Connected Self (labeled 
Response) is predicated on the interdependence and concern for the well being of 
others. The ideal relationship for the connected self is one of care and 
responsiveness to others. Both the maintenance and sustenance of relationships is 
best accomplished by considering others in their specific contexts as opposed to 
always invoking strict equality. Lyons notes that responsiveness requires the seeing 
of others on their own terms by “entering into the situations of others in order to 
know them as others do...to try to understand their situations” (1983, p. 135). Thus, 
the basic assumption of the Connected Self is that others are different from oneself. 
The four major categories for self-descriptive responses outlined by Lyons 
(1983) included the following: 
1. General and Factual 
2. Abilities and Agency 
3. Psychological 
4. Relational 
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Each of these categories was comprised of several identifiable characteristics or 
variables (See Appendix E). Lyons conducted intercoder reliability of the specific 
characteristics within these four major categories. She found intercoder reliability 
of the each of the characteristics within the self-definition categories to be 74% and 
82%. 
As previously noted, the review of the literature indicates that both student 
identity and moral developmental theory are often used to frame discussions of 
ethnoviolence in higher education (Dalton, 1989; Clay & Sherrill, 1991; Helms, 
1990; Hively, 1990; Cross, 1978; Hardiman and Jackson, 1992; Jones; 1990a; 
Wiggins, 1989). The majority of literature concerning ethnoviolence profiles 
perpetrators as being generally young white adult males and indicates a host of 
possible contributing factors leading to ethnoviolent behaviors and/or actions 
without any substantive research of perpetrators. Consequently, it is reasonable to 
postulate that one may find that enthnoviolent perpetrators (particularly males) may 
also have a distinct mode of describing themselves in relation to others. It is further 
reasonable to hypothesize that perpetrators may have unique, but similar 
considerations when faced with making moral judgements. It is precisely these two 
lines of inquiry which lead the researcher to employ Gilligan’s research approaches 
and Lyons’ schemes for coding responses to a set of self identity and moral 
judgement (See Appendix E and F) questions which were incorporated within the 
interview schedule used in this study. This chapter will review the findings of all 
eight interviewees in relation to the first line of inquiry concerning social identity, 
namely ethnoviolent perpetrators’ perspectives on self and relationships. In the next 
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chapter, the considerations that perpetrators use when faced with moral conflict and 
decision-making will be discussed. 
Review of Methodology 
The reader will recall that in-depth interviews were conducted over a three- 
hour period. Each of the interviews were broken into one hour segments in which 
specific questions were asked of each interviewee in basically the same sequential 
order (see Appendix D). The questions relative to retrieving data about 
perpetrators’ self-identity were asked during the second hour of interviewing. The 
set of four self-description questions were adopted directly from Gilligan’s and 
Lyons’ research and included the following: 
1. How would you describe yourself to yourself? 
2. Is the way you see yourself now different from the way you saw 
yourself in the past? 
3. What led to the change? 
4. What do you like about yourself? 
Since this study focuses on ethnoviolence, the researcher also believed it important 
* 4 
to ask questions concerning self-identity and race and ethnicity. Therefore, in 
addition to the above four questions, the researcher asked several identity probing 
questions relating specifically to race and ethnicity at different points during the 
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interviews. Specifically, interviewees were asked the following three questions: 
1. How did you see yourself in relation to children of a different race or 
ethnicity? 
2. Tell me about a personal experience you had with someone of a 
different race or ethnicity while growing up. 
3. How would you describe your experiences with people of a different 
race or ethnicity on campus? 
Using the scheme developed by Lyons (1981), responses to the four original self- 
description questions were analyzed and coded using the Ethnograph v.5.0 software 
program. The findings of this analytic process are presented in the following 
manner within this chapter: 
♦ Discussion of coding scheme and variables 
♦ Results of social identity interview data 
♦ Discrete ways interviewees described themselves in relation to others 
(four main self-identity questions) 
♦ Perspectives of how perpetrators and non-perpetrator describe 
themselves in relation to others of a different race or ethnicity 
* ± 
♦ Discussion of findings among self-identifying perpetrators (6 
interviewees) and non self-identifying perpetrators (2 interviewees) 
Coding Scheme and Variables 
The coding scheme (Appendix E) used in analyzing the self-identity 
questions was broken down into variables and entered into an Ethnograph Project 
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Database along with all transcribed interviews. A flowchart diagram of the actual 
scheme and corresponding variables is shown in Figure 6.1. This figure shows the 
four categories for self-descriptive responses: General and Factual; Abilities and 
Agency; Psychological; and Relational. Listed under each of them are the variables 
that were used to code responses. 
Category I consists of five variable descriptors that define self in general 
and demographic manner. The GENFACT variable characterizes responses that 
are general factual in nature. Some examples that would be considered to be 
general factual responses would include a person who describes how old they are, 
where they live, how many siblings they have, or where they attend college. Such 
responses describe the self in terms of basic factual information about a person. 
The PHYSICAL variable represents statements a person makes when describing 
self that are oriented around actual physical characteristics. In other words, one 
would describe themselves according to their eye color, height, hair, or physique. 
The IDENTACTIV variable consists of self-descriptor responses that define an 
individual in terms of the different activities he or she participates. Being a member 
of a club, playing sports, painting, or studying are identifying activities used to by a 
4 
person to describe themselves to others. Similarly, the IDENTPOSSE variable 
represents responses that describe a person in terms of the types or amounts of 
possessions he or she has. A person would describe themselves in terms of items 
or material goods they possess. For example, describing that you own a car or 
house, have a television or cell phone, or have a favorite fashion item are all 
examples of how one would describe themselves in terms of identifying 
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possessions. The fifth Category I variable of SOCIALSTAT refers to self¬ 
descriptor responses that reflect social ranking of an individual either monetarily, 
professionally, or materialistically. Statements about being high class, living in 
luxury, being a corporate boss, or being wealthy in comparison to others are all 
examples of how one might describe the self in terms of social status. 
The Abilities and Agency Category (II) is composed of four key 
characteristics that define self in terms of one’s ability or the role one plays in 
through which something is accomplished. The variable GENABIL refers to 
statements one makes about their general abilities when describing the self. For 
example, knowing how to sail, being a good listener, or being politically active 
would characterize someone in terms of his or her general abilities. The variable 
AGENCY relates to responses one makes that are focused on the role they assume 
through which something is accomplished. Being a preceptor, tutoring others in 
math, being a financial aid administrator, or coordinating Greek events are all 
examples of describing self in terms of agency. The variable PHYSABI refers to 
actual physical abilities one would describe went talking about self. Being a tri¬ 
athlete, a professional skier, having strong physical stamina, or playing college 
sports would be ways of describing self in relation to physical ability. The fourth 
category variable INTELLECT relates to statements about self that are oriented 
around mental or intellectual abilities. Talking about self in terms of being smart, 
knowing how to problem-solve, being a fast reader, concentrating on multiple 
things at once, and doing well in school are some examples of statements one might 
use to describe self in terms of intellectual abilities. 
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Category III consists of four key characteristics that relate to self¬ 
description in terms of things that are psychological in nature. The variable 
INTERESTS would relate to any responses concerning self that speak to a person’s 
personal likes or dislikes. If one conveys that they like to read, enjoy playing the 
guitar, despise driving a car, or loves to write poetry, then a person would be 
describing self in relation to those things he or she finds interest in doing or 
experiencing. The variable TRAITS represents statements about self-description 
that reflect the natural attitude or tendency or a distinguishing quality of a person. 
For example, phrases like being happy all the time, a good listener, genuine, or 
easy going would be indicative of someone who is describing self in terms of traits 
or disposition. The BELIEFVAL variable represents those things said by a person 
that convey personal opinions or convictions or that are considered valuable as a 
principle or ideal that is human rather than material. Statements that might refer to 
things like all people being equal, freedom of expression, the importance of family, 
or trust and honesty are some examples of how one might describe self in terms of 
how he or she measures the usefulness, importance or general worth of things. The 
forth variable in this category, PREOCCUPAT, refers to the complete absorption of 
* 4 
the mind or intent interests of a person. People whom constantly or repetitively 
speak of something or someone that is of interest when describing self would be 
demonstrating preoccupation. Statements that are consistently repeated such as 
worrying about failure, being overweight or not handsome, needing money and 
power, or needing to be a radio celebrity would demonstrate a person’s 
preoccupation when talking of self. 
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Category IV, Relational, is actually comprised of two sub-categories each 
with five self-descriptor variables. This category relating to self-description relates 
to how one sees self in terms of relationships with others. In general, the first sub¬ 
category called Connected characterizes relationships in terms of responding to 
others through the process of care. Such a self sees relationships in terms of 
interdependence. The variable RE-EXIST refers to a self that acknowledges that 
« 
relationships are both important and are consistently part of a person’s life. The 
RE-ABILITY variable denotes a self that expresses abilities to make, do, sustain or 
care for others in relationships. The RE-TRAITS variable represents a self that has 
a natural tendency to help, alleviate hurt, or prevent harm to others in relationships. 
The RE-CONCERN variable represents a relational self that is concerned with the 
good and well being of another. This concern is oriented around the perspective of 
another. In other words, doing good based on the terms of another and not based on 
those of self. The fifth connected relational variable is RE-PREOCCUP which is 
characterized by self that is preoccupied with both an intent desire to do good for 
others and with how one can do good for others. 
The other relational sub-category Separate/Objective is also characterized 
* 
by five key variables. In general, a Separate/Objective self is one that experiences 
relationships in terms of reciprocity, rules and roles. Such a self-perspective treats 
others in a relationship, as they would want to be treated, both fairly and 
objectively. The first variable, SEP-PART, represents a self that describes 
relationships as part of obligations or commitments. It is a self-perspective that also 
views relationships as being instrumental for some particular reason. The SEP- 
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SKILL variable describes a self that sees relationships in terms of having certain 
skills in interacting with others. The SEP-TRAITS variable represents a self that 
has a tendency to see relationships with regards to reciprocity, commitment and 
fairness. This would be a self that has the disposition that they and others are 
expected to live up to the duty and obligations of a relationship. The SEP- 
CONCER variable indicates a relational self that sees concern for others in light 
personal principles, values, and beliefs. Quite often this self-perspective can be 
found opting for the general good of society above that of the individual. The fifth 
variable in the Separate/Objective relational category is SEP-PREOCCU. This 
variable is refers to a self that is preoccupied in relationships with doing good for 
society versus doing good for the individual. Such a self would also be absorbed 
with whether one should actually do good for others. 
Self Identity Interview Data 
All of the interviews were analyzed and the contents of the answers to the 
self-identity questions were matched accordingly to each of the variables within the 
coding scheme that applied. Table 6.2 is a frequency distribution of the variables 
4 & 
within each of the four major categories of self-description responses. The 
corresponding count and percent total across all of the categories resulting from the 
number of times the researcher detected interview content matching each of the 
variables made by interviewees is shown. From this table, one can see that overall 
the self-description variables corresponding to the Category IV: Separate/Objective 
were articulated the most (41.1%) by interviewees on whole garnering the majority 
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of high counts. This category was followed by Category II: Psychological (27 ■5%), 
Category I: General and Factual (14.6%), Category IV: Connected (10.1%), and 
Category II: Ability and Agency (6.6%) in descending percentiles. Interestingly, in 
comparing who did use the Relational Connected variables it was discovered that 
of the category total 62.1% of the responses were accounted for by Mike and 
Lorrie, the two non-perpetrator interviewees. 
Four out of the top five most frequently noted variables were from Category 
IV: Separate/Objective. More specifically, the SEP-CONCER was the most 
frequently used variable (13.6%) in answering self-identity questions. Within this 
category, the variables SEP-TRAITS (10.5%), SEP-PREOCCU (6.6%) and SEP- 
SKILL (6.3%) followed in decreasing order. 
Table 6.2 also shows that on the whole the variables corresponding to the 
psychological realm of describing self were also frequently used (27.5%) by 
interviewees in answering questions. In particular, the TRAITS variable had the 
second highest count of 37, accounting for 12.9% of total coded responses. Also to 
describe self, the interviewees frequently used the other three psychological 
variables relating to interests, beliefs and values, and preoccupations. The 
4 * 
BELIEFVALU, PREOCCUPAT, and INTERESTS variables received counts of 16, 
14 and 12 respectively. Three General and Factual variables were also used often 
by interviewees meaning that they frequently described self by speaking of specific 
activities they participated in, material possessions, or physical attributes. In this 
category the IDENTACTIV variable obtained the highest count 17(5.9%) followed 
by the PHYSICAL (3.5%) and SOCIALSTAT (3.1%) variables. In other words, 
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interviewees described themselves in terms of their actual physical characteristics 
and social status. In contrast, only two of the relational component variables linked 
to being connected to others were used when describing self, namely RE-TRAITS 
(helping others) and REL-EXIST (relationships are there). The remaining 
Connected Relational variables were used, but most frequently by the two “control” 
interviewees (non-perpetrators). Combined they represented only 2.8% of the 
category total. To better represent the variable differences at the individual level, 
Table 6.3 was created. From the coding data, this table shows the frequency of the 
self-descriptor variables used by each of the interviewees. One can see from this 
table that although perpetrators and non-perpetrators starkly differed in the type and 
amount of Relational Category variables used, they used the psychological 
descriptors from Category III with similar frequency to describe self and 
relationships. 
When assessing for predominance of self-definition mode among the 
perpetrators and non-perpetrators, it becomes evident that each group is 
characterized by the opposite. Table 6.4 demonstrates this finding within the 
respective groups. In this table, one can see that among perpetrators the 
4 A 
Separate/Objective relational component was used 91.4% of the time, whereas the 
non-perpetrators used the Connected one with a similar frequency of 94.7%. This 
means that as a group, perpetrators were 10.6 times more likely to use 
Separate/Objective Self as their predominant self-definition mode. In contrast, the 
non-perpetrators were 17.9 times more likely to use the Connected Self as their 
predominant mode. 
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Self Descriptor Responses 
During the second hour of interviewing, each of the interviewees was asked 
the same four self-descriptor questions that were eventually coded and analyzed. 
The following sections are organized in terms of each of the four questions. A fifth 
section consisting of responses to two questions concerning race and ethnicity is 
also added. The responses to the questions are arranged under each of the sections 
by interviewee. In addition, the reader should note that the perpetrators’ responses 
are presented first sequentially in each section followed by those of the non¬ 
perpetrators. These five sections are followed by a discussion concerning overall 
patterns of similarities and differences found among and between the student 
perpetrators and non-perpetrators in relation to social identity. 
Describing Self 
Asked in the focused-Life interviews to respond to the question “How 
would you describe yourself to yourself?” interviewees responded based on their 
own perceptions using a variety of variable laden terms found within the coding 
scheme used during analysis. Don (severity score = 45) replied 
Caring, willing to do things for others, when I’m needed I’ll do my best to 
do what I have to do to help the person. I just basically want to be giving 
and help out so I’m respected in the long run because I feel in life that 
you’re nothing without respect. Respect is everything. If you’re doing this 
you will get respect. Getting respect is the main power, so that is how I 
view things. I try to help and do things so I get respect and in the long run 
I’ll be in the driver’s seat. I see myself as very high class...I like things 
done in a high-class manner. 
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Don began by using a Connected Relational variable concerning his ability to care 
and desire to “help” and “do” for others, but his reasons for using this self¬ 
descriptor are devoid of concern for others on their own terms. In addition, he does 
not indicate interest in wanting to understand how he can do good for others. On 
the contrary, he initially responds using a Connected Relational ability only to 
explain that his intention for “caring” is to purely meet his needs for “self respect” 
and “power.” His main perception of self quickly devolves to a pressing need he 
has to be above others in relationships, including those who may be willing to do 
for and perhaps care about. 
He elaborates further on what he means by high class by giving two 
examples. The first example he begins by talking about a very conservative dress 
party and states 
I would walk in there going higher than that to ensure when I come in the 
person says wow! Look at that.. .that is real high class. Like this girl that I 
want, you see a lot of regular college girls... sorority girls or snobs and all 
this garbage and bullshit, but mine was very outgoing and I mean I’ve 
gotten compliments and like wow you respect that. That is high class...the 
main power. 
He quickly launches into the second example concerning his views on professional 
career movement stating 
Say I work for a little company and I make my way to the top to be the 
main power on the same level of him (company leader) and he is dethroned 
then I’m the main power. I’m going to capture it using my class, 
personality, being outgoing and when I reach the main power and I have the 
main power, I want to show it to people. You don’t have to be like me, but 
this is one way to go. It can’t hurt you. 
In response to being asked to clarify the personal importance that these concepts of 
class and power in business had for him, he interrupted and emphatically skid 
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I’ll give you a statement right now. You might not hear this statement from 
anyone, but I believe in life, money is everything. Without money it’s too 
hard to do anything. I’m not going to say, without money you’re nothing. 
It’s not true, but really you know without money you can’t do a lot of 
things. You couldn’t drive through using a credit card for gas.. .1 couldn’t 
walk out there in the cold anymore.. .without buying these gloves. Money is 
everything and anything. A lot of my friends disagree, but I tell them as you 
go ahead in life and you’ll see and you don’t have money you’re going to be 
in trouble... because money rules. Money is everything. 
Both of these examples Don gave reflect his preoccupation with social status and 
the drive to seek out relationships to advance his standing, social and otherwise, 
among others. His explanation of being at the top by using his social status as well 
as his outgoing and assertive nature as skills to achieve authority over others 
revealed that he views relationships primarily as instruments to further his desires 
for personal power and material gain. His definition of self throughout the 
interview was repeatedly, time and again, using relationships to achieve social 
status, monetary gain and power. 
Like several other interviewees, when asked to describe himself, Shawn 
(scaled score = 58), the highest survey scorer, exhibited uncertainty and difficulty 
answering the question. He paused and then asked “In which way, like how?” to 
which researcher repeated the question. Shawn paused again, but then spoke for 
quickly for a long time describing himself in the following way: 
I am.. .bossy, lazy... what I like I’ll work like a dog though. I wait until the 
last minute. Procrastinator is my middle name. I always do things fast, like 
10 times faster than anyone else and just as well, but I’m always in a 
hurry... I’m easy going, but I don’t let people get away with things and I 
get in their face. 
Shawn began by presenting ways in which he evaluates himself in terms of 
traits of being “bossy,” “lazy,” and a “procrastinator.” He further speaks of his 
disposition of being “quick” and “always in a hurry,” but that it does not diminish 
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his ability to produce quality results when compared to others. His perception of 
self as being “easy going” is in reality bounded by a condition-setting persona that 
actual pervades all aspects of how he sees himself in relation to others. 
Throughout his interview Shawn repeatedly describes some of the 
conditions and ultimatums he sets to actually create conflict, “test” others, and be 
reactionary. He continued on at length describing this sort of dilemma he frequently 
finds himself in when attempting to relate to others saying 
For some reason I end up hounding my friends I have met up here wanting 
them to come after me physically...I’ll provoke them. I act like I don’t want 
to, but I’m waiting for that chance...I’ll rip them apart, but I do pick on 
people. But to me it doesn’t matter. I won’t just start something. I don’t 
think I’m nobody, but... if somebody is going to pick on me, I don’t care... I 
won’t back down. 
In these responses, Shawn describes his inability to control himself both verbally 
and physically in relationships. He shuns helping others in favor of hurting others. 
His statement that “it doesn’t matter” that he does “pick” on or fight with others is 
predicated on his views concerning relational reciprocity. Ironically, he does not 
see any correlation between his “waiting for the chance” and “provoke them” 
mentality and his propensity to be confrontational and not connect positively with 
others. Furthermore, he sees himself as being fair-minded in relationships because 
he will not “just start something” or throw the first punch so to speak. 
I don’t get depressed. I love money. I love money and I drive very fast. I 
thrive on other people’s not misery, but...if I don’t like that person, I don’t 
know, to me I don’t have any remorse. So, they got to deserve it.. .1 always 
know the person I’m dealing with and that is why I do what I do to them. 
Like I know that my friend has spit in peoples’ faces and kicked them when 
they were down. So, to me doing that to him is just giving him a little bit of 
what he’s done...I’m bad like that. 
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Shawn’s final comments continue to yield disturbing insight into his perceptions of 
self and relationships and why he treats others in these ways. The rationale he gives 
concerning his motivation to “not back down” and “not have any remorse” in 
treating others poorly or hurting them is based on his personal understanding about 
unwritten rules for relational conduct and reciprocity. This understanding creates an 
image of a young man whose sense of self is certainly not overly concerned about 
doing good for others on their own terms. 
His statements about delivering harm to a friend because he “deserves” to 
get “a little bit of what he’s done” to others demonstrates that he sincerely believes 
he has a role to play in reciprocating bad, harmful or violent behavior to people that 
he perceives as worthy of it. Even his comment about how he “always knows the 
person” he is “dealing with” shows that he is not willing to see things from another 
person’s perspective and will act based on “his” understanding of a relationship 
only. He also indicates a capacity to detach himself from not doing good to others 
and harming them by employing an “eye for an eye” ideology. This preoccupation 
with reciprocity is demonstrated throughout his interview and is particularly 
evident when he speaks of the many incidents of ethnoviolence he has committed 
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on his own or with others. 
Kay (scaled score = 41) had no difficulty answering the question and 
described herself in the following way: 
In a way, I guess I worry about what people think about me. And it is 
something that I hope some day to get over. Get it out of my system. But 
like, I have good thoughts about me, but then I always wonder what 
everyone else is thinking. And it is not always a good thing that you should 
care about yourself. I also know that I am a good person in the sense that 
I’ll do anything for anybody even if it means consequencing something for 
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myself. I don’t care... I never put myself first, ever. And sometimes I get 
back stabbed because of it... even though I’m trying my best for everybody 
else; I also want people to see that. And it doesn’t always come across that 
way. I think sometimes that I do too much, like I’m too good-natured 
because I don’t get it back. 
Kay’s response is framed by several overarching relational preoccupations, namely 
being judged by, being taken advantage of by, and being overly giving to others. 
She deeply manifests these preoccupations on a psychological level to the point 
where her perspective about others is most always through her own terms, the seifs 
“I.” She demonstrates that she recognizes the Connected Relational ability of doing 
things for others, but she links it to having to forsake her own needs or face 
“consequences” of some kind. Perhaps the most interesting insight she gives about 
her perception of relationships is her fixation with reciprocity and fairness. In 
addition, she struggles with her preoccupations with the Separate/Objective Self 
considerations of whether she should do good for others who cannot live up to the 
standards surrounding relational obligation that she conditionally sets for others. 
When probed more about the importance of her needing recognition from 
other people for what she does for them she further explains that as a result of this 
doing “anything for anybody” trait that 
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I am beginning to notice when people do things nice for me because it 
doesn’t happen as often as I think it should. Because I am so nice to other 
people and now is when I begin to notice who my real friends are and that is 
whom you decide to be with. I don’t mean materialistically or like day to 
day stuff. 
These comments solidify Kay’s view that her concern for others is primarily 
contingent on her beginning “to notice who are my real friends” and whether or not 
they meet her principle rule of treating her as well as she treats them. 
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When Jon (scaled score = 52) was asked this question he like Janine was 
very brief in his response. He paused quietly for quite some time before he said 
Probably gentle; smart; peaceful; not arrogant. Ah, probably fun-loving. I’d 
like to think I’m probably one of my friend’s most genuine friends, 
probably a good thing. Probably quick, I hope handsome. ..What else? Ah, 
that’s probably it. Yeah. 
Jon mainly draws from the first three self-description categories with one notable 
exception when he referenced being “one of my friend’s most genuine friends.” It 
is a hint of Jon’s sense of seeing himself in terms of another person’s perspective. 
However, his identification that being “most genuine” is “probably a good thing” 
shows some ambivalence about whether to be genuine is a good characteristic in a 
relationship. Interestingly, Jon concludes his brief statement by drawing from 
physical attributes allowing him to be perceived of as “quick” and “handsome.” 
This is part of a larger preoccupation he spoke about concerning physical attributes 
and fitness that he sees as important to his social identity and instrumental in his 
relations with others. From the outset, this surfaced repeatedly during his interview 
from the beginning when he describes the trauma of being ridiculed about his 
obesity to his talk of needing others to see him as physically fit and good looking. 
This preoccupation indicates his view of relationships as being instrumental 
basically to reinforce perceptions of himself that “he” deems as significant. 
When asked the same question Macey (scaled score = 48) stated “I don’t 
know. What do you mean, describe myself in what way? Physically, mentally 
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or...what?” After repeating the question and explaining that she could describe 
herself in whatever ways that came to mind she responded 
Ok, I have long black hair. I’m Puerto Rican. I‘m 19. I’m a nursing major. I 
live alone. I have a big family. I’m friendly. I’m easy going, outgoing, very 
talkative. I’m funny sometimes. Friendships come real easy. I have so many 
friends, like long-term that I’ve had for years. My friends tell me that all the 
time. Those are the qualities that I have. I like to listen to people and talk, 
you know I like to advise people. I’m a little smart, but no too smart. I’m a 
CNA/EMT. I have a car. That’s it. 
Like Jon, Macey descriptions are drawn from the first three self-descriptor 
categories. Her response demonstrates that her foremost concept of self is 
connected to her physical attributes, social characteristics, and identifying activities 
and possessions. For example, reference to her hair, age, college major, car 
ownership, and EMT status are all from the General and Factual Category of self¬ 
description. She also speaks of herself in terms of traits and dispositions as being 
“easy going” and “very talkative. She talks of her abilities to be “funny” implying 
that she has made others laugh. 
However, her statement about friendships is the first hint she gives that she 
views herself as having the ability to not only make, but sustain relationships. 
Initially, she sees having “so many friends” as a measure of her relationship 
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making abilities through the “I” perspective up until she incorporates the views of 
others by stating that “My friends tell me that all the time.” She uses the 
perspective of her friends to validate this ability and comments about her 
“qualities” like “listening,” “talking,” and “advising” that are part of the relational 
skill set she uses to maintain and sustain friendships. Later in the interview, she 
actually expands on this ability by noting how she uses regular communication 
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updates with her mother to foster relationships over a long period of time as well as 
distance. 
When asked the same question, Janine (scaled score = 29) first repeated the 
question out loud and then in very succinct terms replied 
I think I’m a lot more emotional than I let off. I can cry at a drop of a hat. I 
think I’m very caring, very opinionated at times. I take things very 
seriously. I guess that’s about it! 
Of the women interviewed, Janine answered this question briefly without too much 
deliberation and would not allow the researcher to probe further to expand on her 
response. In fact, she was highly resistive about being asked to talk about how she 
saw herself in relation to others. However, the brevity of her statement actually 
yields important insight into her perception of self. She centers on traits she sees 
herself as having in relation to others like being “emotional,” “very opinionated,” 
and “serious.” The one relational component she touches on is that she views 
herself as having the ability to be “very caring”. However, she does not describe 
how or in what terms she can care for others. She merely states that she perceives 
herself as having this connecting ability in relationships. 
Both Mike and Lorrie served as “pseudo-control” study participants in they 
study. It was of interest to the researcher to see if there were any notable 
differences concerning social identity between those who identified as perpetrators 
and those who did not. In contrast to the six perpetrator interviewees, Mike (scaled 
score = 1), actually took a long time to reflect before answering the questions. 
When he did he said the following: 
I was talking about this just last night with my friends like relationships and 
stuff, and strong and weak personalities. They agree that I was really kind 
of neither... like it comes in spurts, my temper. I am kind of moody, but 
good intentions in general. Conflict, I’ve always tried to resolve conflict 
with my friends. Sort of a diplomatic voice... always like some kind of feud 
that just drives me nuts [referring to conflict]... like when I would get drunk, 
I would try to resolve everything that night. I know that what they [friends] 
need is for me to listen and I always try to give them advice because I don’t 
always do the same things that they do and I say something like, it’s okay I 
am just trying to talk to them. 
Unlike the other interviewees, Mike immediately describes a self-view that 
connects with other people. To define his concept of self, he indicated his 
willingness to consider the perspective his friends had of what kind of person they 
thought he was in terms of relationships. He also speaks of having “good intentions 
in general” and how he is uncomfortable with conflict of most any kind. His 
reference to both the word diplomacy and resolution in the context of relational 
conflict is important to note. His statements highlight his desire to immediately 
respond to others in an effort to alleviate the burdens that relational conflict or 
discord can pose for people. He acknowledged that he tries to “listen” and “give 
advice,” but acknowledged that he may not fully understand their perspective 
because he does not necessarily “do the same things that they do” which may be the 
source of conflict for them. Overall, Mike portrays a description of a Connected 
Self who sees that the activity of caring by helping others resolve problems and 
conflicts as an important component of his view of self and relationships. 
Like several others, Lorrie, the female “pseudo-control” interviewee, 
initially tried to clarify what kind of answer the interviewer was seeking before 
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describing herself. She asked, “You mean not physically, you mean who am I?” 
After restating the question to her, she responded 
I’m politically aware...not really active I’d say, but I like it a lot. I like to 
do a lot of things. I like to be very active. I feel lost if I have an hour of my 
day and I don’t have anything to do. I am not the type that would just sit 
there and watch TV.. .1 always like to be active in like my sorority. I like to 
go out and I like to have fan, party and I don’t like to sit in class. It’s 
boring. Still I guess I would still describe myself like I was in high school, 
not really a jock--not ‘prep’. Well, I kind of am a ‘prep’. I’m more ‘preppy’ 
than anything else. But, you know... normal—Beaver Cleaver. 
From this response and Lorrie projects an image of a really active and energetic 
young lady. She spoke with fervor about herself during the interview. She speaks 
about her general abilities and likes. She has the need for being busy doing things 
and outlined what became an evident preoccupation with the need for high levels of 
activities. Despite the fact that she views herself through many activities that would 
apparently connect her frequently to others, including those of her sorority, she 
uses them as a measure of her relational abilities only. She does not elaborate on 
how relationships play a role in her social identity. Instead, she resorts to 
identifying activities that she sees as defining her concept of self. She uses the 
notion of social normalcy (“Beaver Cleaver”) in combination with stereotypes of 
athletic (“jock”) and intellectual (“prep”) ability to define life. Unlike the other 
interview responses to this first question about identity, it was initially not clear 
from Lome’s comments as to what relational component(s) she relied upon or used 
to describe her relationships with others. 
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Past & Present Self 
In answering the question, “Is the way you see yourself now different from 
the way you saw yourself in the past?” Don (scaled score = 45) bluntly replied “No. 
These are things that will never change.” When probed further with the question 
“Would you say that you interact with certain people because you think that they 
will be successful?” Don said 
Yeah. I’ll have a friendship with someone and everything, but to go ahead 
and if they have kind of the same ideas that I have I keep it stronger and 
longer. I’m not going to degrade everyone because everyone is equal with 
me. But if there are certain things I look upon, I won’t go ask this person 
who doesn’t think the same way as me...I’ll go the person who has the 
same beliefs as me...The one that doesn’t think the same in that aspect, it’s 
just like a fun relationship. 
What is interesting from Don’s responses to both of these questions is his refusal to 
consider the concept of self-change and his inability to embrace middle ground on 
his views. He accomplishes this by seeing only from the perspective of “I” to the 
point that he eliminates other relational possibilities with people. His postulate for 
establishing friendships shows a blatant and premeditated disconnect from caring to 
see things from another’s perspective. He also relies on the Separate/Objective Self 
to set up rules for friendship. This particular one he talked about is the requirement 
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for others to embrace his views as a condition of friendship. This again 
demonstrates his concern for in formulating relationships with others is linked to 
his value of people having the “same ideas” as him. Only through adoption of his 
“way of thinking” will he attempt to sustain a relationship. Otherwise, the fate of 
relationship becomes one of being only a disposable “fun relationship.” One could 
see how this rigid Separate/Objective Self could encounter difficulties if challenged 
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merely on the premise of ideological difference or a refusal to basically assimilate 
into a relationship with him. 
When answering the same question, Shawn (scaled score = 58) gave greater 
indication of his struggle with the knowledge of being different and from others 
and of having an identity that is tied to a past history of being unable to take the 
perspective of others or to care. He replied 
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Yeah. Well, not like different in the way of when I was five years old. I 
used to call myself‘The Gray Shark’ for some reason. Even when I was 
younger, I always thought I was unique, number one. My parents always 
said you only care about yourself. You are self-centered. People have 
always called me self absorbed.. .the truth of it is I try always to do things 
just to prove that I’m not, but for some reason it always happens where I’m 
in the position that I’m being selfish. 
Here Shawn divulged his concept of past self by recalling an image of a shark that 
he actually embraced as a symbol that defined him. He commented that he “used to 
call himself The Gray Shark’ evoking the transference of characteristics of a 
predatory creature of habit to his concept of past self. He does consider the 
perspective of others in this statement for the purposes of establishing that others 
believed he had only the relational ability “to care about” himself. He reinforces 
this by using other peoples’ definitions of being “self-centered” and “self- 
absorbed” to indicate his inability and unwillingness to connect with others on their 
terms. The final statement about how he tries to “prove” that he is not selfish, but 
inexplicably he cannot, leaves him without the burden of taking responsibility for 
his actions to develop the capacity to care and do for others. He goes further in 
trying to explain the reasons why he believes he acts in such a manner by saying 
It’s like being made in that position, like I’m not selfish. You are the one 
who is making me be this way., .but I don’t think about it. It just happens 
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that way and I look back and say shit I did it again. I’m careless. I don’t 
usually proofread people... And that’s what kills me. It gets me in trouble 
with girls, my father, friends, anything. I always jump and say shit I could 
have done this or I could have went there.. .Now I try not to be like that. 
Right now I try to face everything before, but in the past I mean I can’t say 
I’m not like that now, I’ve always been like that. 
Shawn develops an even stronger indication of a Separate/Objective Self in 
blaming others for his inability to connect empathetically with others. What is even 
more interesting is how he interprets his general failure at not being able to change 
as being the fault of others who could not live up to the obligations of a relationship 
with him. Those obligations apparently included being able to “make” him not “be 
this way” and to help him learn how to “proofread” people. This proofreading 
ability does not necessarily indicate a real desire on his part to understand others on 
their own terms. Instead it implies developing an ability to predict and premeditate 
another’s actions in a relationship. At the end of his comments, Shawn 
acknowledges that he has a history where he “gets into trouble” with virtually 
everyone. In the end, he is unconvincing in his final analysis that he has indeed 
broken away from this reputation and actually is different by saying, “I can’t say 
that I’m not like that now. I’ve always been like that.” 
Similar to Don and Shawn, Kay (scaled score = 41) also did not see herself 
as different now compared to the past. She explained 
No. I’ve always worried about what people thought about me, and what I 
was doing. Not when I was really little...but middle school to now, always 
wondering what are they saying about me. I can’t handle when somebody is 
upset with me. I can not. Everything stops before and then I need to resolve 
it, if I want it to resolve. 
She continued to demonstrate a preoccupation with how others view her stating that 
she “always worried” and wondered “what they are saying about me.” These 
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comments in relation to others in her interview indicate a profound fear about many 
things, especially being talked about or viewed negatively by others. Although she 
indicates that it bothered her in the past for others to be “upset with her,” she does 
not use such upset to understand what may be the cause for such discord in 
relationships from others. Instead she deals with it through the “I” perspective and 
indicates a Separate/Objective preoccupation with only maintaining relations by 
“resolving” issues that disrupt relations only “if’ she wants “it to resolve.” Kay 
continued to talk about her difficulty coping with conflict saying 
Even when I am upset with somebody, it is hard for me to express that 
because I’m not like an angry person. So people would actually never know 
if I was really upset with them. But at the same time, I like talk about them 
behind their back. But, I don’t know if it’s like not having the guts to say it 
to their face or I just don’t like being a mean person. 
She agreed with the interviewer that in relationships she is primarily concerned 
with what others may think of her and then after dealing with her own concerns she 
eventually considers those of others. She indicates that she views being able to 
show people that she is “upset” and “angry” as an important Separate/Objective 
relational skill she lacks. In lieu of this skill, she substitutes the negative one of 
“talking behind” peoples’ backs to cope with her perception of others not 
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reciprocating or living up to the obligations she defines in her relationships. It is 
evident that she admires others that have the “guts” to be verbally confrontational 
and even be “mean” if they have to in order to deal with perceived difference or 
discord. 
Jon (scaled score = 52) was quite energized and emphatic by this question. 
During his interview he had elaborated in detail about his anguish about being 
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overweight throughout his childhood. He was particularly distraught by ridicule 
concerning his weight that he received from his immediate family, especially his 
father. At the time of the interview, Jon was not overweight. He was physically 
trim and had a muscular build and stated he now worked out regularly at the gym. 
Therefore, his reply to the question began with focusing on physical attributes and 
saying 
Yeah. Yeah. Well, I always thought I was pretty smart and not arrogant and 
genuine. But you know I really didn’t think I was handsome or very 
physically fit and stuff like that, attractive to towards the other sex.. .1 felt 
unwanted most of the time.. .1 actually felt very depressed about my ah, 
about the weight problem. 
Jon again focused on physical attributes, traits and intellectual ability to describe 
his past self and indicated his strong desire for others to view see as “attractive” 
and “physically fit.” When asked to think further about some of the other things 
besides his weight that he saw was definitely different now compared to the past he 
replied 
Probably it is the way that I dress and the way that I talk. Probably the one 
thing that catches peoples’ eye is my eyebrows so they say. Thick eyebrows 
must be Greek because I had a complex about that too. I had a complex 
about chest hair and back hair for a couple of years. And what else.. .ah, I 
just always thought that Greek people and Jewish people didn’t hang 
out... so I was pretty much afraid of trying to get into a Jewish crowd. How 
would they accept me or would they not accept me... So, that’s pretty much 
why I avoided them. 
After talking about identifying activities and physical characteristics that he is 
preoccupied about, Jon touched on seeing a difference concerning his traditional 
notions about relationships between Greek and Jewish people. In the past, he noted 
that he suffered from a fear of interacting and not being accepted “into a Jewish 
crowd” and consequently simply “avoided them.” In this example, he hinges a deep 
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concern he had about establishing relations with a group he perceived as different 
on the Separate/Objective Trait of fairness. He stated that he “pretty much avoided 
them” because he feared they would not reciprocate fairness by accepting him for 
his differences. 
Like Jon, Macey (scaled score = 48) also began by focusing on her physical 
perceptions about self. However, unlike Jon, she described that she has not really 
changed overall. She began by responding that “I’ve always had the same face 
except basically I’ve learned...I mean I’ve always been friendly. I’ve always been 
stufflike that. Nothing has changed.” She agreed when asked by the interviewer if 
only the material things she described that she had earned or acquired had changed. 
Her inability to describe difference she can see in herself appears based on her 
perspective of a self that is defined in an identity realm that is physical in terms of 
attributes and tangible possessions. However, she also reaffirmed that she has 
always been somebody people want to talk and receive advice from. She said “Like 
me and my sister have this best friend relationship where she calls me all the time, 
tells me about my best friend from home and my mom and I’ve always been like 
that with people.” This statement reinforces her view of self as being characterized 
by relationships where “people want to talk and receive advice” from her. This 
again indicates that relationships do exist for her, but in a unidirectional way. In 
other words, she measures her friendship making ability in terms of benefiting 
others. In relationships, she has the Separate/Objective Self role of being advisor in 
which people seek her out and call her “all the time” because she has this 
interacting skill that others may lack. 
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Janine (scaled score = 29) simply replied “Yes.” to the question. When 
asked by the interviewer “Can you tell me why?” she responded in the following 
way: 
In the past, I wasn’t always assertive as I am now. I felt, in the past situation 
where I would just let everybody walk all over me, I didn’t vocalize some 
of my feelings. I’m learning to do that a lot more than I have. So that’s 
changed.. .1 think I’m more to myself now. I think I’m beginning to realize 
that I don’t necessarily need ten friends to make me feel important. I mean, 
especially it’s that recent situation. I’m like well maybe friends are not all 
they’re cracked up to be. And maybe I just need to take care of myself first. 
Recall that Janine was initially very resistive to answering the question and briefly 
said that she was very emotional, opinionated and took things very seriously. One 
can see that she, like Kay, also holds an ability to confront people in a relationship 
as an important relational skill. She indicates that she has been preoccupied with a 
perception that she was not “assertive,” would “let people walk all over,” and could 
verbalize her feelings in relationships. She sees change in herself concerning these 
things, but only through how it affects her and not others directly. Her comment 
about not needing to fulfill a quotient for friendship indicates that she has accepted 
the Separate/Objective characteristic of being preoccupied with whether to do good 
for people. She bases this preoccupation on the premise that perhaps many 
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friendships may not be “all they’re cracked up to be.” Instead she is beginning to 
replace a measurement standard with a qualitative standard of importance to her. 
This again is all from the “I” perspective and does not indicate acknowledgement 
of the role of interdependence in relationships 
Although Mike (scaled score =1) saw himself as different than in the past, 
he also initially struggled with giving the reasons. He began by stating “Yes. I had 
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a much more negative view of things.” He described himself now as having more 
perspective on things and that his “values have changed.” He gave two examples 
about being physically uncoordinated and being injured and not being able to play 
football as what he meant by changed values. He said 
I was uncoordinated in the past and thought to get the girls you had to be 
athletic.. The way that I look at it now is that my coordination has 
improved slightly, luckily. I’m not sure what resolved this for me...It is not 
that I don’t value athletic ability now because I actually still think it is good 
and healthy. However, I guess I value it for different reasons. 
He went on to recall when he had fractured a vertebrae his sophomore year in high 
school and could no longer play football. He noted that one teammate kept insisting 
that Mike would be playing despite the injury and that he just needed to “tape it up” 
and deal with the pain so to speak. Mike went on to say that 
I had tired of that kind of stuff with time. I was not going to be there to 
play. But, I also had positive feedback from like younger kids who played 
for the team. They would tell me that the coaches would say there was this 
kid [referring to Mike] and he was a good player and is still part of the team 
despite his injury. So, I listened to that more. 
Mike equates a change in self with a change in values. He incorporates the 
views of other teammates to shape his own concerning the maintenance of his 
playing role on a football team when faced with injury. He indicates that the 
struggle arose for him because he perceived that another did not care that he was 
injured and could not play and still expected him to meet the duty for playing for 
the team. He indicates that he was not comfortable with embracing that relational 
trait of obligation to team versus to self. He uses the comment “I listened to that 
more” to demonstrate that he now preferred to embrace a more Connected trait of 
concern for another on their own terms. In this particular case, the “other” is in fact 
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him as an injured team player. Later in his interview, he shows that he has 
transferred that concern to others. 
Lorrie (scaled score = 0) focused more on herself and her goals in 
describing how she sees herself now. She starts out by reiterating her self likes and 
indicates the importance of discovering a personal goal. Out of all of the 
interviewees she talked the longest in trying to describe the differences she saw in 
her self now compared with the past. She began by saying 
I kind of like myself more now that I’ve, I don’t know, just being away is 
like... I don’t know. I just like myself a lot more than I liked myself in high 
school. Not by anything that I did then that I do not do now or I do now that 
I didn’t do then. But I mean I’m just way more relaxed. I was uptight about 
everything. I’m way more relaxed in general about everything. I know what 
I want to do and I’m happy with what I want to do. And I’m very fulfilled 
right now.. .1 mean I want to get to my goal sometime soon. In high school I 
think I could have done so much more, a lot more. 
When asked what she meant by “a lot more” she said “Well, I don’t remember 
feeling anything was missing in high school, but like I just didn’t want the same 
things in high school either. I am just happy with what I want now.” She then 
elaborated about her recent self-discovery that she wanted to go into the field of 
mass communications instead of becoming a French teacher. 
Now, with radio it’s like college isn’t really going to help me that much. I 
mean it will but it’s going to be a lot of outside work and I wish I would 
have thought about that before.. .1 could have gotten an earlier start. I want 
to make it big.. .1 want my name to be known.. .1 want people in California 
to know my name. That is my goal. 
She talked more about this goal and her history of taking part in performing kinds 
of activities. When asked if she liked radio and broadcasting because they were 
very public activities which also involved public approval. She agreed that how 
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others saw her was “pretty important” and that she “definitely loves applause” and 
“admiration” from others. 
When asked further about whether or not she pursued activities to receive 
positive reinforcement for who she is or what she wants to be, Lorrie replied 
Yeah. I mean personal fulfillment and positive reinforcement, sure. Like I 
don’t know why I joined a sorority. I mean I love it to death now, but I can’t 
really believe I wanted to join a sorority when I first came to school. 
Everybody there just seemed... like none of them smoke, none of them 
seemed like they drank or anything and I smoked and I liked to party and 
stuff but then I found out the only time they are like that is when they are at 
the meetings. After that they are like, wow! I guess it was more like I liked 
the idea of being in a sorority rather than knowing the people. Looking back 
now it was really stupid to think that, but it turned out great. Maybe 
intuition, I don’t know. 
It is with these comments that Lorrie gives us an indication that she sees a benefit 
to a change in her Separate/Objective belief that relationships are predominantly 
instrumental for her to reach “her” goals, self-fulfillment and happiness. She 
recognizes that it maybe more important to get to “know” people on their own 
terms as opposed to forcing her self perspective on them. This, along with her 
comments of maintaining relationships with her sorority members, represents a 
change in her ability to recognize the valuable role that interdependence has in 
relationships. 
Change in Self 
All interviewees were asked to qualify any change(s) in how they saw 
themselves now compared to the past. Each interviewee was asked the question 
“What led to the change?” For some, like Don (scaled score - 45), who replied that 
they saw no change, a slightly different line of inquiry was pursued. He was asked 
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questions concerning his preoccupations with social status and power. He agreed 
with statement that he interacts with certain people because he thinks that they will 
be successful. He also spoke of the unchanging importance of his ethnic and 
religious background and how it influenced his relationships, particularly with 
women friends. He stated 
Religion I’m very big about. When I marry someone, the love, you know it 
has to be Jewish. I won’t even make the effort to make it work... like if 
there is a girl the same as me, everything is good from what people tell me, 
but if she’s not Jewish, I’ll back away. I won’t even start. But if she’s 
Jewish, yes because religion is huge to me. 
Once again, Don demonstrates that his value for religion and being the “same” as 
he controls the direction of his relations with others. If these value criteria are not 
met then his concern for others is diminished to the point where he “won’t even 
make an effort for it to work” Inevitably, his role is that of the enforcer of relational 
rules he sets up for others. He embraces such a role to the point that he will “back 
away” and not “even start” if another cannot live up to the obligation he dictates for 
relationships. 
Shawn (scaled score =58) answered the question in terms of responsibility 
and the influence of others. He stated 
* 
Well, I’m not like seventeen anymore and I kind of have to take 
responsibility for something that I do. That’s one. Plus people around you, 
you know that shape you.. .1 think it’s like my problem is that I know a lot 
of stuff. It’s just that I need that reminder all the time. For some reason I do 
need someone there. Do you know what I’m saying? 
Shawn was asked to explain the difference between his conflicting 
statements about “needing someone to help him do things” and “doing things his 
way because he knows what he wants and who others are.” He then replied 
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Do things in the way, like not tell me what to do, but guide me in the right 
way. Like in school when they said pick your own hobby, I hated that. I 
want you to tell me and then I’ll do it.. .1 don’t want to think for myself 
because I don’t have to. When I have to think for myself I think more than I 
should. I think me and whoever else. 
In these comments, Shawn again shows he is conflicted about his perceptions of 
what role he sees relationships play in influencing his sense of self. He makes it 
sound as if he wants to take on the perspective of others. However, he indicates that 
he is truly not interested in seeing things from another’s perspective. Instead, he is 
more interested in reinforcing his perspective by having others “not tell him what to 
do, but guide me in the right way.” In other words, the right way is in reality his 
way. Furthermore, he indicates that he is truly uncomfortable with the notion of 
expanding his views to include those of others because he winds up thinking “more 
than” he should about himself and “whoever else.” 
Like Shawn, Kay (scaled score = 41) began attributing change she saw in 
herself to increasing responsibility and replied 
Having more responsibility for myself. Coming to school. I’m lucky in the 
sense that my parents still give me money and they are always there for me. 
And if I have a problem, I’m still kind of immature in the sense that I would 
run to them for what to do. It’s good to have that but then I see other people 
who are so dependent and...it’s like I feel like I’m immature in that sense. I 
can’t handle myself. I’m only twenty but I don’t need to do that because 
once that is over and I have a real job, then the real world starts. 
When asked the follow-up question about whether or not she described herself a lot 
in relation to other people she said “No, just myself.” Kay indicates that she sees 
the importance of relationships with others, particularly with her parents. However, 
she mainly sees them as instrumental to her being able to sustain her college 
lifestyle. She is often perplexed by her own “immaturity” and sees her parents in 
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the relational role of arbiter to “handle” things that she cannot. She finds it difficult 
to embrace the notion of interdependence in relationships and opts more for only an 
independent self in comments like “I’m only twenty, but I don’t need to do that 
because once college is over...then the real world starts.” 
When Jon (scaled score = 52) was asked what he thought has led to a 
change in his seeing himself differently now he asked, “What made me change?” 
Jon was reposed the statement “Tell me what you think made you change.” Jon 
then responded “To evolve. Is that what we’re talking about? To adapt to 
situations.” He was then asked if he felt he had to change in order to adapt better to 
which he replied “Forced to you know, certain standards... What friends look like. 
You know most of my friends were thin.. .1 wanted to fit in.” Jon shows continued 
reverence to applying preconceived rules about standards for social identity and 
needing to “fit in” and adhere to them. He indicates that he was most distressed in 
life when he himself could not conform to such standards in physical fitness and 
attractiveness. 
When again asked what he thought had led to the change in his ability to 
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look back on his past and if there was anything else that stood out for him he said 
More open-minded... Yeah, about everything now. I think it’s mostly 
college experience. You know back home I’ve started to meet, you know 
black kids and I know some Jewish kids. It’s not a big deal to me anymore 
as it used to be. 
For Jon, and several others, the role that the college experience has played in 
shaping their sense is identified as a positive contributing factor for change. Jon 
further shows that he now is perhaps more concerned about seeing things from the 
perspective of others by being “more open-minded.” In particular, he talked about 
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this “open-minded” change that has occurred for him concerning kids of a different 
race and ethnicity. He states that he has “started to meet” and “know” some kids 
who are Jewish or Black back home and that it (meaning having a relationship with 
someone who is different) is not “as” big a deal to him anymore. The “as” implies 
that he still has not come full circle to embrace the diversity of difference, but that 
he sees connecting with others who are different as a relational sill that is important 
/ 
for him to pursue. 
For Macey (scaled score = 48), the change agents were time and maturity. 
She answered the question by saying, “Well, time I guess. I don’t know. I’ve 
never... I guess time and growing out of it. Just getting older and knowing you 
don’t do those kinds of things anymore.” Recall that Macey mainly saw herself 
through her first three categories of self-description and did not see in change in her 
concept self now compared to the past. Her “getting older and knowing you don’t 
do those kinds of things anymore” comment was in reference to her past fighting 
with others because they were perceived as different than she was. Unfortunately, 
she does not give any indication of whether or not taking on the perspective of 
others has been the reason for her to not act this way towards others anymore. 
However, she does indicate in other parts of her interview that it is less about 
responding to the Connected Self concern for not hurting others and more about 
responding to the Separate/Objective Self of reciprocating to others based on how 
she would like to be treated. 
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Like Jon and others, Janine (scaled score = 29) spoke of the college 
experience as precipitating change. She replied 
Definitely coming up here [college] has changed me greatly. I think I’ve 
become, like I said, very opinionated, more assertive of my self. I let people 
know how I feel right away instead of waiting to the point where it’s just 
too late at that point. 
When asked if she thought such a change came from others she saw as role models 
on campus, she explained “not role models...other students.” She further 
elaborated about a friend who is very vocal and that “She lets everyone know 
what’s on her mind and I envy her for that. That she has the power to do that.” 
When further asked if she thought that others viewed this “power” she spoke of as 
positive, she said, “Not always.” Asked if she still envied the fact that her friend is 
able to be vocal, but does not care what others may think, Janine replied 
I envy the fact that she can just tell people how she feels. If somebody hurts 
her, she doesn’t wait a month and a half and let the person know well back 
then you hurt me... if you do something to her that really hurts her she lets 
you know. Where as I tend to wait awhile before I say something... And 
then I blow up. 
Janine again sees change through self-traits like assertiveness and being 
opinionated. The main relational skill she highlights id being able to respond or 
react immediately to others the “let people know” how she feels. She views this 
skill as important, but it accommodates only one perspective, hers. She then 
recalled an example of “blowing up” which involved her first college roommate. 
She said that she was trying to “make a connection” with her because she was the 
“only person from school” that she had met. She continued 
I was very nice to her. I think she took advantage of that. No, it’s not even 
that I think she took advantage of that but it was just a combination of 
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things. It was just a process to the point where I just blew up and couldn’t 
take any more. I was like I’ve got to leave. I couldn’t handle it anymore. 
Here she tries to explain the benefits of telling people how she feels right away. For 
her the need for this skill arises from experiencing hurt. Therefore, she appears to 
see this skill as a component of duty to tell people before she reaches the unsavory 
point where she will “blow up.” Despite her desire to be connected with others, she 
also uses her negative relational experience to adopt the Separate/Objective 
descriptor of fairness in trying not to “take advantage” of others. Her inability to 
“handle” situations like she described have made her preoccupied about whether to 
in fact be good to others or to attempt to sustain a relationship if reciprocation is 
not apparent from another. 
For Mike (scaled score =1), the change was attributed to self-realization, 
interests and focus. He replied 
I realized what I was interested in. Like in middle school I really wanted to 
be a professional athlete. Later, I decided to take guitar lessons and thought 
I might want to be a professional musician or writer. So I guess a change of 
focus. 
Mike agreed that this change of focus was a result of his ability to experience other 
things that came his way, that he enjoyed or that he might have skills doing. He 
then recalled how he wrote a letter to a family friend who he considered influential. 
The friend responded to the letter acknowledging that Mike had “really good 
writing skills.” Mike considered this compliment as positive feedback that inspired 
him to change focus on what he valued. Both of these examples show Mike’s self 
changing as a result of values. Although this perceived change is mainly articulated 
through his own experiences, he does indicate with his final comments that he used 
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the perspective of others (family friend) to help him change with inspirational 
“feedback.” 
Lorrie (scaled score =0) first responded to the change question with the 
question “Do you mean that I’m happy with myself?” After restating the question 
to her, she replied 
Well, the reason, well it’s not the whole reason, I guess I’ve always been 
attention seeking and radio seemed like a great outlet for it, but I never 
thought I would do it. And then I met Shawn, he’s the morning guy on the 
station that I interned at. He kind of got me into it and then over the years 
there’s been a lot of mentors that I’ve had that kind of taught me and gave 
me a boost and brought me up a level...knowing I can do it. Those were 
influences. 
Lorrie went on and further acknowledged a sorority sister who she has also viewed 
as a mentor and “boost” to her. With these statements, Lorrie acknowledges that 
she seeks attention from others by pursuing activities to meet that personal need for 
interaction. This means that she recognizes relationships are instrumental for her to 
both reach her goal(s) and provide activity that sustains her self “I” needs. She 
refers to her experience with Shawn and other “mentors” who have both “taught” 
and gave a “boost” to her. Similar to Mike, Lorrie looks to incorporating the views 
of others to herself in the form of recognition and mentoring as an important 
Connected characteristic. 
Self Likes 
When asked the question “What do you like about yourself?” Don (scaled 
score = 45) replied “Just that I would do anything I can to help someone. I like that 
I’m competitive and you need that fire in you to show that you got it. I like that.” 
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He then went on to discuss that what he did not like about himself was that he was 
“a little overweight.” Like Jon had done, he placed this dislike in an interesting 
women relationship context. He explained “back to the girl situation... if I was 
skinnier or something or I looked better which I think is true, I’d have a better shot 
at it.” He agreed with the statement that he thinks people will judge a person on 
physical appearance and possessions before they judge them on who they are or 
what they do. Don then launched into the following example: 
If you see a big overweight person from Harvard, and you see a skinny 
looking fellow from Harvard. The ages are the same, the ideas are the 
same—you are going to go for the skinny person because he takes care of 
himself. If he can take care of himself by looking good and all this stuff 
then who knows what he can do for the business. If you have this sloppy 
person...what can he give back? Just think about it. He probably can do a 
better job than this person [skinny one] but you don’t know and that’s why I 
think appearance is very important in life. 
At first glance, Don’s comments about doing “anything to help someone” indicate 
an intent on his part to care about others. However, he quickly lapses back into a 
dialogue focused on using the variables from the first two categories of self- 
description. Like money and power, physical appearance is something by which to 
“judge” others. By linking appearance to corporate ladder climbing and general 
ability, he attempts to reinforce social stereotypes. Furthermore, his preoccupation 
with such social status has influenced the considerations in making judgements 
about others. 
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In addressing the question about what he liked about himself, Shawn 
(scaled score = 58) reinforces that he truly embraces the Separate/Objective 
characteristics of reciprocity and obligation. He said 
I like to stick up for somebody... I don’t like it if I think it’s deep down 
hurting them really bad.. .I’ll stick up for somebody I feel needs it, but if I 
don’t like that person, I don’t know to me I don’t have any remorse. So, 
they got to deserve it. 
Throughout the interview, Shawn consistently saw it as his duty not only to defend, 
but also to punish others because of whatever reasons he deemed legitimate. For 
him, a legitimate reason could be looking at him the wrong way or saying 
something he does not like. What is most is most disturbing is that he can 
legitimate by merely considering only “his” perspective that someone is deserving 
of hurt by him without “remorse” for him or her. He also said that he liked the fact 
that 
I know where I stand. I don’t let other people make my decisions. I don’t 
follow. I’m not a follower. I don’t like to be rejected. I don’t ask for 
something unless I felt it was right or deserved. I don’t like to be accused of 
things. 
Again, he looks at considering the perspective of others as interfering with his 
ability to make his own decisions. To “follow” another implies being able to accept 
their perspective. By not being a follower Shawn dismisses all other views except 
his own. He was asked what happens when he thinks he deserved something and a 
person did not give or do it for him. He responded, “I’d freak out. I’d freak out. I’d 
kill them, but then I’d just get over it.. .Even when I do the wrong thing and I lie 
about it, I convince myself that I was right.” With these comments it is obvious that 
Shawn handles conflict in a very hostile and threatening manner because it 
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interferes with his self-perspective. In the end, he will go to great extremes to 
justify his behavior or views to the point of denying any other action was possible 
or view could have been considered. 
Kay (scaled score = 41) was curt in answering this question and replied 
“Outgoing and I like the fact that it makes me happy to make fun of people. If it 
hurt me to do it then I wouldn’t do it. I just like being there for people. I guess 
that’s it.” She agreed with the interviewer that she found it hard to talk about things 
that were good about herself But even when the interviewer probed again, asking 
her to think about things she liked and to draw on social experiences or things she 
may have learned about herself from others, she said in a defeated tone “I can’t 
think of anything.” 
With these comments, Kay demonstrates two different Separate/Objective 
descriptions. One self finds enjoyment in making “fun of people,” but only if her 
own self does not get hurt by it. Here Kay communicates that making fun of people 
is an acceptable relational ability she values. She values it to a point where it is 
among the few things she identifies as an actual self like. The other self-perspective 
she gives is that of “being there for people.” Being there for others implies a sense 
of duty in relationships that she must uphold or commit to as a friend to others. 
When Jon (scaled score = 52) was asked this same question, he asked the 
interviewer “The most?” and then he struggled a bit before saying, “I know it’s 
going to be the same thing though.” He then replied 
Okay, not arrogant, genuine, handsome. Don’t pick chest hair...I probably 
like it now...probably that I have concern for other people, very generous. 
You know that I’ll probably have a good future. Family-oriented. I think 
looking towards the future is the biggest thing I have. 
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When asked if looking to the future is what he like about himself the most he said 
“Yeah, I do.” and that he has “big aspirations for himself” He elaborated on these 
aspirations by saying, “Well, I want to become a doctor. It takes a lot of hopes. I 
see myself like with a 70 foot yacht or something. You know, driving three 
different cars, a big home.” 
Like Kay and several others interviewed, Jon found it difficult to 
differentiate between what he liked about himself versus how he saw himself. By 
considering the two as the same thing, he falls back to the “same” self- 
characteristics he cited in response to earlier questions. He indicates that he 
considers concern for others as something that he likes about himself in relation to 
others. With the words “genuine” and “generous” he implies that he strives for 
being himself with others and that he is giving of himself to others. This is again 
from the “F perspective and he does not connect it to others by example. So one is 
not sure whether generosity is in reference to such things as care, help, or support 
of others or to material things, time, or advice. Therefore, this could be interpreted 
as a relational Connected or Separate/Objective self-description. However, much 
like Don, it is likely to be the latter because he reverts back to self-likes and 
preoccupation about social status related aspirations and possessions. 
Macey (scaled score = 48) responded with two words to this question that 
“I’m dedicated.” When asked dedicated how. She replied “Like if I want to do 
something, I do it no matter how long it takes or how hard it is to get it.” In terms 
of dedication to friends, she said “I’m dedicated no matter what, in every aspect of 
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that word. I’m dedicated on my job, dedicated at school; I’m dedicated as a friend 
and with my family, with my boyfriend. Like if I say whatever, Fm dedicated.” 
When asked about whether she ever experienced “blind dedication” to 
another person or friend no matter what circumstances arise, she said that she was 
to a point and that in the past she was definitely the type of person who would 
indeed stick it out and “stay with a friend.” Now she would say, “I don’t know 
about you, you probably did that didn’t you?” She noted that more often now she 
has been in a lot of situations in which she could not choose her natural side of 
supporting a friend because they may have done something wrong or because she 
would “need to hear both sides of the story before I can judge.” 
Macey begins by articulating a Separate/Objective trait of commitment to 
others. With her comments she demonstrates concern for others in light of the 
belief that she must preserver in all aspects of relationships. This is coupled with 
her “stand by your friend” belief arising from her sense of obligation or duty to 
friends. However, she does indicate that she used to be more blindly dedicated to 
others, but now, at times, considers the perspectives of others to determine if a 
person is deserving of her “dedication” or relational support. In addition, she is 
beginning to adopt a preoccupation about how to support others “by hearing both 
sides of a story.” But then again, she reverts back to the purpose for considering 
others’ perspectives as being one seeing if the relationship passes the 
Separate/Objective litmus test of living up to the standard of which judgement can 
be rendered. 
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Janine (scaled score 29) also responded succinctly to this question by 
saying, “What do I like about myself? Um, I think what I like is the fact that I can 
be very sensitive to other people’s needs. Maybe to a fault and that I’m very 
social.” Like Macey, Janine puts forward that she likes the ability of a Connected 
Self to pay attention to and detect the needs of others. However, she shows 
ambivalence about whether or not this ability is a good self-defining characteristic 
to have. She considers that it may actually be a personal “flaw” if she uses it 
regularly in her relationships. By identifying that she likes being very social, she 
indicates that she sees connections with others socially as enjoyable, but this could 
be from mainly the “I” self because it fulfills “her” desire to be “active” in general. 
Mike (scaled score = 1) said that he liked “that I’m honest and.. .1 try not to 
judge other people before I know what’s happening. Like if someone tries to say 
something bad about someone else, instead of saying yeah I hate them, I try to learn 
more about all sides of the issue.” Here Mike identifies with a self like that is 
characterized by honesty, reflection, and perspective taking. These are relational 
traits and abilities that he connects with “learning more about all sides of an issue” 
and not adopting a judgmental role in relationships. These are Connected 
descriptors that he finds he values and likes about himself. 
Lorrie (scaled score = 0) addressed her likes in terms of happiness alone and 
with others. She replied 
I’m so happy. I’m hardly ever upset. If I’m upset it only lasts maybe an 
hour. I mean I guess that is what I like most about myself...I’m happy 
doing whatever I do. You know I have a really strong will to do what I want 
to do. I do a lot of things. 
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When asked whether liked being happy by herself or while being around others she 
said “I like to be happy around other people, but I am happy when I’m by myself, 
like I love reading the newspaper and when I’m mostly around other people.” She 
also stated that she was a happier person since coming to college because 
Chelmsford can be pretty stressful at times. It’s just that it’s all pretty 
homogenous. Everybody is kind of the same. Here it’s like my friends end 
up being pretty much the same, but they’re all slightly different like I 
haven’t known them since kindergarten. 
With her upbeat personality, it was not unexpected that Lorrie identified 
with “happiness” as a self like. Her mention of happiness “alone or with others” 
shows she understands the disposition of happiness to be different depending on 
whether she is alone or connecting with others in some way. From this focus on 
personal happiness, she basically narrows her sights to her "1“ perspective and uses 
a standard of "whatever I do” as her barometric measure of happiness. In the end, 
her “strong will” is another trait she uses to make sure she stays happy all the time. 
How this strong will plays out in relation to others is not clear. However, her 
summation of the positive aspects of leaving a “homogenous” town to come to 
college to encounter social diversity (in the form of new acquaintances), signify a 
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Connected Self that has both older “since kindergarten” kinds of relationships and 
newer ones that are socially different in certain ways. 
Perspectives on Race and Ethnicity: Past and Current 
When asked about how he saw himself in relation to children of a different 
race, Don (scaled score = 45) mainly spoke in terms of ethnicity. He said he had 
ethnic diversity among his friends while growing up. Although he speaks of diverse 
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relationships, he is quick to point out that he has had such friendships mainly 
because they have social status as an important common characteristic amongst 
each other. He went on to say, 
All my friends, I have like almost one different ethnic friend from every 
background. It all is diverse. I never really had a problem...our background 
living in the same place... we are all kind of the same, very clean, because 
I’m Persian and Persian is money-making, like Jewish, Asian, and Italian. 
He said his schools consisted predominantly of children who were either 
Jewish or Italian and that while growing up, within his whole town, he 
knew of only three people who were African-American. 
If one recalls, the personal experience he had spoke about that was negative also 
centered on the issue of social status and economic competition he perceived 
between Asians and others like himself. He spoke indignantly about Asians “acting 
like they are on top” and entitled to prestige. He tried to credit this perception of 
Asians with the reasons for why he has become preoccupied with status. He said, 
I refuse to lose. I try not to lose that is why I get mad business wise. I 
always try to be like my family who tries their best to always be on top of 
things. We have others trying to discourage us. It’s not right. 
When he did speak of race, it was only to point out that very few African- 
Americans lived in his town. Overall, he said most of his experiences in college 
have been positive with those of a different race or ethnicity. The more negative 
ones have involved Hispanics. When asked why these experiences would be 
negative for him he initially struggled with a reason. He then came up with an 
example concerning playing basketball to explain. He stated 
I don’t know. I think that they are bad. I don’t know. Like playing a game 
of pickup basketball and white boys playing against Spanish guys and just 
because they think they are as good as African-Americans they can beat 
you, but meanwhile you are beating them. They can’t get that into their 
heads. They will downgrade you. Just stupid things like that. I really don’t 
want to get into it. 
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When probed further about whether he thought that Hispanics have treated him 
badly because they thought they were better, he said that “It depends on the person, 
like I said I am very good on reviewing people and I probably say, good or bad or 
whatever and that’s it. You can’t judge a book by its cover.” What is interesting 
with using this proverb is that Don does precisely the opposite of what he states 
during his interview with regards to this particular example and others he speaks of 
involving people of a different race or ethnicity. 
Like Don, Shawn (scaled score =58) also saw himself in relation to other 
children of a different race or ethnicity as being able to befriend certain ones who 
“were not trouble makers” and who belonged to a certain socioeconomic class, 
usually those who were “wealthy.” In high school, he had one African-American 
friend he spoke of as his best friend. He said that he was close to him because “he 
was probably the most intelligent kid in high school.” However, he went on to say 
that “He was the only Black kid, but not Black, but half Black and half White... so 
it wasn’t a big deal.” With this statement, he implied that it might have been a “big 
deal” if he was only “Black.” He went on to say that other people “thought he was 
such a bad kid in town.” Even his father would tell him to “stay away from him.” 
Later in the interview, he noted his opinion had recently changed about this friend 
because now he had developed a tendency to steal things and a bad reputation for 
selling drugs. 
On campus, he described having superficial friends who were Black saying 
“I tend to like to hang out with Blacks or Spanish people because I’m not White 
and because everyone looks up to them.” He elaborated on this by talking about a 
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well-liked Black basketball player who he observed being approached by many 
fans at a party. Basically, Shawn admired his celebrity status among students. Since 
coming to campus he said that he has had no negative experiences with others of a 
different race or ethnicity, but said 
I always wait for it. I’m kind of like... I wouldn’t start it, but I’m like 
premeditating like what I’m waiting for it and if I’m ready for it, I know it 
can happen and when it does, I’ll be ready for it. 
Shawn gave an example of what he meant by this level of preparedness by talking 
about how he anticipates trouble just walking across campus by others of a 
different race or ethnicity. He said “I’ll just be walking and a guy [different race or 
ethnicity] thinks I’m someone’s punk...if they look back at you and I mean why 
would they look back?” He then went on to say that he “anticipates” trouble 
because he perceives “unspoken tension” and “always looks back at someone.” 
over his shoulder because “it just comes from the way that I am.” When asked 
about any positive experiences, he was fleeting in addressing the question. He said 
that he perceived a change in his experiences since coming to college and stated, 
“Now I know that not all Blacks are this and all Whites are that which I knew, but I 
hadn’t seen before.” However, he also said that he does continue to have strong 
opinions about people when he first meets them, but that he “won’t say it right to 
them,” but rather keep them in the back of his head. 
Kay (scaled score = 41) thought her early childhood was “poorly culturally 
diverse” and that it was not until high school when she noticed some increased 
diversity among students. Her perceptions about other children of a different race 
or ethnicity were described in terms of the reputation her neighborhood had for 
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racial and ethnic conflict. When she was young, she saw herself as not being 
comfortable in approaching other children, who were culturally different, especially 
if they congregated as a group. She also agreed that she historically was not secure 
in herself around others of a different race or ethnicity because she sensed that there 
was some kind of invisible difference. 
At college, she talked about her experiences with diversity in terms of the 
parties she and her sorority sisters attend. She acknowledged that her sorority 
sisters are friends with many African-American students, particularly some of those 
who are on sports teams. With regards to how she saw her relationships with some 
of those people she said. 
I’m not really a best friend of any of them. Like a lot of my sorority sisters 
are very, very close to the basketball team. It doesn’t have anything to do 
with being Black or White. They just happen to be Black. When I hang out 
with them everything is great. I have fun. 
She tried to explain further by remembering relationships she had in high school. 
She recounted how she was always “friends with big basketball and football 
players” because it provided her with a sense of security. She said that her mother 
advised her to “forget if he’s Black or White just as long as he’s big because you 
never know, he can help you out.” 
She also said that she “never had a problem on campus” concerning racial 
or ethnic conflict. When she hears other people talk about incidents that have 
happened that may involved racial or ethnic bias she said “it doesn’t even phase me 
because of what I’ve already gone through. Other people are like, wow, I can’t 
believe that happened.” However, her perspectives concerning race and ethnicity 
on campus took on a decidedly negative tone when asked about multicultural 
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activities. In reference to different racial and ethnic student groups and associations 
she said the following: 
I know that I would be looked at very funny if I walked into the Malcolm X 
Center. I happen to think that entirely. Not like the whole time, but at first. 
Like why is she here? What does she want? I think that’s what everyone 
would say. 
When asked if she had ever done this she said “No reason to.. .never really wanted 
to.” She explained further that she perceives that there are barriers to cultural 
groups. She did not see student congregating by cultural commonalty as a positive 
thing. She stated that 
I mean everything is so segregated. I’m sorry, but I don’t think there should 
be a Black Affairs little thing in the newspaper [school one] once a week. 
You don’t see a White Affairs or Asian Affairs. You just don’t see it. I 
don’t care. If you are going to do one everyday then that is going to be more 
segregated than everything else. 
Her advice on how to reconcile this perceived “unfairness” was to 
Just not do it. Just put it in the rest of the paper. You know I don’t read it. 
I’m not interested in it...but they [Black students] have to like emphasize it. 
But you don’t emphasize it for anybody else. Like why do we need that? 
Why let everyone know? 
She did acknowledge that she was more uncomfortable around certain groups, 
especially Black student ones. She rationalized this by returning to her experiences 
in her home neighborhood and explaining that because of her background she 
“definitely knows what people are capable of [racial or ethnic conflict] any which 
way.” She also agreed that unifying cultural attributes that bring people together 
bothered her by saying “Yeah. It really does.” 
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Jon (scaled score = 52) saw himself in relation to children of a different race 
or ethnicity in terms of his exposure to certain minority groups living in the area 
around his father’s store. He saw the immediate neighborhood as “where most of 
the minorities live” and he saw himself as having “a lot of Asian friends aside from 
Greeks”, but that they were not his “closest friends.” He saw himself as untrusting 
in relation to those that were different culturally from his family because he said “I 
was taught by my parents to be paranoid. You know, like be afraid of what people 
are saying about you.” 
He also spoke of the many stereotypes that were reinforced by his family, 
especially his father concerning those who were culturally different. Even his 
response to contacting his first college roommate by telephone and learning he was 
Jewish, was based on stereotypes that Jon acknowledged were influencing his 
perspectives of others. He said at first “I thought Jewish then he must be stingy. 
You know, a bad person who would do a lot of bad things to me.” He spoke further 
about a friend on campus that speaks very negatively of minorities. He said that 
‘He uses Nigger a lot. He uses all the other things, like Faggot.” When asked if 
these kinds of references to others bothered him, Jon replied no because “I 
understand where he is coming from” and that “he comes from a pretty tough 
place.” He also perceived the friend’s behaviors to not be really harmful because 
“He is one of the funniest kids.” Jon finally acknowledged that in terms of race or 
ethnicity he is most comfortable around students who are “kind of like me [not 
wearing gold jewelry and baggy hip-hop pants].” He also stated that he saw 
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himself now in relation to others who are culturally different as having “a diverse 
group of friends.. .like one person is from every possible background.” 
Macey (scaled score = 48) described that while growing up, she saw herself 
in relation to other kids of a different race or ethnicity as a “minority”. She said 
“Well, I felt it was easier for them [White majority]...being a minority sometimes 
it discriminates [sic] me and sometimes it is helpful.” She noticed in high school 
she was “definitely different” because she “had to take the bus home and a lot of 
them [White students] had...nice cars...lived in Andover...and were the ritzy 
type.” She also said that she saw herself to be “so diverse” and “didn’t care what 
color you were or where you came from.” 
Initially in high school, she remembered being “on the prejudice side” 
because she was new...with all these White people.” She also recalled that her 
friends were prejudice, “especially this one friend...he was very, very prejudice 
against Whites and he would try, and a lot of times I was involved because I was 
always around them.” She further clarified that it was not that she supported his 
ideas, but that she never said anything to intervene or stop them. Instead, she would 
“just go along with it.” She added that she had thought of some racist things and 
attributed them to not being exposed to others and “always hanging out with 
Spanish people and Blacks.” 
Unlike her previous school years, at college she exclaimed, “All my friends 
are like White. It’s so different, so weird.” She attributed it to “exposure” to others 
because her mother was “never really the type to say that you can’t be prejudice” 
and her father was “always stick to your Puerto Ricans” mentality. Concerning 
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racial and ethnic relations on campus she said, “Well, I’ve noticed that a lot of 
Black people here stick together with their kind and it’s very, very racist” She 
admonished Black students for visibly congregating on campus. She said “It takes 
time to realize there are a lot of different people and they [Black students] are 
ignorant about that.” However, as wrong as she thought this was for Black students, 
she did acknowledged that when she first came to school that she similarly only 
“hung out with Spanish people” until meeting a friend who was Jewish. Macey 
went on further to explain that she developed this friendship by being interested in 
and learning about Jewish cultural traditions and history. She also saw herself 
learning about the high level of acceptance of the campus climate for interracial 
relationships. In reference to how she perceived herself in relation to others who are 
culturally different she said, “I guess I realized how it’s very diverse here. It’s very 
different. You see all kinds of people.” 
Janine (scaled score = 29) remarked that in relation to other children of a 
different race or ethnicity that she saw herself as “scared of a White person” and 
that she “had many negative experiences dealing with that” so she would “just tend 
to tip toe around.” She noted that in her early childhood years she did not recall 
having problems, but as she got older did remember difficulties. She stated, 
Especially during high school there was a change. I had a very negative 
experience my first day in high school. I went to college prep school and 
my very first day as I was walking up the stairs, now this is my first day, its 
high school, I’m nervous. I just got a scholarship to go to this school, it’s 
supposed to be one of the best schools in Boston and a White girl 
approached me and said, ‘Why are you here?’ I’m like I go to school here. 
The girl said, ‘Niggers like you don’t belong here.’ I was like, oh my god! 
... It just went downhill from there. I didn’t do well in school to the point 
where I had to leave. 
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Janine expounded that she felt her views of other children of a different race or 
ethnicity were influenced by her parents and other peers in her neighborhood. She 
further explained 
I had a tendency to hang around with West Indian children.. .1 wish there 
were a better word to say it but it’s like that our lines were drawn. Black 
kids stayed with their own. West Indian kids stayed with their own. 
She noted that it was “only during school we were able to communicate, ...but 
soon everyone went home, things were different. When I went home, I went to my 
West Indian home and socialized with my family because those were my 
boundaries and those were the only places I could go.” She perceived that her 
parents “thought she had to be White. They didn’t necessarily like the African- 
American culture because they didn’t think that African-American children were 
well-behaved.” 
Since coming to college, Janine sees herself as having more diversity in her 
relationships with others. Out of all of the interviewees, she was the only one who 
said that she participated in multicultural activities. She spoke of four classes she 
was taking that “involved the Black community,” how she worked for in the Office 
of Student Affairs, and that she was an active member of the Haitian American 
Students Alliance and Association. However, she also expressed frustration the 
Asian student minority groups on campus. She recounted how they did not tend to 
join in most multicultural activities sponsored by other minority groups and they 
did not actively support groups that have experienced incidents of racial or ethnic 
bias. 
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After much probing, Janine finally admitted that she has said, thought 
about, and witnessed things about other students who are racially or ethnically 
different that could be construed as negative. For example, after attending a speech 
on campus by Louis Farrakhan, she explained she had a discussion with a friend 
and said 
Something like well, I don’t understand why the Jewish population doesn’t 
take responsibility for their part of slavery. I don’t care if it’s 1%, 50%, or 
100%. Just take your responsibility. Yes we [African-Americans] did okay. 
I’m not saying an apology or whatever. 
In retrospect, she admitted that she said some things that she should not have, but 
was angry at the time. Similar to her accounting that fights in school prior to 
coming to college were often sparked by anger and heightened tensions between 
culturally different students, she noted she had experienced similar catalysts on 
campus. She stated 
At the Farrakhan thing emotions were very high. After watching the movie 
Glory, I was so upset about that. I mean certain things trigger me off and it 
just makes me very upset that I, being a Black person, in this country, can’t 
get my fair share or can’t get a break. It’s always taunting and whatever. 
In further elaboration of her feelings at that time she noted that there were times 
“especially after seeing Glory where I wish that why didn’t just all White people 
die.” She also admitted that she and a group of friends had actually set out to take 
explore options for taking action as a statement against racism and the White 
establishment. In a group of five, she said 
We just wanted to burn up the whole school and blow it up... God wouldn’t 
be perfect, wouldn’t be a great idea to just go to one of the buildings 
[Chancellor’s] and just blow it up. Maybe, we’ll get a reaction and maybe it 
will be a wake-up call that there is stuff that needs to be addressed that’s not 
being addressed. 
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Although they seriously discussed this form of retaliation, she said they never acted 
upon their anger or plans aside from going outside and doing a lot of “screaming 
and yelling after that.” 
Mike (scaled score = 1) described several stories about how he was drawn 
to other children who demonstrated “difference” that he was curious about. In 
particular, he talked about one child he had known for about a month who he had 
gotten into a fight with and pushed after the boy taunted him. Although Mike said it 
was common for him to be taunted by other children, including this child, he 
accepted responsibility for his actions, which in retrospect he views as wrong. He 
said, “I’m not going to blame it on him, I had a bad temper.” 
Mike talked about another incident where he was at home “reacting to being 
shoved by 3 Black kids and like, I pushed this one kid down after doing that [being 
shoved] and he got a bloody nose. I felt bad afterwards.” He tried to understand this 
event within the context of being an only child. He thought of himself as “probably 
more greedy because I had all my parents’ attention. I had the temper a little and I 
didn’t know how to deal, or just work with the temper.” He described how his 
father had “the kind of temper that it takes a really long time to build up to.. .he was 
very self-conditioned...independent” and found ways to resolve his own conflicts. 
As noted previously in his profile, Mike viewed himself in relation to other 
students in high school that were of a different race or ethnicity as being “different” 
and that he was curious to meet such people because of such difference to “find out 
what kinds of people they are.” He came to college anticipating and looking 
forward to student diversity. However, he soon discovered that not unlike other 
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interviewees, he “hung out with the same kinds of people he hung out with back 
home.” He described the experience by saying it was “A lot of like wondering 
about separation, like Asian people together in a group and where the lines cross. 
Like my friend dated a girl from Hawaii and you see lines cross ” He said he was 
both conscious of and curious about such differences and separations. Like Lorrie, 
his experiences with culturally different students has been slow to evolve and 
limited in scope. He did say he had one friend who was Hispanic and that he 
perceived that the friend’s parents were “trying to Americanize.” He spoke of this 
Americanization in terms of not knowing what was right, but that he perceived it as 
a loss of his friend’s social identity. 
Mike also expressed regret over not being involved in multicultural 
activities on campus and said, “I would like to be. I would like to get closer to 
that.” He went on further to explain that he had perceived it difficult to access or 
connect with multicultural activities. He also lamented a bit about losing student 
diversity in his classes since he became an English Major. He also retracted using 
the word uncomfortable to describe how he saw himself now in relation to others 
who are culturally different. Instead he opted for saying “it’s not so much 
uncomfortable, but wondering what other person is thinking about me because of 
their own personal experiences and views.” 
During Lome’s (scaled score = 0) interview, she had noted that there “were 
only four Black people in my entire high school.” When asked how she saw herself 
in relation to children of a different race or ethnicity, she started by “Didn’t know 
any. I really did not. I mean the farthest from my race was like Italian or 
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something.” The researcher reminded her about some Asian families in her 
neighborhood, but she stated that she did not “remember noticing whatsoever (any 
difference) when I was little.” However, she did recall an experience while in 5th 
grade that centered on a Michael, who was a “Black kid and was really, really tall, 
and a cool kid.” 
Lorrie explained that her music teacher told the class that none of them 
would ever be famous and another child pointed out that “Michael, because he was 
so tall, was probably going to be a famous basketball player.” She said that 
statement made her think that was kind of stereotypical because 
I mean I’m sure we said it because we saw that on TV and most of them 
were Black and tall, but that was just the only difference I remember. But I 
don’t remember.. .I’ve never had a good friend of another race, even now. I 
just don’t meet that many people. 
Since coming to college, Lorrie expressed “I think it’s cool to meet other people 
from different countries. All my friends are pretty much like me—American with 
similar backgrounds.” She said that she was “sort of friends with one Black girl” 
who was a stripper. Despite the social stigma associated with being a stripper, 
Lorrie thought she was “wicked cool” and said “I don’t think she’s like a good 
example, not that she’s bad, but she’s the only one I’ve met and it doesn’t change 
how I feel anyway.” 
She also recounted a positive experience she had with an African-American 
male student she had met at a party and talked to at length. She said “we were 
talking politics and he said that he would like to see an African-American in office. 
I was like, sure why not?” She further stated that she is not uncomfortable around 
people who are of a different race or ethnicity because “once you talk to them, like 
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they are fine. Nobody cares once they’ve met you, but it’s the unknown.. .you just 
don’t know.” 
Social Identity: Perpetrators vs. Non-perpetrators 
Analyzing the content of responses for similarities and differences among 
perpetrators’ and non-perpetrators’ perspectives on self was supplemented by a 
quantitative analysis that was conducted to determine predominant mode of self- 
definition. By incorporating specific social identity questions into the interview 
schedule and by coding interviewees’ responses using the scheme developed by 
Lyons (1983), several things became evident about how student perpetrators see 
themselves in relation to self and others, including those who are culturally 
different. First, the coding of responses based on variables across four self¬ 
descriptor categories yielded findings that interviewees used the relational category 
of Separate/Objective Self most frequently (41.1%) to respond to self-descriptor 
questions. The coding analysis also revealed that the category of Connected Self 
accounted for only 10.1% of the responses. Of this total, the two non-perpetrator 
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interviewees accounted for 62.1% of those descriptors relating to a Connected Self. 
As respective groups, the perpetrators were approximately 11 times more likely to 
use the Separate/Objective relational component, whereas the non-perpetrators 
were 18 times more likely to use the Connected relational component when 
describing self and others. 
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In terms of qualitatively analyzing the content of subject responses, there 
are several notable findings among the perpetrator and non-perpetrator groups to 
discuss. From the start of the social identity line of inquiry, it was apparent to the 
researcher that most all of the subjects had difficulty describing the self This 
difficulty was to the point where subjects anticipated that the researcher would 
somehow help or know them enough to define them. The majority of perpetrators 
viewed relationships in terms of being a “means to end” or something instrumental 
for their own personal gain or social advancement. They also considered 
“friendships” as reflections of their own relational aspirations or attributes. In other 
words, they frequently described what friends should do for them and how they 
conform to meet their own personal needs. This reflection extends further into a 
skewed perspective in which perpetrators viewed themselves as more important in 
any given relationship. Several perpetrators also articulated that the need for 
monetary gain or social status took precedence over the need for significant or 
lasting relationships. In contrast, both non-perpetrators described significant 
relationships that helped to better describe the self. In the case of Mike, it was 
people who acknowledged his writing skills and for Lorrie it was the radio program 
mentor. 
A majority of the perpetrators demonstrated severe distrust about the 
intentions of others and the potential for being taken advantage of by others. In 
conjunction with this distrust, several also exhibited a recurring preoccupation of 
how others viewed them. This preoccupation was so intense for some of the 
perpetrators that they indicated they would abruptly abandon relationships before 
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being viewed negatively or perceived as weak by a friend. The perpetrators 
predominantly were stuck on the “I” perspective when they spoke about self and 
how they solve problems, lead in a relationship, or defend stances for friends. The 
reoccurring notion of being superior in relation to others was found consistently 
across perpetrator interviews, whereas the non-perpetrators described themselves as 
being socially flawed and were receptive to personal improvement. 
Virtually absent among perpetrator descriptions of self in relation to others 
was what they actually received from or learned about from another person whom 
they considered as a friend. Another repeating perspective about self that was noted 
among perpetrators was that of being overly sure or confident in everything they 
believe or do. They also frequently projected a self-image of being in “control” of 
the destiny of every relationship and were quick to make judgements about others. 
With the exception of Jon, all of the perpetrators could not see change in 
themselves at all. They even resisted talking about change. Several purported to 
having always been the same and to never having actually changed. In contrast, 
both non-perpetrators talked of how they reflected on feedback from others to make 
changes in their selves, life goals, or personal aspirations. To one degree or another 
during the course of the interview, but not necessarily during the identity portion, 
all of the subjects eventually noted that the college experience itself somehow 
influenced certain differences they noted in themselves. 
In terms of self-likes, most all of the perpetrators had difficulty 
distinguishing between what they liked about themselves and how they defined or 
described themselves. Several actually seemed frustrated with having to repeat a 
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description of the self as opposed to talking about they liked about the definition of 
self they had put forth. All three of the female perpetrators, liked being more 
verbally aggressive and proactive in not letting others take advantage of them. 
In terms of how perpetrators saw themselves in relation to others of a 
different race or ethnicity, all of the perpetrators eventually identified certain 
cultural groups that they felt uncomfortable about or hostile towards. AJthough the 
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target racial or ethnic group may have differed among them, they all verbalized 
having distinctly negative stereotypical views. Many of the perpetrators did not like 
the visible congregation of racial or ethnic groups and felt uncomfortable when 
they were considered the minority present at an event or social place of gathering. 
Beyond visible congregation, several perpetrators verbalized opposition to the 
“special treatment” they perceived certain racial or ethnic groups receiving and 
viewed such allowances as unfair to other cultural groups. Several perpetrators 
went to great lengths to justify their or another person’s use of derogatory language 
when addressing someone of a different race or ethnicity. They frequently made 
light of their use of epithets and accused others of not understanding the context or 
humor behind using them. In contrast, both non-perpetrators felt uncomfortable 
when witnessing the defamation of certain racial or ethnic groups and noted that 
they had intervened or would verbalize opposition in an effort to stop it. 
Several of the perpetrators noted that their experience with cultural diversity 
in college was challenging some of the embedded racial and ethnic stereotypes they 
had brought with them to the college. As children growing up, none of the 
perpetrators were encouraged by their parents to establish friendships with other 
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children who were racially or ethnically different from them in order to learn about 
their culture. Despite experiencing relatively little racial or ethnic diversity growing 
up, both of the non-perpetrators now viewed cultural diversity with interest. This 
interest was noted to be in the form of recognizing, respecting, and even embracing 
difference. 
In contrast, most of the perpetrators continued to perceive cultural 
difference as a potential for tension and conflict in any given setting. Most of the 
perpetrators would claim to have many “friends” who were racially or ethnically 
different, but then would indicate that they were more of an acquaintance and that 
they did not really socialize with them. Interestingly, several perpetrators fixated on 
the celebrity status or student cult following of minority athletes and spoke about 
them with keen interest. In some cases, such athletes were placed in a separate 
category by perpetrators, one in which they were perceived as being “cool” and 
unlike the “norm” they associated with others who were culturally similar, but not 
athletes. 
The majority of perpetrators indicated feelings of either fear or superiority 
when describing themselves in relation to children and adults of a different race or 
ethnicity. Several professed to be experts on judging those who fit their “bad” 
racial or ethnic stereotype and those who did not. All of the perpetrators described 
negative experiences they had with others who were of a different race or ethnicity 
and frequently saw themselves as a victim as opposed to aggressor during conflicts. 
In contrast, both non-perpetrators saw themselves as being responsible to intervene 
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when they witnessed others being negative towards someone who was culturally 
different. 
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Figure 6.1 Four Major Categories for Self-Description Responses 
and Corresponding Variable Characteristics 
Category I Category II Category III 
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Table 6.1 Relationships* of Reciprocity and Relationships of Response 
SEPARATE/OBJECTIVE SELF 
Relationships experienced 
in terms of 
Mediated through Grounded in 
RECIPROCITY RULES ROLES 
between separate individuals 
concern for others based 
on how one would like to be 
considered with objectivity 
and fairness 
that maintain fairness 
reciprocity in relationships 
which come from 
duties of obligation 
and commitment 
CONNECTED SELF 
Relationships experienced 
as 
Mediated through Grounded in 
RESEPONSE TO OTHERS ACTIVITY OF CARE INTERDEPENDENCE 
view others on their terms 
concern for the good of others 
or for the alleviation of their 
burdens, hurt, or suffering 
(physical or psychological) 
which maintains and 
sustains caring and 
connection in relationships 
which comes from 
recognition of the 
interconnectedness 
of people 
*Relationships—the ways of being with or towards others that all individuals experience, but that may be 
understood in either of two ways. 
Note. Adapted from “Two Perspectives: On Self, Relationships, And Morality" by Nona Plessner Lyons, 1983, 
Harvard Educational Review, 53, p. 134. Copyright 1983 by Nona Plessner Lyons. 
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Table 6.2 Distribution of Self-Description Response Variables 
by Count and Percent Across Categories 
Category 1 
General Factual Count Percent (%) 
GENFACT 2 .69 
INDENTACTIV 17 5.9 
INDENTPOSSE 4 1.4 
PHYSICAL 10 3.5 
SOCIALS TAT 9 3.1 
Total Across Categories 42 14.6 
Category II 
Ability & Agency 
AGENCY 2 .69 
GEN ABILITY 8 2.8 
INTELLECT 4 1.4 
PHYSABIL 5 1.7 
Total Across Categories 19 6.6 
Category III 
Psychological 
BELIEF V ALU 16 5.6 
INTERESTS 12 4.2 
PREOCCUPAT 14 4.9 
TRAITS 37 12.9 
Total Across Categories 79 27.5 
Category IV 
Relational-CONNECTED 
RE-EXIST 4 1.4 
RE-ABILITY 8 2.8 
RE-TRAITS 4 1.4 
RE-CONCERN 6 2.1 
RE-PREOCCUP 1 2.4 
Total Across Categories 29 10.1 
Category IV 
Relational-SEP/OBJECTIV 
SEP-PART 12 4.2 
SEP-SKILL 18 6.3 
SEP-TRAITS 30 10.5 
SEP-CONCER 39 13.6 
SEP-PREOCCU 19 6.6 
Total Across Categories 118 41.1 
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Table 6.3 Distribution of Coded Self-Descriptor Variables by 
Individual Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators 
CATEGORY I 
GENFACT 
IDENTACTIV 
IDENTPOSSE 
PHYSICAL 
SOCIALSTAT 
CATEGORY II 
AGENCY 
GENABILITY 
INTELLECT 
PHYSABIL 
CATEGORY III 
BELIEFVAL 
INTERESTS 
PREOCCUPAT 
TRAITS 
CATEGORY IV- 
CONNECTED 
RE-EXIST 
RE-ABILITY 
RE-CONCERN 
RE-PREOCCUP 
RE-TRAITS 
CATEGORY IV- 
SEP./OBJECTIVE 
SEP-CONCER 
SEP-PART 
SEP-PREOCCU 
SEP-SKILL 
SEP-TRAITS 
PERPETRATORS 
Don Shawn Kay Jon Macey Janine 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 0 0 
5 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
2 2 1 
2 2 0 
5 2 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 1 0 
1 0 0 
7 0 0 3 0 
1 2 2 2 1 
5 3 12 0 
1 5 4 0 6 
1 
0 
0 
3 
Note. * = Non-perpetrator 
NON-PERPETRATORS 
Mike* Lorrie* 
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Table 6.4 Comparison of Predominant Self-Definition Mode of Perpetrators 
and Non-perpetrators by Count and Percent 
SUBJECT GROUP 
SELF-DEFINITION MODE 
SEPARATE/ 
OBJECTIVE CONNECTED Total 
1. PERPETRATOR 
N 117 11 128 
Average Hits/Subject 19.5 1.8 21.3 
Subject Hit RangeA/ariable 0-9 0-2 0-9 
Percent 91.4 8.6 100.0 
II. NON-PERPETRATOR 
N 1 18 19 
Average Hits/Subject 0.5 9.0 9.5 
Subject Hit RangeA/ariable 0-1 i 
<Z>
 
-t>
 
^
 ■ 
0-4 
Percent 5.3 94.7 100.0 
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CHAPTER Vn 
PERPETRATORS’ CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT 
MORALITY AND DECISION-MAKING 
Introduction 
In conjunction with social identity, moral development is considered an 
important aspect and focus of this study. As previously described in the literature 
review and methods sections, Gilligan (1977, 1982a) and Lyons (1983) pose that 
there is more than one distinct mode that describes the process of people making 
moral choices. They challenge the traditional psychological models that hold that 
moral decision-making is mainly about a person in a discrete moment of individual 
choice. They have identified a second mode that views a person in a connected and 
attending role of choice. The first mode views the individual as “ever capable of 
detached objectivity in situations of human choice (Lyons, 2000, p. 126). Whereas 
the second, views the individual as interdependent, responsive, and caring in 
situations of human choice. Based on identifying the second mode, Gilligan (1977, 
1982a) postulated that there are two considerations used by individuals in making 
moral decisions. One consideration is that of rights or justice, the other 
consideration is that of response or care. Lyons (1983) later noted that there is a 
social dimension that is central to the making of moral choices in terms of 
individuals’ ways of seeing and being in relation to others. 
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In this chapter, a review and analysis of the considerations, conflicts, and 
decisions that student perpetrators of ethnoviolence make concerning moral choices 
will be presented and discussed. A significant amount of the literature concerned 
with ethnoviolence both in and out of higher education has focused on perpetrator 
behavior as being unethical, unjust, and immoral (Dalton, 1989; Clay & Sherrill, 
1991; Hively, 1990; Jones, 1990a, Wiggins, 1989). Therefore, it is reasonable to 
hypothesize that perpetrators of ethnoviolence may exhibit distinct modes of 
morality when confronted with ethical conflict and decision-making. 
Morality as Care and Morality as Justice 
Lyons (1983) confirmed that the conceptions of morality and identity are 
constructs and each represents ideals. She examined the developmental patterns of 
both of these constructs in relation to each other. Table 7.1 represents these 
constructs and was adapted from Lyons (1983) to demonstrate the relationship 
between identity and morality. From this table, one can see that the construct 
known as Morality of Justice is linked to the relational component of a 
Separate/Objective Self and holds moral choice in terms of rights, fairness and 
reciprocity. Whereas, the construct known as Morality of Care is linked to the 
relational component of a Connected Self and holds moral choice in terms of 
empathy, relationships, and response. 
With both of these constructs one views moral problems in a distinct 
manner, one adopts unique considerations when faced with moral choice, and one 
uses different criteria for the evaluation of moral decisions. With a Morality of 
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Justice, an individual construes moral problems to be issues of conflicting claims 
between self, others, and society and employs impartial rules, principles or 
standards to make decisions. With a Morality of Care, an individual construes 
moral problems to be issues of relationships and the response to others on their own 
terms and employs the activity of caring for others to make decisions. A Morality 
of Justice considers roles, obligations, duty and commitments and applies 
principles, standards, and rules for self and society when faced with making a 
moral choice. Whereas, A Morality of Care considers the maintenance of 
relationships, promotion of the welfare of others, and prevention of harm to others 
when rendering a moral decision. In terms of evaluating moral decisions, a 
Morality of Justice is primarily concerned with the process of how decisions are 
made, justified, or thought about and whether values, principles, or standards were 
maintained for all those involved with the problem. In contrast, a Morality of Care 
evaluates a moral choice by what has or will happen, how things actually worked 
out for those involved, and whether relationships were maintained or restored as a 
result of a decision. 
Lyons (1983) postulated that both constructs represent ideals and have 
strengths and weaknesses. For example, she noted that equality is both a strength 
and ideal for a Morality of Justice, whereas, concern for the needs of individuals on 
their own terms is both a strength and ideal for a Morality of Care. Drawing on 
such notions of each of these morality ideals and characteristics, Lyons developed a 
scheme that corresponds to these two constructs that could be used to code the 
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various considerations individuals use when encountering moral problems and 
making moral decisions (See Appendix F). 
Review of Methodology 
In order to obtain data to analyze which morality constructs were 
predominantly used by those interviewed, two major questions were posed to each 
interviewee. Like the self-descriptor questions, these questions were adopted 
directly from Gilligan’s and Lyons’ research interview schedules. These two 
questions were asked during the second hour of interviewing (See Appendix D). 
The two questions asked were as follows: 
1. Have you ever been in a situation where you were not sure what was the 
right thing to do? 
2. What does the word morality mean to you? 
As one can see from the interview schedule, the first question with its related sub¬ 
questions, are intended to illicit a response from the interviewee about a real life 
moral conflict. Additionally, information on how the interviewees resolved their 
conflicts and evaluated their decision(s) was sought by asking certain questions. 
The second question was designed to obtain information about how each 
interviewee thought about moral conflict and decision-making in a broader sense. 
The researcher also posed a hypothetical moral dilemma to each interviewee. This 
dilemma is known in moral development circles as the “Heinz dilemma” and is 
frequently used to generate thought about a hypothetical conflict that has moral 
dimensions. This dilemma centers on a husband who steals either medication from 
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a pharmacy or money to buy medication from a pharmacy for his wife who is sick 
because he has lost his job and health insurance. This dilemma was posed to each 
interviewee after the second question on moral meaning and its related sub¬ 
questions were asked. Finally, since this study is focused on ethnoviolent 
perpetrators, additional information was asked about a recent conflict or problem 
interviewees had which involved issues of race or ethnicity (See Appendix D, 
Question #3). 
After collecting the interview data, the responses to each of the morality 
questions were analyzed and coded using Lyons’ (1983) scheme for moral 
considerations of response and rights in an Ethnograph Project Database. The 
findings of the entire analytic process are presented within this chapter in the 
following manner: 
♦ Discussion of coding scheme and variables 
♦ Coded Results of moral considerations data 
♦ Personal moral conflicts of interviewees 
♦ Meaning of morality and Heinz Dilemma 
♦ Personal racial/ethnic conflict 
4 
4 
♦ Discussion of the morality constructs used by interviewees 
Moral Considerations: Scheme and Variables 
Along with each of the transcribed interviews, the coding scheme 
(Appendix F) used in analyzing the responses to the moral conflict questions was 
organized by the researcher into variables and entered into an Ethnograph Project 
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Database. Figure 7.1 shows the two distinct constructs of morality, namely Justice 
and of Care. No matter which construct is used by individuals faced with making a 
moral decision, the actual problem or conflict can be viewed in three stages. The 
first stage is called Construction and it refers to the considerations used by a people 
as they interpret or make sense of a moral problem. The second stage is called 
Resolution and refers to the considerations used by people as they make decisions 
or choices about how to resolve a moral problem. The third stage is known as 
Evaluation and it refers to the considerations people use to assess or judge the 
decisions or choices they have made in an effort to resolve a moral problem. 
Each of the morality constructs (Justice and Care) is comprised of these 
three stages and characterized by unique considerations or variables. As one can 
see from Figure 7.1, there are a total of 14 variables that characterize the three 
stages. The Construction and Resolution stages of the Justice and Care constructs 
consist of 5 variables each. The same variables are used when analyzing 
considerations that are made during both of these moral problem stages. With 
regards to the Morality as Justice Construction and Resolution stages, the variable 
labeled SELF represents considerations that individuals make that are focused on 
the general effects a moral problem poses to them. This would include the trouble 
one encounters in trying to decide what to do or how to decide what to do. 
Considering the general impact that a moral problem presents to other people is the 
opposing consideration that is characteristic of a Morality as Care and represented 
by the variable OTHER. The RE-DUTY variable characterizes considerations 
individuals are focused on when presented with a moral conflict. These 
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considerations are centered on a person’s concern about relational obligations, duty 
or commitment. In contrast, considerations of how to maintain or restore 
relationships in the face of conflict is characteristic of a Morality as Care 
orientation and is represented by the RE-MAIN variable. RULES-FAIR is a 
Morality as Justice variable that represents the considerations made by individuals 
that revolve around the application of standards, rules or principles to a moral 
dilemma. Such applications are frequently linked to fairness and reciprocity and 
individuals consider how they would like to be treated if faced with the same 
dilemma. The WELFARE variable is the opposing consideration for Morality as 
Care. It represents the considerations individuals use that are oriented around 
concern for the well being and welfare of others. When presented with a moral 
problem, such individuals will try to avoid the conflict altogether through some 
decision or attempt to alleviate another’s physical or psychological burden, hurt, or 
suffering. The Morality as Justice variable, PRINCIPLE, refers to the 
considerations individuals make about a moral problem that reflect a primary 
concern for upholding principles over the situation that is presented. This is 
different from the Morality as Care variable, aptly called SITUATION. This 
variable represents considerations that place the context of the individual situation 
over adhering to principles, standards, and rules. The fifth Morality as Justice 
variable is called CONTEXT. This represents responses by individuals that 
consider that others have their own separate contexts. In contrast, the Morality as 
Care variable of CARE considers care of self as well as care of self in relation to 
others. 
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The Evaluation stage for both constructs is made up of two variables each. 
The Morality as Justice variable called DECISION represents those considerations 
made by individuals that evaluate the resolution of a moral conflict in terms of the 
process used to make a decision. Such considerations are focused on how one 
decided, thought of, or justified his or her choices when faced with a moral 
problem. When evaluating a moral problem and its resolution, a Morality as Care 
individual considers what has transpired or happened to those involved and 
assesses how things worked out for self and others. These types of consideration 
are represented by the variable called OUTCOME. The second Evaluation stage 
variable of Morality as Justice is called VALU-MAIN and represents individuals’ 
considerations that are concerned with whether or not values, standards, or 
principles were maintained across the Construction and Resolution stages of 
dealing with a moral problem. On the other hand, individuals who adopt a Morality 
as Care orientation would primarily consider whether or not relationships were 
■ 
maintained or made whole when evaluating how they handled a moral conflict. 
Such consideration is represented by the variable called RE-RESTORE. 
4 
Moral Considerations Data 
All of the interviews were analyzed and the contents of the answers to the 
moral conflict and decision-making questions were matched accordingly to each of 
the variables adapted from Lyons (1983) moral considerations coding scheme (See 
Appendix F and Figure 7.1). Since there were only 8 interviewees, the researcher 
wanted to capture moral considerations in several ways to allow for a thorough 
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comparison of the predominant modes of morality that were found to be 
consistently used among the 6 perpetrators and 2 non-perpetrators. The first way 
was to capture moral considerations relative to any personal conflict that was 
independently identified by the interviewee. The second way was to obtain 
information of the moral considerations used by interviewees when posed with a 
hypothetical moral dilemma (Heinz dilemma). The third way was to identify the 
moral considerations used by perpetrators and non-perpetrators concerning a 
personal racial/ethnic conflict they experienced. 
The data in this section is organized around the two previously discussed 
morality constructs of Justice and Care in the form of individual tables. The 
distribution data results of the coded moral considerations articulated by 
interviewees is presented across the three moral conflict stages of Construction, 
Resolution, and Evaluation. Results are presented on an aggregate as well as 
individual level for comparison purposes. The corresponding count and percent 
total, across each of the stages for both morality constructs resulting from the 
number of times the researcher identified considerations matching each of the 
coding scheme variables, is presented. 
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 are the respective frequency distributions for the 
Morality as Care and Morality as Justice coded variable considerations relative to 
the personal conflict(s) presented by interviewees. One can see from these tables 
that interviewees used considerations of all three stages (Construction, Resolution, 
and Evaluation) of the Morality as Justice construct the most when describing 
personal conflict. Table 7.3 shows that the Resolution stage of Morality as Justice 
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accounted for 28.7% of all considerations coded, followed by the Construction 
(21.0%) and Evaluation (16.2%) stages. In total, the Morality as Justice variables 
accounted for 65.9% of all the considerations articulated by interviewees. In 
contrast, the Morality as Care stages totaled only 34.2% of all considerations 
presented during interviewing. From Table 7.3, one can see that the DECISION 
variable was most frequently used (12.6%), followed by the Construction stage 
SELF (9.6%) variable and Resolution stage RULESFAIR (7.8%) variable. 
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show the distribution of Personal Conflict considerations 
of the Morality of Care and Justice constructs by individual perpetrators and non¬ 
perpetrators. From Table 7.5 one can see that perpetrator subjects accounted for 
the majority of considerations (103 out 110) coded for the Morality of Justice 
construct as compared with the non-perpetrators (7). In comparison, Table 7.4 
indicates the non-perpetrators communicated 33 of the 57 Morality of Care 
considerations when addressing personal conflict meaning. Since only two non¬ 
perpetrators were interviewed, analysis for the predominant morality construct used 
for each conflict type was determined within and between each subject group. 
Table 7.14 shows this comparison. Among the six perpetrators, the Morality as 
4 4 
Justice construct was used 81.1% of the time when considering a personal conflict. 
The average use of Justice considerations per perpetrator was 17.2. In comparison, 
the non-perpetrators used Morality as Care 82.5% of the time. The average use of 
Care considerations per non-perpetrator was 16.5. When comparing perpetrators to 
non-perpetrators, perpetrators were 4.9 times more likely to use Justice as their 
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predominant mode, whereas, the non-perpetrators were 4.1 more times likely to use 
the Care mode as their predominant construct when faced with a Personal Conflict. 
An analysis of coded considerations made with regards to the Hypothetical 
Conflict revealed similar findings. Tables 7.6 and 7.7 indicate that of the total 166 
considerations identified, 102 and 64 were respectively coded as Morality as 
Justice and Morality as Care variables. Once again, the Resolution stage of the 
Justice construct accounted for the majority (27.7%) of all considerations made, but 
this time it was followed by the Resolution stage of the Care construct (21.2%) and 
then by the Construction stage of the Justice construct (19.8%). Although there 
was an increase in the number of considerations coded under the Care construct, 
they were largely attributed to the two non-perpetrators. Within the Morality as 
Justice variables, RULESFAIR was the most frequently coded (12.0%) followed by 
the SELF (8.4%) and DECISION (7.8%) variables. The WELFARE variable of the 
Morality as Care construct was used with the same frequency (8.4%) as the SELF 
variable. 
When one reviews the distribution of considerations by individual 
perpetrators and non-perpetrators in Tables 7.8 and 7.9, one can visibly see the 
4 * 
differences in variable counts. Table 7.8 shows that of the 64 Morality as Care 
considerations coded, 48 were attributed to the two non-perpetrators compared to 
16 from the perpetrators. The opposite relationship was found for the Morality as 
Justice construct. Data from Table 7.9 indicates that the perpetrators accounted for 
85 of the total 102 considerations coded compared to only 17 from the non- 
perpetrators. When faced with a Hypothetical Conflict, perpetrators were again 
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found to predominantly use the Morality of Justice construct. Table 7.14 shows that 
the perpetrator group used the Justice (84.2%) construct over the Care (15.8%) one 
when considering the Heinz dilemma. The average use of Justice considerations per 
perpetrator was 14.1. In contrast, non-perpetrators again used Care (73.8%) rather 
than Justice (26.2%). The average use of Care considerations per non-perpetrator 
was 24. When comparing the two groups’ responses to a Hypothetical Conflict, 
perpetrators were 1.7 times more likely to use Justice, whereas, the non¬ 
perpetrators were 8.9 times more likely to use Care as their respective predominant 
morality constructs. 
Aggregate data results relative to the considerations used by the 
interviewees when facing a Racial/Ethnic Conflict are presented in Tables 7.10 and 
7.11. From Table 7.11 one can see that again the Justice conflict stage of 
Resolution accounted for the greatest percentage (33.1%) of coded considerations 
followed by the Evaluation (19.8%) and Construction (19.2%) stages. The 
DECISION variable was the most frequently coded consideration with 20 (13.2%) 
counts followed by the RULESFAIR (12.6%) and VALU-MAIN (6.6%) variables 
respectively. With regards to total considerations across all stages, Morality of Care 
A 
accounted for 27.5% and Morality of Justice 72.5%. 
Tables 7.12 and 7.13 show the actual variable counts for individual 
perpetrators and non-perpetrators. Table 7.12 shows that as a group, perpetrators 
and non-perpetrators were coded 21 times each for a total of 42 Morality as Care 
considerations. Table 7.13 indicates that the perpetrators accounted for the majority 
of Justice considerations (99 of 109) compared to the non-perpetrators (10). When 
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looking at the respective groups, Table 7.14 again shows that the perpetrators used 
the Justice construct 82.5% of the time. The average use of Justice considerations 
per perpetrator was 16.5. In contrast, the non-perpetrators mainly used the Care 
(67.8%) construct. The average use of Care considerations per non-perpetrator was 
10.5. When comparing responses between the two groups, perpetrators were 3.3 
times more likely to use Justice, whereas, non-perpetrators were 3 times more 
likely to use Care as their respective predominant construct when they experienced 
a racial/ethnic related conflict. 
Across all three types of moral conflict that were coded, Table 7.14 
indicates that perpetrators were more likely to use considerations of Justice when 
faced with moral dilemmas. On average, across all three types of conflict, 
perpetrators were 3.3 times more likely to rely on Morality of Justice as a 
predominant construct compared to non-perpetrators. Similarly, non-perpetrators 
across all three conflicts on average were 5.3 times more likely to use the Morality 
of Care construct as their predominant construct. 
Moral Considerations and Conflict 
There are several components that are important to review when analyzing 
an individual’s perspective on morality, conflict and ethical decision-making. Each 
of the interviewee responses were analyzed and organized into the three stages of 
moral consideration that Lyons (1983) noted as important in making moral 
decisions and meaning of conflicts. The following three sections are the qualitative 
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accounts given by the 8 interviewees in response to various moral choice questions. 
The first section deals with personal conflicts that were identified by interviewees 
in which they were unsure of the right thing to do. The second section presents 
interviewees’ understanding of terms associated with moral choice and of a 
hypothetical conflict situation posed to them. The third section contains 
interviewees’ accounts of conflicts involving race or ethnicity that they have 
experienced. Each section gives greater insight of the different perspectives that 
both the perpetrators and non-perpetrators had with respect to various dilemmas 
and conflicts they experienced or were asked to consider. All of these accounts 
concerning moral decision-making were analyzed for the comparison of the unique 
considerations that perpetrators and non-perpetrators used and to determine if there 
were predominant modes of moral consideration used by either group. 
The Right Thing to Do 
Don (survey score = 45) expressed that there were plenty of times that he 
was not sure what was the right thing to do in certain situations. He spoke about the 
dilemmas he has encountered with interpersonal relationships with girls and 
problems he sees with relying on others for assistance or help. In some of these 
experiences he continued to apply certain standards he holds concerning respect, 
fairness, and duty in relationships. 
Don spoke of his problems interacting with girls in terms of being “very, 
very shy” and being afraid of rejection because he takes things personally. In 
reference to being rejected by a girl he said, “When something like that happens, I 
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don’t know howto handle it that good.” He expressed two reactions that he has had 
when rejected by a girl. The first was that he would be “depressed” and the second 
would be to “downgrade” the girl. He elaborated that “downgrading” consisted of 
forgetting about a girl by speaking and thinking of her in a disrespectful manner. 
He spoke of the recent dilemma he was facing with a girl he liked that he did not 
want to get rejected by. He said, “I’m afraid that if I go further it would destroy the 
relationship we have now.” Don spoke of rules in dealing with relationships like 
rating what “special thing was missing” from every girl. When asked if his 
approach to “downgrading” another in a relationship was the right thing to do, he 
replied 
It’s the wrong thing to do but it makes me feel better. I’ve done it many 
times and one time I learned it’s not worth it because the other person gets 
very touched in a bad way, very offended by it. 
Don said he knew such behavior was not the right thing to do because the ultimate 
consequence would be that after the relationship was over, the person would not be 
“there for me anymore and wouldn’t be there to talk with anymore.” Another 
consequence he saw with ending a relationship in this manner is that he must 
enforce his rule to have no contact with the person and “just keep away” from them 
altogether. In this conflict, Don mainly predominantly uses considerations from the 
Morality of Justice construct. He mainly focuses on the self when considering the 
dilemma of continuing a relationship while risking potential rejection. He 
deliberates on how he should decide what to do and he reflects on the impact 
rejection has had on him causing him to be “depressed” and angry enough to 
“downgrade” a relationship. He does not consider each relationship as an individual 
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situation. Instead, he reacts out of principle using a standard rule (dissolution of 
relationships) that he must apply to those close to him to avoid the potential of 
being rejected. He would rather terminate a relationship as opposed to maintaining 
it to ward off experiencing rejection and justifies his decision by using this 
rationale. 
The other conflict he presented concerned the problem he experiences when 
asking others for support or help. Once again, his concern about rejection and being 
viewed by others as someone who “doesn’t know anything.” The dilemma for him 
in this case was that he “wanted to ask [for help], but was afraid they could go 
negative.” By this he meant his request would be rejected under pretenses made by 
another and that he would not ultimately get help. He described his standard for 
expecting help in return for helping another and said 
If I help that person with something in the past and then I go ask them now 
[for help], I’m like if you scratch my back then I’ll scratch your back. 
That’s how I am. When they don’t do that then I take it personally. 
He explained his problem with fear of rejection and being skeptical about getting 
help from others arose from the fact that his parents “were not there for him 
because they had their own problems. So, I had to be there for myself. That’s the 
reality. That’s it, end of sentence.” With this particular dilemma, Don again thinks 
about how others are viewing and thinking about him. He does not consider each 
situation on an individual basis. Because he thinks he will be rejected in the end, he 
does not ask for help out of principle. For him it is better to “save face” than to face 
the possibility that someone will not reciprocate, as he would like. He resolves this 
dilemma by applying a rule of reciprocity to gauge when and when not to ask for 
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assistance. In his comments about his parents, he also reveals that he considers that 
others have their own contexts and in this case sees his parents as not being able to 
support him because of their own “problems” resulting in him basically having to 
consider things on his own. 
During the interview Shawn (survey score = 58) presented many conflicts 
and dilemmas that he experienced growing up and on campus. Many of the 
conflicts he spoke of either involved people of a different race or ethnicity or 
developed over an issue of race or ethnicity. Some were outright physical 
confrontations in which Shawn saw no alternatives, but that of fighting. He recalled 
being reprimanded “many times” for conflicts arising out of an issue(s) of race or 
ethnicity, but could not remember specific instances of who reprimanded him. 
Initially, when he was asked if he had ever been in a situation where he was not 
sure what was the right thing to do, he said “Not really”. 
The researcher reminded him of several times he spoke of some conflicts 
and asked him specifically about an incident he experienced as a freshman on 
campus. This incident involved Shawn and several other friends who were 
watching a football game on television. One of the players, who was African- 
American, became injured and was lying on the ground. Shawn began verbally 
yelling at the television that the player deserved getting injured and that he hoped 
he would stay down. He kept referring to the player as a “Nigger” in the presence 
of his friends. He said he did this because he knew one friend, who was a senior, 
would in fact be bothered by his repeated use of the epithet. He said, 
This kid looked at me and when he looked at me I said it [Nigger] and I was 
trying to get to him. He [friend] was White you know, but it did not 
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matter.. .1 was like he’s a scumbag, he got hurt.. .He [friend] looked at me 
like that’s not right and he got so mad. And I was like if I want to say it I’ll 
say it and screw you! 
When asked if he thought referring to the player was the right thing to do, 
Shawn responded 
Yeah, only because where I’m from you know that word, so sometimes my 
friends would say that at the end of every sentence. Just to say it. So, it 
depends on the crowd you’re in, like who talks like that with you. 
When asked further what was the conflict for him in this situation because he said 
that he had realized that “you can’t just say that in a group of guys when you don’t 
know whom you are with.” He replied “I don’t know why. I just did it because 
sometimes you got to bust some balls, to see how he handles it. But like I don’t 
understand why he got all offended.” Later Shawn changed his mind about why 
this situation was a conflict for him by attributing it to the fact that “he was a senior 
and I was a freshman and he was bigger than I.” He said that despite this difference, 
he would have fought for what he said if he had to fight. 
To make himself clearer to the researcher Shawn recounted another incident 
with a friend who was Jewish that he considered a conflict because he would 
always call him a “Cheap Jew.” One time he was in a restaurant with this Jewish 
friend and a two others. Shawn said 
I called him one and he [Jewish friend] said you know Shawn, you’re 
beginning to piss me off. He’s like you’ve been saying that a lot lately. He 
says is that your only comeback? I was like why are you getting so sensitive 
and I started busting him because he’s such a baby. Like if it didn’t bother 
him, I wouldn’t do it. But I kept it going. I wanted that last word. 
With these comments, Shawn reconstructs what he viewed as conflicting for him in 
this situation. He acknowledges the context of his friend as being upset with being 
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called a “Cheap Jew,” but he does not empathize with him. Despite that this 
situation was apparently offensive to his friend, Shawn justifies his decision to 
badger. He justifies it in terms of both the principle of “having the last word” and 
the obligation he feels towards his friend to do this because he knows it “bothers” 
him because his friend is “sensitive” and a ”baby.” 
When asked if the conflict for him in this case revolved around the fact that 
this was a personal friend, Shawn said “Yeah. I wouldn’t have said it if I weren’t 
his friend. Why does it bother him? It shouldn’t bother him. I mean I was kidding 
with him and I’m not saying it that much.” Shawn again cannot take the perspective 
of his friend into consideration because he questions why it should bother him. He 
also uses a standard scale of “not saying it that much” and his “kidding” as 
justification for evaluating why he chose to resolve the dilemma by continuing to 
call his friend a “Cheap Jew.” 
When asked if he thought referring to his friend, as a “Cheap Jew” was the 
right thing to do, he replied “No, because I know it has to do with consequences. It 
has to do with plain and simple...morally you shouldn’t do it.” Again, Shawn 
justified his thoughts concerning resolution of the conflict and explained them in 
terms of “consequences.” Shawn thought that some of the consequences were that 
personally he “doesn’t care” and that he “wasn’t looking for like a problem...just 
making a joke... because you know he set himself up.” Shawn saw his actions as 
being a consequence to his friend because “He [friend] wasn’t sure of himself. Like 
I always say I never do something if someone doesn’t care or deserve it. Shawn 
employs a rule of giving people what he thinks they deserve and views such 
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treatment as an obligation or duty because his friend was unsure of himself and 
consequently deserved it. When asked if he is always sure about his actions, Shawn 
said “I think about every option, every aspect and consequences within seconds. 
That is the one thing I’m good at.” In terms of reflecting on these conflicts Shawn 
said he usually does not because he tries “not to regret anything. So, I wouldn’t 
have done it if I were going to regret it.” He said he did not think regretting things 
was good, 
Because I hate people who do that [regret] stuff. I just think that you should 
not do it. Have your one set of doing it. I don’t think you should bend the 
course of things.. .like there is no gray area. 
Shawn was asked if he would have said the same things if someone else were 
present during these incidents. He said, “I talk the same way to a cop, to my 
parents, to my teachers, and to my friends.. .and I shouldn’t and I always end up in 
some kind of trouble.” In the end, Shawn uses the consideration of Rights (Justice) 
to support his resolution of the dilemma. He does this by justifying his actions, by 
upholding a principle of “not regretting” what he does, by maintaining his standard 
“one way of doing” things, and by “not bending” or altering the way he 
communicates with others no matter what the situation. 
Kay (survey score = 41) focused on a recent campus experience she had 
concerning a decision she had to make in the presence of a boyfriend not to 
experiment with drugs. She spoke of the incident in detail and why it was an ethical 
dilemma for her. In response to the question about being unsure about the right 
thing to do, Kay relayed the following story: 
With drugs and alcohol, like I said, there was a time when he [boyfriend] 
wanted me to try something and I wasn’t going to do it. I had no desire to 
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and he wasn’t going to force me. He brought the situation up and I didn’t 
want to do it. That is really the only thing I could think of that I not really 
disagreed about, but difference in thoughts. 
« 
In constructing this conflict, Kay considers the self in how she decided not to 
experiment with others. She upholds a principle of not wanting to experiment out 
of her own personal desires. The final comment she made indicates her desire to 
avoid the perception of conflict by speaking of this decision not experiment as 
merely a “difference in thoughts” as opposed to an actual choice she made out of 
principle. 
When probed further about why she did not think it was the right thing to do 
she elaborated on the dilemma she saw that experimentation posed and replied 
You can’t make anyone believe what you believe. You can try, but you 
can’t preach it to anyone. You can’t make them believe it. But at the same 
time, if this is hurting you why would you want to do it. But people want to 
experiment and do what they want and you can’t stop them. 
With these comments, Kay uses a standard of not being able to make others believe 
“what you believe.” She considers both care of self in terms of being “hurt” and the 
various contexts of experimentation by others when evaluating options for 
« 
resolving her dilemma. She said that she thought to stop and to personally not 
experiment was the right thing to do. However, she also thought that those who did 
experiment were not necessarily wrong and replied “If they want to do it then you 
can’t stop them. I mean statistics have shown us that drugs are not good, but people 
do it for whatever reason they want to.” In reference to her boyfriend, she said he 
does drugs “Just because he wants to experiment and he is at that age and he is 
going to experiment.” With these statements, Kay evaluated her choice by using 
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additional contexts to justify why she may have made one decision, while the 
others made a different one. 
When asked two more times why she thought refusing was the right thing to 
do she finally said, 
Number one, I just didn’t want to. Like I know what my limits are and I 
know what I want to do and I do it for one reason or another. There is 
something in me telling me obviously. I guess maybe hearing people I know 
who have tried anything... I take people’s personal points of view into 
account about everything. If people want to do like harder drugs, then they 
will do them. I simply just don’t want to. 
In the end, Kay reveals that her principle of “simply” not wanting to take drugs and 
“knowing her limits” are what she used to make a decision. She also considered 
others’ “points of view” and the contexts of doing drugs when evaluating her 
decision. 
Some of the consequences Kay saw in this particular case relate to her 
having to wait for her boyfriend and be in the company of others who were 
experimenting with drugs. She said, “I didn’t have anywhere to go at the time. So I 
was just sitting there, kind of watching.” She elaborated further about this kind of 
and said, “Supposedly if you’re on like a certain drug and people around you 
aren’t, you don’t want to be with them and they don’t want to be with you because 
you’re not on the same wave length.” Here, Kay evaluated the consequences of her 
decision by considering some kind of standard for interaction that exists between 
people who are and are not using drugs. 
She was asked if she ever thought about getting into trouble when she 
considered drug use on this or another occasion. She responded, Yes and 
explained that she tries to “plan ahead” before doing such things to avoid problems 
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that could arise due to impaired judgement. She informed me that her parents had 
instilled in her a sense of “responsibility” to “not put myself in that predicament.” 
If she had experimented, Kay pointed out that she would have to consider two 
things that would be important to her; getting into trouble and having her parents 
informed about it. She said that if her parents or someone else knew about her 
attempt to experiment that would influence her decision greatly. She said 
“Especially with an authority figure, like I respect them enough to try and do the 
right things, especially around them.” Kay uses both considerations from Justice 
and Care constructs when evaluating the consequences of her actions. From the 
Justice construct she considers the general unelaborated effects that her decision 
will have on her personally by “getting into trouble.” From the Care construct, she 
considers how her decision can impact others (parents) and that she is inter¬ 
dependent in her response to another. 
Jon (survey score = 52) had been directly involved in a highly publicized 
brawl in his home community involving dozens of young people that broke out at 
the home of one of his friends. Jon spoke about some of the conflicts the entire 
event had presented to him at the time that it took place as well as more than a year 
later when he had to testify in court hearings. He conceded that the fight was 
racially motivated, but he frequently justified the reasons why he and his friends 
acted as they did and minimized their roles overall. 
In response to the question about ever being in a situation where he was not 
sure what was the right thing to do, Jon said the following 
I have a pretty sick philosophy. I think if somebody steals something, you 
chop their hands off. If somebody lies to you, you cut their tongue out or 
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something. And if somebody hits you, you hit them back. I think that one 
thing should equal another. 
Jon indicates how he relies on the Justice construct of rules and standards for action 
when considering how to respond to conflict. His holds the principle belief that 
“one thing should equal another” meaning he cannot consider the conflict situations 
on an individual basis. He evaluates his response to conflict by whether he has been 
able to maintain such kinds of a rules or principles. 
With regards to initially talking to the police about the events leading up to 
the brawl, Jon said the conflicts for him not wanting to divulge details to the police 
because he was “afraid of getting retaliation.” However, after he realized the 
severity of injuries of people at the scene of the fight he said he “decided to tell 
them everything” and that he 
Actually added things to the story to make it look like they [uninvited black 
youths] did a lot worse things. I totally exaggerated that there were a lot of 
people that showed up from their side and that we took care of them all. 
Initially, Jon adopts the Justice consideration of general effects to himself by 
talking of his fear of retaliation. However, he then uses the Care construct by 
considering the welfare of others who were injured during the fight. He then uses 
the injuries of others to justify his talking to police. He explained that the conflict 
concerning retaliation arose from the fact that he was “Afraid of just him [one who 
began fighting with his friend] in general because he was a very bad kid. They’re 
all bad kids.” He also was afraid of the consequences he would face from his 
parents when they found out he was involved in this brawl and he was fearful about 
his friends getting arrested.” With these comments, Jon again shows his concern 
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about self, but also concern about being able to maintain relationships with his 
parents despite his involvement in the conflict. 
When asked about whether or not he saw a problem with trying to flee the 
police when they arrived or with his embellishing facts about the fight, he 
responded “Looking back now, I still would have ran from police...I never felt 
guilt when I tell lies. I mean I’m pretty much immune from feeling bad.” Jon again 
uses the Justice construct because he only considers himself when evaluating the 
decision to talk, embellish, and even lie about aspects of the conflict. He said that at 
the time he thought fleeing the police was the right thing to do, but now did not. On 
the other hand, concerning actually talking to the police, he did not think it was the 
right thing to do 
Because of the burden, I mean, I knew, well I didn’t know about the law 
hearings.. .if I knew about that I would never have said anything to the 
police. It’s a pretty big thing, cause that kid I spoke of is going to jail for 10 
years and the other guy is doing 16 years in prison. 
He informed the researcher that both of the two indicted young men were his age. 
In reference to the man he testified against, he said, “I’m happy that it happened to 
him. He deserved it. He definitely deserves it.” Jon again uses the Justice 
consideration of justification and principle maintenance when evaluating his 
decision to testify. He then paused and said, “Then again, you know, if the situation 
was reversed and I’m in his shoes how would I feel? I mean I’d be pretty homicidal 
towards the person that did that to me. You know, the witness.” In these statements, 
Jon shifts to the Care construct by considering the perspective of another and that 
his actions might make them suffer to the point of inciting revenge. However, by 
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incorporating a Justice perspective of self, he is mainly concerned with how this 
could generally affect him alone. 
Jon responded that he knew talking to the police and getting the two guys 
arrested was the right thing to do. He knew because he felt “sorry for the cop 
because nobody wanted to answer his questions” and because the guy “had it 
coming to him... if he had gotten away with what he did then it definitely wouldn’t 
have been right.” Jon again considers the effects that his decision would have on 
others, but this time it is the police and not his parents or injured friends. However, 
he also reaffirms his principle belief that certain people deserve punishment. 
Finally, he said, “I honestly believe the top reason why I talked [to the police] was 
to screw him. I definitely wanted him [indicted man] to get screwed.” Jon used a 
standard to gauge whether he should make the decision to talk and embellish to the 
police. He said that the “screwing outweighed the fear of retaliation,” but if 
someone else had witnessed the entire incident then he would not have said “a 
single thing.” However, since no one had seen what happened to his friend, he felt 
inclined to make the others “pay” for their actions. He summed it up by saying, 
“My main intention was to get this person screwed. I mean I really wanted it. I was 
very angry.” Using the Justice construct, Jon evaluates the choices he made 
concerning this conflict in terms of justifying his actions and maintaining a 
standard of “deserved” punishment. 
Macey (survey score = 48) stated that she has frequently been in situation 
where she was not sure what was the right thing to do. In a very animated voice she 
said, “Oh yeah. Many, many, many, many times!” Like Kay, Macey initially spoke 
of situations involving experimentation with drugs. She talked briefly about being 
pressured by people who “smoked weed” and finding out that it did not have the 
kind of effect that those who pressured her to experiment said it would have if she 
tried it. In this example, Macey evaluates the effects experimentation had on her 
and considers mainly the self in constructing the problem of being pressured to use 
drugs. However, she did talk in further detail about this kind of dilemma. Instead, 
she went into describing a conflict she had with a girl on campus that disturbed her 
greatly. 
If you will recall, Macey had described herself as someone who knew how 
to protect herself and frequently found herself in fights growing up in defense of 
friends. She began describing the dilemma in the following way: 
Like I said, I don’t like to fight or whatever, but there is this one girl that I 
have a problem with in school. She is very ignorant. She is a junior. She 
needs to grow up with the calling name kind of deal and getting her 
girls...just very, very, very immature. I don’t even waste my time with her. 
Macey showed anger when she spoke about this girl whom she described as being 
Hispanic and the ex-girlfriend of her current boyfriend. From the self-perspective, 
she begins to construct the problem by considering the “trouble” this girl presents 
to her and responding by not “wasting” her time with the girl. Macey also expresses 
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that out of some held “maturity standard” that this girl needs to “grow up” and stop 
“name calling.” When asked to elaborate on the situation and why she was unsure 
that she was doing the right thing, she spoke of being in at store with her friend and 
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encountering this ex-girlfriend. On her way out of the store, this ex-girlfriend 
looked in her direction and Macey stated, 
She was like being rude and pointing us out. So, I went, and I stopped, and I 
stared at her because I can’t stand her and I would fight her. Honestly, I 
would. I think I would kill her, I hate her so much to the point you know, 
very violent. 
Aside from having very hostile thoughts about the ex-girlfriend, Macey continues 
to construct the conflict by considering how the girl affects her. She also indicates 
that she would actually “fight” and even “kill” this girl based on some principle in 
which she equates hate with a need to taking physical action. She went on to 
explain that she left the store and was outside when a friend of the ex-girlfriend 
came outside and confronted her in a hostile manner. This girl was Black and she 
made a comment like “what are you looking at” and Macey said she remained quiet 
and was thinking “if I open up my big mouth we are going to end up fighting.” 
Macey justifies her decision not to engage this other girl because she would end up 
fighting and apparently did not find that an acceptable outcome of resolving her 
hatred for the ex-girlfriend. Instead Macey’s friend, who was White, said to this 
girl that they were not in fact staring and the other girl left them and went back into 
the store. 
The conflict for Macey was that she wanted to fight this ex-girlfriend, but 
knew she really should not fight. Macey had recounted a similar experience that 
took place in high school in which another girl out of jealousy challenged her 
verbally to a fight. In both these cases, she explained that her first response has 
been to physically fight to resolve a conflict because all her friends she grew up 
handled it that way. She explained that “I used to argue with everybody” and had 
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frequently gotten into “fist fights” with mostly girls on account of “rumors, like I 
heard you were talking about me” kinds of things. Macey indicates she has a 
standard rule of conduct (being physically aggressive) in dealing with conflict and 
rarely considers the perspective of others who would be the target of such conflict. 
When asked why she initially did not like this girl, she said because her friend did 
not and “since I used to be with that crowd, then I was like okay, I don’t like her 
either.” Again, Macey demonstrated a principle that to “fight is right” as long as it 
allows her to maintain her obligations or duty as a friend to another. She 
acknowledged that the conflict she had with immediately wanting to fight versus 
wanting to mediate the situation in a nonphysical manner was one that she 
frequently faced. She noted that she would not “think twice about fighting” because 
she “would want to prove” herself to her friends. For a second time, Macey 
reinforced her use of the Justice construct when considering conflict by narrowing 
her scope of making a decision to thinking about the effects on self alone and her 
duty to friends to “prove” herself worthy of such relationships. 
When asked what she saw as wrong with this perspective, she suggested 
that it was not a mature response and that she had “grown up and it was different 
# 4 
now.” When asked why choosing not to fight was the right thing to do in either of 
these situations she said, “because it was not a good enough reason, like just 
because these girls are angry about their boyfriends it’s really not a reason to fight 
with them.” With these comments, Macey indicated that she has shifted her 
perspective about fighting out of principle to one that justifies not fighting because 
the reasons are not worthy of such action. She showed that she is beginning to 
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consider avoiding physical solutions to resolve conflict if there is not a “good” 
enough reason to employ them. One of the consequences she saw with not fighting 
was that of having to deal with the anger she had because she could not release it 
by fighting. She also said she was less apt to fight when not surrounded by her 
friends and if few people actually knew about a particular conflict because she 
would automatically engage in fighting to “prove herself to others.” For a third 
time, Macey demonstrated her consideration of self in having to deal with anger 
and tension if she does not physically resolve a conflict and her feelings of 
obligation to her friends to act in a certain way to keep in good standing with them. 
Like Macey, Janine (survey score = 29) viewed herself as frequently being 
in situations where she was not sure what was the right thing to do. She replied, 
“Almost every day of my life. Well, there’s a list of things!” She spoke of two 
experiences she saw as conflicts. The first was a recent experience she had with her 
roommate whom she considered as a good friend. The second she recounted the 
high school experience in which the White student threatened her on the first day of 
school. 
Janine then detailed an experience involving her roommate who had run up 
a telephone bill using her calling card. Janine had loaned it to the roommate 
because the she needed it for an emergency. However, the roommate had made 
multiple calls amounting to over forty dollars. Janine was upset and confronted the 
roommate about the situation saying, “I was upset. I called her and I was very calm 
considering how upset I was. I hate being taken advantage of.” After the roommate 
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became defensive and angry, Janine bluntly asked her to “Just give me the money 
for the bill and leave me alone and don’t ask me for anything.” 
Janine began to construct her problem by considering two things. First, she 
identified how she was emotionally impacted by another person’s actions and how 
she began to think that she should address the issue by remaining calm despite 
being very upset. Second, she noted she did not appreciate being treated a certain 
way by another. It is evident that she held her roommate to a certain standard that 
was not being met. Janine said it was a conflict for her because 
I don’t know if that was the best thing for me to do because I felt that it was 
a good friendship and it just went down the tubes in a matter of minutes. 
I’m not sure; sometimes I’m like maybe I should have approached it 
differently like what if, what if, what if? 
Janine then explained in great detail how she has difficulty handling conflicts that 
involve direct confrontation with others. With these comments, she showed she 
uses the Justice construct by frequently deliberating and thinking about how she 
should decide when confronted with conflicts. She said, “I feel like I physically 
shut down and can’t say anything. I mean she was screaming at me even though 
she did the wrong to me... and I’m sitting there like a vegetable.” 
In this particular case, she said the major conflict was wondering, “Did I do 
the right thing? Should I have friends? Maybe I should have approached it 
differently.” Here again, she indicated that she is intent on how she decides and 
thinks about a problem. However, she also generally considered whether she can or 
should restore relationships when evaluating her handling of conflict. In addition, 
she exhibited some consideration about care of self when she talked about the 
physical and emotional affects another person had on her. 
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Janine then recounted that she had the same feeling when she was 
confronted in high school on the first day of school. She commented that “I know I 
should have said something when that girl said what she said to me., .and about the 
death threats. I knew I should, but I couldn’t.” The major conflict she saw in this 
situation was not being able to respond to the girl. She related how she had trouble 
deciding what to do and that out of principle she “should” have responded because 
another person’s behaviors were wrong. 
When asked if she thought she had done the right thing confronting her 
roommate about the bill, she initially said yes, but then was ambivalent about her 
answer and said, “I mean different people tell me different things. One of my 
closest friends thinks I should have just completely went off on her. My boyfriend 
said I did the right thing. I don’t know.” In this case, Janine considers the views of 
others to evaluate the way she resolved the conflict, but she again uses such 
feedback to focus on how she should make decisions and whether she can justify 
her actions. She finally attributed not being sure to her feelings that she was losing 
a friendship and said, “I was wondering if forty dollars was worth throwing our 
friendship away.” 
With these comments, Janine indicated that She was capable of using the 
Care construct to evaluate how she had resolved the problem. By exhibiting 
concern for the loss of and potential need for restoring a relationship, she indicated 
that she used the consideration of response when evaluating her handling of the 
problem. Two consequences for confrontation she saw were the potential of losing 
a friendship or having someone “continuously take advantage” of her and “being 
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used.” She knew ultimately confronting the roommate was the right thing to do 
because in a previous situation 
I let a person just completely, completely walk all over me. It took me a 
long time for me to get out of that situation, that whole relationship. I 
figured if she [roommate] valued our friendship she could have at least 
talked to me. She didn’t even apologize. There was no remorse. 
Janine demonstrated a focus on self and principle when considering her decision to 
confront the roommate. She again highlighted her regard for not being treated fairly 
and uses this rationale for justifying that she did the right thing by adopting 
confrontation to address the problem. 
She used a similar approach in reflecting back on her past conflict in high 
school saying, “I think I was a better person walking away, but looking back I may 
have done it differently all over again. May be I would have hit her. I really don’t 
know.” She ended talking about both experiences by saying again, “But I wonder if 
it’s the right thing to do.” Janine indicated that she continued to wrestle with how 
she had made decisions in trying to handle two distressing conflict situations. 
Mike (survey score =1) began by talking about his experiences with 
drinking alcohol. He then described the dilemmas that coping with interpersonal 
relationships posed for him in general. Initially, he talked about a conflict involving 
his girlfriend cheating on him. He said that it was a problem because it 
Just made me suspicious and I actually feel like I’m cursed sometimes 
because of what she did and I’m not trusting to think that the other person 
now is living up to a level of trust that I give them. 
Using considerations from both the Justice and Care constructs, Mike began to 
\ 
describe the dilemma he faced by talking about how it impacted the self by making 
him question and be suspicious of others. He also indicated that he had a standard 
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for trust in a relationship that his girlfriend did not meet. However, he also 
considered the scope of the problem in terms of being interdependent with another. 
In other words, the other person’s actions have created a change in how he now 
regards close interpersonal relationships. This incident had important implications 
for a bigger ongoing dilemma of out-of-control drinking that Mike began to 
experience as he used alcohol to cope with his own insecurities in relationships 
with women. 
Mike said he knew that his smoking cigarettes and drinking alcohol were 
not the right things to do. Although he does not drink as much anymore he said 
there was a time when he first came to school where he found himself thinking he 
should stop drinking, but was unable to actually stop. He said, “I remember 
thinking that I had a lot to drink and I’m still drinking and I get up thinking I 
shouldn’t be drinking and I would still be drinking.” It is evident from this 
comment that Mike considered care of self when he assessed how his drinking was 
affecting him physically. He attributed some of this inability to stop to having a 
girlfriend who would easily get jealous and how he used the act of drinking to cope 
with his relationship problems. Mike showed that he was cognizant of how his 
actions impacted another and he considered. He explained that his mother was 
influential in his curbing drinking because “she would never really yell at me, but 
she would say you drink way too much. You have to learn how to control your 
drinking.” He said his mother would “stress that she was proud” of him and 
acknowledge his maturity to make the decision to change this behavior. With these 
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statements, Mike demonstrated that his mother’s opinions mattered to him, as did 
maintaining a positive relationship with her. 
In the case of his drinking, Mike explained the conflict as having reached 
the point “where I would have no control and my temper would flare up. It made 
things worse [drinking] that I would have to make up for it and apologize the next 
day.” Mike indicated that he was considering how his actions affected others and 
that maintaining friendships was important enough to warrant an apology from 
him. Mike reflected more on whether drinking was the right thing to do to cope 
with his relationship issues. From a situational perspective, he was able to see the 
problems that his drinking presented. He said he would think that drinking was the 
right thing to do at first because it would get his mind off of the relationship 
problems and he would set out to have fun. However, he said he then knew it was 
not right because 
Sometimes you feel you are closer to figuring something out, but like you 
have to see it for yourself and through others. So, like I figured that if I let 
myself drink too much I will not be able to make much sense of things in 
the end. 
Mike again looked at the situational nature of the problem and acknowledged the 
interdependence he believed was important in gaiping perspective from others with 
whom he had relationships. He considered the care of self in how he would not be 
able to have good judgement or understand things when excessively drinking. One 
consequence he considered in making the decision to try to begin to drink in 
moderation, was that he would be “happier in general, but that it’s not even 
necessary to have that [happiness], but just to say okay I’ve changed myself for the 
better a little.” He also said that getting physically ill from excess drinking was 
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another consequence he considered when making this decision. Mike again 
considered care of self in terms of changing to be better and avoid ill health. He 
also evaluated his decision to stop drinking in terms of how moderation would 
work out for him by having an improved “happier” disposition. 
Lorrie (survey score = 0) needed sometime to think about a situation where 
she was not sure what was the right thing to do. Since she was so enthused about 
having joined a sorority, it was not too surprising that her personal conflict was one 
that involved her Greek sisters. She described a recent situation in which she and 
seven other sorority sisters were visiting another college campus and were staying a 
hotel room. At the hotel there was a firefighters convention and she and her sisters 
were invited to a “keg party” involving firefighters. One of their sorority sisters 
was staying in a different room on a different floor. 
The conflict for Lorrie presented itself in whether or not to invite this girl to 
the party because “she’s kind of weird” and “not very popular in the sorority.” She 
went on to say that “We didn’t really want her there, but you know we kind of felt 
like she should be there. That was the only time I didn’t really know what to do.” 
Lorrie began by constructing the problem by considering principle (girl should be 
invited) over the actual situation (no one wanted girl invited). 
If they did not invite the girl and it was a “really great time I just think that 
she would have felt hurt if we did not ask her to come.. .but yet everyone didn’t 
want her there.” With these comments, Lorrie indicated that she considered both 
the general effects as well as the hurt the girl she might experience as a result of 
their decision not to be included as part of the group. She also reflected on the 
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reality of situation of people not wanting the girl to be there. In the end, the Lorrie 
did not have to invite her because she came down on her own before Lorrie had 
made a decision about what to do. When asked if doing nothing was the right thing 
to do Lorrie responded that the girl’s coming down “kind of left the pressure off 
me, but I kind of left myself off the hook by not doing anything.” If she had to do 
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it over again, Lorrie said she would have gone upstairs and asked the girl to join 
them sooner rather than deliberating over it. Using the Care construct, Lorrie 
indicated that she evaluated her decision by considering how things had actually 
worked out and how she could assure the maintenance of a relationship in the 
future if faced with a similar situation. 
She said she would have felt better about herself because she feels “so bad” 
that “nobody is really inclusive” of the girl. Lorrie indicated that she is sensitive to 
the hurt imposed on another by her circle of friends. She described how all of her 
sorority sisters communicate about going out together to parties. She then said, “I 
would bet money that nobody told her.” She further spoke about how this 
communication between sorority sisters helps to maintain their friendship circle. By 
not inviting the girl, Lorrie considers the potential problems of maintaining a 
relationship with her on both an individual and group basis. She spoke about 
inviting the girl as being the right thing to do because “it wasn’t hurting 
anybody...and it was not a big deal.” Again, Lorrie considers the consequences of 
the group’s actions on the girl it terms of caring about whether or not she would be 
hurt if purposely excluded. By referring to the decision to invite the girl as not 
being a “big deal or hurting anybody,” Lorrie considers how the group could avoid 
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future potential conflict by including her in their party plans. She further said that 
even though the girl “makes weird comments and dresses a little differently than 
the rest of us” that “she’s not mean, she’s nice.” Lorrie saw the potential of nobody 
interacting with the girl if she was invited as well feeling left out if she was not 
invited as two negative consequences to the dilemma. She expressed concern that 
not having people talk with the girl could make her “feel even worse” than if she 
was never invited. Again, Lorrie demonstrated actual concern and care about 
another and considers how things could work out when making a decision to 
resolve the conflict. In the end, she indicated that any decision should require 
evaluation for the restoration of relationships that could have been strained. 
Moral Meaning and Heinz Dilemma 
Don (survey score = 45), like many of the others interviewed, had trouble 
with describing what the word morality meant to him. He actually asked the 
researcher to give him a definition to which she rephrased the question by asking 
“What makes something a moral problem for you?” Don replied, “I think I have a 
good set of morals. When I see a person who lacks those morals, or morals that 
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they should have, I try to help them, like that’s not right.” It is evident that Don 
considers himself to be an moral arbiter of sorts, but evades answering the question 
posed. When asked again what would make something a moral or ethical problem 
for him, he said, “That’s a hard question. Like not giving back. Taking and taking 
and absorbing...and not giving back. I think that’s unethical.” Don considers both 
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relational reciprocity and a fairness rule of “giving back” to evaluate whether or not 
something is unethical or not. 
After being presented with the Heinz moral dilemma story, Don said that he 
felt “sorry for the guy because he’s stealing as a last resort. If it was really, really 
the last resort then that’s what he has to do.” Don began constructing the problem 
by considering the situation the leads the man to steal. For him, the conflicts in this 
situation revolved around principles of good and bad. He said that the “good is that 
he loves his wife very much and is doing what he has to do,” but the “negative is 
that he’s degrading himself by stealing which is one of the worst things you can do 
in life, but you know...it’s hard.” Don revealed a principle he believed which was 
that stealing was wrong and degrading. When asked why stealing would be one of 
the worst things he stated 
Because it just shows that you are nothing, or like you have no respect for 
yourself. I mean if you needed money that bad you could ask a friend if you 
have to, but he didn’t, you know, or find a way to like get money.. .like 
soda cans.. .try to earn it so, when he does get the medicine he feels better 
twice. 
When trying to resolve the dilemma he saw for the man, Don considered the 
problem in a context of other ways the man could earn money to buy medicine as 
opposed to stealing and maintain self-respect. In this way, Don proposed a solution 
in which he would have the principles he values maintained. Don said he knows 
stealing is bad because what you learn from it is “Nothing. You just take and go 
and that’s it. But to work for the value of a dollar, you see how precious every 
dollar is. That’s basically what it comes down to, the value of a dollar.” Again, Don 
considers the conflict in terms of a principle he holds concerning earning 
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something and the general value he places on money. He agreed with the statement 
that there are certain rules in life that take precedence over individual decisions. 
Don said that this hypothetical conflict would bother him more if somehow it 
affected him. He said, “Yeah. I understand why and whatever. It doesn’t bother me 
you know, but it would if it was my pharmacist!” With this last comment, Don 
demonstrated that he considered the stealing in terms of the general effects it would 
have on both the self and another, namely the pharmacist. 
When asked what morality means to you, Shawn (survey score = 58) said, 
“Like a saying. I would say that it is the right way of doing things, which is don’t 
beat girls, don’t kill...I don’t think you should prey on the innocent.” Shawn 
indicated that he has a severity standard to gauge when something is or is not a 
moral problem. When asked if he thought he preyed on the innocent at all, he stated 
“See that’s the thing. The only reason why I do that is to raise my self-esteem. You 
know?” When asked what makes preying on the innocent a moral problem for him, 
he said 
I always feel bad. I put myself in their position that is what I do. I feel bad 
and always saying would I want this to happen to me if I were in their 
position. You know I do that. 
With these comments, it would appear that Shawn is somehow concerned for both 
the welfare of others and for himself feeling bad or guilty when “preying” on 
others. However, he adopts the Justice construct and justified why he would do 
something like this even when he knew it was wrong. By rationalizing that it made 
him feel good and boosted his self-esteem, Shawn noted that he would be able to 
evaluate that his decision would be the right one. He also demonstrated that he 
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considered treating another in terms of how he would like to be treated if in the 
same position. He agreed with the statement that a moral problem is one that he 
would not want to happen to himself and that the right thing to do in those 
situations is not to hurt another because he would not want to be hurt in the same 
way. Again, he acknowledged that his concern for fairness and the need to evaluate 
others for relational reciprocity was important when he was faced with moral 
conflict. 
Interestingly, Shawn’s responses to the hypothetical Heinz dilemma were 
focused on standards and rules. Shawn said the situation presented to him was a 
conflict because the man who lost his job and has no insurance is “unlucky because 
his wife is sick, but now he is doing wrong things.” He said that it was wrong for 
the man to steal for the following reasons: 
You just don’t do that. It makes him a criminal. Even though he was doing 
it for his wife, he could have found something else. You can’t take nothing 
you don’t earn. You shouldn’t take anything you don’t earn. 
In the end, Shawn evaluated that the man’s actions were wrong because they 
violated both a legal standard and a principle for “earning” things. 
Kay (survey score = 41) had a real difficult time explaining what the word 
morality meant to her. She initially talked about morality as “Maybe the way you 
are brought up, the morals that you were brought up with.” When asked again, she 
replied, “I have no clue. I have never really thought about it.” She tried to explain 
morality in terms of responsibility one should have with regards to others like 
“saying you are going to be somewhere and do something then be there and do 
it...don’t say I can’t count on you.” She agreed with the statement that this kind of 
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responsibility she spoke of was about a person’s commitment to other people. With 
such comments, it is appears that Kay considered relational duty or obligation as 
important when interpreting moral problems. 
After presenting the Heinz dilemma to her, Kay was asked if she saw an 
ethical dilemma with the man stealing to provide his wife with medication. She 
said at length, 
Yeah, obviously. I’m just trying to think if there is any other way for him to 
do it... of course you [any person] don’t believe in stealing, and you don’t 
believe in robbery for money, but you don’t know what else to do, but then 
you think things out and say okay. Well if I do this then what are my 
consequences, like what will happen to me...You really can’t think about 
like what do you do. 
Kay immediately began thinking of how she would decide what would have been 
right thing for the man to do. She indicated that she held a standard rule that one 
does not “believe” in stealing or robbery. However, she deliberated further and 
talks out loud about her trouble in deciding and rationalizing the man’s actions. She 
then interjects some principle she has about not thinking about what one can or 
should do in the end because the consequences are not clear to her. When asked 
why would it be a conflict, she bluntly said, “Because you know stealing is wrong.” 
If asked if there was another side to this conflict she saw, she replied “But it’s not 
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like it’s being done for a really bad reason.” Like other interviewees, Kay invoked a 
severity scale of reasons in order to justify stealing as an action. In the end, she said 
that the man was neither absolutely right nor wrong. Instead she stated, 
He’d have to really really think about his option. I mean it’s not like he 
didn’t have a job and he was on Welfare and he just comes into the 
system...It’s unfortunate about his wife that they can’t find the money for it 
[medication], but sometimes you have to do what you have to do. 
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She affirmed the statement that when somebody is in real need, then the issue of 
responsibility becomes heightened. She then clarified by saying that “If it’s not a 
real need, then there is no need for him to go out and steal, but you see he had to 
think about what would happen if she didn’t have the medication.” Kay again 
spoke about a standard she would consider when evaluating how the man resolved 
the dilemma. This time the standard revolved on different need levels as opposed to 
“bad reasons.” In the end, she justified the man’s decision to steal by describing it 
as a relational duty he had to his wife and avoided invoking judgement by stating 
he was neither “absolutely right nor wrong.” 
Kay continued on about having to think about “yourself, but in that situation 
would the woman do the same thing for the husband ...I guess you have to weigh 
your options and see where you are in that relationship.” Kay again relied on the 
Morality as Justice construct when she indicated that both relational reciprocity and 
the context of the couple were important conflict aspects for the husband to 
consider before stealing. At first she implied that if a conflict involved “just a 
friend” as opposed to a husband and wife, then may be one should not do 
something that could get him or her into “a lot of trouble.” However, she quickly 
corrected herself and said, “actually not even a friend, just it has to do with the 
circumstances being medical I guess. Like that is a real thing, if it’s not as 
important then it’s not as important to steal and be wrong.” Kay again placed her 
consideration of the problem in the realm of a standard. 
Stealing represented a conflict for Kay because “You shouldn’t take 
something that doesn’t belong to you...but like he could not afford it 
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[medication].” When asked how she would choose between something that is good 
or bad, she said, “From personal experience, like previously things you were taught 
or things that you learn yourself.” In the end, Kay deliberated about the role of the 
pharmacist trying to decide what problems he or she would have to contend with 
and in the end. She said, “Well the law says do not steal and rules and whatever, 
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but you got to think about what’s right for you I guess.” Kay decided that the 
context of the man stealing was important and that if he had a certain standard for 
stealing that was right for him, then he made the right decision. 
Jon (survey score = 52) paused quite some time when asked what the word 
morality meant to him. Finally he said, “Probably what you learn from your 
parents, morality. Probably what’s right, or what should be done.” When asked 
what makes a moral problem for him, Jon stated “When it can affect somebody 
else.” He talked about responsibility as “something you should do because you 
want to do it, not because you have to do it.” Although he saw a dilemma, he held 
this position even when the researcher presented him with scenarios where he 
might have to consider choosing among options that he might in fact not want to 
do. He said, “You choose what you want to do and not everybody else.” With this 
comment, Jon described a rule he held for choosing to do the right thing. An ethical 
dilemma for Jon meant “Actually doing something wrong and having to face the 
whole community. ..like everybody talking about you. That’s one of the biggest 
fears in the Greek community.” Jon indicated that concern for self and the way one 
is treated as a result of a decision were important things to consider when choosing 
how to decide when faced with an ethical dilemma. 
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In elaborating about what is right or wrong, Jon said something is right 
when you “definitely and whole-heartedly believe that what you are doing is 
correct and if you believe it’s gonna help our people. The wrong thing is just the 
opposite. It’s not the wisest thing to do.” When presented with the Heinz dilemma 
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Jon said he believed it was the right thing for the husband to steal the medication 
for his wife, but initially said, “it’s hard to explain. I can’t explain it.” Here, Jon 
described the general effects that consideration of the problem had on him in terms 
of the difficulty and trouble he had deciding what was right. When probed about it, 
he noted that 
It was wrong for him to do it in terms of stealing, but he had the right 
intention. It wasn’t as if he was stealing this medication for himself to shoot 
it up or something. He was taking it for somebody else and since he didn’t 
have any money you know, had no choices. 
Jon pointed out that if he could have afforded the medication “along with his other 
bills and stuff then it would be wrong. It’s a whole different ball game. If there’s a 
need then that’s how I feel it’s right to steal.” He referenced the Ten 
Commandments when trying to explain why one should not steal and said “I think 
everything’s applicable for that. I think there’s an exception to every rule 
probably.” Although he said there are exceptions to such rules, he placed certain 
things one should not do on a severity scale (like murder, rape, and incest) and 
stated, “Those are the things that you should just absolutely not do. They are 
definitely immoral no matter any way you look at it.” Jon adopted the Justice 
construct by considering the context of the man stealing, by invoking rules and 
standards, and by evaluating the man’s decision to steal based on whether or not 
certain standards were maintained or not. 
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When asked what the word morality meant to her Macey (survey score = 
48) responded, “Morality...just like morals, right, like morals are the right thing to 
do, like you wouldn’t do something deceiving because of your morals.” She said 
cheating on a boyfriend was an example of a moral problem. When asked why she 
said, “Because morals are like your pride, not pride but like it’s just the things you 
would do, you have morals. Morals is a person who does the right things and 
chooses the right things.” She said she would know that such a thing is not the right 
thing to do “Because I guess you could say society.. .1 mean it’s not really what you 
think is good, moral may not be what society thinks is moral. It’s the perspective 
you put things in or whatever.” With these statements, Macey showed an affinity 
for the Justice construct by highlighting how the self must decide what is right or 
wrong and that standards and principles for individuals and society exist. 
For Macey, responsibility is “being able to hold your own.” She gave 
babysitting as an example. She said, “If you are left to baby sit you are responsible 
to do that. You can’t say I’m going to hang out with my friends and leave the kids. 
That’s not being responsible.” Macey indicated that one should consider the 
welfare and care of another (this case children) when choosing to be responsible. 
$ 
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She said that doing the right thing is being a responsible person and that she 
thought of herself as being “a very responsible person because I’m independent and 
have my own money and I do my own thing. I know what’s right and what’s not.” 
Macey’s response to how one should choose when there is a conflict around 
responsibility was that “You have to choose which ones are priorities.” With these 
last two comments, Macey demonstrated her preference for using the Justice 
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consideration of self when constructing and ultimately resolving conflict and using 
a “priority” standard to determine how one should choose during conflict. 
Macey continued to speak of choosing among priorities when posed with 
the Heinz moral dilemma. She stated that it was “morally wrong to go and steal” 
and that the husband instead of stealing “could have done other alternatives, like 
she could have gotten Medicaid or whatever.” Macey indicated she considered the 
man to have an obligation and duty to seek other alternatives prior to violating a 
rule she held which was that stealing is wrong. She affirmed that it would still be a 
conflict even if the husband had unsuccessfully tried to seek out other assistance, 
but she thought “I would do it [steal] for my own. I think I would do it...I would go 
and do it.” She said it was worse for the husband to not get the medication for his 
wife because “it’s putting her in danger, okay, like you think of the priority, I think 
it’s worse for her life than to get on probation for stealing medicine.” Macey 
considered the welfare of the woman and invoked her priority standard again, but 
this time she did it by reversing her former consideration of principle over 
situation. When asked what tells you that stealing is wrong she again said society 
does because “I mean if you steal then prices go up and that’s not good and you can 
go to jail.. .if everything was free we wouldn’t have anything because there would 
be nothing.” Again, Macey tries to justify that stealing is wrong by describing 
society’s rules that would be imposed on a thief for stealing. 
At first Janine (survey = 29) had trouble when asked what the word 
morality meant to her. She hesitated and then responded, 
Just thinking about the word. I think of abortion. Um, morality, I don’t 
know just a code of ethics that you just don’t cross. For example, if I date a 
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guy, I know my best friends can’t date that same person. There are just 
those rules that you just don’t do that are etched in stone. Things that you 
just don’t do. 
Janine began by using the Justice consideration of the general effects a dilemma 
would have on the self in terms of having difficulty in deciding what to do. She 
then indicated standard codes and rigid rules she would observe when considering 
how to resolve moral conflict. When asked what makes a moral problem for her, 
she repeated the question and then said, “I guess sex because my mom’s a deacon 
in a church. I’ve been brought up in a church. I guess it was for my own safety and 
protection.” She explained that having both a boyfriend and a religious background 
presented itself as a problem because of “knowing that I shouldn’t be having sex, 
but I do anyway. That is conflicting.” She said it represents a conflict for her 
because she knows what she should be doing and at the same time knows that she 
is not doing what she should. On the one hand, Janine initially considered an 
obligation she felt to her mother, but quickly replaced relational duty with principle 
and self concern in making a decision to have sex with her boyfriend. When asked 
if this was one of those things “etched in stone” she said, “You shouldn’t be doing, 
but you can bend the rules a little I guess. There are certain things that I’m not so 
clear cut about, a lot of gray in between black and white.” Janine again considered 
rules for determining how to choose, but continued to be ambivalent in her thinking 
about how she ultimately would decide. 
Responsibility for Janine was “taking care of your own, like family .” When 
conflict between responsibility to self and others arises, Janine said, 
I think one should go with being responsible which means chooses self. 
Granted I don’t follow that rule cause Lord knows I bend over backwards 
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for a lot of people and gotten punched in the process [taken advantage of by 
others], but I think it comes to the point in time where I need to be true to 
myself 
In considering how to resolve conflict concerning responsibility, Janine spoke 
again about rules and general effects to herself in trying to decide what to do. When 
presented with the Heinz ethical dilemma, Janine thought the conflict in that 
situation was that the husband should not be stealing. She applied those things she 
described as “etched in stone” to this case. She said that she could understand why 
he would steal to help the wife he loves and commented that the end result of 
helping her would justify his stealing. She commented, “I’m sure he wants to 
provide for her. I’ve known of people who have been in similar situations where 
they had to make a difficult choice like that.” She said such things as not stealing 
were like rule in which “there’s a deeper meaning beyond the don’t do this and you 
can’t do that.” In the reference to conflict she said, “I’ve learned a lot of different 
things. Maybe things are not so etched in stone. They could be, but you can bend 
the rules a little bit, but I use those rules as my guidelines.” In the end, Janine 
considered rules to decide what was right for the man to do and she evaluated that 
decision through justification and maintenance of such rules. 
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For Mike (survey score =1), morality meant “good versus bad.” In the past 
he said he “never used to worry about it,” but was not certain of where morals 
come from. He said, “I wonder if it would be that of consensus, morality, like the 
Ten Commandments are good and people follow them.” He clearly struggled with 
defining morality as something concerning laws and then said he understood laws, 
but that “to be able to live happily” was important. Mike began to outline 
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considerations that focused on standards and rules, but he interjected the notion of 
the care of self to be “happy.” 
When asked what would make something a moral problem for him, Mike 
said like “if I had to make a decision based on something I knew was bad or not 
right.” He gave polluting as an example. The researcher asked if he had 
hypothetically worked for a company that paid him well, but that he knew was 
polluting what conflicts would he see in that situation. He then replied that it was a 
“basic problem” of his benefiting at the expense of the environment where he must 
ultimately “live in” and negatively impacting other people. Mike noted a 
consideration of others, indicated concern for another’s well being and the 
environment that they live, and recognized a level of interdependence with others. 
When asked about responsibility within the context of this hypothetical 
situation, Mike spoke of it as trying to report the company for polluting. He stated 
that even though he was working for them that “may be having a responsibility to 
what makes you happy is important because a company like that I probably 
wouldn’t end up there because I wouldn’t be happy knowing people are being 
harmed.” He explained that when conflicts arise concerning responsibility to self 
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versus others that “some people are not careful enough to be responsible” and that 
one must consider the needs of both self and others. He agreed that there may not 
be a rule for doing the right thing, but rather the knowledge that through your own 
and other peoples’ “eyes” you are being sensitive to the needs of those being 
affected by a situation. He affirmed that he is interested in “changing people to see 
things that can help not only themselves, but to help other people” when there is 
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conflict. All of these considerations by Mike are indicative of the Care construct. 
He demonstrated care of self and others and indicated that he would evaluate 
decisions based on how things worked out concerning their overall happiness. He 
viewed interdependence and the welfare of others to be important considerations. 
He dismissed using a rule to decide what was the right thing and replaced it with 
assessment of maintenance of relationships with others. 
When presented with the Heinz dilemma, Mike was emphatic about his 
support for the husband who steals and said that “I would do it [steal 
medication]...I would definitely do it to save my wife.” Although he saw that 
stealing presented a problem for the pharmacist, he remained committed to the 
view that stealing medication was the right thing to do. Mike began by again 
demonstrating a consideration for the welfare of others and acknowledged 
awareness about the general effects the man’s decision would have on a another 
(the pharmacist). However, when asked if the man stole money to then be able to 
buy medication, Mike was less supportive and it presented a conflict for him. When 
asked why he said, “Because stealing money brought it back down to a more 
personal level. I don’t know why, I just have this idea about what is important to 
people.” With these comments, Mike considered some “personal” standard he 
associated stealing money with and spoke of the trouble he had in explaining the 
conflicts he saw. However, he continued to recognize others and was sensitive to 
what others may think is important. When asked to clarify this for the researcher, it 
became apparent that Mike’s reservations about this being the right thing to do 
stemmed on his assumption that somehow a middle person might be impacted if he 
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or she were robbed. He then resolved the conflict by speaking of the “value to do 
the right thing to help somebody else,” but at the same time being careful to 
mitigate harm to others as much as possible when trying to help the individual. 
Mike indicated that he would evaluate his decision based on how things worked out 
for others, including someone who could be indirectly harmed. He commented that 
he considered it important to avoid or alleviate the unanticipated burdens 
potentially cause by the decisions of another and recognized the need to assess each 
situation for such potential while weighing considerations. 
Lorrie (survey score = 0) began by describing morality in terms of 
individual and group conscience. She explained that for her morality meant “Doing 
sort of like your conscience. I guess I mean, if you don’t have a strong set of morals 
then according to the person who’s saying it then their conscience isn’t working the 
way we think it should.” Lorrie began by describing a principle for society that 
helps to determine how one should act morally. When asked what makes something 
a moral problem for her, she initially was perplexed and then stated that “I’m not 
really sure. I can’t really think of an example. I’ve never really had a moral 
dilemma at all.” Lorrie appeared to think of moral conflict at the self-level only and 
indicated difficulty in deciding what has or has not been a moral conflict for her. 
She explained that since coming to college, the experience she had about inviting 
the girl to the firefighters' party was “kind of a moral dilemma, but no matter what I 
did it wasn't going to weigh on my conscience too much. I mean my whole attitude 
was like whatever happens.” Initially, Lorrie constructed the problem by 
considering how it affected her and her conscience alone. She detached herself 
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from the conflict by considering that others would inevitably have their own 
contexts to consider. 
The researcher then reminded Lorrie about her previous discussions about 
experimenting with drugs and asked if that was a possible example of a moral 
problem to which she replied no because “I think too much and I’ve thought about 
it a lot and it doesn’t bother me. I guess my morals have always been balanced. I’m 
not a bad person.” Again, Lorrie considered conflict only at the self-level and 
justified her decision about drug experimentation on a premise that she has thought 
about it a lot and come to a resolution. The researcher reminded her of the 
discomfort she felt with her father’s friend using prejudicial comments and asked if 
she would find it a dilemma if he were to say those things while in the company of 
someone he was defaming. She quickly replied, “Yeah. Oh God yeah. It would 
disgust me to see somebody called that to somebody’s face and that is just how it 
is. I would probably say what are you doing?” With this situation, Lorrie 
demonstrated that she would consider the harm such remarks could cause to 
another and she considered the situation in which she would find herself. She then 
explained that even if it was somebody that she did not know, she would “probably 
say something anyway or at least make an indication that I can’t believe they just 
said that.” She affirmed that something like this situation becomes a moral problem 
for her because choosing right from wrong can result in hurting someone else. She 
said “Yeah, exactly. I mean if it’s hurtful to somebody else then it would be a 
moral problem.” Lorrie resolves the dilemma by considering the general welfare of 
and potential harm to others and infers an obligation to intervene if she is in the 
presence of someone whose actions may hurt another. 
Lorrie described responsibility as being “able to take care of things that 
need to be done.” However, she also said that beyond just doing things 
responsibility included doing things to their “fullest” and making “sure that it’s 
done well.” She gave an example about being a chairperson in her sorority for a 
fundraiser and stating that she would do her best so that her sorority can raise 
money for its national philanthropy to be able to do something good for others. 
When asked about choosing when conflicts arise concerning responsibility to self 
or others, Lorrie said, “The only thing you can do is the thing you think is the right 
thing to do based on your experiences right up to that point.” Lorrie underscored 
how she relies on evaluating each situation to make the “right” decision by 
incorporating personal experience that changes over time. 
After presented with the Heinz moral dilemma, Lorrie began by talking in 
terms of options that she saw besides stealing. She said, 
That’s tough. It’s a real paradox. It’s wrong to steal. I don’t think you can 
really dispute that, but may be somebody might say, but yet she’s sick. I 
guess the thing I would recommend go for state supported health care. I 
don’t know much about health care, but like Medicaid, Medicare and stuff 
like that. ' 
Lorrie began by constructing the problem as one in which the rule of stealing has 
been broken, yet considers the situational aspects that involve the well being of 
another. She implied that the man had an obligation to seek out assistance to avoid 
stealing. When the researcher told her that the man has already stolen and what did 
she think, Lorrie said, “I think it was the wrong thing to do, but it’s like stealing 
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bread to feed your children or something. I mean it’s that same thing.” She then 
reiterated that the man should have looked for other options before stealing, but 
since he stole for his sick wife 
He did it out of desperation and I don’t think he should turn himself in to 
the police. I hope the police wouldn’t catch him, but it can go either way. 
It’s really hard to say if it was wrong or not. 
Lome’s decision is based on concern for the man to maintain his current 
relationship with his wife by not being apprehended by authority because she felt 
his actions were valid in response to another person in need. She demonstrated care 
for the man’s predicament by not wanting him to be caught by the police. She then 
broadened her perspective of the situation beyond the husband and wife saying, “I 
can’t see the states letting someone be that sick. I still don’t think it would make 
that much difference [to pharmacist] whether it [medication] was cheap or 
expensive.” With this statement she showed concern about medication costs and 
care about sick peoples’ needs. When asked why stealing was wrong, Lorrie said 
“Because it’s somebody else’s property and you need to respect other peoples’ 
things. If everybody did that then the world would be messed up. Nothing would be 
safe from anybody.” Lorrie indicated that she believed in the principle of respecting 
other peoples’ property and considered the harm people would endure if stealing 
were an acceptable practice. She then expressed that she did understand why the 
husband stole, but also said, “I don’t think he should do it again and I don’t think 
he deserves to be caught by the authorities right now because his wife needs him. 
Lorrie evaluated her decision by considering the importance of maintaining the 
husband-wife relationship based on the concept of care for another who is 
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suffering. She then went on to say that she recognized that circumstances are 
sometimes beyond peoples’ control, but that people must consider other options 
even though “It’s hard when you are in the situation to see.” She then affirmed that 
she felt she was “idealistic” about society and that “I do not “know where I got my 
theories on life.” She spoke that she could not see exactly how her parents might 
have influenced her perspectives when considering right and wrong. Instead, she 
thought her “belief system” came “from outside influences.” In the end, Lorrie 
again reverted to the Care construct by considering her interdependence with others 
and the important role relationships play in shaping her perspectives. 
Racial/Ethnic Conflict 
Don (survey score = 45) had described two conflicts he found himself in 
that involved issues of race or ethnicity. Although Don was reluctant to admit that 
he had negatives views about certain cultural groups, the researcher found he had a 
distinct dislike for people who were Spanish and Asian. In fact he said most of the 
fights he had in high school involved people who were Spanish and he had relayed 
his prejudicial stereotypes and feelings about “Asian punks” trying to compete in 
the business world. Don described another conflict that happened three weeks 
before the interview while he was driving with three of his friends back to school. 
Apparently he was driving and had stopped at a McDonald’s restaurant to get 
something to eat. While parked and eating, one of his friends had gotten out of the 
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car to smoke a cigarette and another car pulled up alongside of Don’s car. Don 
described what happened next: 
I have a nice big car... we were not in a bad area. These four guys pull up, 
Spanish; punk-looking bastards and they come up to my friend...you want 
some drugs to buy and all this stuff. My friend says and he’s talking and 
talking. I like get in my car we are talking and he [Spanish man] is saying 
something in his damn language that I don’t understand. My friend said that 
what he meant was that if we weren’t buying [drugs] he’s coming into our 
pockets and taking what money we have. 
Don began constructing his understanding of the problem by employing a negative 
stereotype standard he held about Spanish people. His remarks about language 
showed that he considered that this other person had his own context for 
communicating that he had no desire to understand. Don further explained that he 
and his friends became nervous and then one of his friends thought the Spanish guy 
had a gun in his pocket and screamed “Get out of here! Let’s go! Let’s go!” Don 
said he tried to remain calm and said, “I just wanted to take it calmly so nothing 
would happen. I was thinking Thank God nothing happened. It’s stupid people who 
are like that. They get me angry.” Don indicated concern about the welfare of his 
friends and at the same time acknowledged the difficulty he personally had in 
knowing what was the right thing to do at that particular moment. Again, he 
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considered that others have their own contexts which in this case was stupidity and 
it made him angry. Don, this incident raised the issue of broader social conflicts 
between culturally different groups. He then said, “I don’t know if they were 
Spanish or Palestinian. For Jewish and Palestinian there is no hope in life, It’s 
worse than African-American and White people. It’s worse, you don’t know.” With 
these comments, Don contemplated the effects racial/ethnic conflict had on others 
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and the contexts of individuals when dealing with such conflict. When asked why 
his friend thought the Spanish man had a gun when he did not see one Don said, 
“Kind of in the tradition that he was, he could tell.” Don relied on his friend’s 
context alone to determine what had transpired. 
Later in the interview, the researcher referred Don back to this incident 
when he was asked about racial and ethnic incidents since coming to college. He 
admitted that he is cautious with people who are culturally different, like the guys 
that approached them at McDonalds. He said “Yes, always at first, but once you 
know I do something for them and they do something for me then respect paves the 
road and again you know you look upon that.” Don invoked a “respect” rule and 
indicated concern about how he would like to be treated by another. When probed 
about why he tended to have negative experiences with people who were Spanish 
or Hispanic he said, “I don’t know. I think they are bad. I don’t know. Or at the 
moment or at a stage.” He justified this perception he has of Spanish and Hispanics 
by explaining it using the word “downgrading” again. He noted that he must “take 
the challenge” he thinks that they set for him on some level with an attitude of 
somehow being better than others. Don described a principle he held that all 
Spanish people are bad to justify why he has negative experiences. He also showed 
that he considered it his obligation or duty to rise to some perceived challenge to 
prove that Spanish people are not superior. 
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When asked why the incident involving the “Irish Catholic” football players 
at the bar was a conflict for him, he said 
Because here are two kids sitting down, trying to have a good time and 
here’s four guys coming over and ruining the good time and giving two kids 
different thoughts about being at school and all this and that and just 
negative. 
Don described the problem by considering how the football players made him feel 
negative. He implied that out of principle they were wrong because they were 
“ruining the good time.” In this particular case, Don said he avoided further conflict 
by keeping “his mouth shut” and finding “an easier way out and try to find the 
smart thing to do, the smart way out of it.” He justified why he avoided further 
conflict by exiting out the back door because he said he was “Scared, you know, 
these guys were huge, you know. I’m a little guy.” He implied had they not been 
so big that he would have risen to their challenge and physically fight with them 
out of principle since they were interfering with the good time he was having with 
his friend. Don justified his decision to leave and avoid conflict by employing a 
standard relating to physical size. 
Shawn (survey score =58) discussed the incident that occurred with his 
friends while watching the football game as a racial and ethnic conflict for him. He 
commented that by his repeatedly calling the player a “Nigger” he knew it was 
upsetting his friend, but continued to do it anyway. Shawn said the only reason this 
incident was a conflict for him was because “he was a senior and I was a 
freshman.” Shawn began to describe the problem by considering how his actions 
were affecting another and that it was a conflict for him based on some perceived 
school class standard he had. Shawn then introduced new information that he had 
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asked the “kid next door” to confirm for him that the offended friend was over 
reacting and being “sensitive.” This was the second time Shawn had done this 
during a racial or ethnic conflict in which he sought to validate his behavior by 
consulting another for their opinion. The other time he did this was when he kept 
calling a friend a “Cheap Jew.” He elaborated how this kid next door was “telling 
the other kid to calm down” and he said, “I cannot believe this, this is outrageous. I 
can’t believe he’s getting pissed over this!” In both of these cases, Shawn looked 
for validation of his behavior by others and considered that others have their own 
contexts in which they may not like something you do, but that you can choose to 
ignore their feelings. 
Later Shawn revisited his considerations about stereotyping and in fact 
stated that he does not stereotype and because 
I have thought in my head, it lingers [stereotype] and I will go back to that 
you know and say all right that’s right they do that, but then again, 
everyone, I find that anyone can be like that...it’s like so many possibilities 
with everyone. I think it is coincidence. 
Shawn described the trouble he had in deciding about his use of stereotypes. In the 
end, justified his use of them by stating that such characterizations are either 
accurate or coincidentally appropriate. 
Kay (survey score = 41) spoke of several racial and ethnic conflicts she has 
experienced in which she was the target of prejudicial comments because she was 
Jewish and belonged to a sorority with other Jewish women. However, she did 
discussed elements of the Howard Beach incident the occurred in her home 
neighborhood that presented itself as a conflict for her in terms of racial issues. Kay 
had frequently talked about being in situations where she had defended her friends 
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even if it meant fighting physically with others. However, she denied ever hurting 
anybody, but did say it was “Nothing more than like a slap in the face, you know 
pull of hair. Like I’ve helped a friend... been there for them either like holding 
somebody back or like holding a friend back from the other person.” When she 
returns home during school vacations, she said that she still encounters “Some of 
those friends who are still there that you feel like you kind of have to help out.” 
With these statements, Kay showed the importance she placed on relational 
obligation and duty when confronted with a racial/ethnic conflict. She indicated 
that she used a standard rule for physically defending friends during such conflict 
in an effort to maintain relationships. She justified her decision to defend her 
friends because feeling obliged to help out. 
Kay finally spoke about the Howard Beach incident and how she did not 
like how her neighborhood or the incidents were portrayed in the media. She said, 
I just didn’t like... it wasn’t even the fact that everything happened, it was 
just the fact of how people viewed the neighborhood. Because I guess of 
course you are going to think as if there are two or ten people that can do 
that there has got to be more. But really isn’t, or wasn’t at the time. 
When asked what bothered her about this incident, she talked angrily about a 
television movie that was made concerning what happened and said, “NBC made a 
movie and it was so unrealistic and it was so ridiculous and it makes you realize 
that all those TV movies cannot be real.” She explained that she and others were 
“annoyed beyond belief. ..if you are going to film a true story then film it there. If it 
was really to happen, my house should have been on TV because it happened right 
there.” Kay constructed the problem based on the premise that certain principles 
relating to reporting accuracy and realism of events were somehow compromised. 
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She considered that is was unfair for her neighborhood to be portrayed in a certain 
way and her family home to have been excluded in media events. 
When asked further about what else bothered her about this racially 
motivated crime, she sided with those who were found guilty of the crime. She 
began to justify their actions by saying 
Words were said and they blamed it all on the ten White guys from Howard 
Beach, but from what I know I think fists were thrown by the Blacks first. 
Two of them [Black victims] were running and then Michael Griffith, the 
one that actually got killed, ran across the parkway. It’s a huge parkway and 
you are going to get hit.. .there are always cars on it. 
Kay indicated that out of principle she felt blame for the homicide was 
disproportionately placed on the “ten White guys.” Instead of considering the facts 
about the situation that lead to a racially motivated death, Kay considered that 
everyone has their own story and context to account for what happened. She even 
went so far as to blame the victim for running in a direction in which he would 
obviously get hit by a car to rationalize why she was bothered by the incident. Kay 
was asked if she was surprised by something like this happening and whether she 
thought it was a coincidence that it occurred between a group of White and Black 
kids. She responded, “It’s not surprising, if it didn’t happen here it would have 
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happened somewhere else. I mean I’m sure they had a little Black-White thing to 
do with it” Kay was unable to see situational nature of the conflict or discern 
individual motivations. Instead, she relied on a broader and more detached 
consideration that there is some societal standard associated with such racial/ethnic 
conflict and that it will inevitably occur. 
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Much like her minimization of the Howard Beach homicide, Kay made 
repeated claims that many of the experiences she spoke about did not represent 
racial or ethnic conflict or issues in her eyes. She even went further and qualified 
why student groups oriented around a common cultural attribute bothered her so 
much. She said the following: 
There is no need for anyone to have to deal with that [made to feel 
uncomfortable around different racial or ethnic group]. If that’s the way you 
want to be, segregated, that’s fine, but don’t make a big stink about it 
because you don’t want me walking into there [the Malcolm X Center]. 
With these comments, Kay attempted to project her own discomfort about certain 
racial/ethnic groups onto others. She considered it unfair for one to be “made” to 
feel uncomfortable. She basically described social congregation arising from 
cultural congruence as the culprit for making others feel different or uncomfortable. 
She talked again her own discomfort and indicated that she believed other racial 
and ethnic groups purposely tried to do this to people who were different from 
them. However, she did not think the same could be said true of groups she 
associated or congregated with in some way. She went on and said. 
Either way, if you want to sit there and you’re making it so that I feel 
uncomfortable walking in there. That’s fine, but don’t say anything if you 
walk into my sorority house because I don’t see myself making you feel 
uncomfortable. You are making yourself feel uncomfortable. And that’s 
fine. Like everyone makes such a stink about things, but no one goes ahead 
to change them. Like I said about the newspaper. I don’t think that is 
necessary. 
Once again, Kay focused on fairness and “comfort” standards she perceived being 
violated by the mere existence of cultural diversity. Based on some fairness 
principle, she contended that acknowledgement of such diversity in some organized 
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fashion was inherently wrong. She maintained that it is wrong because it made her, 
and presumably others, feel uncomfortable. 
She went on to explain what she considered as “change” that would resolve 
this kind of conflict she saw. In the end, to resolve this problem she offered that 
people should 
Just put the articles [highlighting racial/ethnic issues] in the regular 
newspaper. Don’t specify that it’s Black Affairs... Don’t have dances 
specified for Blacks. If only Black people go to that, that’s fine, but don’t 
specify that basically if you’re not Black don’t go. That’s how I see it on 
campus. 
Kay considered the highlighting of multicultural activities as a violation of some 
journalism equality rule she perceived. For her, acknowledgement of racial/ethnic 
difference was tantamount to special treatment, which she considered to be unfair. 
Using language associated with rules, standards, and fair treatment, Kay justified 
her decision that cultural group recognition was wrong. 
Because the of major brawl that Jon (survey score = 52) had been involved 
and went to court recently to testify about, the researcher asked him many 
additional questions about the conflict and what considerations he made while 
making decisions. When asked if he thought the fight was racially or ethnically 
motivated, he at first said that he thought because tensions were high on both sides 
that it “probably” would have occurred even if the uninvited guests were mostly 
White and not Black. However, when I asked if he thought from his friends’ 
perspective this would be the case, he changed his mind and said, “They probably 
wouldn’t have been as scared as they were because of race.” Jon considered that 
others involved in the incident have their own contexts. His decision about the 
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whether or not the conflict was racially/ethnically motivated was encapsulated in a 
description concerning a principle of fear about cultural diversity that he perceived 
to exist among his friends. 
When asked if he had felt any remorse about the whole fight and his 
subsequent embellished account of what happened, he said “Never, never, once. I 
felt it was justice and I felt he had it coming.” Jon used considerations of rights to 
justify his embellishment. He used his rule for punishment reciprocity to validate 
that his decision to lie was right because it made certain that someone would “pay 
for his” actions. He did say that he felt bad “about the people that got hurt,” but 
characterized the entire incident as a “typical having to grow up experience” that 
more than likely was a result of him “never really knowing many black kids.” 
Jon said that he believed that most of his Greek friends back home that 
attended the party where the fight erupted were like him, paranoid about certain 
people, he said they were 
Definitely paranoid and that’s why the fight started. See I know why 
because right now I’m, you know I’ve met a lot of Black students up here 
and a lot of Jewish. I pretty much had these visions of what they would do 
you know? 
He admitted that the stereotypes he has held were all wrong. He described the 
Black stereotype “baggy pants, rap music, gold chains, neon lights around their 
license plate and underneath their cars treating people like they’re nothing. 
Probably like a lot of Black pride.” He even said that he did not think that Blacks 
could “speak properly” because “It’s from what I saw from like a select small 
group of bad people. I assumed everyone is like that.” He then commented that if 
someone did not fit the stereotype then they were “just trying to cover up what they 
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actually were.” Interestingly, Jon said he looked at people of a different race 
collectively rather than as individuals. It is evident that Jon has traditionally relied 
on stereotypes to standardize his perception of certain racial/ethnic groups. He 
described having a history of not considering actual situations that would present. 
Instead, he demonstrated an over reliance on considering that others have their own 
contexts. Subsequently, he did not consider it his responsibility to pursue personal 
understanding of the perspective of those who were of a different race or ethnicity. 
When probed further about why he had made the decision to speak about 
the incident he again referenced his concern about his friendships. He said, “I was 
worried about my friends getting arrested for no reason and you know I always 
wondered why my parents yelled at me and had not sided with me.” Jon revealed 
concern about being able to maintain relationships with his friends if his fears about 
potential judicial consequences were founded. His comments about his parents lack 
of support, demonstrated that he continues to deny any notion that he may have 
done something wrong and uses such denial to justify that his entire involvement in 
the conflict was right. He spoke about the dilemma he found himself in when 
deciding to make statements to the police. In the end, he repeatedly justified his 
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decision to lie and speak in general about the fight because any options he 
considered had negative consequences. Despite being really intent on wanting to 
make sure certain people “paid” for their involvement in the fight, the following 
statements indicate the kinds of considerations he made when evaluating that 
decision. He said, “Both sides were bad. On one hand I would be a witness and on 
the other you know retaliation. I pretty much had nowhere to turn.. .couldn’t justify 
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what I did, to make myself feel good about what happened.” Jon had rationalized 
his decision to lie about what happened because neither consequence for his actions 
appeared palatable. Jon justified his decision to lie by stating he had no option but 
to ensure that his “eye for an eye” standard and revenge principle were upheld by 
having someone be punished. 
Like Kay, Macey (survey score = 48) was vehement about her feelings 
concerning the congregation of organizations of racial or ethnic students on 
campus, particularly Black and White ones. She started out emphatically denying 
that she was uncomfortable around people who might be of a certain race or 
ethnicity on campus. When the researcher had her reflect on a party she had 
attended where those attending were predominantly White, she said, 
I didn’t feel uncomfortable, I guess I was just mad at the fact of how 
everybody is. I was shocked how racist it seemed. I guess I did feel very 
uncomfortable because I felt like wow, I was the only Spanish person. But a 
lot of the times I am the only minority, but I don’t feel intimidated by them. 
She saw this “sticking together with their kind” as a problem because she has 
“heard a lot of comments coming from their mouths, you know and a lot of Black 
people here are racist.” Macey considered that others have their own contexts about 
racism. She elaborated on how she was personally affected by an example of 
racial/ethnic congregation that she perceived as being problematic. 
Macey talked about the “bad habit” she had with her using the word 
“Nigger” when addressing her friends. She said, “It’s like part of my vocabulary.” 
She perceived this as a problem for her because by using the word “It’s kind of 
rude and racial because a lot of times I’m talking to a White person and say ‘What 
up Nigger?’ but I say that a lot. It’s just a habit I have.” She had a hard time 
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understanding why other people would see this as something improper or bad, she 
said, “I don’t know it’s just the way people perceive it, the perception of what I’m 
trying to say. I don’t see it as a racial thing, even though it is, but I don’t take it like 
I’m not trying to be hinny or anything like that.” She justified her common use of 
the word further and commented that “Everybody says it. It’s just the way we talk. 
Our dialogue whatever.” In this case, Macey argued that use of the word came 
down to a vocabulary standard that she held. She rationalized negative reactions 
people might have as being nothing more than differences in perceptual context. 
Although she considered the general effects that use of the racial epithet could have 
on others, she justified her decision to use it by reverting back to it being standard 
“talk” between friends. 
Macey talked further about why she was conflicted about using the word by 
describing how she has used around her Black friends and they “are not offended.” 
However, she was concerned what other people might think and said, “I don’t 
know if anybody who would pass by and hear that how their reaction would be.” In 
response to whether she thought the word had negative connotations she replied, 
“So many people use it. I think a lot of people are used to it already because so 
many people use it. It’s just a Ghetto word.” Macey continued to resolve that she is 
justified in using the word because of the frequency in which others use it. When 
asked if she would think differently if the word “Spic” were used in this manner, 
she said, 
Yeah. I guess because it’s never used. If people were to say ‘What up Spic? 
like whatever, but Nigger is used by everybody. Even the Niggers, even the 
Black guys say it. Even they say it. I just never heard it. I guess I don t 
know. 
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Macey revealed that she experienced difficulty in deciding if she could apply the 
same rationale to justify usage of a similar term. At the same time, she continued 
her mantra about standard vocabulary to support her usage of the word “Nigger.” 
Macey was asked what if somebody got angry with her for using the word, to 
which she replied, 
I would apologize. I would definitely apologize to them. I know it’s not 
right. I’m not going to get into a fight over that, I wouldn’t appreciate 
somebody coming up to me and saying, ‘Yo Spic! ’ or whatever. You know 
it is a word that offends people and if it does I apologize. 
Macey finally indicated that she could consider the hurt that usage of such a word 
could have on another. However, in the end, she succumbed to minimizing the 
consideration of hurt to others by reemphasizing that usage of the word is just 
standard vocabulary for her and her friends. Summing up her way of trying to deal 
with this problem, Macey stated, “I try to stop. I try to hold myself. It’s just a word 
that I use all the time. I guess it would be different if nobody used it. It’s the way 
we talk.” 
Janine (survey score = 29) had talked about several conflicts involving race 
or ethnicity since coming to college. One of them was when she and several friends 
became angry and emotional after seeing Louis Farrakhan speak to the point of 
considering a drastic measure like “burning or blowing up” an administrative 
building as “a wake up call.” Another one she spoke of that highlights the kinds of 
considerations she has used to address issues and conflicts she sees regarding 
student Asian groups on campus. She began by first talking about her employment 
role in student affairs and attending and promoting multicultural activities on 
campus. She said she attended many Latino events and then said, “I really haven t 
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gone to any Asian events just for the simple fact that for me personally I think the 
Asians have totally segregated themselves from the idea of minority. So, I don’t go 
to their functions.” Janine started by considering how she thought about Asians . 
She justified her decision not to attend their functions based upon her thoughts that 
they do not embrace the “idea of minority.” In this way, she reinforced her 
standard of Asians being segregated from the “idea of minority.” 
She then went on to describe why she considered this an issue for her now 
by attributing some of the negative feelings she had developed to a telephone call 
she had gotten from a Asian students concerning a student affairs video project for 
minority groups on campus. Janine noted that this Asian student had called to 
complain that some of those within the Asian student groups were “feeling 
alienated” from the video project. Janine tried to make sense of what the Asian 
student’s issues were. However, she insisted that there was no intention to alienate 
certain groups and that only Black students had only replied to participate in the 
project that was open to the entire campus community. 
Janine justified being offended by the student’s comments that she was 
alienating the Asian community by responding that “I don’t even know how you 
[student] can say that cause I have Asian students oh my staff.” She further spoke 
about how she considered that Asian community traditionally has not participated 
in joint multicultural events on campus and said, “There’s very little response from 
the Asian community. Very little response.” Janine held the consideration of 
reciprocity and organizational obligation among minority groups to be at the core 
of her understanding of the problem. She then complained that it’s hard for her to 
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be empathetic with the student’s complaint because “Personally, I think they have a 
very good stereotype. Like I would like to have a stereotype where everyone 
considers me the smartest person and not the dumbest person.” Janine reverted 
back to considering how such a stereotype would affect her. She also considered 
that others have their own context for perceiving of minority groups. In this case, 
the context she was referring to was belief in the stereotype of Asians being smart. 
She then recounted two stories to support her reasons for not empathizing with the 
Asian student’s complaints. She described how there were two contentious issues 
concerning the releasing of confidential grade point averages of Black athletes and 
a campus employee’s use of racist remarks. She noted that with both incidents all 
the minority student groups rallied together and protested with the notable 
exception of the Asian student groups. After telling these two stories, she explained 
why she had decided that these kinds of things represented a problem for her in 
supporting the Asian student groups because they did not reciprocate to other 
minority student groups. She said, 
I just feel that the Asian community has relegated themselves to just a 
different area of the world where I guess they don’t care. And I really don’t 
understand why there are two Asian students groups on campus anyway 
because the Asian community doesn’t represent itself I feel anyway. 
It is evident from Janine’s comments that she considered both relational obligation 
and interdependence between minority groups to be important. She challenged the 
need for different Asian student groups to even exist because she indicated that 
they consistently meet low participation standards she uses to student minority 
groups commitment to maintaining interdependent relationships. 
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Mike (survey score = 1) said he did not have any conflicts involving issues 
of race or ethnicity since coming to college that he could recall. The researcher 
returned to his description of the last conflict he had in high school that involved 
racial or ethnic issues. The conflict he spoke of was the one he described about the 
racist remarks that a co-worker made at McDonalds. Mike had said, “He was 
looking for a reaction from me. I was the trainer, so I said I don’t want to hear that. 
Don’t do that in the kitchen.” Mike began constructing the conflict by thinking of it 
on a personal self-level. He indicated that he did not want to hear such remarks 
because it made him upset. He described his decision to intervene in this manner as 
positive because he did not think it was right for the co-worker to have those ideas 
and got his “idea across.” Mike considered the situation he was faced with and that 
he did not think it was right for the co-worker to make such remarks because it had 
the potential to be hurtful to others. Some of the things he considered about why 
this (intervene) was the right thing to do involved him taking the perspective of the 
co-worker in which he said, “Like may be it was more accepted [in the co-worker’s 
family]... every once in awhile he would just cut up Blacks. I mean just because his 
family... he just needed a target.” Mike admitted that individuals may have their 
own contexts for acting out in a certain way. However, acknowledging it did not 
mean he approved of it. He evaluated this decision to intervene in terms of not 
“blaming” the co-worker, but rather “just wanting him to stop.” He explained the 
considerations in more detail later in the interview and said he believed someone 
has to say something to intervene because it will continue to happen. He thought he 
should be using the “energy and ideas” he has to intervene because ‘ Like the 
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majority do not care, but I do.” All of these final comments are indicative of a 
Morality as Care orientation. Mike’s overriding concern and care about others 
being impacted negatively was noted and used to justify his decision to intervene 
no matter what the individual context might be. 
Lorrie (survey score = 0), like Mike did not have any real recent conflict 
involving issues of race or ethnicity that she could describe. However, the 
responses she gave to the questions about affirmative action clearly demonstrate 
her considerations of why she saw not having or supporting affirmative action 
programs as a problem for minorities on the whole. When asked what she thought 
about affirmative action, Lorrie replied “I’m kind of for it because well, actually I 
notice discrimination in certain areas and it shouldn’t exist and we definitely need 
to have a program like affirmative action.” Lorrie began by framing her 
understanding of the situational nature of discrimination. She inferred that others 
are harmed or burdened in its presence. She then describe how she had come to this 
decision and said, “I think it needs to be there and I think there is a need for it to be 
there then you should keep it...It’s true. You’re treated differently if you’re of a 
different race or ethnicity, even gender.” Lorrie started to resolve in her mind that 
s 
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such programs are beneficial because they address a need that others have which is 
to lift or mitigate the burden of discrimination. She again thinks of the different 
situations in which differential treatment exists and considers the effect 
discrimination has on others. She continued to consider specific situations by 
explaining how she is treated differently in her workplace because she is a woman. 
She again noted that she perceived of affirmative action as being helpful in a 
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broader context of opportunity for others. She then independently raised the issue 
of minority quotas and considered their role with regards to subject she was 
discussing. She said, 
It’s a touchy situation because if you do it [hire] like from quotas and stuff 
then you know when the quotas are reached; they are not going to want to 
hire anybody more. So, if a qualified minority comes along they are not 
going to get the job because the quota is already filled. And I don’t see 
filling up the quota with people who aren’t qualified. 
She then concluded that “So I think I’m for it [affirmative action] overall. I mean I 
think it’s done more good than harm.” In her final assessment, Lorrie relied on the 
self to think about how she would consider the added dimension of quotas within 
the context of affirmative action. She described a standard of “hiring by numbers” 
to try to explain how quotas might have a negative effect on certain racial/ethnic 
groups. She noted that out of principle she believed qualifications should be 
considered in conjunction with numbers. In the end, she considered how such 
programs have worked out positively for most people and how they have been 
more helpful than harmful which helped her ultimately decide that she was 
supportive of such programs. 
» 
Morality: Perpetrators vs. Non-perpetrators 
By presenting all interviewees with several opportunities to consider 
conflict, the researcher was able to assess the types of considerations they used 
relative to the moral decision-making process. There were two consistent findings 
noted across the three conflict situations considered by the interviewees. Whether it 
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was a personal, hypothetical or racial/ ethic conflict, perpetrators predominantly 
used the Morality as Justice construct over the Morality as Care one when making 
considerations. On average all three conflict types, the perpetrator subjects were 
approximately 3.3 times more likely to use the Justice considerations when 
constructing, resolving, and evaluating conflict. In contrast, the non-perpetrators 
were 5.3 times more likely to use conflict considerations associated with the 
Morality of Care construct. However, within the two subject groups, the degree to 
which this finding was consistently found across all three conflicts varied more 
among the non-perpetrators than the perpetrators. One could postulate that if there 
were more than two non-perpetrators interviewed, the degree of variation across 
conflicts would not be as great. When looking at coded subject responses together 
across all three conflicts, the Morality as Justice considerations from the Resolution 
stage were the most frequently used (between 27-33%) by subjects and typically 
followed by those from either the Construction or Evaluation stages. 
There were several things that both perpetrators and non-perpetrators 
demonstrated when asked to define morality. In general, all of the subjects had a 
great deal of difficulty talking about the meaning of morality. None of the subjects 
acknowledged any purpose for moral behavior beyond that of an egocentric choice 
to do what is right. None considered the role morals play in facilitating community 
life particularly during periods of stress and conflict. This was particularly evident 
when subjects were asked to consider the Hypothetical conflict because none really 
focused on any broader considerations beyond the two people. Other than two 
subjects mentioning a government insurance program, none of the subjects 
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considered the potential relational role of or connection to family, friends, or 
religious and social organizations in resolving the Heinz dilemma. For several 
perpetrators, they attempted to define morals as something that their parents taught 
them. However, from their considerations of conflict it became evident that such 
teaching was something they chose to ignore or not draw upon to help them resolve 
a problem. 
Generally, the non-perpetrators took longer to speak about particular 
conflict experiences and were less rushed in making considerations about them than 
the perpetrators. Non-perpetrators were most likely to consider the well being and 
welfare of others when considering ways of resolving conflict. They also were 
more inclined to think about maintaining and restoring relationships when 
resolving dilemmas. They frequently thought about how another might feel hurt by 
their actions. Both Mike and Lorrie demonstrated discomfort with being perceived 
as someone who could cause another person to emotionally suffer. 
In contrast, a majority of the perpetrators were quick to point out that they 
frequently found themselves in conflict situations. Several of them became very 
animated about just how frequently it occurred. Many of the perpetrators described 
conflicts that were physical in nature and/or involved threatening behavior towards 
others. This meant that they perceived dominance during conflict to play an 
important in role in resolving and evaluating conflict. Frequently interwoven in 
various Racial/Ethnic conflicts among perpetrators were negative racial/ethnic 
stereotypes. For several perpetrators, the conflicts they described involved their 
actual use of prejudicial stereotypes or epithets. Their considerations of such 
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conflicts often involved attempts to justify or validate the use of such stereotypes or 
epithets. 
All of the perpetrators had demonstrated difficulty in seeing conflict from 
the perspective of others. They focused intently on applying standards and rules 
when considering how to understand and resolve conflict. Interestingly, such 
standards and rules were mostly a result of their own creation as opposed to being 
extrapolated from some broader social, cultural, or institutional realm. Such 
standards and rules appeared to be almost instantly manufactured to validate or 
justify certain considerations. In addition, the majority of perpetrators were 
concerned with reciprocity and fairness in their deliberations of what they should 
do. Several of the perpetrators made the assumption that others they had hurt 
verbally or physically would reciprocate such harm to them. 
A last notable finding among perpetrators was their inability to build on 
previous experience to better understand conflict. It was a group norm for the 
perpetrators not to draw on a previous conflicts or considerations when they were 
faced with a more immediate one. In lieu of building on such kinds of experience 
or applying cognitive thought, perpetrators typically employed the use of decision¬ 
making “templates.” There was an exception to this group norm when a conflict 
involved an issue of race/ethnicity. During racial/ethnic conflict, some perpetrators 
were found trying to draw on previous experience, but it was usually done in an 
attempt to confirm or validate stereotypes they held. 
By adapting Lyons’ (1983) moral considerations coding scheme to this 
study, a quantitative analysis of interview data was possible to determine the 
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unique kinds of considerations used by both perpetrators and non-perpetrators 
when faced with situations involving moral choice. This coding analysis, in 
conjunction with a qualitative assessment of individual responses, indicated that the 
6 perpetrators of this study indeed differed in some marked ways from the 2 non¬ 
perpetrators in terms of how they make meaning of moral dilemmas and address 
moral conflicts. These results by themselves, as well as in combination with the 
social identity results from the previous chapter, reveal some important insight 
concerning developmental attributes of the perpetrators and non-perpetrator 
subjects of this study. The next chapter will address the link between and 
significance of the social identity and moral developmental findings of this study 
and draw some conclusions about how it relates to student ethnoviolent perpetrator 
perspectives on self, relationships, and morality. 
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Figure 7.1 Morality as Justice and as Care: Rights and Response 
Variables 
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Table 7.1 Relationship of Conceptions of Self and of Morality 
to Considerations Made in Real-Life Moral Choice 
A MORALITY OF JUSTICE 
Relational MoralitvTvpe Moral Problems Considerations Evaluation 
Component 
RIGHTS & Viewed as issues, (D one’s role-related to (1) how decisions are 
SEPARATE/ FAIRNESS of conflicting claims 
obligations, duty, or thoucfit about and 
OBJECTIVE rests on an (decisions) between 
commitments, or justified, a 
SELF understanding of self and others (i.e. (2) 
standards, rules, or (2) whether values, 
RECIPROCITY society) resolved by principles for self, principles, or 
invoking impartial 
others, a society, standards were or 
rules, principles, or 
including fairness— are maintained, 
standards how one should treat especially fairness 
another considering 
how one would like 
to be treated if in 
their place 
A MORALITY OF RESPONSE AND CARE 
Relational 
Component 
MoralitvTvpe Moral Problems 
EMPATHY & Viewed as issues of 
CONNECTED RELATIONSHIPS relationships or of 
SELF rests on an response, that is, 
understanding of how to respond to 
RESPONSE others in their 
particular terms; 
resolved through 
the activity of care 
Considerations 
(1) maintaining 
relationships- 
connections of 
interdependent 
individuals to one 
another, or 
(2) promoting the 
welfare of others-- 
preventing harm; 
relieving burdens, 
hurt, or suffering 
(physical or 
psychological) of 
others 
Evaluation 
(1) what 
happened/vwll 
happen, or how 
things worked out; 
or 
(2) were or are 
relationships 
maintained a 
restored 
Note. Adapted from ‘Two Perspectives: On Self, Relationships, And Morality" by Nona Ressner 
Lyons, 1983, Harvard Educational Review, 53, p. 136. Copyright 1983 by Nona Ressner Lyons. 
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Table 7.2 Distribution of Personal Conflict Considerations: Morality as 
Care (Response) Variables Across Conflict Stages 
Conflict Stage & CARE 
Consideration Variables Count Percent (%) 
1. Construction-Response 
OTHERS 7 4.2 
RE-MAINT 5 3.0 
WELFARE 4 2.4 
SITUATION 3 1.8 
CARE 4 2.4 
Total Across Stages 23 13.8 
II. Resolution-Response 
OTHERS 4 2.4 
RE-MAINT 4 2.4 
WELFARE 8 4.8 
SITUATION 2 1.2 
CARE 5 3.0 
Total Across Stages 23 13.8 
III. Evaluation- Response 
OUTCOME 5 3.0 
RE-RESTORE 6 3.6 
Total Across Stages 11 6.6 
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Table 7.3 Distribution of Personal Conflict Considerations: Morality 
as Justice (Rights) Variables Across Conflict Stages 
Conflict Stage & JUSTICE 
Consideration Variables Count Percent (%) 
I. Construction-Rights 
SELF 16 9.6 
RE-DUTY 1 .6 
RULESFAIR 7 4.2 
PRINCIPLE 8 4.8 
CONTEXT 3 1.8 
Total Across Stages 35 21.0 
II. Resolution-Rights 
SELF 11 6.6 
RE-DUTY 7 4.1 
RULESFAIR 13 7.8 
PRINCIPLE 11 6.6 
CONTEXT 6 3.6 
Total Across Stages 48 28.7 
III. Evaluation- Rights 
DECISION 21 12.6 
VALU-MAIN 6 3.6 
Total Across Stages 27 16.2 
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Table 7.4 Distribution of Personal Conflict Morality as Care Variables by 
Individual Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators 
STAGES OF 
CARE 
Don 
PERPETRATORS 
Shawn Kay Jon Macey Janine 
NON-PERPETRATORS 
Mike* Lome* 
1. CONSTRUCTION 
OTHER 1 1 0 2 0 i 0 2 
RE-MAIN 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 
WELFARE 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
SITUATION 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
CARE - 0 0 0 1 i 0 1 1 
II. RESOLUTION 
OTHER 0 0 1 0 i 0 1 1 
RE-MAIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
WELFARE 1 0 1 1 i 0 1 3 
SITUATION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
CARE 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 
III. EVALUATION 
OUTCOME 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
RE-RESTORE 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 2 
Total 2 1 7 6 4 4 17 16 
Note. * = Non-perpetrator 
Table 7.5 Distribution of Personal Conflict Morality as Justice Variables by 
Individual Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators 
STAGES OF 
JUSTICE 
Don 
PERPETRATORS 
Shawn Kay Jon Macey Janine 
NON-PERPETRATORS 
Mike* Lorrie* 
1. CONSTRUCTION 
SELF 4 2 2 0 2 3 3 0 
RE-DUTY 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RULESFAIR 2 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 
PRINCIPLE 2 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 
CONTEXT 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
II. RESOLUTION 
SELF 2 0 0 2 3 2 1 
1 
RE-DUTY 0 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 
RULESFAIR 1 3 1 4 2 2 0 
0 
PRINCIPLE 0 1 0 4 2 4 
0 0 
CONTEXT 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 
0 
III. EVALUATION 
DECISION 1 8 4 2 2 4 0 0 
VALU-MAIN 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Total 15 25 13 
• 
18 14 18 5 2 
Note. * = Non-perpetrator 
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Table 7.6 Distribution of Hypothetical Conflict Considerations: 
Morality as Care (Response) Variables Across Conflict 
Stages 
Conflict Stage & CARE 
Consideration Variables Count Percent (%) 
1. Construction-Response 
OTHERS 5 3.0 
RE-MAINT 5 3.0 
WELFARE 5 3.0 
SITUATION 5 3.0 
CARE 3 1.8 
Total Across Stages 23 13.8 
II. Resolution-Response 
OTHERS 3 1.8 
RE-MAINT 5 3.0 
WELFARE 14 8.4 
SITUATION 7 4.2 
CARE 6 3.6 
Total Across Stages 35 21.1 
ill. Evaluation- Response 
OUTCOME 4 2.4 
RE-RESTORE 2 1.2 
Total Across Stages 6 3.6 
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Table 7.7 Distribution of Hypothetical Conflict Considerations: 
Morality as Justice (Rights) Variables Across Conflict 
Stages 
Conflict Stage & JUSTICE 
Consideration Variables Count Percent (%) 
1. Construction-Rights 
SELF 14 8.4 
RE-DUTY 6 3.6 
RULESFAIR 10 6.0 
PRINCIPLE 3 1.8 
CONTEXT 0 0.0 
Total Across Stages 33 19.8 
II. Resolution-Rights 
SELF 4 2.4 
RE-DUTY 5 3.0 
RULESFAIR 20 12.0 
PRINCIPLE 11 6.6 
CONTEXT 6 3.6 
Total Across Stages 46 27.7 
III. Evaluation- Rights 
4 i 
DECISION 13 7.8 
VALU-MAIN 10 6.0 
Total Across Stages 23 13.8 
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Table 7.8 Distribution of Hypothetical Conflict Morality as Care Vari ables by 
Individual Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators 
STAGES OF 
CARE 
Don 
PERPETRATORS 
Shawn Kay Jon Macey Janine 
NON-PERPETRATORS 
Mike* Lorrie* 
1. CONSTRUCTION 
OTHER 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 
RE-MAIN 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 
WELFARE 0 i 0 0 0 0 2 2 
SITUATION 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 
CARE 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
II. RESOLUTION 
OTHER 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
RE-MAIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
WELFARE 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 6 
SITUATION 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 4 
CARE 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 
III. EVALUATION 
OUTCOME 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
RE-RESTORE 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
Total 2 1 4 2 5 2 25 23 
Note. * = Non-perpetrator 
4 
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Table 7.9 Distribution of Hypothetical Conflict Morality as Justice Variables 
by Individual Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators 
PERPETRATORS NON-PERPETRATORS 
STAGES OF Don Shawn Kay Jon Macey Janine Mike* Lorrie* 
JUSTICE 
I. CONSTRUCTION 
SELF 0 0 1 1 3 4 2 3 
RE-DUTY 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 
RULESFAIR 2 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 
PRINCIPLE 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
CONTEXT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
II. RESOLUTION 
SELF 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 
RE-DUTY 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 
RULESFAIR 1 2 6 2 4 4 0 1 
PRINCIPLE 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 1 
CONTEXT 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 
1 
III. EVALUATION 
DECISION 0 3 3 3 0 2 0 2 
VALU-MAIN 1 1 2 2 1 3 0 0 
Total 8 8 21 14 13 21 4 13 
Note. * = Non-perpetrator 
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Table 7.10 Distribution of Racial/Ethnic Conflict Considerations: 
Morality as Care (Response) Variables Across Conflict 
Stages 
Conflict Stage & CARE 
Consideration Variables Count Percent (%) 
I. Construction-Response 
SELF 6 4.0 
RE-DUTY 2 1.3 
RULESFAIR 4 2.6 
PRINCIPLE 4 2.6 
CONTEXT 0 0.0 
Total Across Stages 16 10.5 
II. Resolution-Rights 
SELF 7 4.6 
RE-DUTY 2 1.3 
RULESFAIR 7 4.6 
PRINCIPLE 2 1.3 
CONTEXT 2 1.3 
Total Across Stages 20 13.1 
III. Evaluation- Rights 
. * 
DECISION 4 2.6 
VALU-MAIN 2 1.3 
Total Across Stages 6 3.9 
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Table 7.11 Distribution of Racial/Ethnic Conflict Considerations: 
Morality as Justice (Rights) Variables Across Conflict 
Stages 
Conflict Stage & JUSTICE 
Consideration Variables Count Percent (%) 
1. Construction-Rights 
SELF 8 5.3 
RE-DUTY 1 .7 
RULESFAIR 7 4.6 
PRINCIPLE 6 4.0 
CONTEXT 7 4.6 
Total Across Stages 29 19.2 
II. Resolution-Rights 
SELF 8 5.3 
RE-DUTY 4 2.6 
RULESFAIR 19 12.6 
PRINCIPLE 8 5.3 
CONTEXT 11 7.3 
Total Across Stages 50 33.1 
III. Evaluation- Rights 
i 
DECISION 20 13.2 
VALU-MAIN 10 6.6 
Total Across Stages 30 19.8 
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Table 7.12 Distribution of Racial/Ethnic Conflict Morality as Care Variables by 
Individual Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators 
PERPETRATORS NON-PERPETRATORS 
STAGES OF Don Shawn Kay Jon Macey Janine Mike* Lorrie* 
CARE 
I. CONSTRUCTION 
OTHER 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 0 
RE-MAIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
WELFARE 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
SITUATION 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
CARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
II. RESOLUTION 
OTHER 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 
RE-MAIN 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
WELFARE 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 
SITUATION 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
CARE 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
III. EVALUATION 
OUTCOME 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 
RE-RESTORE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Total 3 1 2 4 9 2 8 13 
Note. * = Non-perpetrator 
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Table 7.13 Distribution of Racial/Ethnic Conflict Morality as Justice Variables 
by Individual Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators 
STAGES OF 
JUSTICE 
Don 
PERPETRATORS 
Shawn Kay Jon Macey Janine 
NON-PERPETRATORS 
Mike* Lorrie* 
1. CONSTRUCTION 
SELF 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 
RE-DUTY 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
RULESFAIR 2 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 
PRINCIPLE 1 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 
CONTEXT 1 1 0 4 1 0 0 0 
II. RESOLUTION 
SELF 1 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 
RE-DUTY 1 0 2 0 0 0 i 0 
RULESFAIR 3 1 6 2 2 3 0 2 
PRINCIPLE 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 
CONTEXT 3 1 1 1 4 1 0 0 
III. EVALUATION 
DECISION 2 2 4 5 3 2 0 2 
VALU-MAIN 2 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 
Total 20 8 25 19 17 10 2 8 
Note. * = Non-perpetrator 
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Table 7.14 Comparison of Predominant Morality Constructs (Care and Justice): 
Perpetrators and Non-perpetrators by Conflict Type and by Total 
Count and Percent 
CONFLICT TYPE 
PERPETRATORS 
JUSTICE CARE 
NON-PERPETRATORS 
JUSTICE CARE 
1. PERSONAL 
Total Count 103 24 7 33 
Percent 81.1 18.9 17.5 82.5 
Avg. Hits/Subject 17.2 4.0 3.5 16.5 
Subject Hit Range 13-25 1-7 2-5 16-17 
II. HYPOTHETICAL 
Total Count 85 16 17 48 
Percent 84.2 15.8 26.2 73.8 
Avg. Hits/Subject 14.1 2.7 8.5 24.0 
Subject Hit Range 8-21 1-5 4-13 23-25 
111. RACIAL/ETHNIC 
Total Count 99 21 10 21 
Percent 82.5 17.5 32.2 67.8 
Avg. Hits/Subject 16.5 3.5 5.0 10.5 
Subject Hit Range 8-25 1-9 2-8 8-13 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Study Findings 
Since the beginning of this study, the researcher has been intent on 
accomplishing several objectives, the foremost being able to answer the major 
questions driving the research study. The approach of the researcher has been 
guided by a keen interest in learning more about ethnoviolence in higher education 
from the perspective of perpetration. Since there have been so few studies that have 
actually specifically focused on student perpetrators, it is believed that the results of 
this study have significant broader implications for future research particularly with 
regards to methodological approaches and theoretical applications. 
Survey Conclusions 
Because of the social stigmatization connected with ethnoviolence and the 
difficulty of accessing study populations, very few research studies have focused 
on perpetrators. Perhaps one of the most fundamental findings of this research is 
that the study of student ethnoviolent perpetrators in higher education is not as 
elusive a research prospect as many may presuppose. In fact, this study indicated 
that obtaining a perpetrator research population by employing purposive sampling 
methods could be accomplished quite successfully. Future studies should consider 
similar screening survey approaches with self-identification as a central feature 
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when targeting a research population. Although the main thrust of this research 
study has always been to assess for predominant perspectives among student 
perpetrators, the actual survey findings add significance and support to some of the 
current literature concerned with ethnoviolent perpetration among higher education 
students. For example, in this study, 12% of the survey population qualified as 
perpetrators by affirming several types of the most severe forms of ethnoviolent 
behavior. Significant percentages of survey respondents admitted to several types 
/ 
of individual or group ethnoviolent behaviors. These behaviors included the 
following: 
♦ Using derogatory racial/ethnic characterizations or epithets (55%) 
♦ Witnessing hate telephone calls (17%) 
♦ Verbally threatening a certain racial or ethnic group (36%) 
♦ Physically threatening a certain racial or ethnic group (18%) 
♦ Being involved in an actual hate fight (15%) 
♦ Physically hurting another over an issue of race or ethnicity (6%) 
These findings lend support to current perpetrator profile literature. Such literature 
characterizes ethnoviolent perpetrators by their tendency to use physical assault and 
intimidation when committing an incident or crime. It also indicates that 
ethnoviolent perpetrator actions frequently result in the physical injury of others 
(APA, 1998; Friedland & Greenberg, 1999, Levin & McDevitt, 1999; 
Massachusetts Governor’s Task Force on Hate Crime, 1998). It is also interesting 
to compare this study’s survey findings with those of Franklin’s (1997) study of 
antigay hate perpetrators. In her anonymous survey study of mainly freshman 
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students at six community colleges, Franklin found 24% of 484 young adult 
respondents admitted to antigay name-calling. Franklin also found that among male 
respondents 18% admitted to perpetrating physical violence or threats against those 
of a different sexual orientation. When comparing findings between the two 
studies, one can see a doubled percentage of respondents admitting to using anti- 
racial/ethnic characterizations versus antigay ones. It is also interesting to note that 
63% of male respondents admitted to being involved in situations in which they 
physically threatened a certain racial or ethnic group, physically fought with 
someone over an issue of race or ethnicity, or physically injured another over an 
issue of race or ethnicity. Although this study population was a purposive sample 
of over 306 students and not a random sample, this finding was 3.5 times higher 
than that found among Franklin’s antigay perpetrator respondents. 
Although both of these studies focused on perpetrators, they differed in the 
type of ethnoviolence studied. However, the results of this study’s survey support 
the conclusion that despite the difference in the type of ethnoviolence being 
perpetrated, a significant number of males within both studies were more likely to 
admit to perpetrating the more severe behaviors. In fact, this study found that the 
* 4 
relationship between some of the more severe forms of ethnoviolence and male 
gender to be statistically significant. In addition, the relationship between gender 
and the number of behaviors admitted by perpetrators was also found to be 
significant. This meant that the higher the number of ethnoviolent behaviors 
affirmed by a respondent, the more likely the respondent was male. In terms of 
gender and age, one can conclude that the perpetrator profiles of those found in this 
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study generally parallel those posited within the existing hate violence and crime 
literature (Levin & McDevitt, 1999; Verdugo, 1998). However, this did not mean 
that female respondents did not affirm ethnoviolent behaviors. In fact, 4.4% of 
females from the total survey population qualified as perpetrators and were found 
to be eligible for interviewing. Indeed, several of the top survey-scored perpetrators 
were female. 
Although the researcher acknowledges the limitations associated with 
generalizing findings when using purposive sampling, the mere fact that it was used 
revealed two important conclusions relative to Greek affiliation and perpetration of 
ethnoviolence. The first conclusion is that Greek affiliates at this study’s college 
campus engage in the group activity of taking courses together. This conclusion is 
supported by the finding that this survey population was over-represented (33%) by 
past and current fraternity and sorority members when compared to the campus 
average of approximately 5%. Indeed, three of the interview subjects actually spoke 
about intentionally taking the public health class together with their sorority sisters 
and fraternity brothers. The second conclusion is that both sorority and fraternity 
members were found to more likely admit to specific types of ethnoviolent 
behaviors. In addition, the relationship between increased severity of behaviors and 
affirmation of multiple behaviors was significant among past and current fraternity 
affiliates. These findings are in-keeping with some of the current literature that 
indicates that there appears to be relationships between Greek affiliation and 
campus violence in general, and ethnoviolence in particular. This study does not 
allow for one to conclude that Greek affiliation is an actual causal factor of 
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ethnoviolence perpetration. However, it does allow one to conclude that further 
study of Greek affiliate status and enthnoviolence in higher education is indeed 
warranted. 
Interview Conclusions 
From the results of this study’s in-depth interviews of self-identified 
ethnoviolent perpetrators, one can draw several conclusions about how perpetrators 
see the self in relation to others. Perhaps the most important conclusion is that the 
perpetrators in this study predominantly used the Separate/Objective relational 
component of self-definition more than the non-perpetrators. In fact, as a group, 
I 
perpetrators were 11 times more likely to use it when describing the self in relation 
to others. This was found to be evident among female and male perpetrators alike. 
Since this is the first known study that has sought to answer the question of what 
are student ethnoviolent perpetrators’ distinct modes of describing the self in 
relation to others, it would be of interest to see if this gender equity finding is 
replicated in future larger studies. Indeed, if it were generally found that female 
perpetrators of ethnoviolence consistently use the Separate/Objective relational 
component like male perpetrators, then it would be of greater significance because 
it runs counter to the general findings of Lyons (1983) and Gilligan (1982a). 
Both of these researchers found that across the life-cycle, women more 
frequently use characterizations of a Connected Self, while men use those of the 
Separate/Objective Self. Although they indicated that such findings were not 
entirely absolute, they found that men and women tend to predominantly use one 
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self-definition mode over the other. Such a finding would have significance beyond 
the study of ethnoviolent perpetrators to all violence perpetrators because it could 
indicate the existence of an important underlying social identity development 
pattern that is embedded in the profiles of violence perpetrators, regardless of 
gender or age. 
How perpetrators see themselves in relation to others, especially targeted 
victims, is also important. From this study population, there are several conclusions 
to be made about how perpetrators on the whole saw themselves in relation to 
others, including those who were culturally different from them. The perpetrators 
of this study were self-described leaders and saw' themselves as superior to others. 
Such superiority was often coupled with fear when describing themselves in 
relation to children or adults of a different race/ethnicity. They rarely 
acknowledged having social flaws, believed they were good judges of character, 
and were unreceptive to the notion of personal improvement. In fact, several 
professed to be experts in judging those who did or did not fit the negative racial or 
ethnic stereotypes that they held to be true. 
In addition, perpetrators were predominantly not involved in group-related 
activities, especially school and multicultural ones. As a group, they were overly 
sure and confident in most everything they believed or did and were quick to make 
judgements of others. In general, they were extremely paranoid about how others 
perceived of them and distrusting of others in relationships. This was found to be 
especially true in perpetrators’ descriptions of their experiences with people of a 
different race and ethnicity. All of the perpetrators identified discomfort and 
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hostility towards certain racial/ethnic groups. They harbored negative racial/ethnic 
stereotypes and viewed cultural difference as a potential for racial/ethnic conflict in 
any given setting. During racially/ethnically motivated conflict, the perpetrators 
frequently saw themselves as victims as opposed to aggressors and described their 
actions in terms of defending themselves or friends. When one compares these 
findings to those in the perpetrator profile literature, it becomes apparent that both 
female and male perpetrators have a similar pattern of characterizing themselves in 
relation to others. This study also found that among those perpetrators interviewed, 
the racial and ethnic backgrounds of the perpetrators varied. This finding is in 
keeping with most of the literature that indicates that all racial and ethnic groups 
commit ethnoviolence even though young white males account for the majority of 
what is formally reported (Verdugo, 1998). 
There are several conclusions to be made about perpetrators’ perspectives 
on morality based on interview findings as well. Both male and female perpetrators 
consistently used considerations from the Morality of Justice construct over those 
of Care. On average, across three different moral conflict types, perpetrators were 
approximately 3.3 times more likely to use considerations of rights associated with 
a Morality as Justice when constructing, resolving, and evaluating moral conflicts. 
One can conclude that this appears to be a predominant mode used by perpetrators 
for making moral decisions. 
In addition, based on the interview responses, one can generally conclude 
that perpetrators in this study found great difficulty in talking about or defining 
what constitutes a moral problem for them. Furthermore, as a group, perpetrators 
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could not identify any purpose for moral behavior beyond it being a discrete 
moment of egocentric choice to do what is right. This means that they 
demonstrated a repeating pattern of not being able to make broader considerations 
of others beyond their personal involvement in or interpretation of conflict. 
Perpetrators also were less likely to consider the well being and general welfare of 
others when considering ways of resolving conflict, and they were less inclined to 
think about the maintenance or restoration of relationships when faced with various 
types of conflict. 
From analysis of the interview data, one can conclude that all of the 
perpetrators had described racial/ethnic conflicts that involved physical threats, 
verbal intimidation, and fights. Perpetrators applied their own set of personal 
standards or rules when considering conflict and perceived dominance to play an 
important role in its resolution. Another important conclusion about the 
perpetrators in this study relates to the assumptions they made about others when 
faced with conflict. Based on their own fear, distrust, and stereotypical beliefs, 
perpetrators frequently assumed that others they have harmed or threatened during 
a conflict situation would reciprocate such harm if given the opportunity. This was 
often used as justification for committing an act of ethnoviolence in anticipation of 
the need for self-defense or the defense of others. 
Lyons (1983) had found that there appeared to be a strong relationship 
between the considerations used in real-life moral choice and self-definitions. Her 
study revealed that regardless of gender, subjects who characterized themselves 
predominantly in connected terms more frequently used considerations of response 
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in constructing and resolving conflicts. The opposite was found true among 
subjects who predominantly described themselves in separate/objective terms. 
Therefore, she concluded that an important relationship exists between the 
relational Connected Self and the Morality as Care construct and the Separate/ 
Objective Self and the Morality as Justice construct. The findings in this study 
support those found by Lyons, but have the added dimension of ethnoviolence 
perpetration to consider as a defining attribute among subjects. 
Two other interview findings that are supported in the current literature 
concerned with ethnoviolence in higher education relate to group perpetration and 
previous violence histories. Some have indicated that between 50-66% of 
ethnoviolent incidents occurring on college campuses are perpetrated by two or 
more people, and the more severe ones are perpetrated by those with prior violence 
or criminal histories (Bol & Wiersma, 2000; Dunbar, 1997; Ehrlich, 1996). The 
perpetrator subjects of this study all revealed past histories characterized by 
physical threats, assaults, and fights with others of a different race or ethnicity. 
Furthermore, when detailing specific incidents of ethnoviolence in which they were 
involved, the perpetrators were most always in the company of “friends,” but 
J 
played a key role in instigating the actual incident or conflict. 
Study Limitations 
Although the survey phase of this study resulted in many significant 
findings, it is worth reiterating some of the limitations related to sampling 
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procedures, survey design, and results generalization. The mere fact that purposive 
sampling was used limits the researcher’s ability to make any conclusive statements 
about ethnoviolent perpetrator populations beyond parameters of this study. 
However, the purposive sampling was considered necessary to capture a research 
perpetrator population for interviews. The concern student perpetrators have about 
academic or legal repercussions they may face if they admit to ethnoviolent 
/ 
behaviors is real. Purposive sampling, as opposed to random sampling, may 
continue to prove to be a more successful method for obtaining high response rates 
as well as honest affirmation of such highly stigmatized behaviors. Since this 
sampling technique successfully yielded a self-identified interview population, one 
should not dismiss the value of the findings or the need to see if such survey 
findings are capable of being replicated in future studies across multiple campus 
settings. 
In trying to overcome the study limitations associated with accessing a 
perpetrator research population, the researcher took prudent steps to conceptualize 
a severity model and design a survey that would allow for perpetrator self- 
identification. During the data collection period of this research, there were no 
4 
perpetrator-focused survey instruments or empirical survey research studies 
available to use. Consequently, the researcher relied on the independent 
development of a severity model that aligned specific forms of ethnoviolent 
behavior within several perpetration categories. The survey was purposefully 
designed to have a limited number of variables to screen for in an effort to identify 
potential student perpetrators. This was done in an attempt to have a concise 
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instrument that would have greater likelihood of being completed. Although there 
may be other types of information that could be useful in examining additional 
variable relationships, this study’s actual succinct survey design is believed to have 
overcome the potential limitation of a low response rate resulting from incomplete 
surveys. 
Because of both the social stigmatization and the group behavioral 
phenomenon associated with perpetration, the researcher also made the assumption 
that there would likely be reluctance on the part of perpetrators to admit to 
behaviors on an individual level. Consequently, with some of the more severe 
behaviors, respondents were asked if they participated as either an individual or 
with others. This made it difficult to ascertain whether the offending behavior was 
committed by the individual alone or by the individual in the company of others. 
Ultimately, the researcher was able to determine individual or group perpetration 
status during the interview phase among those perpetrators selected for in-depth 
interviews. However, the researcher recognizes that not being able to distinguish 
between individual and group perpetration within the survey population limits any 
generalizations to be made about whether a perpetrator incited the actual behavior 
4 
alone or in conjunction with others. Nevertheless, self-identification of being part 
of such behavior remains an important finding at either the individual or group 
level because it demonstrates that such behavior does indeed exist among students 
attending this study’s particular institution of higher education. 
Another limitation of this study’s survey relates to being able to determine 
when actual ethnoviolent incidents occurred. During interviewing, the researcher 
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was able to determine the time periods for actual behaviors that students had 
admitted to on their surveys. Some incidents took place recently while on or off 
campus, while others were noted to have taken place more than a year ago, 
sometimes prior to coming to college. The researcher was able to determine that all 
of the self-identified perpetrators interviewed did acknowledge recent incidents of 
ethnoviolence. However, having ascertained this during the survey phase would 
have enhanced the researcher’s ability to assess for currency relative to specific 
ethnoviolent behaviors among the larger survey perpetrator population. 
The size of the interview population and the length of the interview 
schedule could also be construed as limitations to this study. Since the interviews 
could only be conducted one subject at a time and lasted 3.5 hours on average, only 
a small number of subjects could be chosen to represent the interview findings of 
the study. Although the researcher strove to select subjects that admitted to a range 
of ethnoviolent behaviors, chose two quasi-control non-perpetrator subjects, and 
provided gender equity among subjects; a larger interview population could have 
yielded somewhat different results. 
J 
Interventional Considerations 
When considering the fact that ethnoviolence as a field of study remains in 
its infancy and that there are very few studies that have examined the problem from 
the perspective of perpetration, the findings of this study lend themselves well to 
the discussion of interventional direction. The most important conclusions of this 
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study are that student perpetrators of ethnoviolence demonstrated predominant 
modes of both self-definition and moral decision-making. The current literature on 
perpetration of ethnoviolence is focused on two things: substantiation of the 
problem and the development of offender models. The findings of this study can 
help shape intervention discussions relative to both of these foci. At the same time, 
such findings add a new research dimension concerning the actual potential for 
prevention of perpetration. 
The survey finding that approximately 1 out of every 9 respondents had 
self-identified as an ethnoviolent perpetrator demonstrates that intervention 
approaches need to be cognizant of the underreporting of the true extent of the 
problem through existing campus and law enforcement reporting mechanisms. The 
researcher would agree with Ehrlich’s (1996) assertion that the prevalence of 
ethnoviolence perpetration among both the general and college populations would 
appear to be greater than the current data shows, based primarily on reports of 
documented or apprehended perpetrators. Because of the limitations associated 
with reporting, several models that were examined in the literature for this study 
were basically constructed from a retrospective analysis of hate crime or incident 
reports. This study demonstrated that it is possible to study perpetrators through a 
process of self-identification to gain understanding of how as a group they see 
themselves in relation to others and how they make decisions when faced with 
conflicts including racial/ethnic ones. Prospective study of student perpetrators has 
broader implications for developing and testing intervention strategies in higher 
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education settings that target self-identified perpetrators in an attempt to interrupt 
their pattern of violence that is racial/ethnically motivated. 
As Lyons (1983) had discovered among her interview subjects, the findings 
of this study also indicate that the language of morality meant different things for 
the perpetrators and non-perpetrators. Consequently, future strategies for 
intervention of ethnoviolence in higher education that target counselors, educators, 
and administrators as intervening agents need to consider that the language of 
morality among student perpetrators may have important implications for the actual 
committing of ethnoviolence. This is especially true of ethnoviolence in higher 
education because it is frequently framed in discussions about morality. For 
example, what student perpetrators feel as obligations to do or what they consider 
their responsibilities to others are may be defined and understood differently than 
those students who are not perpetrators. 
In citing Gondolf, Alpert (1992) noted that some have effectively argued 
that the design of interventions to address social behavior problems need to 
consider and be aligned with the cognitive developmental abilities of a specific 
target population. Such an approach indicates there is a correlation between the 
ineffectiveness of intervention programs and the inappropriateness of interventions 
for the developmental abilities of the specific target population. Based on the 
findings of this study, the researcher would argue similar to Alpert (1992) that in 
order to prevent ethnoviolence in higher education it is necessary to do two things. 
First, one must identify those students who are at risk before they actually commit 
an incident. Second, one must tailor interventions to remedy specific 
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developmental attributes or patterns, which eventually are found to be causally 
related to perpetration. Therefore, the future use of standardized and codeable 
schemes, like those used in this study, to assess for developmental differences 
among students that relate to their capacity to perpetrate ethnoviolence is a worthy 
future goal for interventional research. An expanded, yet similar approach to 
collecting interview data that was used in this study should be considered. 
Realistically, in a larger study, only the major interview questions concerned with 
social identity and moral decision-making should be posed to allow for efficient 
data collection that coincides with Lyons’ (1983) two coding schemes. After 
obtaining information at the individual student level, either in written or tape- 
recorded form, the content of responses could be assessed by those graduate 
researchers, teaching assistants, student affairs personnel, counselors, social justice 
or human relations administrators or faculty who have received training in coding 
applications and analysis. 
Consequently, the researcher would anticipate that both the findings and 
methods used in this study will ultimately prove useful to future studies and 
intervention approaches that are focused on the early detection of students who 
have demonstrated actual ethnoviolent behaviors or an at risk profile for 
perpetration. A refinement of the research methods used in this study could help to 
further identify developmental patterns of behavior that are characteristic of student 
ethnoviolent perpetrator populations. Such refinement of methods and approaches 
should eventually elevate discussion levels surrounding potential prevention of 
ethnoviolence in higher education settings to ones that identify and deploy actual 
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intervention programs that are developmental^ oriented. Such programs may 
directly involve educators in the important role of assisting in identifying such 
populations and in advancing perpetrators’ developmental perspective-taking 
abilities particularly with regards to ethnic/racial relationships and conflict. 
Future Study Implications 
Although the screening survey instrument was successfully used to identify 
subjects for in-depth interviewing, the researcher would make several 
recommendations for future research studies that would employ a similar approach. 
First, the researcher would recommend tailoring the survey to duplicate questions 
about specific behaviors into individual and group perpetration categories. This 
would allow for a cleaner analysis of the level of occurrence related to actual 
perpetration. Second, the researcher would recommend adding variables for 
respondent race and ethnicity, parental immigrant status, racial/ethnic group 
comfort status, and hometown racial/ethnic diversity. Since the main focus of this 
study was on the in-depth interviewing of perpetrators, the researcher truly did not 
j 
fully appreciate the importance of survey construction and subsequent data 
collection that would eventually yield significant findings until after administration 
and analysis. Third, the researcher would continue to recommend inclusion of 
survey variables affirming Greek affiliation (past and current), college athlete status 
and even add a variable about Greek residential housing for future study 
comparisons. Fourth, the researcher would highly recommend brevity when 
considering survey design to maximize completion on the part of respondents. 
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Fifth, the researcher believes that maximizing respondent confidentiality is crucial 
in gaining high participation rates for future ethnoviolent perpetrator survey or 
interview studies. A final recommendation concerning future survey research 
studies of ethnoviolent perpetrators relates to the currency of the admitted behavior 
that was previously mentioned as a limitation. To overcome such a limitation the 
researcher recommends that future survey research elicit information concerning 
the time frame of the self-identified behavior(s). This would allow for future 
analysis on potential intervening factors such as the college experience itself that 
may be shown to correlate to changes in predominant modes of self-description and 
moral decision-making. 
Future research that focuses more closely on the relationships between 
Greek housing and affiliation and ethnoviolence perpetration itself should be 
strongly pursued. This study’s survey findings relative to Greek affiliation and 
perpetration as well as the interview findings of perpetrators growing up in 
homogenous racial and/or ethnic residential enclaves, point to the need for better 
understanding of the contributing factors associated with Greek life and student 
perpetrated ethnoviolence. Some prominent institutions, like Harvard University 
that do not have Greek organizations, have made changes in their residential 
housing assignment methods in an effort to promote increased interaction among 
students from culturally different backgrounds (Mattews, 1998). One such change 
included the implementation of a randomization policy in an effort to promote 
greater inter-group interaction and diversity exposure among students. Likewise, at 
Dartmouth, administration over time has proposed different steps to reduce and 
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possibly eliminate the role of Greek organizations (Clark, 1999). Reorganizing 
student activities as well as housing assignments around social clusters and 
common academic interests and creating coeducational Greek housing units are 
some of the efforts that have been proposed to reframe the role of Greek 
organizations in the social life of the Dartmouth campus. Such efforts are also 
perceived to be helpful in reinforcing campus pluralism. While institutions grapple 
with emerging study findings that show such negative consequences as racial and 
ethnic discrimination as being associated with Greek organizations, it becomes 
evident that further studies focused on ethnoviolence perpetration and Greek 
affiliation, culture and housing be done. 
With regards to the analysis of interview data and future studies, the 
researcher highly recommends that only those who are well versed in the research 
of Gilligan (1977, 1982a) and Lyons (1983) undertake the responsibility of 
employing the social identity and moral considerations coding schemes. It is very 
important that close attention to the language used by perpetrators be scrutinized 
for differences in underlying meaning. The self-description and moral consideration 
schemes, developed by Lyons (1983) and used in this study, are only as valid and 
J 
reliable as the coder who uses them. Therefore, future studies should not short 
shrift the analytic process relative to coding interview content. Indeed, larger scaled 
studies should consider the use of several coders to establish intercoder reliability 
to better support findings. 
From the findings of this study, it is apparent that future studies that focus 
on ethnoviolent perpetrators need to consider further study of their developmental 
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perspectives on identity, relationships, and moral reasoning. By using a 
developmental lens to study ethnoviolence, this study has indicated that perhaps 
perpetrators’ capacity to commit ethnoviolent acts may be the result of deficits in 
either the social identity or moral developmental domains. From this study, it is 
apparent that research that more closely examines identity development may 
continue to find that a Separate/Objective relational conception (self-in-relation-to¬ 
others) is central to perpetrators’ self-definitions. Future studies may be able to 
confirm whether or not ethnoviolent perpetrators demonstrate a continued lack of 
preference for using a Connected Self when describing themselves in relation to 
others, especially those of a different race/ethnicity. This study’s findings 
concerning considerations used in making moral decisions also demonstrates that 
future studies should continue to assess for the distinct ways that perpetrators 
construct, resolve, and evaluate conflict. The interview finding that perpetrators 
consistently used considerations associated with a Morality as Justice construct is 
important because it appears to be related to the perspective perpetrators have 
towards others. The researcher contends that more research is needed to examine 
the possibility that decision-making patterns in areas other than moral choice may 
* 
also be related to perpetrators’ predominant modes of self-definition such as social- 
perspective taking, subjectivity, understanding consequences and identification of 
feelings. 
Replication of the finding that an apparent relationship between 
perpetrators’ predominant modes of self-description and moral decision-making 
exists has very important implications for future research. If a another study could 
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replicate this finding among an interview sample that was large enough to test for 
the significance of the relationship, then entire fields of study including those of 
psychology, sociology, and education concerned with ethnoviolence would likely 
reconsider current research directions which mainly focus on victimization. One 
would anticipate that such fields would undergo a transformation and more 
vigorously pursue whole areas concerning interventional research and scholastic 
inquiry specific to determining causal relationships of ethnoviolence perpetration 
itself. 
4 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
SCREENING SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
The following questionnaire consists of two parts. Please complete Part I by 
responding to each question by circling either Yes or No. Answer the questions 
based on any experiences you have had in high school or college. Please complete 
Part II by circling or writing in the appropriate response. 
PARTI 
YES NO 
1. Have you ever used an epithet, a derogatory 1 2 
or negative characterization, (e.g. nigger, spic, dago, etc.) 
to describe someone of a different race or ethnicity? 
r 
2. Have you been with other people when derogatory 1 2 
comments about a person or group of persons based 
on their race or ethnicity were made? 
3. Have you witnessed someone making a prank telephone 1 2 
call and using epithets or negative racial or ethnic comments? 
4. Have you personally ever made a prank telephone call 1 2 
and used epithets or made negative comments about someone’s race or 
ethnicity? 
5. Has someone ever dared you to write an epithet or derogatory 1 2 
phrase about someone of a different race or ethnicity? 
4 
6. Have you ever written an epithet or derogatory phrase on 1 2 
a structure (wall, door, statue) or in a public place (school 
building, cemetery, club, restroom)? 
7. Have you ever written or been with others who have written 1 2 
a threatening letter to someone because of their race or ethnicity? 
8. Have you thought about vandalizing personal or public 1 2 
property as an action or statement against someone’s race or 
ethnicity? 
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YES NO 
9. Have you ever been involved in a situation where your 1 2 
actions or a friend’s were verbally threatening to a certain racial 
or ethnic group? 
10. Have you ever been involved in a situation where your 1 2 
actions or a friend’s were physically threatening to a certain 
racial or ethnic group? 
11. Have you alone or with others ever gotten into a physical 1 2 
fight with someone over an issue(s) of race or ethnicity? 
12. Have you alone or with others ever physically hurt someone 1 2 
over an issue(s) of race or ethnicity? 
13. Have you ever thought about stealing personal or 1 2 
public property as a statement or action against an 
individual or group because of their race or ethnicity? 
14. Have you alone or with others ever set out to burn or set 1 2 
fire to personal or public property as a statement or action 
against an individual or group because of their race or ethnicity? 
15. Have you ever been reprimanded by someone in a position 1 2 
of authority (e.g. parent, teacher, resident assistant, police 
officer) for behavior considered threatening to someone 
of a certain race or ethnicity? 
PART II: 
16. What is your class standing at UMass? Freshman Sophmore Junior Senior 
17. What is your age? _ (please write) 
18. What is your major?  (please write) 
19. What is your sex? Female Male 
20. Do you currently belong to a ffaternity/sorority? Yes No 
21. Have you previously belonged to a fraternity/sorority? Yes No 
22. Do you currently belong to a collegiate athletic team? Yes No 
23. Have you previously belonged to a high school or Yes No 
collegiate athletic team? 
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APPENDIX B 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN SCREENING SURVEY 
We are conducting a study, which seeks to investigate the dynamics of racial and 
ethnic relationships and racially and ethnically motivated conflicts among college 
students. Participants will be administered a questionnaire designed to define a 
continuum of racial and ethnic attitudes and behaviors. Some of these participants 
may be chosen to further participate in subsequent study interviews. Interview 
participants will be monetarily reimbursed ($30) for their time. Selected subjects 
chosen will represent various attitudes and behaviors. 
We recognize that some responses from the questionnaires may contain personal 
and/or sensitive information. Consequently, the following steps will be taken to 
ensure confidentiality: 
• Each questionnaire will possess a code. Attached to the questionnaire will be an 
index card, bearing the same code and requesting the subject’s first name only 
and telephone number. Index cards will be removed from the questionnaires at 
the time of completion. This will allow the researcher to be the only person to 
know the code and will ensure that subjects cannot be arbitrarily connected to 
questionnaire responses by any other person. 
• The content of the questionnaires will be held in strict confidence, and under no 
circumstances will any material or information collected during this study be 
released in any form that could identify participants. 
Participation in this study is completely voluntary, and a subject may withdraw 
from participating at any time during the questionnaire or interview phases. 
Please sign below if you understand the conditions of the study and agree to 
participate. «, 
Signature Date 
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APPENDIX C 
LETTER OF INFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERVIEW 
I (participant's name)_, on (date)_, agree 
to participate in the study described to me in this letter of Informed Consent to 
Participate prepared by Jennifer Lore-Callahan. I understand this study is being 
conducted only for the purposes outlined in this letter. My signature to participate is 
given voluntarily with foil knowledge of all the rights and potential risks associated 
with my participation in the study. 
I understand that I have been asked to participate in a research study being 
conducted by Jennifer Lore-Callahan, a doctoral candidate in the School of Education 
at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. I understand this study seeks to 
investigate the dynamics of racial relationships and racial motivated conflicts among 
college students. I understand that this part of the research study requires participants 
to agree to being interviewed by Jennifer Lore-Callahan. I understand each of these 
interviews will be tape-recorded, will last for approximately ninety minutes, and will 
be conducted on two separate days. 
I understand the researcher will protect the identity of all participants in the 
study to the best of her ability by using pseudonyms or artificial names for 
participants. I understand all of the information obtained from the interviews will be 
kept confidential and anonymous for the entire purposes of the study and only the 
researcher will know of participants' identities in relation to the collected interview 
information. I also understand participants will not be asked to verbally identify 
themselves during either interview and the original tape recordings will be erased after 
the researcher has transcribed them on paper. I fUrther understand all transcribed 
interview material will be kept in a locked file cabinet and destroyed after the 
researcher has successfully defended her dissertation. 
At this time, I understand I have the right to participate or not participate in the 
study without prejudice. If I agree to voluntarily participate, I understand I have the 
right to withdraw from part or all of the study at any time. I also have the right to ask 
the researcher any questions about the study at any time. In addition, I understand the 
researcher will allow participants to ask questions and talk about their interview 
experiences after being interviewed. As a participant, I also have the right to review 
the written interview material collected by the researcher from either interview 
session. I understand this review would be done in the presence of the researcher who 
would make herself available to answer any questions. 
Although the researcher will make every effort to protect uphold 
confidentiality by ensuring anonymity among participants, I understand there exists a 
remote possibility that 
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either myself or another person may be able to identify my role as a participant. 
Although the risk for this happening is considered very minimal, I am aware this 
potential breach in confidentiality exists because of the small number of participants 
in the study. In addition, I understand there is also the risk an interview may invoke 
some level of personal discomfort because of the nature of either the interviewing 
process or the research topic. 
I am aware this study is being conducted in partial fulfillment of the 
researcher's doctoral program requirements here at the University of Massachusetts. I 
understand completion of this study involves a formal written paper on the topic that 
will be reviewed by a faculty committee and will be placed on file at the University's 
library with all other dissertations. I also understand there is the possibility the 
researcher may further publish material related to the study at some later point in time. 
However, all of the same binding conditions the researcher has used to protect the 
identity of participants for the purposes of this study will be in force. 
Signature Date 
APPENDIX D 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
First Hour: 
1. Tell me about growing up. 
Probes: Describe your family to me. Any adopted children? 
Other family members living with you? 
What was your neighborhood like? Racial Mixture? 
How did you see yourself in relation to other children? 
What about to children of a different race or ethnicity? 
2. How did your parents view other people? 
Probes: What did they teach you about people of a different race or ethnicity? 
Did your parents ever tell jokes about people of a different race or 
ethnicity? 
How did they speak of their experiences with people of a different race 
or ethnicity? 
Can you describe a particular incident in which your parents had a 
problem with someone of a different race or ethnicity? How did they 
talk about the person? 
3. Tell me about a personal experience you had with someone of a different race 
or ethnicity while growing up. 
Probes: How old were you? 
What were some of the events leading up to the experience? 
Would you describe the experience as positive or negative? 
Were there other people involved in the experience? 
Was there someone who helped to explain questions you may have 
had that related to the experience? 
4. Given what you told me about growing up, how do you understand this 
personal experience now? 
Probes: Do you feel it influenced later personal experiences you have 
had with other people of a different race or ethnicity? 
What did you learn from the experience? 
Do you think your upbringing influenced this experience in any way? 
Did you gain some understanding about yourself as a result of the 
experience? 
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Second Hour: 
1. Looking back over the past year/five years, what stands out for you? 
2. Have you ever been in a situation where you were not sure what was the right 
thing to do? 
Probes: Could you describe the situation? 
What were the conflicts for you in that situation? 
What did you do? 
Did you think it was the right thing to do? 
How did you know it was the right thing to do? 
What were some of the consequences you considered in making the 
decision? 
What if someone knew or did not know about the situation? 
3. How would you describe yourself to yourself? 
Probes: Is the way you see yourself now different from the way you 
saw yourself in the past? 
What led to the change? 
What do you like about yourself? 
4. What does the word morality mean to you? 
Probes: What makes something a moral problem for you? 
What does the word responsibility mean to you? 
When responsibility to self and responsibility to others conflict, how 
should one choose? 
Third Hour: 
1. Tell me about your life here at the university? 
Probes: Where do you live? 
What are some of the activities you are involved in on campus? 
What do you do for fun? 
Do you like doing things with others or by yourself? 
What are some of your accomplishments? 
2. How would you describe your experiences with people of a different race or 
ethnicity on campus? 
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Probes: Do you have many friends who are of a different race? 
How close are you to these people? 
Are you involved in multicultural kinds of activities? 
In general, do you think your experiences been positive or negative? 
Are you uncomfortable around people of certain race or ethnicity? 
What do you think about affirmative action? 
What do the words race and ethnicity mean to you? 
3. Tell me about the recent conflict or incident you have had involving issues of 
race or ethnicity. 
Probes: Why was it a conflict? 
What happened? 
What were some of the feelings you had at the time? 
Who were you with? 
What did you do? (racial/ethnic slurs, graffiti, hate mail, or physically 
assault) 
What were some of the factors that led to the conflict or incident? 
Where were you when this happened? 
Have you ever been involved in something like this before? Tell me 
more. 
How did this conflict or incident make you feel? 
4. What does this recent conflict or incident mean to you now? 
Probes: What have you learned about yourself or others? 
Are there things about the conflict or incident that stand out for you? 
How do you look at people of a different race or ethnicity? 
Do you look at this conflict or incident differently because of your this 
experience and why? 
J 
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APPENDIX E 
A SCHEME FOR CODING RESPONSES TO THE "DESCRIBE YOURSELF" 
QUESTION 
I. General and Factual 
A. General factual 
B. Physical characteristics 
C. Identifying activities 
D. Identifying possessions 
E. Social Status 
/ 
XL Abilities and Agency 
A. General ability 
B. Agency 
C. Physical abilities 
D. Intellectual abilities 
HI Psychological 
A Interests (likes/dislikes) 
B. Traits/dispositions 
C. Beliefs, values 
D. Preoccupations 
IV. Relational Component 
A Connected in relation to others: 
1. Have relationship s: (relationship s are there) 
2. Abilities in relationships: (make, sustain; to care, to do things 
for others) 
3. Traits/dispositions in relationships: (help others) 
4. Concern: for the good of another in their terms 
5. Preoccupations: with doing good for another; with how to do 
good 
B. Separate/objective in relation to others 
1. Have relationships: (relationships part of 
obligations/commitments; instrumental) 
2. Abilities in relationships: (skill in interacting with others) 
3. Traits/dispositions in relationships: (act in reciprocity; live up 
to duty/obligations; commitment; fairness) 
4. Concern: for others m light of principles, values, beliefs or 
general good of society) 
5. Preoccupations: (with doing good for society; with whether to 
do good for others) 
V. Summary Statements 
VI. Self-evaluating Commentary 
A. In seifs terms 
B. In self in relation to others 
1. Connected self 
2. Separate self 
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APPENDIX F 
MORALITY AS CARE AND MORALITY AS JUSTICE: A SCHEME FOR 
CODING CONSIDERATIONS OF RESPONSE AND CONSIDERATIONS OF 
RIGHTS 
L The Construction of the Problem 
A Considerations of Response (Care) 
1. General effects to others (unelaborated) 
2. Maintenance or restoration of relationships; or response to 
another considering interdependence. 
3. Welfare/well-being of another or the avoidance of conflict; or, 
the alleviation of another's burden/hurt/suffering (physical or 
psychological) 
4. Considers the " situation vs./over the principle” 
5. Considers care of self; care of self vs. care of others 
B. Considerations of Rights (Justice) 
1. General effects to self (unelaborated including "trouble" "how 
decide") 
2. Obligations, duty or commitments 
3. Standards, rules or principles for self or society; or, considers 
fairness, that is, how one would like to be treated if in other's 
place 
4. Considers the "principle vs./over the situation" 
5. Considers that others have their own contexts 
H. The Resolution of the Problem/Conflict 
[same as Part J\ 
IIL The Evaluation of the Resolution 
A Considerations of Response (Care) 
1. What happened/how worked out 
2. Whether relationships maintained/restored 
B. Considerations of Rights (Justice) 
1. How decided/thought about/justified 
2, Whether values/standards/principles maintained 
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